FRONTISPIECE
Airplane view of a Texasfield showing good soil-eonserviation Ipraclice-contour plowing and contour strip cropping. The wider (lark
bands are cotton: the narrower light bands are erosion-resistant small
crain. Both the grain strips and the contouring intercept water and
eause it to sink into the ground as it flows dowrn the slope. The
field in the tipper right shows bad practice--the land has been
plowed int straight rows upZ and down the slope in such a qay as to
favor erosion. (Soil Conservation Service photo.)
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SUMMARY FOREWORD

THE PuRPoSE OF THE REPORT
In 1934 and again in 1936 drought conditions
in the Great Plains area of the United States
became so severe that it was necessary for the
Federal Government to take emergency steps
to rescue dying cattle, relieve destitutefamilies,
and safeguard human life. The experience of
the two tragic years made it evident that the
drought had merely accentuated a situation
which had been long developing. The agricultural economy of the Great 'Plains had a perilously narrow reserve. Its prosperity depended
on favorable weather and markets, neither of
which could be expected to be continuously
present.
Droughts could not be prevented. They were
admittedly part of a weather cycle which runs
its course beyond the range of human interference. Agriculture must adapt itself to the cycle
and make the most of what Nature has to offer.
This it had largely failed to do. It became clear

that unless there was a permanent change in the
agricultural pattern of ithe Plains, relief always
would have to be extended whenever the available rainfall was deficient. Current methods of
cultivation were so injuring the land that large
areas were decreasingly productive even in good
years, while in bad years they tended more and
more to lapse into desert. The water supply,
which literally meant life or death to human activities in the Region, was being in part permitted to run to waste, in part put to uses which
did not extract all its values.
The steady progress which we have come to

look for in American communities was beginning
to reverse itself. Instead : of becoming more
productive, the Great Plains were becoming less
so. Instead of giving their population a better
standard of living, they were tending to give
them a poorer orie. The people were energetic
and courageous, and they loved their land. Yet
they were increasingly less secure on it.
No one aware of the facts could be content
with emergency measures which would relieve
pressing immediate needs but would not arrest
the downward trend. Representatives of the
Federal Government, going into the field to
study the problem and confer as to ways of
dealing with it, found the people of the Plains
ready to welcome every constructive suggestionThey were in no mood to abandon their land.
They were willing to do all that was humanly
possible to save it. But they needed leadership
and, like other victims of natural disaster, they
needed outside help.
The Federal Government had taken upon
itself the responsibility for direct relief in time
of dire need. Itvwas the only existing agency
which could at once consider the requirements
of a group of States and of fractions of States
which were faced with a common and- urgent
problem. It was the only agency which could
mobilize the resources of the whole country,
so far as they were required, to prevent suffering
in the stricken area.
It had, moreover, a direct interest as owner of
public lands and national forests within the
Region; it was well equipped to continue and to
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initiate researches on which effective action
could be based; it had the power to make loans
and grants where these could be shown to be
for the general welfare; and it was in a position
to coordinate State and local agencies if a
program could: be worked out on which all would
agree.
These factors led to' the creation of the Great
Plains Drought AreaC:rCommittee, which: rendered a preliminary report last August,; and to
the appointment by the President of the'iGreat
Plains ,Committee, whose further studies are
summarized and recommendations submitted
in the present report.
THE: NATURE OF THE PROBLEM
The present situation in thte Great Plains area
is the result of human modification of natural
conditions. Prior to the coming of the white
man, and: to a large extent prior to about 1866,
man did not greatly alter conditions on the
Plains. The Indians did two things: they kiled
buffalo;and they sometimes set fito the grass.
They do not seem to have reduced ihthe number
of the* buffalo'seriously, and though their fires
may have influenced the nature' of the vegitation
they did not destroy the primitive grass ;cover.
If drought killed off the buffalo they multiplied
again in wet years. There is no evidence that
in historic times there was ever a severe enough
drought to destroy the grass roots and cause
comparable with that which took
wind erosion
place in 1934 and 1936; that phenomenon is
chargeable to the plowI and overcropping of
comparatively recent -years. The great loss
deposits of the Missouri Valley, sometimes
pointed to as proof of prehistoric dut storms,
are more probably waterlaid,. with some supplemental dust blown from dried glacial lakes
or outwash plains.:
Nature has established a balance in the Great
Plains byl what in human tennis would be called
theimetho0do'trial and error. The white man
has disturbed this bance; he must restore it or
-devise a new one of his own.
.
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Before going further it will be well to explain,0
as precisely;as possible, what is meant by the
Great Plains. Precision is more attainable in defining the western boundary, which is conveniently marked by the eastern slope of the Rocky
Mountains.:: The eastern boundary may be indicated in one of several ways, but it is always
vague. Indeed, it may be thought of as moving
east or west in accordance with climatic cycles,
and even with the economic and technological
conditions of human occupancy.
The classical line is that of the one hundredth
meridian; although we may also take the western
boundary of the normally humid soils, the
boundary 'where 'the tall prairie grass gives way
to the short or middling plains grass, or the
frontier west of which the normal rainfall is 20
inches or less. For practical -purposes the present Committee has drawn a line (Figures 1 and
2) west of which generally major readjustments
in land and water use appear necessary to meet
climatic conditions. These theoretical boundaries are not fatr apart ;'from one another'. :All
approach the- Mississippi rather closely in the
north and swing in a southwesterly direction as
they run south.: The traveller will be readily
aware of them in ant automobile or railway
journey across Kansas or Nebraska.
The whole area thus marked off has certain
:common characteristics: relatively light rainfall,
high summer temperature, high winds, and
fine-grained soils which blow and drift when
not held together by vegetative cover. There
is little natural growth of trees, except in river
bottoms, on the eastern slopes of the Rockies,
and on occasional outcroppings such as the
Black Hills. Fluctuations in rainfall may be no
greater than in most other parts of the United
States-perhaps not even so great, measured in
inchsbut they are all-important because the
rainfall hovers around and at times falls below
the critical' point at which it is possible to grow
c without irrigation.
The' soils xaret among the richest on the con-

tinent. With water they are highly productive.
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Hence the climatic variations from year to
year, and from the wet to the dry stage of a cycle,
are closely reflected in the Region's productivity.
Within the larger climatic cycles there appear to
be series of shorter ones, none of them measured
with any degree of accuracy as yet. Similarly
there are large-scale geographical variations
within the Region and a confusing number of
local fluctuations in rainfall.
In the North the winters are severe: there, an
early frost may freeze the ground so that subsequent rains run off without soaking in, or, on
the other hand, a plentiful fall of snow may
protect and moisten the soil. In the South snow
lies for long periods only at the higher elevations, and because the soil is exposed for a
longer period it is more subject to wind erosion,
But the pattern of the Region is more intricate
than any broad generalization is adequate even
to suggest-indeed, it has yet 'to be thoroughly
surveyed. A single farm may contain :many
kinds of soil, each reacting in a different way;
or, if the soil happensIto be fairly uniform, the
difference of a few degrees 'in slope may determine whetherit is tillable or not. Drought may
affect the whole area, or only a part of it. It
may strike the South one year and the North
the following year.
All these facts point to the urgent necessity of
more detailed knowledge of the land than we
now possess and a more thorough inventory of
the water resources which make it valuable.
There is no proof that a permanent change in
climate, 'in the direction of greater aridity, is
taking place. There is some reason to believe,
however, that the Plains underwent a dry cycle
between 1825 and 1865; that this was followed
by a cycle during which rainfall was' above the
former average; and that we may now be past
the trough of another dry cycle. It must be
noted that diy years may occur during a wet
cycle and wet years during a dry cycle. Thus
the period from 1886 to 1895 was one of dsastrous droughts in the Great Plains, even though
the forty years from 1865 to 1905 might show an
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average rainfall, in most parts of the Plains,
above the critical point of 20 inches. The
meterologist cannot always be sure whether he is
dealing with a major cycle or with a lesser cycle,
and consequently he is cautious in making
predictions.
THE SErTLEMENT OF THE PLAINS
The great movements of settlers into, the
Plains and the great expansion of the cuiltdvated and heavily grazed areas have come during
wet periods. This is partly the result of chance,
since the major wet period which followed the
close of the Civil War happened to coincide
with a period in our history when there was an
eager westward movement of population.: It is
also evident that the westward tide of settlement was accelerated by a succession; of wet
years and good harvests. With an optimism
which it is hard to condemn, yet which frequently led to disastrous results, farmers and
ranchers mistook a rainfall which happened for
a period to continue above the critical 20-inch
margin, for the permanent climate.
This illusion was shared by speculators, by the
land-grant railroads which had large tracts to
dispose of and which wished to, build up their
freight traffic, by States with: land-grant scrip
to sell,) and by the Federal Government itself,:
through its homesteading 'policy and its sales
of public land. Newcomers were invited to
homestead 160-acre tracts, although we now
know that in most parts of the Great Plains a
farm of this size is far too small to support a
family. They were required to :put this land
under the plow, regardless of whether or, not :it
was suited for cultivation. Not until 1909 was
the homestead tract belatedly enlarged to 320
acres; and although in 1916 grants of 640 acres
were authorized, the provision was made that
they be devoted solely tolgrazing and stockraising. Thus the homesteader often had to
plow when plowing was harmful to the land, and
he was sometimes forbidden to plow when plowing might have been profitable and beneficial.
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Settlement:followed the' lines of the transcontinental railroads, as in earlier times it had
followed navigable rivers. It was facilitated by
the introduction of barbxd wire, which made it
possible to fence ranches at comparatively small
c st. Changes, in the Plains economy came
swiftly. From the end of the Civil War, until
about 1886 great herds were grazed on what
was practically 'single open pasture, thousands
of -square ,miles in extent. From Texas into
Montana these herds ranged. With the drought
years which;0:began in 1886, and with the
continued enclosure of the land by homesteade'rs- and purchasers, the range became
insufficient: and the "cattle barons",: who had
controlled herds which in number had rivalled
the buffalo of ancient days, began to fade from
the picture,
There was only a slight increase in the number
oftrange cattle on the Great Plains after 1890.
In the range:portion 0:of- eight Plains: 'States the
number reached 12,082,6000 by 1920, but declined 0to 10,195,000 by 1935.Yet,i because
there had been a continued and serious deterio.
ration- of the range,- because a considerable area
had been converted from range to tillage, and
because severe drought conditions had burned
the land during 1934, the Great'Plains are estimate'd "to have been nearly 100 percent overstoeeIn 1935.
While grazingjreached~what was at least a
tem rary peak the area of cultivation extended
westward, expanding during'and after wet years,
contractingisomewhat as farms were abandoned
indry years, but on the whole growing at the
expense'of the range.
I powerful new influences were felt.
AfterI1910
T tractor, the combine' and other power mach0inery enabled an individual to plant and har
vest a much larger acreage anbefore. At the
same'time the cost of buying and maintaining
texpensive equipment obliged him to secure
l
a a crop. The World Warend :thefollowing
Iflation pushed Xtheprice of 'wheat to new hi7gh
levelsand: caused a remarkable extension fof the
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area planted to this crop. When the price collapsed during the post-war period Great Plains
farmers continued to plant large wheat acreage
in a desperate endeavor to get money with which
to pay debt charges, taxes, and other unavoidable
expenses. tThey had no choice in the matter.
: Without money they could not remain solvent or
continue to ;farm. Yet to get money they were
obliged to extend farming practices which were
collectively ruinous.
Wheat was the outstanding cah crop. As
late as 1934 about 17,600,000 out of 44,800,000
harvested acres in the Great Plains were under
wheat; ini western Kansas in the same year over
6,000,000 out of 8,000,000 were given over to
wheat. ;Soil not previously plowed was exposed to the wind, with no cover crop to protect
it between seasons. The effects of wind erosion
were more disastrous in the South than in the
North, but the exposed and friable soils almost
everywhere were washed or blown to some
extent. Just as overgrazing had impaired the
natural pasture, so a wrong method of cultivation, forced u
the farmers by influences they
could not then control, injured what had been
considered tillable land. If this plowing of new
land had been necessary in order to meet an
urgent'human need for breadtuffs, the inury
to the land would at least have been the better
of two evils. But-the result was actually to produce an unsalable surplus. Crops were sometimes :abandoned because the market price did
not equal the cost of shipping. In many cases
"suit-case farmers" put in crops on otherwise
unimproved land, broke camp at the end of the
plowing andplanting season, because of ensuing-low prices'did not return to harvest what
they had sown, and left the soil partially exposed
to the drying and eroding winds.
Even more closely than in most other parts of
the United States the problem of the land was
linked with that of theater. Dry farming was
a speculation in which Nature was the unpredictable agent-if enough rain fell there was a
harvest, if drought supervened there was not.
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At the same time many water resources of the
Region were wasted or not put to the best use.
Under the accepted doctrine of prior appropriation water has often been diverted to poor land
at the expense of good land; irrigation systems
frequently have been poorly designed and improperly financed; and in some parts of the
Plains the underground waters, which are
exceedingly slow in replenishing themselves,
have been depleted. And generally the rains
have been permitted to run off the fields because
of lack of practices which would have compelled
them to soak in.
Tuz PRESENT SITUAnON
As a productive resource, as a place to work and
as a place to live, the Great Plains therefore present a disquieting picture. 'If there were no hope
of restoration, with benefit both to thc population
of the area and to the Nation, the present report
would be only a brief final chapter in a record of
failure and disaster. No such conclusions need
be; arrived at, yet certain facts must befaced.
There are perhaps 24,000 crop farms, covering a
total of 15,000,000 acres, which should no longer
be plowed. Of the range lands probably 95 percent have declined in forage value, this decline
varyingX from 25 to 50-percent of its original value
in southwestern North Dakota to from 50 to 75
percent in southwestern Nebraska and northwestern Kansas.
These physical changes unavoidably have been
accompanied by social and economic changes.
There has been a marked decline in the quality
of living which could be achieved by a stalwart
and energetic population, which in stock and
physique is not excelled in: the western world.
Farmers have met the problem of holdings too
small to support a family by renting additional
acreage and there has grown up a confusing,
intricate, and inefficient pattern of ownerships
and tenures. Tenancy has increased steadily.
In eight Great Plains States (not including
Oklahoma and Texas, where cotton growing
outside the Plains area makes tenancy data nontypical), in 1935 more than 41 percent of:alu
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farmers were tenants. In the whole area 35
percent of all the land in use was leased or
rented in 1900; by 1935 the percentage had
risen to 51. The burden of mortgages, debts,
and taxes undoubtedly had rendered an
much
largerr proportion of farmers owners only:in
name.
The tenant system on the Great Plains is in
some respects a result rather than a cause. The
situation would not be cured overnight even
though it were possible to deed every acre of
land in use to those who now work it. Nevertheless, tenancy has; been a link. in a chain of
events which have led to instability of population-within the Region, to neglect of improvements, to low living standards,. to insistencesometimes included 'in the rental contract-upon
a cash crop, to depletion of the soil, to destruction
of the grass cover by overgrazing, and to a
decline in the tangible and intangible values
of community life. The nominally independent
owner, harassed by his owin bburdens and carrying on an enterprise which istat present highly
speculative, has not been able to 'arrest, these
tendencies. Depression and :drought have accentuated trends long in the making. Tax
delinquencies have brought about a vicious circle
of higher tax rates on a diminishing tax base.
The credit of the taxing units has declined as
their debts have increased, and schools and
other public services have suffered.
The Region as a whole has not maintained its
economic position; the return for ;energy expended has been less than for similarexpenditures
of energy upon the land in most other sections of
the country. Despite its energy and self-reliance
the population of the Great Plains has found
itself in a position in which it was compelled to
ask or accept outside assistance out of proportion
to its numbers.
This is a matter of direct concern to the Federal
Government and to the country as a whole. Between April 1933 andJune 1936 the accumulated
amounts of Federal aid expended in the area ran
as high in some counties as S200 per capita. Net
increments to the relief population of-the whole
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UiMted :States between 1933-34 and 1934-35
amounted to. 4 percent; in New Mexico they
were 19.2 percent, in South Dakota 17.6 percent,
in Oklahoma _11.3 percent, in North Dakota
10.9 percent. In June 1935, 20 percent of- all
the farmers in the spring-wheat area of the
Plains were receiving relief and 'another 8 percent were in process of rehabilitation,
The Nation can afford such relief when it is
needed. It cannot afford not to give it when it
is needed. But the Integrity of community life
on the Plains, the solvency of the:Plains economy,
and the welfare of the Nation, which suffers indirectly as the population of the Plains suffers
directly,, demand that here, as elsewhere, a
secure and stable substitute for; relief be found:
The Committee has been impressed during its
field :trips by- the certainty that: in theft Great
Plains area it was dealing -with people who
desired nothing else than to earn their own
living by their own efforts. It is a cruel error
to regard any large portion of this population,
as some uninformed commentators havedone, as
speculative investors whose calculations have
gone wrong. Not in money alone, but also in
labor an endurance, they have paid for better
fortune than has yet been theirs.
The Great Plains: farmer' inq0 many cases will
need relief for sme time to come. He will :eed
credit for; a longer period. Primarily he needs
not only help in reorganizing his work,0 so that
his courage and his efforts will not be in vain,
but also "a new point of view. No individual,
no community, no county, no single State, can
do alone all that needs to., be done; and no one
can sysettle any individual or local problem
without some consideration of the general
problems of the whole area.
The. peoplebof the Plains are finding their wayt
ttoward an attitude of mind, deep-seated and:
not often brought out into the open, which will
affect both their thinking and their doing.Many of .:the assumptions which' the pioneers
had found workable in other region under
other conditions,
::have proved unworkable on
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the Plains. The Plainsman cannot assume that
whatever is for his immediate good is also good
for everybody-only of his long-run good is
this true, and in the short run there must often
b* sacrifices; he cannot assume the right always
to do with his ownii property as he likes-he may
ruin another man's property if he does; he cannot
assume that the individual action he can take
on his own land will be sufficient, even for the
conservation and'. best use of that land. He
must realize that he cannot "conquer Nature"he mswt live with her on her own terms, making
use of and conserving resources which can no
longer be considered inexhaustible,
In this new point of view, and in this task of
realizing the true and lasting values of the Great
Plains, the whole Nation has more than a sentimental stake. The Great Plains can be made a
dependable source of a large portion of our essential food supply. Investments in their development can be rescued from uncertainty,
and under propetrconditions new investments
can be made securely. The Plains can be transformed from a risky adventure and a recurrent
liability into a stable basis of economic and social
profit to their inhabitants and to the whole
country.

STnps TOWARD SOLUTION
The problem of the Great Plains offers no
simple solution. Yet enough is known about
conditions 'and their causes generally throughout the Region, and in detail with respect to
certain parts, to permit immediate and vigorous
execution of a program of readjustment and development. :Further studies of details should
proceed simultaneously with the execution of
the program, but the: beginning of action should
not be permitted to await these studies, which
should in fact be a part of the program.
As the basis of a program there should be a
clear analysis of the complementary parts which
should be played: by the various agencies which
have a stake fin the future of the Plains. Following is an outline of the analysis and recommendations presented in Chapter VI of this report.
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OF FEDERAL ACTION

1. Investigations andSurveys.-It is recommended
that provision be made promptly for the requisite investigations ard surveys to determine,
insofar as 'it has not been done,; the best uses
of land, water, and other natural resources
throughout the Great Plains. These should include:0 the completion of topographic, hydrographic, and soil surveys; studies of climatic
risks; a study of the possibilities of new irrigation
projects in advantageous locations; a uedy of the
proper size of ownership ''and operating units
under varying conditions and in varying locations; studies in the cause and cure of erosion;
and inquiries into occupational: opportunities
for those who can no longer make an adequate
living on the land A 10-year program should
be mapped out for these additional investigations by the:Federal Government. They are
essential if the: long-run development of each
part of the Region is to be guided intelligently.
2. Federal Acquisition of Land in Range Areas.It is recommended that the Federal Government continue the policy of purchasing scattered
crop: farms and other appropriate lands in
areas devoted largely to grazing and most
suitable for that purpose. Such purchases
should be made with due caution and only after
sufficient data have been accumulated to make
good results probable 'in' each case. The lands
which should be acquired lie mainly in the
western and more arid parts -of the Region.
Factors to be taken into consideration should
be not only the nature of the land and its water
supply but also local sentiment, the predicament
of owners whose resources do not permit them
~ ~~~~~~
tot~
make ~
a satisfactory
living on the land they
and
theI
possibility of rounding
occupy,
now,
out the range land at the disposal of existing
grazing districts or associations.
3. Control and Use of Lands Acquired by the Federal
Government in Range Areas.-In conjunction with
the policy of land acquisition it is recommended
that the control of purchased lands situated
within the limits of Federal grazing districts be,
I
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retained by a Federal ageiir.y free to distribute
range rights in accordance with-the objectives of
general rehabilitation as well as of existing priorities. Land acquired in areas where there is -no
public domain, -or not enough to justify the
organization ofgrazing districts under the Taylor
Grazing Act, should be leased to cooperative
grazing associations. In the administration of
purchased lands it is essential that the Federal
agency cooperate with ill other agencies in the
formulation of rules and regulations in order to
obtain best range use.
4. Measures to Increase the Siof Farms.-It is
recommended that assistance in :the; enlargement ofundersized operating units be provided:
(1) through extension of credit under' suitable
restrictions, and (2) experimentally through
Federal purchase of selected;land and its subsequent lease or sale under covenants protecting
its use. A minimum size of family unit for each
type of land should be determined and demonstration farms should be established. This plan
demands, of course, the approval and cooperation of the owner from whom the land is to be
bought or leased and of the operator who is to
manage it.
5. Development of Water Resources.-The water
supply of the Great: Plains cannot be increased
by any practicable means within human control.
The best that can be done is to regulate the
varying supply at our disposal, and to adjust
the land and watcr economy to that supply.
The Soil Conservation Service has demonstrated that generally water can be stored by
suitable farm practices in the soil itself in sufficient quantities to increase growth of grass and
farm crops and to resist drought.: Every effort
should be made to acquaint farmers with' 0the
water-conserving measures which: have been:
found effective. The Water Resources Com-n
mittee of the National Resources Committee
has pointed out that something can be done to
improve the supply of water for the purposes of
watering stock, but that it is not to be expected
that more than 3 percent of the total area of the
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Great Plains can ever be irrigated. It is recommended that attention be given to the development, where natural conditions favor, of smallsized irrigation systems to water up to I ,OO0
acres each, to be operated in connection with
storage Preservoirs on tributaries or pumping
on themajor streams.
plants
6. Rnntlment.-Excessive droughts in the
Great Plains have resulted in the ailess and
desperatemigration of thousands of families in
search of some means of livelihood. Many have
moved to the Pacific Coast, others have settled on
cheap cut-over lands, bu t few 'have improved
their economic status. Many more would have
been ed to leav-but for public aid and relief.
Until: the effects of -severe droughts have been
sufficiently minimized by results of the long-time
program,;by crop insurance, or by other means,
emergency measures involving some resettlement
probably will be necessary.
The adoption of the recommendations of the
Committee would necessarily result in a certain
measure of resettlement. Howver, ding the
completion of detailed plans for readjustments of
land use, it is impossible to determine whether a
further sizeable migration from the, Region can
b avoided. Suitable opportunities should be
found, if possible, within; the Region, but each
case should receive individual consideration for
its best solution.
7. Compensation to Local Governments on Account of
ederaa Land Acquisition.-Purchase :of lands by
the Federal Government may resist in shrilnkage
of the local tax basis. With carefl consideradion of each situation, provisionn should be' made
to compensate local governing bodies for the loss
Of tax revenues when such purchases are made.
Payments made directly by the G ernment to
the counties affected might often prove inequitable, and it is suggested tihat payments 'should

preferably be made directly to the States, with
amounts earmarked forf the counties in which
acquisitions take place, but leaving to the discreon a State adiiinistrative agency the ultimate
iof
distribution among the local units.
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8. Control of Destructive Insect Posts.-The control and possible eradication of insect pests
which ravage periodically sections of the Great
Plains should be a part of th long-range rehabilitation program Rather than considering
such destructive outbreaks as inevitable, preventive efforts through intensive research and
extensive complementary experiments should be
initiated on a wide front,
9. ;Development of 01/Wv R sources.-The development of other resources,; such as the vast
lignite deposits which underlie the northern part
of the Great Plains area, :may be feasible. This
would provide alternative
for some
people. It is suggested that investigations already made by the Bureau of Mines be pursued
further and that demonstration projects be
established by a suitable agency to prove or disprove the economic feasibility of the use of
lignite in the generation of power. Other mineral resources, where not yet fully exploited
should receive similar consideration.

occupation

HI. LINES OF STATE ACTION

Any action taken by the Fcderal Government should be conditioned by the extent to
which the: necessary complementary action is
undertaken by the States. The following
suggestions are made in accordance with this
conviction:
1. Lsgislation.-Each of the States having territory in the Great Plains area is urged to undertake a survey, as promptly as possible, with a
view to necessa revision and extension of its
present laws affecting land and water use and
conservation. This would include laws relating
to tenancy, leasing, taxing, and tax delinquency.
These shouldibe so simplified and interrelated as
to avoidexisting evils of lack of laws, inadequate
laws, ineffective' provisions for administration,
and conflicts of jurisdiction.
2. Zoniq.-The principle of zoning is logicallyas amicable to rural territory 'as it 'is to
ciies and towns. It is believed that the legislatures of the several States in the Great Plains
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area should pass enabling laws under which
their respective counties may zone land in
terms of 'its proper use. Such legislation is
deemed necessary to, prevent permanent impairment of the land by unwise extension of the
cultivated area during periods of supernormal
rainfall or of exceptionally high prices; to give
stability to land-use patterns which may be
determined upon, such as a combination of stockraising and arable fanning in areas which should
not be given exclusively to the quilck "cash
crop"; to simplify :and consolidate the pattern
of settlement and so reduce or keep down expenses for schools, roads,: and other community
services; to reduce 'the amount of speculation in
land; and generally to give permanence and
greater stability to any land-improvement and
land-conservation policy.
3. GraCing Assoat48ions.-One method of improving the conditions resulting from too-small
holdings and the checkerboard ownership ;pattern in the GreatTPlains is the establishment of
cooperative grazing associations.: The grazing
association makes possible the operation of large
tracts as units and in effective conjunction with
adjacent dry-farming and irrigated land. It
reduces destructive competition among stockmen
for the use of the range and tends to eliminate
overgrazing, inflation of land values, and other
evils. Such associations are sanctioned under
the Montana law, under the supervision of the
Montana Grazing Commission, and it is suggested that this system be adapted for use in the
other Great Plains States.
4. Control of Erosion on Arable Lands.-Conservation in the Great Plains area would be
greatly stimulated if each State were to adopt
appropriate legislation permitting the qualified,
property-tax-paying voters of a county or other
division to form a soil conservation district. The
Land Policy Committee, the Soil, Conservation
Service, and the Office of the Solicitor in the
Department of Agriculture have joined in drawing up a suggestive standard law for the formation of such districts, and it is urged that the
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legislatures of the Great Plains States give early
attention to the proposal.
5. Tax-Dlinquent Range Lands.-It is desirable
that the States should avoid the resale' of such
lands to private individuals, and should make
them available'-for coordinated use with other
public lands through cooperative grazing districts or other means.
6. Commity Organization.-The Great Plains
States might well encourage local communities
to make broader use of legislation 'permitting
the consolidation of local governments and other
changes in organization which would make for
economy. In this way costs of roads, schools,
and other public services might be reduced without loss of efficiency.
7. Taxation.-Taxing systems: in the Great
Plains States probably must continue to have
their basis in the land. It is suggested, however,
that prevalent modes of assessment and collection may have ceased to be suitable for the
economic; and social conditions that have developed; and that some revision of the taxing
system which will take account of the current or
average income from the land would prove to be
more equitable and beneficial in the long run.
8. Water. Resources and Water Problems.-These
are basic for every agency operating in the Great
Plains. The States might well aid farmers in
developing local water supplies for stock, etc.,
through tax reductions, as in Kansas;:0by, implifying procedures for adjudicating rights to
water used; and by giving greater support to
State agencies equipped to furnish engineering
and other technical advice to farmers and stockmen. The example of the Montana State Water
Conservation Board in facilitating small or
medium-sized irrigation projects'deserves imitation. In many cases highway construction can
be utilized safely to assist the conservation of
water. Existing State laws do not as a rule
limit the amount of ground water to be pumped
by any one appropriator or ensure that such
water is not wasted; these defects should be
remedied.
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9. Land Occupancy and Tenure.-State authorities should give attention to the forthcoming
report of the Special Committee on Land Tenure
:appointed Vby :the President; and should on the
one handepromote
ownership and permanent
occupancy, and on the other hand malke more
equitable the position of those who continue as
tenants. They should explore the possibilities
of elimination 'of oral leases, standard forms of
leases, longer duration of leases, bettering the
position of tenants with respect to improvements
and fixtures which they have introduced, 'and
other factors which would improve the position
of tenants and encourage conservation of soil
assets.
M1. LOCAL ACTION AND M IMPORTANCE

The success of a long-time plan for essential
readjiustments in the Great Plains economy in
the final analysis will depend on local action even
more,;than on Federal or State action. The
Federal agencies may advises
st, andbcoordiState
nate,
agencies may administer permissive
or mandatory legislation, but in the0end local
attitudes, policies, and actions are 'bound to 'be
decisive.: These can be guided and influencedindeed, they must'be if the downward trend is
to be stopped-but they cannot be coerced.
Certain practical urges within the capacity
of individuls::and communities aret here biefly
suggested: (I) Enlargement 'of operating units
and establishment of the family ranch or farm,
or the: cooperative grazing range; r(2)major
shifts in cropping plans to reduce' the single
4"cash crop" and ,restore the more stable "baljced farm"; (3)0 flexible cropping, plans, so
that the'nature of the crop eachseason can be
adapted to the :amount of moisture in the soil
at planting time; 4) creation of feed a seed
reserves against d0ry years, made, economical
by use of the 'pit silo; (5) conservation of soil
moisture by such means as concur plowing and
listing, contour strip, terracing,. leaving of
stubble and crop residue in the ground, and plantbig of sweet clover and winter rye :on sandy
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soils; (6) supplemental Irrigation where practicable at low cost; (7) utilization of springs,
wells, and other local sources of water supply
where stock is to be pastured; (8) the planting
wherever practicable of trees and shrubs as
windbreaks on borders of fields and around
houses.
All agencics-Federal, State,Alocal, and private-must cooperate in stimulating the adop
tion of these and other proved methods. They
are a part of the intelligent adjustment to the
ways of NatureC which must take the place of
attempt to "conquer" her. But primarily the
responsibility rests ou£ the people residing in the
Great Plains States. Other agencies may encourage, inform, and assist them, but the final
responsibility is, and must be, their own.
ORGANIZATION

FOR

READJUSTMENT

AND

DEVELOPMENT

The task of readjustment and development
along the inaes recommended in this report is
urgent. The type of coordinated action necessary for progress will come slowly and painfully
if left to "the natural course of events." At the
present moment, and notwithstanding the bitter
lessons of recent years, we see evidences of uncoordinated action that extends improper land
use and if not arrested will lead to further retrogression. The wheat area seeded in the ten
Great Plains States during 1936, including many
unsuitable parts of the area, is reported by competent authority to be the largest on record.
In view of such circumstances an immediate and
definite implementation of the program here
presented is imperative.
Some- fity or more important Federal agencies,
inaddition to State, county, and municipal
governments and numerous types of districts
which have been or will be formed under the
provisions of State laws, touch the problem of
::
o
Gt Plains at some point tora t
(bring the work of these many agencies sharply
to fcus on the-dominant problem, to prevent
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overlapping and confuion, and to deal with ! such legislation as may be deemed -desirable.
The precise manner in which the proposed
problems which in the Great Plains have a large
degree of uniformity, the establishment of: a agency may, be woven into the administrative
continuing territorial agency to promote the fabric of the Federal Government may be left
readjustments that have been,discussed in this for later determination. In: time to come it
report, and to make effective a salutary long- might well be a part of a Nation-wide effort
range program, seems amply justified. This toward better planning and greater coordination
agency should be of such a nature as to bring in the care and:use of our natural and human
about'prompt, lasting, and fruitful coordination resources. For the time being the task might
fittingly be assigned to some more or less tempoin the' field.
Such an agency should :not displace existing rary committee, council, or commission, created
agencies or assume any administrative control by Executive Order, for the purpose of dealing
over the operations which those bodies normally with situation which cannot wait.
Public opinion throughout ^the Great Plains
carry on. Its proper field should be that of a
continuing study of the Great Plains problem as appears to be ri for this step, and there can be
no :doubt that the various agencies', Federal,
a whole and of endeavoring, by consultation,
education, persuasion, and guidance, to inte- ! State, and local, which are at work in the% Great
grate the efforts of all forces concerned towardAJ Plains area, will welcome some general, coordicommon objective., Itshouia given author- nated: plan which will make each move more
ito
on&Enetvarious Federal agencies func- effective because it is part of a common effort.
ctll
During recent years the economic drift in the
tioning in the Great Plains for such information
Plains has been steadily -downward. If
Great
as may be required 0to make field coordination
Govof
the
deplorable consequences, recently heightened
effective. :Any department the:Federal
be
of
as
a
result of the depression and ddrought, are
ernment should: afforded the opportunity
in
to
it
its
to be arrested, it will only be because the entire
designating a liaison officer represent
Nation
takes the situation in hand promptly,
relations with the proposed agency.
aid
in coordinating policies and re- emphatically, and competently. There is no
It should
searches of all agencies dealing with or concerned controversy as to ultimate objectives, and there
with the Great Plains; should supervise and co- should be none as to immediate means.
In a sense the Great Plains afford a test of
ordinate the recommended program of land
mapping; should help to make effective the edu- American ways of dealing with matters of urgent
cational efforts'looking toward the conservation common concern. They have not responded
favorably to a purely individualistic system of
of the soil and water resources of the Great Plains;
should report annually,: with recommendations pioneering. The Committee is confident that
they will respond to an altered system which will
as to Federal legislation bearing on the Great
Plains; and after consultation with: the depart- invoke the :power of voluntary cooperation
without sacrificing any of the virtues of local
ments involved should be prepared to recommend to State and local political subdivisions initiative and self-reliance.
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THE GREAT PLAINS OF THE PAST
As the first white settlers drove their covered wagons slowly
westward acrosslthe seemingly limitless expanses of the Great
Plainsi they found the Red Man living in rude but productive
harmony with Nature,. a The Winter snows and Spring rains
clothed the land in grass; forests covered the foothills and lined
the upper reaches of clear streams; the buffalo furnished food,
clothing, shelter, and other simple necessities without diminishing in number. Living as he did, the Indian could laugh at
the burning sun, the strong but dustless winds. He had made
his truce with them, and with the land.
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THE GREAT PLAINS OF THE PRESENT
The White M:Man knew -no truce. He came as a conqueror
first: of the Indian, then of Nature. Today we see foothills
shorn of timber, deeply gullied, useless or rapidly losing their
fertile soil under unwise cultivation; the fertilee earth itself
drifts with the wind -'in sand& hills and in dust clouds; where
once the grass was rank, cattle nibble 'it to the scorched roots;
the water of streams and the ground waters too often irrigate
poor land, leaving the richer thirsty; men struggle vainly for, a
living on too few acres; the plough ignores Nature's "Keep
Off" signs; communities, for all the courage of their people,
fall into decay, with poor schools, shabby houses, the sad cycle
of tax sales, relief, aimless migrations.
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THE GREAT PLAINS OF THE FUTURE
The land'may bloom again if man once more makes his peace
with Nature. Careful planting will give him back the foothill
trees; terracing will save'lush foothill farms; a wise use of the
land will restorelgrass for controlled grazing; fewer and larger
farms on scientifically:selected sites may yield under the
plough a comfrtable living; dams will hold back the waters
from rains and melting snow, giving power and controlling
the flow of the 0life-giving streams; springs may be developed,
water pumped;by windmills to water cattle, moisture held in
the soil by scientific methods of tillage; by such means the
life of man on the land may be made happier, more prosperous,
more secure. The sun, the wind, the rain, the snow can be
friends of man, not enemies. This is no Utopian dream. It
is a promise, to be realized if we will.
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GENERAL PHYSICAL
CHARACTERISTICS

OF THE
AREA

GREAT PLAINS REGION AS CONSIDERED IN THIS REPORT

Chapter I
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

EXTENT AND BOuNDARIES
The Great Plains Region,4as delimited for the
purposes of this report,' is shown in Figure 1.
It comprises approximately one-third of the
area between the Rocky Mountains and the
Misisippi River and is about half the size of
that part of the United States which lies east
of the Misissippi. Stretching from Canada
nearly to Mexico, it is 'about 1,300 miles long
and varies:from 200 to 700 miles in width. The
Rocky Mountains form its western boundary,
but no clear-cut line defines its eastern edge,
which may be designated approximately in
terms of: (1) climate, (2) soil, or (3) natural
vegetation. Figure 2 shows the approximate
position of the natural boundaries which might
be considered as marking its eastern limit,
on the basis of these tests, -together with the
definite westernboundary which is the eastern
edge of the Rocky Mountain Region.
Since many crops cannot be grown dependably by conventional practices where the annual
rainfall is less than t-20 inches, agriculture- without irrigation in the Great Plains generally is
believed 'to be limited to grazing and to the
production of relatively drought-resistant crops.
Much significance, therefore, is attached to the
20-inch rainfall line zone as it runs from the
Canadian border tot the Gulf of Mexico.2
As the6Great Plains are crossed from west to

east, the color of the soil in general becomes
darker and the layer of lime carbonate accumunation drops farther and farther below the surface. Finally a belt is reached in which this
layer disappears altogether as the heavier rainfall
cause the carbonate to be leached completely
from the soil. To some finvestigato, the boundary be en the soils which have lime carbonate
accumulation and those which do not represents
the eastern edge of the Great Plains and the
western edge of the humid lands.
Generally the Great Plains Region is one of
grasses, devoid in mostt places of trees. f:Recent
experiments have indicated, however, that certain species of trees will survive and mature in
the more favorable situations if not destroyed by
or nther
grazing,tfie,
means. Early pioneers
noted a decrease in the height of the vegetal
ground cover as they moved'westward toward
the mountains. In general the vegetation of the
Great Plains consists of species which are with.:
out exception drought enduring, able to enter a
drought rest stage when 'necessary, and able to
produce seed in a remarkably short time.
Grama and b lo grass are generally the most
conspicuous species, but the taller' gaes charac-.
teristic of the region of more abundant moisture
to the East are presentin a subordinate role.
They become easly visible only during the'occasionl' humidyears, if not overgrazed. In the

Letter of Instructions. tcete
Se ApendixTheiP'residenl'i
rature* and wind velocities t the rate
of evapora on, line showig varying amounts of effective prcipitation,as on a composite of rainfall, tempera.
tures, and wind velocities wouldbe more satisfactory indicators of the suitability of various areas in the Great Pla
for crops thanimple rainfall lines. See C. Warren Thornthwaite, "The Great Plains", p. 221, in Migration and
conomw Opportunitu, by Carter Goodrich and others.
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GREAT PLAINS REGION AS CONSIDERED IN THIS REPORT WITH VARIOUS NATURAL BOUNDARIES WHICH MIGHT BE CONSIDERED THE EASTERN LIMIT OF THE GREAT PLAINS REGION

GREAT PLAINS REGION

Figure 4.- Average an ual precipitation in inches for the 40-year period 1895-1934, together with typical monthly distribution charts for various parts of the Region
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sandy areas where the soil moisture is more
readily available, the tall grasses of the prairies
are usually found together with such woody
plants as sage, wild plum, and shinry.
The taller components of the "short grass"
suffer most during years of deficient rainfall as
well as from overgrazing and other abuses.
Some ecologists believe that the climax vegetation of the Great Plains is tall grass, and that it
has disappeared because of overgrazing and
other abuses, but would return if these abuses
were to cease. They feel that the present dominant species-buffalo and grama grass-exist
because they alone were able to survive misuse.
In any event, the various attempts to delimit
the boundary between short grasses and tall
grasses have not been very successful because of
its indefiniteness and its tendency to shift
widely with variations in rainfall. This makes
it impracticable to draw a definite "grass line"
through the area where the Great Plains merge
with the central prairies of the Mississippi

Valley.
Figure 3 shows the boundaries of the Great
Plains Region according to county lines, which
are used to delimit the area to which estimates
regarding public-land: acquisitions and the like
apply. The eastern boundary in this instance
has been drawn to include within the Region
all the important tracts where major readjustments in land use appear.necessary or desirable
to meet climatic conditions.
CLIMATE

or no

GREAT PLAINS

The land-use i problems of the Great Plains
arise largely from the climate of the Region.
The most important factor in the climate is the
rainfall, light and extremely uncertain, which
impedes or precludes the establishment of a
humid or even a subhumid agricultural econonly. The irregular but persistent recurrence of
severe drought, wide fluctuations in temperatures and winds, and the general failure of

settlers to adjust their agricultural practices to
these hazardous conditions, are chiefly respon-
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sible for the peculiar problems and the economic
maladjustments which characterize the Plains
province.'
Rainfall Variability.-As may be seen from
Figure 4, the average annual: precipitation of
the Great Plains is less than 20 inches, whereas
in most of the remaining agricultural sections of
the United XStates the average is 30 inches or
more. However important this general deficiency in moisture may be,: it is climatic variability that is the most critical factor in the permanent settlement of the Plains, since this is the
basis of most of the agricultural risks of the
Region. Areas which are humid or subhumid
in some years are semiarid or arid in others.
Marked variations occur not only from year to
year but also in irregular minor cycles of several
years' and in major cycles of many years'
duration.
The rainfall record of Hays, Kansas, one of the
longer records available (it dates from 1868),
may be used to illustrate the annual and cyclic
variations in precipitation that are characteristic
of the Great Plains, even though it reflects conditions on the eastern, more favorable edge of the
Region. "A computation of ten-year moving
averages for the 67 years reveals three periods of
scanty rainfall and two intermediate periods of
more abundant precipitation. The heaviest
average rainfall for any consecutive ten years was
26.52 inches for the period 1896-1905, 'and the
lowest was 20.60 inches for the period 1915-25.
The highest five-year average was 30.64 inches
for the period'1874-78,"and the lowest was 17.87
inches for 1891-95. The driest of the five-year
periods received only 58 percent as much rain as
the more humid years. Of the seven times since
1868 when the annual precipitation exceeded 30
inches, three were between 1875 and 1878. Only
twice since 1903 has more than 30 inches of rain
fallen in a single year. In 1894, the; driest year,
the rainfall was only 11.80 inche, whereas in
1874, the rainiest year, it amounted to 35.40
inches, exactly three times as much."'4
a Thornthwaite, p. 202. 4 Thornthwait
219.
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Data for other stations in the Great Plains that
have relatively long records demonstrate similar
annual fluctuations in precipitation. These data
do not, however, reveal the greater and perhaps
more significant variability in rainfall within an

individual year. Frequently one or two rainless
months may be followed by several intermittently;
rainy months. The variability of the monthly
sequence of rainfall, as well as that of the annual
totals, is a limiting factor in agricultural production in the Great Plains.
Were it possible to foresceshifts in climatic
conditions and to adjust croppingplans accordingly, the risk 'involved in agricultural operations
could be reduced notably. Most experts believe
this is not yet practicable, although some
authorities believe thatt measurements of the
moisture content of the soil at seeding time can
be employed as a practicable guide for cropping
plans.' "Apparently there is no cyclical recurrence of rainfall conditions which can be reduced
tof a simple mathematical expression that wouldV
permit forecast through extrapolation. Evidence derived from: ree rings, lake levels, etc.,
indicates that in the Great Plains the period from
1825 to 1865 wasI a long drought with only
On the basis of
occasional wet years. *
that experience we may assume that the present
drought might be prolonged for 20 or more
years. Since rainfall averages now stand far
below the normal, it is safe to forecast an increase throughout the drought area, but we have
no reason to expect it immediately nor to regard
the occurrence of a single wet year as the conclusion of the drought. Until further advance
is made in the field of accurate long-range
weather forecasts, there is no way of anticipating
climatic variations."
Local Climatic Va riations.-Climatic conditions
:also spacially.
vary not only temporallyt but
"A further difficulty in the way of forecasting is
that the oscillations are neither uniform, similar,
nor Asynchronous in: the various parts of the
country. If any relationship exists between the
'

8 See p. 32. * Thornthwaite, p. 219.
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various rainfall patterns through the United
States, it has not been determined. Even in an
area of such surficial homogeneity as the Great
Plains there is no uniformity in rainfall throughout its extent. * * * In certain years, exceptionally~dry or wet conditions pervade the entire
area, as in 1910 and 1915. More frequently
there is no consistent pattern of rainfall: abnormality from north to south or from east to west.
"A considerable portion of the rain falls in
showers of local character and, as a result,
within short distances rather great variations
may occur in individual rains. It is not un.
usual for successive rains to be so distributed
that the moisture differences in adjacent places
may become considerable. * * * Local variations in rainfall occur in humid areas also, but
they are especially significant in the Great
Plains because they determine the success or
failure of crop production by rising above or
dropping below the necessary requirements." I
Temperature Variability.-The lIand-use problims created by uncertain rainfall in the Qreat
Plains are aggravated by wide fluctuations in
temperature. The variation between maximum
summer and minimum winter temperatures frequently is well over 100 degrees, even in the
southern High Plains of Texas. Even more important, however, are the protracted periods of
high temperatures. Some sections have reported
more than 2.5 days in one month with maximum
temperatures above 100 degrees.; It is believed
that the high-temperature measure is of special
importance to drought in the Great Plains, not
only because it contributes to livestock destruction but even more because the greatly increased evaporation dries up water supplies and
causes crops to wilt. It is reasonable to suppose, moreover, that such temperatures are
above the critical limits for the`growth of corn
and wheat and that they would result in damage
even if abundant moisture were available.
Great variation occurs in the areal distribution
of days with high temperatures. Northern

'Thornthwaite, pp. 219-221.

Figure 5.- Wind erosion and average wind velocity in the Great Plains.
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Texas, for example, may report 30 or 31 days
with maximum temperatures higher thian 100
degrees during a month in which most of North
Dakota has only two days with such temperatures. The next year the situation may be
reversed. The number of days with maximum
temperatures over 100 degrees may be half the
number previously experienced in one area,
while another area may: report such temperatures for five times as many days as before.
Another important phase of temperature variation in the Great Plains is the length of the
frost-free season, especially in the northern
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portion. In one year out of five the growing
season in the extreme north may be expected
to be shorter than too days. Killing frosts :in
autumn constitute a real danger to the spring
wheat crop when planting 'is delayed or in
extremely wet years. Early freezing, by preventing any :further absorption of rain, may
cause a serious deficiency in soil moisture the
following year.
High Wind Velociy.-In no other section of the
interior of the United States are prevailing wind
velocities as high as in the Great Plains
Throughout most of the area velocities average
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Climatic Change.-The deep concern occasioned
by the recent series of droughts,; the attendant
dust storms, and the consequent disastrous reduction in crop yields and farm incomes ~has raised
fall deficiencies and high temperatures, and again the question of the possibility of a propromotes dust-blowing on cultivated ffields. gressive drying up of the Great Plains. Newspapers printed during the droughts of the early
The relation between wind velocity and the
nineties record similar apprehensions. The
alnount of wind erosion in the Great Plains is
longest rainfall records within the area are of
indicated roughly on the two maps in Figure 5.
insufficient length to yield adequate evidence
The areas of most severe wind erosion are largely
those with average afternoon wind velocities of on this subject. Such data as are available,
however, suggest that farmers there are not
more than 14 miles per hour.
Climatic Variability and Crop rields.-The most facing permanently increased aridity but rather
are suffering from the protracted variations of
important effects of climatic variability are those
on crops. They relate not onlyto current yields rainfall which have been characteristic of the
Region since its first settlement. 1 the climate
but also to the: extent of plantings in following
is changing, the rate apparently is so
really
Great
notablyinthe
fluctuate
Cropyields
years.
slow that the trend need not be a matter for
Plains. As can 'be seen from Figures 6 and 7,
average corn yields range from almost nothing to practical consideration in the present crisis.
Contrary to opinions sometimes expressed,
40 or more bushels per acre, while average yields
is no evidence that plowing up the range in
5
there
from
than
bushels
to
more
30
wheat
of
vary
bushels per acre, over entire States. Yields in the Great Plains,"'or the drying tup of lakes and
ponds, has reduced the average precipitation,
the drier areas show even greater variations, with
it has affected its availability materially
of
or
failures
near
failures.
though
a higher percentage
It
is
however, that the modes of culare
fluctuarecognized,
more
the
extreme
Even
significant
in the Region have tended to
dominant
tivation
in
net'
farm
to
be
considered
later.
tions
income,
effects of periods of deficient
serious
the
Climatic Variability and Water Supply.-Climatic intensify
alteration of the soil and
Physical
precipitation.
variations also affect agriculture in the Great
Plains through their influence on the water loss of organic matter through deterioration and
supply, which is largely conditioned by the erosion bring about increased moisture losses
through surface run-off and evaporation and
scant and undependable rainfall and the rate
of run-off and evaporation. The unreliability reduce the amount of moisture that remains
available for plant growth. Moisture-conserving
of the'water supply in many parts of the Great
Plains is therefore one of the major hazards con- methods of farming would serve in many localifronting human' activities in the Region. The ties to ameliorate the effects of droughts.
In this connection it should be noted thatrecent
drying uup of springs wells, and water holes, the
necessity for hauling water for stock, the trans- experiments' indicate that periodic measureportation of stock from drought-stricken areas, ments of soil moisture and planting only when
iis adequate, may permit, in many sec.
and the0 fiat abandonment of farms for want of moisture
dons'of deficient rainfall, profitable average anwater have repeatedly and recently presented
deplorable evidence of the tragic effects arising nual yields.' On some of the heavier soils
alternate planting and fallowing have given
from this hazard.
I Among the public agencies which have carried on such experiments are the Division of Dryi Lifid Agriculture,
Bureau of Plant Industry, and the Oklahoma and Kans" Agriculture Experiment Stations. C Unpublished memorandum: by Dr. F. E. Clements; see also F. E. Clements and R. W. Chancy, EnvironMent and Life in the Grtat Plaint.

10 to 12 miles per hour, but the average may run
as high as 16 to 18 miles'per hour in some sections. This high rate of air movement increases
,evaporation, intensifies droughts caused by rain-
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favorable results in certain localities. It cannot
be emphasized too strongly that the success of
an agricultural economy in the Great Plains
area pivots primarily on effective adjustment to

climatic conditions.
WATERS OF TiE GREAT PLAINS
Paucity of water is the most 'striking characteristic of the Great Plains. Husbandry and
intelligent use of available supplies of water are
necessary if the Plains are to sustain an economic
development permanent in character, free from
violent fluctuations, and conducive to wholesome conditions of life.
Surface Waters.-The principal streams of the
Great Plains originate in the Rocky Mountains
and flow east and southeast from the Continental
Divide toward the MMissippi River. The
largest drainage basin is that of the Missouri
River, the chief tributaries of which are the
Yellowstone, the Platte, and the Kansas.
Such rivers as the Missouri, the Arkansas,
and the Canadian are perennial in character
though subject to great fluctuation in volume.
Many of the Plains streams are not perennial;many carry flashy floods in spring and dwindle
or disappear in summer.
The character of the flow of a stream will
largely indicate the type of use to which it may
be put. Streams of strong perennial flow are a
dependable source of water for irrigation, but
in the basins :of most such rivers additional
storage would be required for the reclamation
of new lands. For the most part streams which
originate in the Plain area are not dependable
sources of water for highly developed irrigation
practice unless large amounts of storage are

provided.
Moreover, the low water flow of such streams

may be so highly impregnated with salts that it
is unsuitable for irrigation.
Irrigation in the Great Plains has been undertaken chiefly along the perennial streams and
has been carried to a point where the minimum
flow is scarcely sufficient to provide the required
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water. Since the only large source of water in
the Great Plains which might be used for additional irrigation is the Missouri River, further
development would have to depend largely
upon importing water 'from other watersheds.
On the other hand,: storage has not been developed to its maximum In most sections.
Moreover, because of infrequent requirements,
irrigation with surface waters has not been practiced generally in the eastern portion of the Great
Plains, although the flow of various streams in-

creases to the eastward and dependable supplies
of water could be obtained in some instances.
Ground Waters.-Ground-water supplies in the
Great Plains are found both near the surface
and at considerable depths. The shallow deposits generally are found in alluvial valley
bottoms, buried valleys, and glacial drift. The
deep deposits are in rock formations most of
which outcrop -along the eastern flank of the
Rocky Mountains; they are extensively used for
domestic, municipal, and stock-water purposes
in some portions of the Region. Although
deep waters have not been used much for irrigation, shallow waters have been -so utilized in the
southern part of the Great Plains. Future
irrigation with water from alluvial sands in
river valleys can be anticipated in all areas where
pumping is now taking place. In addition,
irrigation with ground waters as well as surface
waters may prove feasible in some areas along
the eastern margin and in the northern portion
of the Great Plains. However, most of the new
large-scale . projects are of doubtful feasibility,
if that be measured in accordance with requirements of the national reclamation law, under
which construction costs must be repaid without
interest in forty years. Water for livestock can
be obtained generally over the southern half of
the Region from: deep& wells, but over great
areas of the northern halftthe depth to waterbearing formations is prohibitive under present
conditions.,
The problem of the depletion of water supplies
will be considered in a later chapter.
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Sozu OF: THE GREAT PLAINS
The sois 'of the Great Plains possess great
diversity in the characteristics which critically
influence land use, even within small areas.
The great range and variety in the soil characteristics of a representative area in the southern
Great Plains are indicated on Figure 8. Many
differences which only a large-scale map could
show are not discernible.
This variation in soils, particularly mi their
capacity for holding water and releasing it for
plants, as well as their capacity for resisting
erosion, points to diversity, even within small
areas, in the types of land use which are economic, and implies that in general a singleltype of
land-use adjustment should 'not be sweepingly
applied to large S districts. Indeed, the soil
pattern is so intricate that on most farms of
320 acres or more there are likely to; be several
kinds, each having characteristics which affect
its productivity and its value for crops and pasture. Diversity in the land, including its soils
and its surface, is reflected in the remarkable
range and variation in average crop yields
within relatively small areas, as illustrated by
Figure 9.
Generally the soils of the Great Plains are
suitable in texture, inherently fertile, and without need for lime or commercial fertilizers. Most
critical among soil characteristics in their effects
on land use are texture, structure, and depth,
which influence the water-absorbing and waterholding capacity of the soils. Differences in texture account for important local variations in soil
moisture availability and cropv adaptability.
Soils with fine-textured surface material, such as
clay or clay loam,. have high power to retain
water once it is absorbed, but absorption is
accomplished so slowly that much of the precipitation serves no productive purpose because
it is lost in run-off or through evaporation.
6 "heavy" soils has a
Hence the yieldfrom
tendencyi to be more seriously affected by pro.
longed drought than that from more permeable

soils.
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Sandy soils absorb rapidly a large percentage
of the precipitation,' which penetrates deeper
than in fine-textured soils. Hence shallowrooted crops, such as wheat, do better on finetextured soils,0 or "hard" lands, than on sandy
soils; whereas deeper rooted crops, such as corn,
cotton, or sorghum, grow successfuly on some
sandy soils. Ground water replenishment by
percolation takes place on the loose sandy soils,
but in the fine-grained soil surface water seldom
penetrates to the water table. The lower limit
to which it normally percolates is marked by a
zone of lime-carbonate accumulation in the subsoil. Sandy soils cannot be made to cling together in aggregates too large to be blown, as can
fine-textured soils; consequently, wind erosion
cannot be controlled so easily on sandy land as on
hard land. In the main, the areas of predominantly loose sandy character, like the great
Sand Hill Region of Nebraska, must be left in
grass to prevent blowing.
Other local soil characteristics which markedly
influence the supply of soil moisture in this
Region are porous layers of gravel or coarse
sand at varying depths beneath the surface, and
dense or indurated subsoil layers known as
hardpans or tclaypans.
The complexity of the pattern of soil characteristics which influence land use is further increased in certain areas by excessively salty or
alkaline lands, or soils impregnated with selenium, by spots of "exposed caliche", by shallow
soils, or, in the glaciated region, by great variations in stoniness. Aside from these factors, the
slope of the land which also exhibits great local
variation, influences considerably the supply of
soil moisture by affecting the rapidity of run-off.
It is probably safe to say that most of the
uneconomic crop farms are subject to excessive
droughtiness because of poor absorptive capacity
or because of erosion Yet in this connection
it should again be noted that some of these
lands may prove to be suitable for cropping
if operations are scheduled in accordance with
indices of cumulative soil moisture-content.

SOIL TYPE MAP OF A PORTION OF REGION XI

Group of Townships in Northern Great Plains Showing Wheat Yield Per Acre, 5-Year Average, 1928-32

Figure 10.- Great Plains "short gras " before the days of cat le and she p grazing.
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Figure 1 .- Another view of Natrona County, Wyoming, as se n by the Hayden Expedition in 1870.
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Figure 12.- A third photograph of the Hayden Expedition, 1870, on Plains near the Chugwater River, Wyoming.
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Figure 13. Wel -grazed short gras composed of grama and buf alo gras .

Figure 14.- Protected mixed native gras within the enclosure; the same ? grazed down to short gras beyond the fence.

Figure 15.- Native mid and short gras long protected from grazing.
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POPULATION, SETTLEMENT, AND LAND USE

POPULATION
The Great Plains as outlined in Figure- 3,
with a total population in 1930 of 4,411,624,1
of whom 2,561,164 lived in open country (total
minus all incorporated places) and of these
2,235,228 were on farms, is a sparsely settled
region. In only a few counties in 1930 was the
average Idensity per square mile, including
towns, greater than 45, while in large areas it
was less than two. Denver, with 288,000 inhabitants, isthe largest city; no other approaches it
in size. It follows that the problems of the
Great Plains are essentially rural. Moreover, in
view of the vast area over which the' population
is scattered, distance is an important factor in
planning any program for the Region.
The fact that even the relatively small population of the Great Plains cannot be sustained
adequately under present conditions has been
demonstrated in recent drought years. The
explanation lies as much in unwise land use as
in climatic and other natural conditions. In
part, the misuse of land has grown out of the
history of settlement in the Region, in part, it
derives from an attempt to apply a technique
of land development not suitable for conditions
in the Great Plains.

in 1935. Three general types of agriculture prevail in the area: grain farming, chiefly for wheat
production,' with little or no livestock; combined grain farming and 'stock ranching; and
stock ranching, with ony sufficient crop producthe
tion to supply feed to supplement
.
range.
me
:r
ne
There are a number of irrigated valleys. In some
of them stock feed is the principal crop; in
others, such cash crops as cantaloupes and sugar

beets are grown.
A' considerable portion of the land lying outside of the -farms as defined by the Census is
public land or land held by absentee owners. It
is used for grazing by nomadic stockmen or by
nearby farmers or ranchers, The distribution of
the land by type of utilization and by States is
shown in Table 1.

TAnLE 1.-Disribution of land
by Qp
area
State

Montana...

Wyoming-- -Colorado...
New Mexico.
North DDakota.

Number Acres in
farms
of farm.

3

Crop land
ICrplnI
S;,

37, 171

of are in Great Plains
Other land Land not
(chiefly
in farms
pasture)

8,0 29,310,808 24- 228, 994

843
136, 679 ;5',013,

164450,

17, 922
117,753

22, 105, 862

849

I',915,U210
1,$9046950
22,-228, 247 18,028,1 6170 5, 672, 112

South Da ota 52 814
21, 407, 488
Nebraska ....
:68 957 28, 810, 428 17.799,U278
Kans.
Oklahoma .-. 42,403 12,898,109 64524, 679 43,73,430
Texas.
--. 67, 985 37, 663, 267 13,340,613 24 432,624

62 39, 41972X1

e
CHARACTERsTIC UsEs OF LAND
Total...J 494, 048282014 107,269,187 174,936,799 77, 210,079
The total land area of the 399 Great Plains
I Includes only those portions of these State. which Are within the area
counties indicated in Figure 3 is 359,306,093 outlined
In Figure 3,
land in harvested crop, land on which crops failed, and
acres, of which 282,096,014 acres were in farms crop1Includes
land idle or allowed.
' Excluding Denver County, Colorado.
3I In the southern High Plains of Texas and New Mexico, and in OQla4,545333

homa, cotton replaces wheat as the principal cash crop.
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history
the
development
of the Great
The'
Plains has an important bearing on the present
land-use pattern of the Region, and many of its
problem have their roots in economic conditions, prevailing attitudes, and public policies
reaching back into the sixties. Prior to 18604the
Plains Region was inhabited primarily by Indians and buffalo. Game migrated freely in
search of better range, and the short grass of
that period-somewhat longer and thicker than
the short grass now dominant-thus was given
an opportunity to maintain itself.
TEhe Range Industry.- Penetration of railroads
into Kansas after 1860 encouraged the driving
of great herds of Texas cattle northward to
Abilenet and -other sppig points ink Kansas.
Later, herds were pushed into Nebraska, the
Dakotas, and Montana, first to provide meat for
military posts and Indian reservations, and later
to raise cattle for eastern markets. The capacity
of the range 'then seemed unlimited, and; the
Great' Plains were regarded as a cattleman's
paradise.
About 1880 there developed a boom in the
cattle Industry characterized by ownership of
large herds by companies financed chiefly by
outside, generally Eurlopean, capital. The number of cattle increased rapidly, and 0'soon the
range was fully stocked. The land of the Plains
was ;still largely public domain, unfenced and
unclaimed, except for extralegal claims established by the ranchers.' Under this unregulated
use, the reserves of taller grass were exhausted,
leaving only buffalo grass and grama grass.
Overgrazing became a problem, the seriousness
of which increased as the carrying capacity of
the range decreased.
The winter of 1886-87 was unusually severe,;
and great numbers of cattle perished. The prolonged drought which followed (1886-95)
brought further losses tolthe cattle companies,
and homestead settlement contributed to their
difficulties. Under these circumstances,; largescale cattle ranching was gradually replaced by
CONDITIONS STIMULATING
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smaller operations under individual ownership,
and the era ofthe cattle barons came to an end.
The transition was nearly completed by 1895.
Development of Crop Farming.-Both foreign and
domestic markets were'favorable to agricultural
expansion during the last half of the nineteenth
century. The investment of foreign capital in
the development of the West and the status
of the United States as a debtor nation augmented a naturally large market abroad for
American farm products. Industrial developments in the'United States concurrently stimulated farm-to-city migration and foreign immigration, which in turn helped to create an
ever-ex landing domestic market. In response
to these 'favorable circumstances settlement
continued at a rapid rate, but until about 1880
it was confined largely to humid and subhumid
areas east of the short-grass line. A little later
railroad building greatly facilitated the establishment of permanent settlements farther west.
They tended to spread out along the 0 railroads
rather than to follow, as formerly, the courses
of streams. Another factor in settlement was
the development of barbed wire which enabled
the homesteaders to protect their land from
grazing cattle.
Public Land Policy .-The lure of free land on the
frontier under the Homestead Acts was the
major influence in the settlement of the Great
Plains. It gained force and direction from such
factors as favorable market conditions, the development of railroad transportation, and the
lure of free or cheap land, just as it wavered and
receded in response to such adverse conditions as
protracted drought and low prices. But throughout the settlement period free land greatly
stimulated immigration and materially affected
the pattern of settlement.
Public-land policy proved unfortunate in at
least two respects, both of which are discussed in
greater detail in subsequent sections. Speculation in land, with attendant abuses in its development, was facilitated. Moreover, the holdings permitted under the Homestead Acts were
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so small as to stimulate overcultivation. Both
factors tended to induce a more intensive use of
land in the Great Plains than was justified by

natural conditions.
rears of Abundant -Rainfall and High Wheat
Prices.-Periods of relatively abundant rainfall
have been among the most potent influences in
promoting settlement of the Great Plains. It
can be seen in Figure 16 that the peak years of
homesteading iini Montana were from 1910 to
1917, well along in a period when the rainfall
averages were the heaviest: recorded to that
date for four Montana stations. Preceding this
period of adequate water supply there were
several years during which the price of wheat
rose. The sagging tendency noticeable from
1911 to 1913 was halted by the outbreak of the
war, which gave impetus to a fresh advance.
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European demand was insatiable. Wheat,
which normally had brought from 65 to 85
cents a bushel, soared to well over $2. It was
alleged that wheat would win the war, and the
western farmer was offered tangible inducements to produce it in great quantity.
New Farming Methods and Crop Varieties: Power
Machinery.-After 1910 other factors entered the
situation to carry the flow of settlement and the
process of plowing up the prairies almost to the
present time. Progress in methods of dryfarming stimulated the production of wheat.
Varieties of spring and winter wheat were improved in drought resistance, uniformity in
growth and ripening, and yield per acre.
Subsequent to the war, the advances in tech
nique continued. With the increased use of
tractors and other power machinery, production
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costs per acre Xweref greatly reduced, particularly
if operating units~were large. Tractors by the
thousands were shipped into the Plains country
and thousands upon ;thousands of acres of
original grass cover were soon turned under.
In 1910 0:wheat growers in Kansas, for example,
harvested 77,451,000 bushels from 5 ,974,000
acres; by, I 919, 1,624,000 acresS yielded 153,311,000
bushels; by 1931, the production
on
1
u
13,623,000 acres reached :251 ,885, 000 bushels.
Similar 'expansion took place throughout most
of the Great Plains Region, even in those sections which are especially likely to suffer from
drought.
Combines, purchased in the same: wholesale
manner as tractors, addedanother reason for
breaking up virgin sod; more acres could be
seededbecause more could' be' harvested. Prior
to the coming of the combine, acreage had been
held in check to some extent by the fact that
farmers would not plant more than they could
expect to harvest with safety.
The purchase: of tractors' and combines was
made possible very largely through credit.
Before their advent, a wheat grower could' turn
his horses out on~the range and discharge his
hired :men when they; were not needed, thus
effectively cutting down his overhead 'expenses.
But tractors and combines must be paid for,
and cash was necessary to operate them. The
only choice for the farmer was to roll out the
heavy artillery of production, plow and seed
as much land as possible, and then hope for
adequate rain, a big crop, and a satisfactory
e

y:

p

;zf

n

\

on

L\

price.

Lack of Knowledge of Dioerse Conditions.-During
the period of early settlement, few men understood the great range in:productive capacity of
smooth land on the Plains, much le the intricate details of the local distribution of lands of different character. It was assumed, accordingly,
that if one section or::half section gave a good
yield of wheat, nearby sections would :do likewise. This might hold in years of abundant
rain, but in dry years differences in soils, espe-
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:call in their moisture-absorbing and holding
qualities, greatly altered the situation. With
the coming of several consecutive years of low
rainfall,5 lands which, because of their texture or
the 'surface slopel, failed to hold what rain did
fall, yielded little or no grain. Furthermore,
with little understanding of the differences in land
character and their significance, and with little
or no experience with water conservation on the
land, farmers had no basis for making adjustments in, the size of their farms to compensate
for variations in the productive capacity of the
land.
A similar lack of knowledge with respect to
soil productivity has been responsible 'for the
inclusion within some of the Great Plains reclamation, 'projects of considerable bodies of land
of such low productivity that the operators of
farms onsuch land find difficulty in paying construction and operating charges on the irrigation
works. In some instances such lands have not
even been settled.
Speculation.-A strong speculative urge, as
already noted, has been one of the driving forces
in the development of the Great Plains. The
majority of settlers probably intended to establish homes and farms for themselves, but the
purpose of many was speculative gain. This
was promoted by public land policy which,
under an expansionist sentiment, gave little
consideration 'to the long-run stability of the
Region. Many speculators purchased land
under the public land sale system which overlapped the homestead system and continued
until 1891. In addition to extensive grants of
land to': railroads' and to States, large tracts
were engrossed by speculators through use of
agricultural college scrip and other types of
land warrants and scrip. Settlement in the
Great Plains entered a :boom phase which
found the railroads, the States, private land
companies, and, to a less extent, the Federal
Government vying for settlers. Values became
inflated and an unhealthy financial tone was
given to settlement of the Region.

Table: Table 2.- Cat le on range portion of six Plains States

Chapter iII
UNDESIRABLE TENDENCIES
IN LAND USE AND TENURE

UNDESIRABLE TENDENCIES IN LAND USE
In the previous chapter it was pointed out
that the origin of many problems of the Great
Plains laylin the inappropriate use of land.
Once excellent grazing country has been worn
out through overstocking; land unsuitableforcultivation has been put to the plow; and even more
serious, utilization: of water resources-rainfall,
surface waters, and underground waters-has
not been coordinated properly with land use.
rlls chapter is concerned with undesirable tendt!neClC in this respect; their consequences will be
expained in the next chapter.
Overstoking of Range Lands.--Like most other
resources of the United States, the range originally seemed limitless. For many years it was
free. To greater or less extent, grazing was
regarded as a transitional phase of land use
which would lead to more intensive development, and this attitude minimized the apparent
need for range care.
The rapid increase of cattle is indicated by the
following table showing, by decades from 1870
to 1935, the number on the range portion of six
Great Plains States having significant range
area, and also the number fed on harvested
crops, concentrates, 'and irrigated pastures as the
range progressively became overstocked:

The present stocking of the range portion of
six Plains States has been'estimated by the Forest
Service to be close to 100 percent in excess of its
estimated grazing capacityv'under any system
which would provide adequate feed and still
maintain the vegetation, The detailed figures
are of interest: Federal lands, 35.6 percent in
excess; Indian lands, 46.1 percent; State,
county, and municipal lands, 126.5 percent;
private lands,:93.6 percent.2
"Stockmen primarily concerned with' making
ends meet or in making a profit, to which they
Are justly entitled, generally believe, even in
the face of periodic financial difficulties, that the
greatest financial return results from grazing the
maximum number of livestock on the
range. * * * Loans usually have been negotiated on livestock numbers almost regardless
of costs, ability of the range to support the number grazed, or net production. In some ;instances, loaning agencies have unwittingly
encouraged overstocking when prices have
declined by requesting stockmen to retain
young, salable breeding stock in order to reduce
the per head value of the loan. By so doing
they have overstocked and often undermined
the range forage resource which, in the last
analysis, supports the loan." 3
TABLE 2.-Cattle on range abortion of six Plains States I
Reduction of expenses of upkeep, stocking on
[In thousands of animal units)
the basis of better years'and building up herds
AX _____ 1870 18840)J 1890 j10 1910 1920 1930 1935
too soon after drought, have contributed further
On range-11, 3901,8076 7t818,504 7,630 9. S419 293 7, 26
On feed
I .....EO451
130 375 792(1. 521
2,414 935
to the problem of range depletion.
Thu
Western Range. Letter from the Secretary of Agriculture to the President of the Senate, 1936; 5. Doc.
:
199, 74th Cong., 2d uess., p. 155. I hT Western Range, p. 164. *TIss Western Range, p. 168.
2
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Expansion of Arable Farming into Unsuitable
Areas.-Generally, the region west of the 20inch&rainfall line is one of high crop hazard,
and it; contains many areas where cash crop
production under dry-farming methods' has
little chance bf continued success. It is not
true, of course, that all areas with less than this
amount of rainfall are unsuitable for crop farm

ing; where they 0 have good soils, low evaporation and favorable distribution of rainfall in the
growing season, or where irrigation is practicable good yields may be obtained, Also there
is notable opinionX that with suitable holdings,
,proper variation- and proportioning of crops,
and sound planning for each crop year in terms
of the current moisture conditions, a considerable proportion of the area can be utilized for
arable faringg4 However,: such farming has
been heretofore 'too extensive and misguided.
In 1934 crop land in the Plains
area of Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, and'-New Mexico
amounted to 19,558,000 acres, of which 7,149,000 acres were harvested, 5,299,000 acres were
idle or followed, and the remaining 7,1 10,000
acres represented total failure. In the 25-year
record of a county in southwestern Kansas
there were four complete failures of wheat, four
annual yields below 5 bushels peri acre, eleven
yields of 10 bushels or: above, and four of 15
bushels or more. The average yield for the 25year period was only 8.6 bushels per acre.
Notwithstanding such experience, it is in the
region west of the 20-inch rainfall line that the
great increase in crop acreage has occurred during the past 30 years.,
Maladjustments of Water Utiliation to Land Use
Requirements.-Land use and water use are joint
problems; adequate planning for one must inevitably include planning for the other. The
growth of water use in the Great Plains, however, has not always been attended by land use
designed to develop the interrelation of both resources to their mutual advantage. There have,
for instance, been many situations in which water
4See Ch. 1, p. 32.
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has been used by those first to appropriate it, in
such manner and in such quantities as they have
seenefit, frequently to the disadvantage of other
and better lands upon which it might have been
used, and even of the land upon which it has
been used.
With respect to run-off water too little has
been done, even where conditions are favorable,
to store it in the soil by such practical measures
as contour furrowing, listing, and diversion,
Under these circumstances, combinations of
land and water use have arisen which now are
recognized as serious maladjustments. They
have been permitted to continue largely because
of the, great value placed on water and the
consequent disinclination of early appropriators
to relinquish advantages already gained. The
principal misuses of water in this Regiongenerally a failure to coordinate various water
uses, and to coordinate water and other resources-may be enumerated as follows:
1. Failure to store more of the water in the
soil;
2. Use of high-cost water on areas of low productivity for the production of cash crops;
3. Unbalanced withdrawals from a stream
basin resulting in inequitable distribution of the
water supplies of the basin,
4. Poor physical distribution of water supplies;
5. Improper financing of water-development
works;
6. Unbalanced withdrawals and depletion of
ground-water supplies.
Poorly Balanced Systems of Farming.-Undue dependence isfplaced on one crop-wheat-in the
agriculture of the Great Plains. Of the 44,844,000 acres of crops harvested in the Great Plains
in 1934, 17,616,000 acres were in that crop. In
some sections the proportion was even higher for
instance, over 6,000,000 of the 8,000,000 acres
of harvested crop land in the fPlains counties in
Kansas in that year were in wheat. Even in the
face of recent experience the 1936 planting of
wheat throughout the Great Plains area is the
largest on record.
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sion and drought to meet the large annual payments based on a speculative value of the land.'
Absentee Ownership.-Many land-use problems
which need adjustment in the Great Plains result
from the fact that a large proportion of the land
is owned by many different types of owners, and
is not subject to direct control by individual
operators in units large enough to fit'their needs.
Although complete data are not available for all
States in the area, it is apparent that the class of
individual owner-operators owns a proportion
surprisingly small, in view of the recentness of
settlement under the Homestead Acts, of the
land in most, if not all, of the States. For
instance approximately 43 percent of the land
UNDESIRABLE TENDENCIES IN LAND TENURE
in Montana is owned by public agencies, 14
The present pattern of ownership and use is a percent by corporations, prunaly credit agenies; and only 41 percent-38,616,000 acresresult of the original homestead system and its
concomitant, land speculation. Absentee own- by individuals. Of the 38,616,000,acres owned
ership, the development of land in uneconomic by individuals, approximately 10,000,000 acres
units, and excessive tenancy are all character- are owned by persons who are not residents of
istics of the Region. The early homestead Montana, and 5,000,000 acres by resident of
system, which provided for parcelling out the Montana who do not operate 'the land they own.
land in 160-acre tracts, was well adapted to the The land held by corporations, plus the land
humid sections of the country, but it was un- owned by nonresidents of Montana, is almost as
suitable in the subhumid and semiarid Plains. great as the acreage owned by'individual MonEven when the homestead was increased to 320 tana residents. Absentee ownership is characteristic of other areas throughout the Region.
acres in 1909, and again in 1916, to 640 acres
for pasture use only, it was still much too small, In most of' the States of the Great Plains area,
the Federal and the State government are imin most cases, for proper utilization of the land
portant landowners, and it is clear from data
resources. But most of the damage fhad been
respecting ownership in selected counties in the
done prior to the passage of these later acts.
Speculation raised the price of land far above southern portion of the Region that the nonits earning value, and this tendency was intensi- resident individual owner is also likely to be
fied by the credit system. Consequently, a found to be generally a prominnent landholder.
large percentage of land has fallen into the The nonresident landowner, who in many inhands of lending agencies, and a large propor- stances holds land for purely speculative reasons,
tion of farms has changed ownership through is defined as an individual'who does not operate
tax sales, mortgage foreclosures, and bank- or reside on the land which he owns, although he
ruptcies. Even in 1935, when extensive Federal may reside in the county or State. In many
credit aid was available, a significant proportion areas the actual operator may be relatively
of the farms changed ownership through forced unimportant as a landowner.
Uneconomic Operating Units.-Of even greater
sales. Much land has been lost, largely because
not
able
the owners have been
during the depres- significance is the fact that most of the ownership
I The conCequence of improper land use arc developed more fully in Chapter IV.

Where income in the Great Plais depends
wholly oncash crops, one-crop farming seems not
only necessary but also logical to the farmer.
Undependable as is wheat in the drier portions
of that area, he has a better chance of producing
a salable product from it than from almost any
other crop. It is, furthermore, a very economical crop to produce; it is better adapted than
any other crop to machine methods and can be
planted and harvested on greater acreages by
one operator. But when there is a failure of
wheat, which is all too frequent, the Plains farmer
is left with no income whatsoever, while his fixed
costs remain substantially the same,
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tracts ::are : small and:::scattered,, so that it is
exceedingly difficult for an operator to gain
control over an: efficiently organized unit.
Under prevailing practices, most of the land !.1
the' Great: Plains has to be used in irelatively
large units, as compared with other sections of
the country, rather than in small units. In
certain localities, on the other hand, some farmers have undertaken to cultivate more land
than they are prepared to handle effectively.
This is- the 0 situation, for example, in parts of
the southern Plains.
For an individual to have 'a stock ranch which
is an economically sound unit, it may be necessary for him to control from 8,000 to 15,000`
acres; Even:I hte more humid areas which
areAtadapted in greater or less degree to grain
production, it is usually advisable toallow land
to lie fallow every other year, and for this reason
an individual'si land requirements are approxi:mately twice as large as his acreage in grain
during any one year, even if he attempts no
combination of grain and livestock farmiing.
An illustration of the way in which much of
the land in the Great Plains is held insmall
scattered ownership tracts is given in Figure 17
for a county in South Dakota. In order-that
an individual operator may secure an area of
land which will -support a reasonable standard
of living forhislfamily in good years, and keep
them off relief rolls in,'drought years, it may be
necessary for him to lease land from two or
three nonresidents and from one or two public
agencies. It is noticeable in Figure 17 that the
lands owned by the county and the Federal
government are held for the most part in small
units interspersed among the holdings of both
resident and nonresident individual owners.
Extensive Tenancy.-Although not peculiar
to the:Great Plains, farm tenancy is a major
problem 'in that Region. It has increased

steadily.
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As early as 1880, while the homestead movement
was at its hegt, 15.5 percent of the farmers in
eight typical Plains States were of tenant status.
By 1900 the number of farmers had about
doubled, but the number of tenants had tripled.
In 1935, tenants constituted 41..1 percent of all
farmers in the eight typical States,. The highest percentage of farms operated by tenants is
found in Nebraskaa (49.3 percent) and the lowest
mi New Mexico (19.0 percent). The increase in
Montana and the two Dakotas has been marked
during 'recent years of frequent drought. Including that held by farmers who own part and
rent part of the land they operate, the land under
lease had in 1935 reached the startling propor
tion of 51 percent of all the land in farms, varying from 40 percent in Wyoming to 62 percent
in South Dakota.
The outstanding evils of extensive tenancy are:
(1) its influence in determining the prevailing
type of crops and farm practice, tenants being
more likely: to engage in grain farming than in
stock raising (40.3 percent of tenant firms as
contrasted with 22.0 percent of full-owner farms
being devoted to cash-grain crops); (2) the consequent influence in increasing the degree to
which, under the climatic conditions, the land
generally is subject to abuse; (3) the influence on
each tenant to "mine" his land and on the owner
to consent thereto; and (4) instability and insecurity of tenure, which intensifies the other

evlsh.
Instability and Insecurity: of Tenure.-Instability
and insecurity are not limited to tenant operators, but both are:much more common among
tenants than among owners. In the winter of
1935 approximately 40 -percent of the tenant
farmers in the Great Plains States (excluding
Oklahoma and Texas) had been occupying their
farms for one year or less, while fewer than 10
percent of the owner operators were in aI similar
position. In several of the States less than 10

*Tenants arc here considered to be those ~~~~~~~~Data concerning Oklahoma
who rent all t he land they
and
operate.
-7
-I
_--_
Texas are not included, because the situation in those States is strongly influenced by conditions in cottongrowing areas outside the Great Plains.
---
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percent of the tenant farmers had occupied their
farms for ten years or more, and in no State had
25 percent of the tenant farmers experienced that
degree of stability of occupancy. Such insecurity and instability are reflected in constant
migration within the Region.
The maor:unfavorable consequence of such
Instability, and the concomitant leasing system,
are: (flThe tenant must plan his operations on
a year-to-year basis and cannot develop a sound
and efficient farming program, which is a potent
rraths
pli ti
th tPhan
th
factor
fal in making for exploitation
conservation of soils; and (2) he is not stimulated
to take an interest in community life, which
retards Adevelopment both of community organiation, services, `and;activities, and of the
higher values of family life. :
S m.-The crop-share method of
Te D ssing
leasing land, typical in a large part of the eastern section of the Regionj has done' much to
prevent proper use of the land. The absentee
landlords finds the crop-share lease expedient
since by it he is assured a cash income every year
in whichka crop is harvested, and he feels that
he is more likely to keep track of and collect
cash grain
his :share of the rent 'when a single
..9k.y7A\.
is
he
According
y,
a
demands
crop
grown.
lease which practically prohibits the tenant
from engaging in livestock farming, or even in a
diversified type of crop production.
In the cattle-grazing areas of the Region much
of the land is rented for cash on a per-acre or
per-head basis, and the leasing agreement does
not specify the number of cattle or sheep which
may be grazed on a given acreage. The immediate interest of the renter-abetted by the
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short-sighted consent of the owner-frequently

cause him to graze more cattle or more sheep
than the carrying capacity of the land can maintain permanently.
Another important factor retarding the proper
agricultural development of the Great Plains s
the handicap under which a tenant works with
reference to improvements on the leased farm.
The landlord in numerous instances has not seen
fit to supply the: tenant with adequate facilities,
such as barns, sheds, granaries, fences, wells,
reservoirs, and water holes, and the usual leasing
agreement does not make it possible for the
tenant to provide them except at his own expense. For the tenant to provide them at his
own expense is impracticable because he may
have to leave' the farm long before he has used
the improvements long enough to reimburse
himself for making them.
Difficulties are aggravated by the verbal leasing
agreements common in the Great Plains. Too
often oral leases are a eto hastily and do
not contain all essential details concerning the
organization and management of the farm and
the responsibility of each party. This often
make it necessary that new arrangements be
made currently during the year, which is frequently a cause of petty-and occasionally of

major-irritations.
Altogether, the non-business-like nature of the
system::of tenure and occupancy and of the

related type of leasing destroy rather than inspire interest in conservation of soil and water
resources and in the development of economically secure and socially stable rural communities.

Figure 18 (preceding page).- Rounding up cat le to be sold for want of water.
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Chapter

iv

DESTRUCTIVE EFFECTS
OF UNDESIRABLE TENDENCIES

Most spectacular of the destructive effects
in the Great Plains of the cultivation of unsuitable lands, and of suitable lands by improper
methods, have been the unprecedented dust
storms of recent years. These storms: have
ruined or impaired the productivity of thousands of acres of land, made life almost unbearable at times, destroyed livestock, and caused
sickness and even death among human beings
SOIL WASTAGE
Except along the eastern margins, wind crosion is a more or less serious problem throughout
the Region. Dust clouds always have developed
there in exceptionally dry; years, on cultivated
and overgrazed areas. The greater extent and
intensity of wind erosion and of resultant dust
storms in recent years have resulted in large
part from exposure of more soil to thedirect
action of the wind. Overgrazing, the tremendous expansion of tilled acreage, the reduction
of the organic matter in the soil, and a succession of years of low rainfall are the chief factors
that have made possible the recent great increase
in soil impairment and destruction. In many
places the top soil has been stripped from good
land, and in others sand dunes 15 to 20 feet high
have formed.: The rapid increase in size of the
affected areas, and the gradual exhaustion of the
grass roots and soil-binding humus under conditions of cultivation are among the factors
that justify serious concern.
Damage by wind erosion cannot be measured
precisely. Twenty counties, with approxi-

mately 25,000 squaremiles, lying in a compact
area in the Southern Plains where four States
touch the northwest corner of Texas, have been
surveyed in considerable detail by the Soil Conservation Service. About 80 percent of this
area is affected more or less by wind erosion and
about 40 percent of it to a serious degree, Although there sheet erosion and gully erosion are
not so dramatic as wind erosion, sheet erosion
nevertheless'does constitute a problem in many
localities. Where: wind erosion occurs in dry
seasons, sheet erosion may be a destructive force
in wet seasons. The harmful effect of water
erosion is felt over about 15 percent of the area.'
DiPLE.TION OF TE RANGE
As a result of overstocking through many years,
the range lands of the Great Plains have, been
seriously depleted. The best available information indicates that for the past quarter-century
about 75 percent of the whole range has declined
in forage value. This downward trend will continue unless more care is given the range than in
the past. Positive efforts in readjustment of
range use are needed to stop this downward
trend and start the process of restoration.
"A large proportion of the short grase in the
original plant cover of these Plains has been
replaced by weeds and shrubs of low palatability .. . Accompanying this decrease in forage
quality is the even more serious decrease in volume of forage through thinning of the entire
plant cover. The vegetation in general is only
See Appendix 3.
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half as thick as it was when the white man firt
began to use the range for pasturage. The
0:recentt drought is responsible fora certain
amount of the thinning.i, It is worth noting,
however, that small remnants of the short-grass
:range protectedlfrom grazing have nearly
010
times as thick a plant cover as adjacent areas

exposed to the same drought conditions but long
"As a result of this loss in quality and decrease

overgrazed by livestock.

in volume of vegetation, the forage value of the
short-grass range is much less than that of 'the
virgin range, and that this condition is widespread is indicated by the following figures from
an extensive survey made in 1935:
Purctn*
Decline from original forage value:
Southwestern North Dakota...
25-50
Northwestern and western South Dakota.,.. 37-43
.....

Northeastern Colorado, western Nebraska,
and southeastern Wyoming .50-60
Southwest Nebraska and northwestern Kansas.
.... 50-75
Western Texas................ 50-70
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

"Forage in southeastern Colorado, the 'dcust
bowl' area, has lost 88 percent of its former value,
The forage of about 13 percent of the entire
short-grass area has been extremely depleted,
more than three-fourths materially or severely
depleted, and only about 8 percent can be
classed as being in reasonably good condition
The short-grass type, however, has remark. .
able recuperative powers. With favorable
weather conditions and adequate care, it
recovers quickly."'
WATER WASTAGE
The maladjustments of water utilization to
land use outlined in the preceding chapter have

had harmful consequences.
Lack of Coordination of Water Uses and of Water
With Land Resources.-In few places have studies
been made of preferences in the use of water, or
of the possibilities and conditions of multiple
use. For example, in some instances the use of
water for generating power during the nonirri'The W1estern Range. Pp. 88-90.
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gation season involves a loss of water which
otherwise'could be stored for use in Irrigation.
In other instances, water is used for the production of cash crops to be shippedifrom a given
area, while adjacent range resources cannot be
usedadequately in all years because of lack of
supplemental forage for livestock feed.
Use of High Cost Water for Cask Crop Production
on Lands of Low Produteivity.-In many places
water is used on poor land at the expense of
more, productive land that might be served.
Such misuse of resources may lower the productivity of an entire:irrigation district and :may
result in the inability of the enterprise providing
water to maintain its system properly. 0 Standards of living may be depressed on both the well
watered poor land and the inadequately watered
good land. Wastage of water even on productive soils may result from the fact that in many
stream basins its most efficient use is determined
by climate and the length of the growing season,
both of which may be unfavorable. It is therefore obvious that use of water for the irrigation
of cash crops on inferior soils or under unpropitious climatic conditions may involve not only a
waste of water, but also a waste of human effort.
In such instances the adjustment of water use to
fit other critical conditions would permit a better usage of all resources and increased returns
for the efforts expended.
Unbalanced Appropriation Resulting in InequiltabU
Distribution of Water Within a Stream Basins-I a
some instances lands which are inadequately
supplied with water during part of the growing
season receive a surplus of water during other
periods of the year. Efforts to build up soil moisture by artificial application of water during the
periods of surplus supply often result in waste of
water, increase of alkali in the soil, and an impairment of soil productivity. Occasional failures of crops in areas having inadequate or unseasonable supplies of water have led, in some
instances, to the adoption of ineffective expedients, to defaults in financial obligations incurred
in the construction of the irrigation works, and
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to long;; litigation. Sometimes drainage problems resulting from unbalanced water appropriations require additional drainage works which
add to- the::financial burden of the areas.
Poorly DSeigned Irao Sysem.-Storage res-

ervoirs may be shallow,0 and thus contribute to
high evaporation lossesciting may be heavy;
some diversion works may be inadequate to secure water during periods of low run-off, and
conversely other :diversion worls, canals, and
ditches may not be capable of dverting or 6cairying the available supply during periods of high
water. When the water rights of poor systems
are senior to those of good systems, a loss of aggregate benefits to the users along the stream
invariably results. The financial loss from such
factors has been severe in many instances.
Improper Financing of Irrigation Works.-BurdenIng of irrigated land with heavy investment costs
which were presumably to be met within relatively short periods, or deterioration of irrigation
systems because of inadequate maintenance
funds, one or both, have resulted in many foreclosures and even in the abandonment of the
lands involved. The financial loss sustained by
both settlers and; investors has been severe. In
other instances, wastage of water through :transportation to scattered areas has resulted in bad
financial conditions throughout an entire community. a In most areas the owners of the lands
to be irrigated have borne the entire cost of construction, although many benefits have accrued
to others The spreading of costs to all beneficiaries, both direct and indirect, in proportion
to the benefits received-for instance, to include
the urban market center of an irrigation district-would have transformed many unsuccessful projects into successful enterprises.
Depletion of Ground- Water Supplies.-There has
been excessive withdrawal of ground water from
certain areas, notably in the eastern half of North
Dakota and South Dakota, and in the Roswell
artesian basin in eastern New Mexico, where in
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consequence thousands of acres, formerly highly
productive, have reverted tof native vegetation.
There: are few areas in which the Arecharge of
ground waters is sufficiently rapid to warrant
large-scale development of irrigated; land- dependent on them. Where the rate of withdrawal
from: the underground; reservoir is greater than
the rate at which recharge takes place, the falling
water table causes, the lift and cost of pumping
to mount constantly. Soon or later, a point must
be reached where it' is :no longer economically
feasible to recover the ground water for the use
to which it had been applied. The industries
and communities built around this decreasing
and receding resource must then either undergo
readjustments or disappear. Natural recharge
of an underground water reservoir in the Great
Plains is a slow: process. The development of an
economy around an exhaustible but renewable
resource should take into account the effect of
withdrawal from that resource, and should be
adjusted to a permanent yield basis.
INADEQUATE AND EXcESSIVELY VARABLE INCOME
Attempts in' some portions of the Great Plains
to establish a type of land use based on climatic
conditions which prevail in only a few relatively
favorable years, naturally has resulted in highly
variable and frequently inadequate income.
Data concerning farm incomes in the Region are
not adequate for definite conclusions on the previous standards of living in the area, and on
recent changes in these standards as a result of
protracted drought. The only available farm
income data for the counties in the area (rather
than for entire States) are those of gross income'
from the 1930 Agricultural Census;- and these
relate to 1929 when there was no widespread
drought and the prices of farm products were
relatively high. In most of the Region only a
comparatively small proportion of the farmers in
that year received gross incomes of less than
$1,000. These gross income figures, however,

$See Appendix 4, 'Gross income from farm production includes the value of farm products consumed on
the farm.
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take no account of cash production expenditures,
which probably-were higher than in many sections of the United States,::
An :indication of the relativestanda'rd of living
in 1930 in the States of the Greatt Plains is given
by the data tin: Table 3. It should be kept in
mind that these: are State-wide averages and
thereforeinclude the eastern, more humid and
more prosperous portions of several of these
States.
Itib well known that since 1929 earned incomes
in the Great Plains have been far below the level
of that year. The depression and a concurrent
succession of drought years have Impaired the
economy of the Region seriously. Distress has
been widespread, and the people of the Plains
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be- interpretedd with caution because they also
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cover entire States; are estimates based on the
income fromN78 crop and 13 livestock items; include Government purchases and slaughter payments; represent gross rather than net income
and thus take no account of heavy fixed charges;
and generally are only roughly !indicative of effective net income. However, Xthey do show a
trend, and particularly the decline in income
from the year 1929.
Fully as serious as recent low average net incomes are the uncertainty and extreme variability of income from year to year. It has been
calculated that on a 640-acrc -wheat farm in
Sheridan County, western Kansas, where more
than 80 percent of the income is derived from

TABLE 3.-Indices of standard of living offarm families I

Value of Value of
farm
farm
products dwellconings
sumed

State

1__.
North Dakota ...................
South Dakota ...................
Wyoming ........
Montana .......................
Nebraska ........................
Kansas ........................
Colorado........................
Oklahoma......................
Texas ...........................
New Mexico.....................

Average for 10 States ...........
Average for United States .......
Average for highest ranking geographical division...........

11930 Census data.

DollarsX Dollars
320
291
283

249
328
267
210

243

208
190
249
250

5 312

S New England.

England. S East North Central.

9

Pacific.

I

1, 520

1, 045
: 959
1, 806
1, 354*
1, 167
673
791
595
1, 062
1, 207
3 2, 338

:Percent

7, 9
10. 9

7. 2
7. 5
16. 5
12. 5
15. 7
4.0
4. 6
5. 4

7;9

14. 2
15. 8

4 52. 9

5 59. 7

4

H e.

Illiteracy
of nativeborn
whites of
native
autos parent-

Farm

Hmsopera-

:

radio$ing

age

Percent Percent Percent Percent
40. 9
394 5
86.6
7. 5'
449.5
86.65
14. 5:
53.:6_
12. 5
28. 0
71. 6
49. 3
20. 4
72.:6
11.:3
38.5
29. 6
91.8
72. 5
:10.9
7.7
72. 8:
16. 9
76.S5
39. 8
20. 5
32.8
76. 0
5. 3
26. 1
29. 0:
57. 7
13. 9
19. 6
29.4
56.7
8. 9
9. 2
6.4
44.9

13. 4

Middle Atlantic.

States necessarily have been the recipients of extensive direct and credit relief which will be con.
sidered more fully in following sections. Some
'light is thrown on the trend of incomes in the
States of the Great Plains in recent years by the
data presented in Table 4. These data should
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Farms

Farms having
water Homes
having
lighted piped
teleby elec- into
tricity dwell- phones
ings

Pacific.

s

36. 8
34. 0
6

58.0

Pacfiic.

22, 5
20.8
7 44.6
East North

Percent
.3
I2
I.3
.3
.3

.4
1. 1:

2. 7
2.0
8. 3

1.3
1.8
'.3

69. 2

58.0

879.7

Central.

I

New

cash grain, the average annual net income
between 1912 and 1934 was $1,008. But of
the total net incoine of $21,167, the bumper
crop of 1920, which sold at an exceptionally
high price, accounted in the calculations for
$20,472. Excluding that year, the total net

Figure 20.- "The Black Bliz ard"; the dust storm of April 14, 1935, near Lamar, Colorado.

Figure 21.- Drift from dust storms in Oklahoma.

FIGIUREi 20.-" 'Ihe Black Blizzard"; the dust storm (f April 14, 19.35, near Lamar, Colorado.
(l1hoto by~j. H1. Vard, Lainar, (Coloradlo.)
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FI(unR 21 --Drift fMoni dust storms in Oklahoma. (Resetdcmilent Admoinistration photo.)

Figure 2 .- Drift threatening to engulf a barn.

Figure 23.- Continued overgrazing has kil ed even the sagebrush on this Wyoming range.

Figure 24.- Overgrazed and wind-blown Nebraska sand hil s; original gras level at tops of hum ocks.

I

FmmUIi 22.--I)riJI threatening to engulf a barn. (Rcsettlemcnt Administration photo,)

ov sgra~zing has killed even tle sagebruth on this Wyoming range. (Soil Conservation Servicc photo.)
FIluRI. 23. ('-n'ilinedoierl

FIGURE 24.-Oveigrazed and wind-blown ANebraska sand hills; original grass level al tofs
of hummocks.
(Soil Conservation Servicc photo.)

Table: Table 4.- Average gros income from farm production, including A A slaughter payments and Government purchases, per farm in States of the Great Plains Region

Table: Table 5.- Estimated farm mortgage debt in selected States, January 1, 1910, 1920, 1925, 1930, and 1935
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the _period woud'V have0been only
$695, or les'sthann $35 a year'for the labor of an

entire farm family.' This is an extreme and
dramatic illustration of circumstances resulting
from climatic and other physical conditions in
TADLR 4.-At grossinmromsfarm: production, including AAA sloughter Payments dnd Goiwfnment pwciaseh Per
farm i, States of th Grreat Plains Region
State

1929

1933

NorthDDkta.5.2, 775 81,11
South Dakota . 2, 850
9050
Nebraika.3, 537 1, 399:
Kansas .
2,632 988
Oklahoma ......... 1,x498
754
Texas. .......
890
1,527
Montana * ....... 2, 807 1, 188
3, 791 1, 700
Wyoming .
Colorado .2, 868 1,171
,

-

I

New Mexico .
U. S. average.

2, 064
1, 905

781
926

1934
504
839
1, 528
1,166
611
881t
1,-539
2, 124
1, 243
966

980

1935

1,14
1, 210
1,676
1, 398:
876
982
1, 986
2, 435
1, 532
944
1, 176

' Sections of these States not within the Great Plains
area are included.

the area and largely independent of general
business conditions. Obviously no farmer can
manage his financial affairs effectively under
such circumstances.

ABNORMAL INDEBTEDNESS AND DEBT SERVICE
Low and variable incomes are complicated by
mortgage indebtedness as a cause of financial
distress in the Great Plains. The volume of indebtedness and the proportion of land mortgaged
rose rapidly almost from the beginning of
settlement in the Region. This tendency grew
inevitably from the conditions surrounding the
development of the Plains. Land was bought
largely on credit. The extensive speculation in
land, to which reference has been made,
naturally encouraged this practice as did also
the instability of settlers. Constantly in search
of better land that would yield greater profits,
they moved .about, purchased land, and incurred
indebtedness freely.
The years of high agricultural prices and the
contingent profits made it seem logical to the
&Thornthwaite, p. 233.
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farmers to acquire control of as much; land as
possible, even at increasing prices, despite the
costs involved in heavy borrowing. High prices
brought another ,vi1 in their train: overvaluation of the land itself. A further factor leading
to the growth of mortgage indebtedness was the
purchase of tractors, combines and other power
machinery on credit. The effect of this on land
utilization has been noted already, its further
result:'was- to saddle the farmers with a burden
of debt which is a form of maladjustment to
basic conditions,
Table 5 shows the estimated farm mortgage
debt in the ten Great Plains States by decades
from 1910 to 1930 inclusive, and for 1925 and
1935. It should be noted here-a subject considered more fully below-t-at the decrease in
mortgage debt between 1930 and 1935 reflects
wholesale liquidation through foreclosures and
voluntary deeding of farms to creditors.
LIQUIDATION AND REFUNDING
The widespread tendency to seize what appeared to be an immediate advantage in disregard of long-run probabilities inevitably bore
bitter fruit. After the conclusion of the World
War, agricultural prices and then land values
collapsed. Many banks had loaded their portfolios with papers secured by land at greatly
inflated valuations, a wave of bank failures in
the States of the Great Plains accompanied and
followed the reduction in land values, and
renewal of mortgages became impossible.
TABLE 5.-Estimatedfarm mortgage debt in selected States,
January 1, 1910, 1920, 1925, 1930, and 1935
A. Thousands of Dollars
State
1910
North Dakota.. 101,450
South Dakota... 88,700
Montana.19,620
Nebraska.----161,850
Wyoig
7,820
Kansas
163, 770
Colorado..41,800
Oklahoma ....77, 680
Texas . 172.240
-

-

. 04,810
Newr Mexico.....

19201
1925.a
267, 780 226 714
278,880 372, 004
154,940 1 14 616
416,480 617,930
32,970 43, 36
295,870 482,5%138 400 153, 727
218. 963,
1988,~890 485,S87
396,670
23, 670 28, 784

1930 1935I
3s
204 598
146. 910
295,725- 184. 579
129,200
74,407
56,93 486 6
32, 431
42, 948
487N, 122 390, 434
146,462. 97 308

214. 033,
543,951
30,
3: 729

163,43

538,812
30, 498

Total, States 39,740 2,194,930 2,746,285. 12655,741 !2 145 002
UntdStaltes. .. 3,320 470 7.8S7,700 9360,620 9,241,390 7M70 t
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Yearbook of Agriculture, 1935,
p. 693. Eartimate by Farm Credit Administration.
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Table: Table 6.- Number of foreclosure sales and related defaults per 1,0 0 farms in the United States and selected States
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TANLi 5,-Estimated .farm more debt in selected States
J7an

IJ 1925 10 0f i 100 9350 0
I.
I 1435
264;
202
2241
314
333.
790
658, 379
594
382
258
347 300

11920
_

North

ta.....

South Dakota...
Montana.
.....

..curs... *.. *

......

Wyoming..........
Kansas$........
Colorado.:,
Co .rd............
Oklahoma .........

Texas.
New Me;io.......
Averrae, 10 States..
United States.......

100
I100

100
1000

_-

422

100:

295

::368

100
100

230
492

100

261

100

554:

181
331
243

237

282
282
598 0
327
282

:

549
415
297 ; 235
350~ X 233 ::
210
276
316 ;313
639
634
255
316

278

l-w

an4d not per hundred. Neighbors rallied around
farmers ;who were being sold out, not infrequently forcing :the''abandonment of the sheriffs'
sales.: In some States legislative reprieves were
extended to debt-harassed farmers in the form of
moratorla'on defaulted mortgages. Even earlier
some State governments-notably South Dakota-had been called upon to extend loans directly to farmers to relieve credit stringency only
to endanger the foundations of their own credit
in subsequentvyears. Finally, the Federal Government came: directly to the agriculturist's aid
in the Federal Farm Mortgage Act. Under the
terms of this measure, mortga ges held by private
creditors could be exchanged for Government
guaranteed bonds, the Government taking over
the mortgage. Rates of interest were scaled
down and properties 'revalued.
Between May 1933 and July 1934 there was
an active demand for this type of Government
credit in the Great Plains States (Figure 25).

ury 1,191, 19206,1925, 1930, and 7935-Continued
B. Index Numbers
(
1910100
for each State)
0
1910_j
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..

The recent years of depression, of declining
farn prices, and of crop failures because of
drought, have increased the burden of the mortgage debt which the farmer bears, Farm cash
income, on the average never high, practically
vanished for many farmers, and they became unable to meet debt service charges and payments
on principal as they fell due. The result was

TABLE 6.-Number of foreclosure salts and related defaults6er 1,000 farnms in the United States and selected States
(Includes loss of title by default of contract, sales to avoid foreclosure and surrender of title or other transfers to avoid

foreclosure]

Twelve months ending March 15
State

North Dakota .................
South Dakota.................
Montana .....................
Nebraska .....................
Wyoming ....................
Kansas ....................
Colorado.....................
Oklahoma ..................
Texas .......................
New Mexico..................
Average, 10 States ..........

___

1926

1927

46, 3
52. 53
60. 8
21. 9
27. 9
15. 8
43. 3
24.1
9. 3
53. 7

43. 0 39.44
51. 1 46. 8
56. 0 40. 9
25. 3 34. 9
25. 6 19.3
16.0 19.4
36. 3 26. 1
24. 2 21. 8

23. 7

United States............... 17. 5
I

Weighted

1928 ;1929

10. 5 9. 5
30.3 20. 6
23. 4 21.7
18.0 17. 7
l
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1931

132, 0 t30.-1D' 34. I1
27. 2 27.t1 33. 2
21. 1 25. 1 31. 1
15. 7 15. 9 21. 8
17. 8 17. 3 20. 1
13. 0 14. 8 20. 0
21. 6- 18. 8 20. 3
14. 3 18.2 22. 4
8. 5 9.6 12.8
12. 4 12. 4 22. 3
'1
15. 2 16.2 I.. A V.J
77

b -

rll: T

14.9 115.7

average, based on number of farms in each State in

widespread financial distress and a rapid increase
the number of foreclosures. It should be
noted that the figures in Table 6 are per thousand
in

7E

1930

1933

1932

1934

1935

1936

54. 0 63, 3 31, 3 18.090 25. 5
4902 78. 0 64. 2 62. 4 63. 4
34. 6 39. 8 30.11 21-.8 23. 1
34. 4 58. 2 45. 8: 41.0 41.0
26. 3 23. 2 24. 0 23. 4 19. 4
36.0 52. 7 48.
40. 7 33.9
27. 5 45. 2 40. 6 31. 7 32. 6
30. 5 44. 7 23. 7 16. 4 18. 0
23. 6 30. 5 19. 6 16.9 16. 3
20. 1 26. 4 22. 3 21.1
20. 7
32. 1 44.2 31.7 26.3 26. 0
- -

- -

18. 7 28.4 38.9 28. 0 21. 0

-

20. 3

1930, exclusive of croppers.

Complete data are not available on the amount
of private mortgage credit outstanding in the
Region, but Federal Land Banks and the Land

PER CENT OF FARMS MORTGAGED TO THE LAND BANK OR COM IS IONER May 193 Through July 1934

Table: Table 7.- Amount of obligations incur ed for emergency relief and works program from Federal funds in the counties of the Great Plains Region, by States

Table: Table 8.- Federal Emergency Relief Administration grants to States in the Great Plains Region earmarked for drought relief, and care and proces ing of cat le
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Resettlem~enit Ad mi nis~tration 'grants, measure
the degree of thi's distress 7~4(Figure 26).~
The total amount of obligations Incurred'for
relief inm the counties of the Grca't 'Plains under
teprogra onf :the Federal Emergenc RelIef
Adminstraton and Workls Progres s Admninistration'is shown by States in Table ~7. It should
be remembered that it is difficult to segregate
the amount o~f relief necessitated by drought
from the amount arising from other causes.
TABi.r 7.-A4mount of obligations 'incurred for emergencY
relief and works program fromn Pederal funds in the counties
Of the Great Plains Region, by States
Federal
Wo'rks
Progress
Relief Ad- Aduinimsministration, Itration,
April 1933 April 1935
through
through
April 1936 1, June 1936

Emergency

State

Colorado ...
Kansas ...
Nebraska ...
Oklahoma ....
Montana...
New Mexico..
North, Dakota.
South Dakota.

Wyoming ....
'rexas ....
Total. .

Total

516, 857, 046 57, 409, 596 524, 266, 642
11,13~0, 477 3,010,,635 1I4, 141, 112
6, 540,8490 '2,084, 414 8,625,263
5, 375, 641 2, 043, 9'81 7,, 419, 622
8, 249, 597 2, 79, 80 1, 045, 397
6, 408, 390 1,~982, 655 8,391,045
19, 981,418 3,597,796 23,579,214
19, 477, 261 2, 774,1543 22,251,804
2,:878,~035 1, 012, 252 3, 890, 287
(...)..
9, 053, 329
5105,952,0431526,711,672 51132,663,715

relci
l ions incurred for I ef extended
Includes
obligatl
under the general relief 'and 'rural rehabilitation po
gramsand or administration; beginning April 1934
these figures also include purchases of materials, supplies, and equipment, rents of equipment, earnings of
nonrelief perons empiloyed -and other~expenses incident
I

to the emergency work relief program.

Terminal date varies fori some States as follows: Colo-

rado, November 1935;- Montana, Oklahoma, Nebraska,
and Texas, December 1935.
UTexas data not available on a county basis.

The first earmarked grants for drought relief
were made in September 1933, although some
Federal aid had been extended during' the ~preceding summer to farmers suffering from drought
conditions. Feed and seed loans had even earlier beginnings. It was not until June 1934,
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however, that seIa droughtassistanc atined
major proportionss.~The Eemergency Appropriation Act approved by the President in June 1934
provided $525,66000,0 for, drought ~relief purposes through 'the entire country,
Although drought assistance was extended 'to
more than half 'of the United States. the major
portionWo all funds provided for this purpose
was spent in a relatively limited area comprised
in lage pat of the Great PlIn States. Table~8
shows that portion of the'fund granted :by the
Federal Eme(1rgency Relief Administration for
relief and the processing of cattle, and does not
include various items such as land purchase and
the disposition of surplus cattle.
TABLE.-Fedral Eergeny Relief Adininist ation grants to
States in the Great Plains Region earmarked for drought relief,
and care and processing of cattle I

Total drouigl ht
and cattle

re o

IStates total

State

Dollars

Colorado ......... 9, 095, 668
14, 629, 605
Montana......... 7, 192, 44t1

4, 589, 268

Nebraska.

771,'024~
025',

Percent
5.~11
8.22
4.04
2.58
2.68

New Mexico........ 4,
North Dakota ....... 7, 560, 5751
004
Oklahoma ........ 9,
South Dakota ....... 14, 489, 075
Texas........... 22, 728, 461
Wyoming ......... 2, 174, 753

8. 15
12. 78
1. 22

Total 10 States. . 96, 255, 874
United States....... I 177, 881, 352

54. 10
100.00

i.

4.25
5.67

IAdj~usted to. reflect redeposits of balance's in the U. S.
Treasury from Federally-administered States and authorized transfers between fnd
ain all States. Transfers as of
Novembcr 27, 1936, Were not yet computed.
Includes Ientire State, not just those portions lying

within the Great Plains area.

After a single year of fairly good rainfall, the
Great Plains were again hit by drought in the
spring of 1936. However, a shift occurred in
distress six indices were used;, rainfall, crop conditions, pasture

IIn delineating the area of cumulated drought
cnitionis, Federal aid fam otaead gration. Federal aid was found, however,

able accuracy, the combined effect of the other fiv.
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to measure with reason-

INTENSITY OF FEDERAL AID PER CAPITA IN GREAT PLAINS DROUGHT AREA, 193 -1936

INTENSITY OF RURAL RELIEF IN MAJOR SUBREGIONS OF THE GREAT PLAINS, FEBRUARY 1935, AND AREAS OF SPECIAL STUDY

PERCENT OF TOTAL RURAL FAMILIES IN MAJOR SUBREGIONS OF THE GREAT PLAINS, RECEIVING PUBLIC AS ISTANCE IN FEBRUARY 1935, 1936 AND AUGUST 1936
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in both areas 'the tenant farmer was the typical
farmer receiving aid, but in the spring-wheat
area nearly half the tenants were 'on relief'or
were rehabilitation clients, while 160percent of
the tenants in' the winter-wheat a'rea fellinto
this category. The proportions for owners- were
far les in both areas. In the spring-wheat area
in June 1935 more than 80 percent of the farm
laborers on relief were not' heads of families; for
the most part, they were the sons and daughters
of farmers. However, enough 'farm laborer
heads of families were receiving aid to make up
10 percent of the agricultural relief load and 4
percent of the agricultural families on rehabili-
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tation. In the winter-wheat area, on the other
hand, nearly two-thirds of the farm laborers on
relief were heads 'of families. Rehabilitation
families differed little from those on relief, both
groups being representative :of their fellow
farmers.
TAX DELINQUENCY AND FINANCIALLY
EMBARRASD LOCAL GOVERNt Tsnn
Characteristic of economic maladjustments in
theta Great Plains are high rates of taxation,0
extensive tax delinquency, and consequently
severely embarrassed local governments. There
are few taxable resources other than agricultural
real estate, and, to a minor degree, personal
PzEAzNt

0

PERCENT r

TOTAL - FIVE SUBREGIONS

22
20
21
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28
31
34
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21
27
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25

30

----------
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13
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PERCENT OF TOTAL RURAL FAMILIES IN MAJOR SUBREGIONS
OF THE GREAT PLAINS, RECEIVING PUBLIC ASSISTANCE
IN FEBRUARY 1935. 1936'AND AUGUST 1936'
A.

EMERSENCY REUEr BY
REUCEF rINANcED FDE0RAL. STATE OR LOCAL PUBC rUNDS.
INCWLDING WORMS PROGRAM uEMPLOYMENTIQ S!(T1rLCMENT
GRANT CLIENTS.
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property, and accordingly the local govern- IMPAIRMENT 0 INDIVIDUAL AND COMMUNITY
STABILITY
rnents have had to depend almost entirely upon
The excessive amount: of tenancy among the
the general property tax for their revenue. Not
only has thisresulted in extremely burdensome inhabitants of the Great Plains and the high degreen of their dependency are both: a cause andi a
rates of taxation-in some counties in recent
years constituting a capital levy of 32' to 4 persymptom of'individual and family instability.
Naturally, this affects the stability of the comcent on the3 value:of the property-but reliance
munity. High tax rates, extensive tax delinupon onlyv'one source of revenue has; made the
fiscal position of the local units peculiarly quency, and depleted public revenues seriously
vulnerable. 'Periods of low farmt 0prices or of handicap the local governments oftthe Great
crop failure are immediately: r eflected'in alhigh'; Plains in providing essential social services.
degree of tax delinquency. This, in turn, is
The number of persons living on farms in the
taken into account in setting rates for succeeding Greatl, gains Region as a whole has remained
years and a vicious spiral is set up which can
nearly stationary during the last 25 years,:but
end only in: the bankruptcy of rmany" individuals: this does not mean that there has not been
and in the fiscal disintegration of local govern- migration within the area. For example, twothirds of the farmers who lived in western Kan:ment.''Soome.i- indication of the extent and
seriousncss0 of tax: delinquency in recent years sas in 1895 had left within ten years; and by
1935 -only one-tenth of them were still in the
may be seen in Figure 29. The areas in which
the rate of delinqquency is highest are in general same township, or'had a son living in the same
those in which the need for land-use adjustments township. During recent years the movement
is most pressing,.
has' been even more rapid.
The practice of issuing warrants or otherevieThere has also been migration into and out of
dences of debt in anticipation of taxes, under cirthe:Plains: area: a two-way movement in which
cumnstances where collections already have been early PlaIs settlers moved out and in general
reduced by tax delinquency, :has resulted inevi- their places were taken by others who came to
tably in a large floating public debt. 0 As0the debt the; Region. The effect of the droughts of
of a school district, for example, piles up withrecent years- has7 been to stimulate an outflow
out adequate provision for payment other than: of people from the Region; it is estimated that
through ''delinquent tax collections, itst credit 8,600 families have migrated from the drought'
wanes and its warrants are subject to increasingly
areas to Washington, Oregon, and Idaho alone
heavy discounts. in a four-cou ntyarea inSouth: during 1936. The net result has been a slight
Dakota, a recent study 9 of public' fiscalcondi- gain in the more humid parts of the Region and
tions shows that out of 63 school districts, onea somewhat greater loss in the more arid parts.
third had outstanding warrants in excess'of their
Well-initegrated community life can develop
entire tax collections in 1934. Three0of these only where tle population is sufficiently stable
districts hadc more than nine times their 1934 tax to take an interest in the improvement of comnrevenues outsta
in warrants; onehad eight munity institutions and where the government'
times its collections; another, four; anda con- is on6 a sufficiently sound fiscal basis to provide
siderable number the equivalent of revenues for customary public services in, an adequate
two or three years. -In one of these districts the
manner. Where people are shifting about and
combined warrant and bondedindebtedness rep- governments for the most part ;are restricted inn
resented almost one-fourth of -the -total taxable their finances, as in the Great Plains, public
valuation in 1934.
services are likely to be impaired.
S Unpublished study by Land Use Planning Section, Diviions of Land Utilization. Resettlement Admirdstration; Jackson, Custer, Pennington, and Fall River Counties.
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Education is generally recognized -as one of the it designed, to solve-the fiscal problems of local
primary responsibilities of local government. A government which have grown out of land settlestudy covering the period 1920-32 indicates that ment and land use of a haphazard nature and
many of the Great: Plains States,- though they not adjusted to critical natural conditions.
The provision of health service i another
spent a relatively large share of their tax resources
-for education, succeeded only fairly well. in example of the manner in which'-local governmeeting essential educational needs.',0 It should, ments in the Great Plains are handicapped.
be kept in mind)ofcourse, that the'scattereddistri- Again the' distribution of the population is a
bution of thef population increases materially the complicating :factor; :even where there are fullexpense of providing education. Where per time county health:officers and workers they
capita costs -are high and funds are low, the must often travel long distances to reach" the
quality of schooling which can be provided nat- people in the area under their supervision.
urally suffers.
fImpoverished4 governmental units- rarly have
In recent yeap,-outside aid has been necessary funds to maintain hospitals and other pertinent
in some sections to enable- the schools-to remain'. services;, and the expense of private service- in
0 bES on
Sk
uo
,s
open. The Federal Government) through: the:X many placesS \isS beyn;d
thel capacity omostr
civil Works 'Administration and later through people. The ~regular fee plus one dollar per
the Federal 'Emergency 'Relief Adf'ministration, 0 mile is charged by some physicians in the Regiion.
has provided funds 'for' the continued payment: The effect upon-the public health can be realized
of : literally; thousands of rural schl teachers. :when it is known that many :0of the health
In 10 933-34and 1934-35 the ten Great Plains problems of- the Plains Region arise from the
States received for this purpose nearly $5>0000iOO
inability of the people to avail themselves of
not including ,over S4,000,000 for the emergency professional consultation. This, for instance,
education program. This program, while afford- explains in large part the high maternal and
ing temporary relief, cannot be expected, nor is infant' mortality rates reported for the area.
t $-"The Efforts of the States to Support Education", Rmearch Bulltin of the National Education Association, Volume
m

XIV, Number 13, May 1936, page 141.
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Chapter v
ATTITUDES OF MIND

Why should there have been destructive tend- such institutions as ownership and tenure. It is
encies in the use of land and water in the Great also oneof rei of of some of the less obvious,
Plains? Chiefly, of course, because of the deep-eated attitudes of mind.
The baic purposes of'economic life do not
settlers': lack of understanding concerning the
critical differences between thei physical:;'con- change. Theddesire for security, stabiliity a risditions of the Great Plains area and those of the ing standard of living, increased leisure, selfarea -east of the Mississippi whence they had
expression and creative work, remain fairly concome.: Because of this lack of understanding
stant. It is the idea' concernig ways and means
the colonists applied agricultural practice
by which these' obectives ~may be achieved that
brought from: a humid region under conditions must be subject to revison.
for which they eventually; proved to be' tunsuitThat Man ConqueTs Naturc.--It 'is an, inherent
able. Practices, however, are but outward ex- characteristic of pioneering settlement to assume
pressions of controlling attitudes of mind.
that Nature is something bofwhich to take adThese settlers also brought with them inherited
vantage and to exploit; that Nature can be
assumptions which had become : ingrained shaped at 'will to man'siconvenience. In a
through generations of pioneering experience in superficial sense this is true; felling of trees will
a humid region; assumptions which in large
clear land for cultivation, planting of seed will
measure account for the practices that are
yield crops, and applications of water where
destructive in :a sub-humid region.
natural precipitation is low will increase yields.
These basic attitudes of mind are the direcHowever, in a deeper sense modem science has
tive forces that establish the. framework of a disclosed that fundamentally Nature is inflexible
new society, govern the activities of: the people,
and demands conformity. On this point Aldo
and become their standards of judgment. In Leopold has well said: "Civilization is not
the course of time they tend to crystallize, fail the enslavement of a stable and constant earth.
to take account of new conditions, cease to It: is a state of mutual intlrd4pendenI cooptcahton
serve their original purposes, and frequently
between human animals, other animals, plants,
hinder necessary readjustments.
and the soils, which' may be disrupted at any
Therefore,' rehabilitation of a great region in moment by the failure 'of any of them.. Land
which it has been discovered that economic acdespoliation has evicted nations, and can on
not properly adjusted to basic and occasion do it again. . . . It thus becomes a
tivities dare
controlling physical conditions, is not merely a matter of some unportance, at least to ourselves,
problem of -encouraging -better 'farm: practices that our ddominion,'0oncegained, be self-er
and desirable engineering works, and revision of petuating, rather than self-destructive." I We
q"he Conservation Ethic", Jouna .1 Fwufr, Vol. XXXI, No. 6, October, 1933, p. 635.
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know now, for Instance, that it 'is essential to
adjust agricultural economy on the Plains to
periods of deficient rather than of abundant
rainfall, and to the destructive influence of wind
blowing over dry loose soil rather than primarily
to a temporary high price for wheat orbeef; that
it is our ways, not Nature's, which can'be changed.
That Natural Resources are thexhaustible.-That
resources are inexhaustible and can absorb an
indefinite- population, and that settlement and
'development will continue into the distant future
are assumptions that are natural in the early
period of settlement of a vast new territory. In
1827 -the Secretary of the Treasury reported
that it would take;"ages8 to come" to settle the
public domain. The following year Senator
Benton of M uri declared& that it would take
$"abut 2,000 years more to complete thesales
(of Xpublic land) to the- head of the Mississippi:
and to thefoot oftheRocky Mountains."' Yet
today people are moving out of the Great Plains
area because it appears to be too crowded in an
economic sense. Probably it isnotpermanently
too closely settled in 'this sense, but 'in terms of
the type'ofoccupancy and utilization which have
been allowed; to develop because natural resources were considered incapable of depletion,
it is for theitlme being, and for a timeffmay continue to be, economically congested. Superficial
views of inexha'ustibility' muzst bec discarded.
That Habitual Practices are the Best.-It is also'a
natural attitude to: assume that agricultural
practices- which have served a people wll- in
territoryS from which they have migrated, will
serve them equally well in new. settlements.
fMan' clings to the accustomed, the proved; that
at which' he is expert. The agricultural technique of humid England produced crops on the
Atlantic seaboard, and, laterI in the territory;
immediately beyond the Allegheny Mountains;
therefore, in view of ththen limited knowledge
of basic physical differences, it was: inevitably
assumed tht this technique was suitable for the
farther Plains Region. It is now known that on
s AnnualReport, p. 406.
'CongrtssionalRecordSenate,
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the Plains the basic physical conditions are
radically different from those east of the Mississippi;.that even as between the ten Stat included in the area there are striking variations.
In fact, as between one county and that adjacent
there may be differences so fundamental as to
require unlike agricultural -and economic regi-?
each. The prudent assumption must
be that the technique of one locality is not
suitable for another until it has been so proved.
That What is Good for the Individual is Good for
Everybody.-t hasbeen adominating American
attitude that, "whatever is good for the individual
is good for the whole." Under pioneering con.
ditions there has been apparendy' net iotia advantage in action according to thispoint of view.
If anyone acquired some portion of the free natural resources and'turned it toproductive u :he
was, under the circumstances of the time, rendering a service to the entire society. To all it
appeared that unused land. was being put to use.
A family settling in Indiana a hundred years ago
realized
immediateadvantage, as also did the
Nation, in felling and burning` aa tract 'of black
walnut to get at the soil underneath for the production of grain. Although thewalnut forest on
a perpetual yield basis might be of more value
than the' cleared land to their descendants and
to the people of the United States now and in
the future, there isxno sOcial accounting adequate
to prove that there is net loss. But we know
now,in the light of bitter experiece,thatmany
recent activities on the Great Plains-for instance, the plowing under of certain sod lands to
mens in

gain immediate advantage for an inadiviual from

and a high
price
coincidence of adequate raifall
of wheat-have demonstrated that only too frequently what appears to be of immediate good
to the individual inn the long run is not good for
the Ipople of the: region, and even for the idi-n
vidual. There must :be general revision of this
assumption Xwith due consideration given' to the
fact that self-iterestt in the long run' coincides
with the social interest.
April 9,1828.
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That an Owner May Do with His Property :as He
Likes.-The early colonists brought with them
the tradition of the Englzih common law that a
man's house is his castle;. that he may do as he
will with 0 what 1he owns. Ownership carried
privileges butf not obligations.: This doctrine
grew in strength in the United States, because a
sparsely settled frontier region isparticularly
suitable for its maintenance. In the nature Of
pioneer circumstances generally the handling
of one owner's property would not affect that
of his neighbors. It is not until settlement
becomes more congested, farms are located close
together, and various economic institutions
develop, such . as specialization: and credit, that
this doctrine begins to crumble, Mi grating sand
dunes, exposed subils, increasing acre of deadi
land~s,0: and ::the necessity for extensive ;:public
that oldassistance
ing are warnings
ri
be assumptions
b
..al..
concerning property rights must be substantially
revised.
That Expanding Makes Will Continue Ind
nile.-The past century of development of the
United States until recently has been one of expanding markets, domestic andj:foreign. The
increasing industriaization of western Europe
ea
eastern
and the
tern un
United'States, and the rapidd
.th
growth of population, for a long time placed a
heavy and expanding demand for foodstuffs and
raw materials on the agricultural sections of the
United States. These circumstances gave rise
to the assumption that the heavy world demand
for agricultural production some minds even
the rate of increase-would continue definitely.
The World War and the consequent economic
crash broke down both demands. The war stimulatedjforeign countries to attempts to become
self-sufficient.,T economic crash for the time
being destroyed the domestic industrial market.
The domestic demand surely, will be restored;
and eventually, but probably only after a con.
siderable period,: portion of the foreign demand
-will revive,; but the: onlyprudent attitude today
is' that there must be guided alignment of agri-.
cultural production to demand, and that all
ty
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agricultural producers should plan accordingly.
That Frei Competition Coordinates Industry and
Agriculteure.-Under the traditional ree market
system the assumption was held that automatic
forces promoted both increased productivity
and the interchange' of goods between agriculture and industry, which _resulted:in gains
for the people engaged In both fields. The
assumption' held tht when demand declined,
prices were reduced until it was restored, and
the volume of production and exchange was
kept substantially unchanged. However, free
price competition no longer functions automatically throughout large sections of industry.'
rise of large-scale intercorporate organizations combihed'with the development of industrial technology, has resulted in an extension
of price control in industry. Today the tendency
in industry is to attempt to maintain prices
virtually unchanged and to vary the volume of
production for that purpose. This may, main.
tamn the price, but it means reduced sale, production, and employment, and consequently
reduced purchasing power, for agricultural and
other products.
Agriculture is inherently' handicapped in following this practice. The inherent nature' of
agriculture isvsuch that when its prices decline
the farmer must strive to make up his loss of income by producing more. The experience of
the recent depression was that agricultural prices
fell far ;? more harply than industrial prices; that
farm production continued to be maintained
while factory output was curtailed. The absence
dof alfree market for industrial productsmin which
competitive forces could bring -about necessary
readjustments between agriculture 'and 'industry
resulted in widespread distress, the manifestations of which are all too familiar' today. The
flexible. price system of agriculture and the inflexible price structure of industry are incom.
patible. Together they operate to promote the
:.f raw
t
:i.a to: oof
~S,,W materials
,d
and to restrict the
exploitation
output of manufactured products. :Industry,i
through price control, maintains itself in part at
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the expense of agriculture. 1The future stability
of agriculture depends upon a better price adjustment with industry; in part by adjustment
of agricultural production, in part by adjustment of industrial prices.
That Values Will Incrtase Indefinitely,--The long
period of appropriation and development, and
of expanding;markets, was one of increasing
capital values. Land represented not bnly the
means of livelihood but also the opportunity for
acquiring pecuniary wealth ;~quickly. According
to English economic theory, a constantly growing population meant increasing competition for
the means of subsistence, which in turn causes
a progressive advance in land values. Under
these circumstances, it was assumed that the
mere passage, of time assured a profit to: the
possessor of the resource which was in demand.
An owner of farm land might not make operating
expenses but generally he could count on capital
appreciation. :;He: could operate inefficiently
and be wasteful of:: natural resources, and yet
realize a gain: through enhanced realty values
The nineteenth century was a period of continuing automatic inflation;: every new farm
occupied arid other resource appropriated and
valued became the basis of a new credit. Future
income was discounted currently. A vast superstructure of credits was erected upon the basic
equity of the landowner, and these were pre
ferred claims on the income the land produced.
Much of the borrowing and- many of the mortgages were to facilitate t:he inflation :of land
values and not for the improvement of property.
Book :values of -land became fictitious creations
without any counterpartfin physical productivity.
This long period of increase in capital values
stimulated the growth of two assumptions: that
farm land may properly-be made an object of
speculation; and that in such speculation a
buyer may prudently assume large debts because
the unearned increment exists in the background
as a factor of safety. Too few have-realized how
circumstances have changed. The new assumption must be that farm values should be measured
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by earned income; that resources must be carefully conserved'and apparent income from their
deterioration be counted not as income but as
capital loss; that debt may become a dangerous
enemy; and that agriculture is not possessed of
"get-rich-quick" characteristics, but is a mode of
life that gives sustenance and great satisfactions
to generations who husband their resources
wisely,

That 7enanc

is a

Stepping-Stone to Ownership.-

It has long been assumed that if a person desired
to -farm but lacked the capital with which to buy
land, he could use the status of tenancy as a
stepping-stone to ownership. From the tenaant's
share of the farm income he would soon accumulate sufficient savings to command a loan
to buy a farm of his own. By exercising patience
and, labor the ttenant would find that the land
would earn, its purchase price. The Nation, so
it was believed, was to be a land of owneroperated farms. The6 success of this doctrine,;
however, depended oo n theft maintenance of conditions which no longer exist.,: As long as ample
supplies of free land were available, the rate of
increase in the price of land was curbed. With
the disappearance of free land, realty values were
increased out of proportion to the annual earning power of a farm, and diminished the' ability
ofthe tenant to purchase. Many tenants with
years of experience have failed 'to cover their
operating expenses, or the margin left to: them
after paying the: landlord his been so small that
they have been: virtually: forced to continue as
tenants. The labor :income :has been barely
sufficient to provide subsistence, much less afford'
a bashs for savingswith which, to purchase land.:
"It has been difficult enough; in theta past for a
young man to' climb the ladder from hired man
to tenant to owner of a farm; today, except
under tnhe most favorable circumstances, it is
well-nigh impossible.
That the Factory Farm Is Generally Desirable.The age-old circumstance has'been that agriculture is a mode of living and of livelihood com-:
bined, consisting of production for a family's
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own use and for the market. The farm has
been essentially an organism, complete and selfsustaining in: itself. Failies have occupied the
same farms for many generations. Such rural
life has constituted the backbone of every nation
fortunate enough to possess it,4 However, in the
United States during the period of expandmig
markets, the assumption has appeared that ownership can be separated from the mode of living
and responsibility for operations, and4can be-'
come a source of investment income for: nonresident owners. 'MThe growth of this assumption
has intensified such, anti-social institutions as
tenancy and destrucftionof soilassets. While
large-scale commercialized farming may prove
to :be econo~micallypermnanent: and socially' advantageous in'limited areas and with respect to
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States-is that the individual should be left, in
the main, to make his own adjustments to
calamity. Fire, flood, drought, or grasshoppers:
one must migrate, or go in debt, if that ibpossible, and start all over again. Both migrating
and starting over again were relatively simple
mattersin the earlier aay because free land was
available elsewhere, values were appreciating,;
and one'had a reasonable chance of becoming
reestablishead,; It was in the fnal analysis not so
id R
much -a situation in which the individual did
his own adjusting in a commercial- environment,
as of Nature's standing by his side ready to-give
him aid with new lanid. That circumstance no
longer exists4 The individual who'suffers calamity today permanently handicapped, and the
handicap may affect several generations, The
new assumption must :be that the community,
the State, and the Nation must so cooperate in
controlling the conditions which cause calamities that these will be eliminated, or at least
substantially reduced.
These are
arfew of the more common assumptions that have governed conduct in agricultural
settlement in the United States, and particularly
in the great West. They-must be revised in order
that there may Dbe a proper environment for
achievement of the purposes of our recommended program; that all lines of action may
be made to focus on a common social objective,
Self-interest is a powerful and useful force, but
if fthe institutional,~,
environment is out of balance
with the physical, self-interest has' too free an
opportunityd and may lead to self-destruction.
If institutional and physical environments are
in balance, self-interest coincides with social in-;
teresit. The usefulness of an institution depends
on the degree to which it brings these two interu

<
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certain products, inherently it is destructive of
stable agriculture generally. The rural problem
of adjustment to 'Nature, conservation of resources, stable income, and a lasting, satisfactory standard of livng, ,apparently calls for
reestablishment of "the balanced arm." Permanent agricultural stability calls for recoi-:
blination, insofar as possible, of farming as a mode
of living with farming' as a source: of livelihood.
In this connection, 0. E. Baker has concluded
that "there is no substitute for the institution of
the family. . . . For the better'utilization of our
arable land the writer has full faith only in the
family farxm, and in the family farm only in the
case of the family with continuity of life and:
occupancy of the land. ;And V continuity of
family flif and of land occupancy is dependent
on a philosophy of life. There will not be, he
fears~~~
i
fears,
much better utilization
of farm land in
the United States, until more farmers pas the
farms' on to 'their sons.",
That the Individual Must Make 'His Own Adjust- ests 'into adjustment.
ments.-A final assumption too which we desire to
While theremmustbe a 'tolerable degree of dicall attention-one which has accompanied rection along democratic lines of non-cooperating
settlement and development of the Great Plains, individuals, there must be, above all, common
and of- agriculture generally in -the:-n
Uited understanding and a common will toWacon.
4 See 0. BE. lBaser, "The AgricuIlturaIl Prospect", Chapter IX of Our Natural Resourus and Their Conwrvat;on, edited
by A. E. Parking andJ. K.. Whitaker, p. 23 1.
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Chapter VI
LINES OF ACTION

The history of the Great Plains is a story of
contrasts;, of, nourishing rains and withering
:droughts of bountiful harvests and 'crop failure,
of optimismand; despairof advanceand retreat
by settlers. Now) as in the past, the Region Is
one of economic and oial Instability. 'Such Iit
will remain unless fundamental readjustments
in land use are made that involve comprehensive
action-: by government-Federal, State, and
county-as well as by individuals. The lines of
action essential to successful readjustment are
recommended and briefly discussed in the
following paragraphs.
I. LNES OF FEDERAL ACrloN
1. Investigations and Surveys.-Although enough
is known about conditions :and their causes
generally throughout the Great Plains and in
detail with respect to certain :parts, to directt
immediate. and vigorous action, it is recommended that provison be made promptlyfor
further investigations and surveys needed to
determin'ein detail the best prospective use of
landswaters, and other natural resources in
o;
eg
everysec
section m.en
of the Region.
It is recommended
further.that the primary program of intensive
investigations and surveys be completed in a
period of not more than ten years.
The need for the proposed investigations and'
surveys is urgent and immediate. It is proclaimed anew by the tragic experiences in recent
years of many thousands of-settlers throughout
the length and -breadth of the Plains. JTo depend, as inAthe past, chiefly on: the long-run
every
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tendency of Qeconiomic conditions to bring about
the useS of the lands, waters, and other resources
of the Region in the ways in which 'they would
ha~vegreatest value wouldbe most uun-wise.- That
: process would be far too slow and far too costly$
:both in 0funds~andQ in misdirected human effort.
:Facts are indispensable prerequisite to readjustmenb inthen use of land and water; in operating units, land ownership, and lad tenure; in
cultural practices, and the like. Much valuable
information concerning various conditions in ithe
Great Plains has been assembled through investigational work in past years, but foremost parts
of the area available data are too meager or too
general in character to provide an adequate basis
for the public ;programs which are :necessary.
Investigations and surveys are" needed for many
parts of the Region as detailedt and varied as
those reflected in the maps of Appendix' 5, which
cover part of a representative county in Montana.
Studies of climatec riks shouId& be continued.
Topographic and soil surveys of .the :Region
should be completed. Studies of conditions of
soil erosion and -of appropriate remedial- measuresshould: be made on the many types of land
found in the area. Land- clasification surveys
should be made to locate definitely the poor
plowland which should be regrassed, the gras
land which is suitable for tillage, and the grass
land which4should retain its, natural 'cover.
The productivity of lands suitable for6ceropping
and00 the 'carrying' capacity- of. permanent grass
lands should be determined. The distribution
:and magnitude of the ~available and potential
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water supplies, both on- the surface and :underground, should've ascertained. The possi
bilities of new irrigation projects, with special
attention to those Of small :size, should be
evaluated, and feasible sites for the storage of
stock 0:water should be located to meet prospective needs in as large measure :t'as practicable.
Grazing districts should be delimited and pro-.
portional adjustments formulated between grass
land and feed-crop land. The patterns of
ownership unitsand -of operating units should
be mappd andked'
desirable change s in th patterns
should be determinled and: mapped, so as to
show, among other things,-whether they involve
:V
\;the combinationhor the division 'Vof units `and
whether or not :hthey' involve0e puic" acquisition;
of land. Prospetive needs fort resettlement,
alternative occupational opportunities forlpeople
not: enjoying a decent: standard of living, the
economic
on mi :ca~pabi~li'ties
and t the
ca
h
it : of,t suchi:tpeople,:
pt.
Sf
,2
.VfaDi
;
.S#a:
,;e
relative utl ity of particular methods of accomplishing the desired results for the inhabitants of the Region, should all be explored.
The 'statements of the preceding paragraph
illustrate the varied character :and interlocking
relationships of the'linvestigations and surveys
-that are recommended. As they indicate, facts
that are needed: as a basis for a flexible program
of sound action' relate in some instances to phyisito 0cultural condical
di
on
.a co;conditions
:uSio s aand in' others tQ;
tons. Certain investigation projects may best
:be assigned " to Federal agencies already concerned with them in greater or lessmeasure in
the Great Plains as in other parts of the country.
So far as the nature-'of a.given project permniits,:
however, it should be undertaken ; jointly by
Federal, Stiate,''and, local agencies' The Federal
Government could not, even if it'so desired, suc0cessfully' ;;impo'set a program of readjustment for
the Great Plains on the Statest and communities
of the Region. Moreover, the States fand local
communities have responsibilities inmmost 'of the
matters involved, and these responsibilities cannot be shifted properly, to the Federal Government. However, effective cooperation will neX
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cessitate the services of a Federal coordinating
agency, and those of cooperating agencies in
each: State containing a portion of the Great
Plains.
2. Federal Aoquisition of Land in Range Artas.It is recommended that the ;$ Federal policy of
purchasing scattered crop farms and other appropriate landsinhiareas devoted largely to grazing and suited- best to that purpose be continued
conserv.at'
1
that appropriations or alloand tha
X conservatively,
cations be' made accordingly for the purpose.
Various considerations doubtless will influence
the 'rate at which land in the range areas of:'the
dGreat Piains is purchased by thee Federal ov0ernment-, if the policy of acquisition is continued
as recom mended. It will be affected by considerations-s of financial: polIcy, and for that
reason aione may vary notably frto time-to
time, Athough 'it seems desirable to -make
I
whatever
may be accomplished
,ha e'vi- or0inreadjustments
d;;t
best way' through Federal acsolely
fthe
quisition in as short a time' as practicableAthe
rate of purchase should conform to'the requirements of sound procedure. Thus, the appraising
and optioning of land by a trained personnel and
the process of title clearance will be factors of
i importance in thc future as they 'have been in
the past. Again, where sufficient data are not
in hand, action should await the availability of
adequate' knowledge with respect to the character of the lands that might'be purchased, their
prese-nt use andtheir potentialities, the condition
and; needs of those who now use them, and the
like. Reliable information on such matters is
lacking for most parts of the Region and it- can
be gained only through investigations of the
types already recommended.
In,, general, the lands that should be acquired:
lie mainly in the western and drier parts of thec
Region, 'particularly ifn the areas unfit fortillage.
Progress in sound acquisition could be expedited
by giving such 'areas appropriate priority- in the
recommended -programi of basic 'investigations.,,
I:ln some instances the desired readjustmenits,
notably prevention of the continuation or recurapo
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rence of unregulated grazing: and' undesirable
and uneconomic land occupancy,,: may be found
to be possible and ' practicable by ^means other
than Federal purchase. Thus, public ownership
of large acreages may be obtained by counties
through tax forfeiture. Federal acquisitions
should' be kept in harmony:with such possibilities. Moreover, the Federal Government should
not, purchase either county-owned or Stateowned land unless, in rare and unusual circumstances, suchi action should prove unavoidable
in the development of a constructive program of
range utilization.
:Finally, the rate and the distribution of acquisitions in the immediate-future should. be
influenced appropriately by: 1) existing knowledge-concerning the :acutenessJ of the human
problems of maladjustment in land use; (2) local
sentiment toward the establishment of a Federal
land, acquisition project or the extension of an:
existing project; and :0 (3) the. desirability' of
blocking' in and rounding out present projects
to achieve economies in administration or for
other' purposes.t So far as practicable,priority
should; be given during the next year or two, to
purchases from resident landowners whose scant
resources prevent a satisfactory standard of
living in their present location; to purchases in
counties where land acquisition is already in
progress and in other counties' where want is
combined with popular support of the purchase
program; to such purchases from Xnon-resident
owners as may, be necessary undJer the conditions
prevailing in the areas involved, to; permit a
desirable adjustment and control in the use of the
land; and to purchases of land already appraied
and, in some instances, optioned. Approximately 7,000,000 acres of land that cannot be
acquired with present funds have been appraised
in connection with established :projects, and of
this total more than 2,000,000 acres were at one
time under option. Undoubtedly this acreage
could& be:0 acquired, in large part at least, ata
very reasonable cost were funds available, and it
could be handled through existing project offices.
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It has been estimated roughly that some
24,000,000 acres in the Great Plains might well
be; acquired by the Federal Government and
other agencies to protect the land and promote
its best use, to provide opportunities for creating
grazing districts, and to'assist existing grazing
districts in obtaining better control of their range.
One of the major objectives of a long-'timebplan
for the Region'is the 'return of certain' inferior"
crop lands to permanent range use. In general,
this may be accomplished best throu pulic
acquisition of such lands. Under private ownership, and without means of public control over
use, uneconomic crop -'farmg and landX speculation are: inevitable in' every seriesrelatively
ian enlightened public
wet" years. Indeed, oonly
opinion will prevent at some-;future~time the
reopening of non-arable public lands in the
Great Plains, to private acquisition and unwise

use for crop production.1
At the present time, somewhat more than
5,000,000 acres have been acquired or are in
process of acquisition by the Federal XGovernment in the Great Plains as a means of effecting
a constructive program of land use in areas
whose best use appears to be as range. With
the present rhachinery for Federal acquisition of
land,: approximately 6,0,000 acres could be

acquired yearly in the Great Plains.
3. Control and Usc of
oLands Acquired b:y the
Federal Government in Range Areas.It is recommended that a substantial proportion of the
scattering:parcels of privately owned land
situated within 'the limitss of Federal grazing
districts established under the Taylor Grazing

Act be purchased by the Federal Government.,
As long ass the T'aylorGrazing' Act lays primary
emphasis on priority of range rights, it appears
desirable that the purchased lands be retained
under the control of a Federal agency free to:
distribute' the corresponding ran gerights with
due conideration for the objectives of rehabilitation and the maintena'nceof as large a numberof famiiesias practicable, as well as consideration
I See p. 86,
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for existing priorities. It is desiraile, however,' :with cooperative grazing asations would make
that the administration' of the purh.sed lands unnecessary in some areas the creation of larger
and the interspersed publicdomain0becarri on individual:-operatin'g units. Many stockmen now'
in accordance'' with the general: terms, :tof a prefer to obtain additional grazing facilities from
cooperative undlestanding bteen the Die- 0;a grazing district rather than to' asume the re-:
partmen' of 'the Interior and thet agency ad'- sponsibilities of owning and managing more land.
ministering the purchased lands, similar to the Public acquisition and cooKperative control of ju-0
agreement into which the Depar'tment of the diciously selected lands would :facilitate readInterior and
nd ther Resettlement' tAdministration: justments not fonly: in the land-use6 patterns but
have -entered, -Under this agreement; ..both also in the population patterns of the areas inparties undertake to cooperate in, determining volved. Cooperative grazing associationstwould
carrying capacity, 0decidi on improvements, :be aided in developing a manageable ownership
formulating rules, and fixing range fees. Each pattern within their: boundaries6, Overgrazing
agency however, makes its own distribution of :on the public lands involved would be prevented
range rights. It is recommended that parcelisof by a system of local self-regulation under Federal
land purchased-by the Federal Government in guidance.
areas where there is no-public domain or6where
is
of
4, Measures to Increase Me
tFarms.-It
there is not enough to justify the establishment
recomnended that assistance in the enlargement:
of grazing districts under the Taylor Act, be of undersized operating units be provided 0 (I)
leased in accordance 'with current practice to through extension oferedit under suitable restriccooperative grazing associations. In the interest tions, and (2) experimentally through Federal
of consolidated administration any scattered
purchase of selected land :and 'its subsequent
areas of public domain within such purchased lease or sale under covenants protecting its use.
areas should be turned over to the purchasing
Over much of the Great Plains many farms
and administering agency. These lands should
are too small to yield an adequate family living,
be leased to the grazing associations under
particularly if a shift to more extensive use such
restrictions similar to those governing the lands as pasture, or less frequent use of land for soil
made available to them within Federal grazing depleting crops, is necessary to conserve the soil.
districts. The Federal agency acquiring land
The use of credit to effect an adjustment
in a particular area should cooperate with the toward larger farms is recommended in areas
local grazing associations in the formulation of where the holdings that need enlargement are
rules, regulations, and policies with respect to so widely scattered that public administration
carrying capacity, rate of stocking, and other of purchased areas would be unduly expensive;
"rules of the range", but necessarily would have provided however, that the applicant is a proper
final word in approving such conditions. In credit risk, and also that the extension of credit
such cooperative undertakings, approved tech
is made contingent upon a commitment by the
nical methods should be followed in determining borrower to use his entire holdings in accordance
the carrying capacity of the lands to be used as with specified conservation practices.' Howgrazing commons. The' Federal agency should ever, in areas where the farm' holdings needing
reserve the right to promulgate rules, regulations, enlargement are numerous, it;: is: recommended
and policies with respect to prior use, dependthat the lands to be added to existing holdings,
treatpreferential
and
ency, commensur'ability,
be purchased by the Federal Government and
ment of applicants for grazing permits.
leased to the operators of the farms needing
The provision of a dependable supply of range enlargement. This recommendation is made
I See Supplement, Memorandum I.
forage to livestock owners through joint action
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,because such a policy is more clastic,taffods the
Government greater ability to assure conservation practiced, involves little, if any, greater outlay, aInd would carry greater assurance 'of the
continuance of the economic size of holdings
thus established. It would also help tot prevent
land speculation and the necessity of individual
operators who ;are already overburdened with
indebtedness, having to 'assume further obligationsiand the attendant risks.
Federal acquisition :of land iwith' a view: to
building- up larger units of operation should be'
undertaken first on- a restricted scale, and should
be expandedonly afterthe apparent advantages
of the procedure have been demonstrated.:- Demonstrational projects should 0Ibe established in
selected areas where a material reduction in the
number -of farms is known to be necessary, and
where the units to be enlarged are sufficiently
numerous to permit reasonably economical administration.
Preliminary investigation has disclosed the
more important areas within which many of the
farms are too small to afford an adequate family
living and permit the maintenance of soil productivity. Before a program to acquire land to
consolidate or enlarge farms is inaugurated, definite standards as to adequacy of living should be
set up. The minimum size of unit which can be
expected to support a family according to the
defined standards should then be determined for
each important: type of land. Without such determinations, adjustments in size would tend to
be made arbitrarily and inequitably. The pattern of operating units should be mapped and
the location of inadequate units should be determined before offers to sell or applications for
loans or leases are accepted. Otherwise, it
would be difficult to build up some units without
disturbing the adequacy of other units.
Applications for assistance in creating larger
units should contain evidence in support of the
claim that a larger unit is needed. This should
be checked against information already in hand
indicating (1) the inadequacy of the unit as to

TRE
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through addition of contiguous or
neighboring land without seriously disturbing
other :units. Appraiser also should examine
farms offredtdfor sale wtith respect to theirusefulness, in creating larger units by addition to
:
adjoining or ne aby farms.
If in the judgment of0 the supervising agency,
the additional land needed in a given case can
best be acquired by leasing it from private
:individuals, this procedure should beI recommended to the farm operator concerned. Inf
the case of units which may best be enlarged
by' t'a loan to enable -the operator to acquire
additional land, such action should be recommended to the'Farm Credit Administration, or,
if theoperator prefers, to private credit agencies.
TheIproposed progranmshould be carried Out
in all its phases on a voluntary basis, with the fuill
consent of the operator whose holding should
be enlarged and of the owner of the land to be
leased or sold for that purpose. The essence of
the program is to assist holders of under-sized
operating units to enlarge their acreage.
The acquisition of undersized farms and the

adequate,

consolidation of them with others, would tend
to relieve many families in stranded circumstances and assist them to find better opportunities elsewhere. At the same time, the program
would tend to reduce the intensity of land use
and thereby promote stability in-such use. It is
estimated that the purchase of 7,000,000 acres
of land now operated in farms or ranches that
are too small would relieve 20,000 stranded families by enabling them to relinquish uneconomic
holding} on which they cannot be rehabilitated,.
and at the same time benefit 20,000 other families on unduly small farmstby making the acreage
thus released available to them. The families
that would be relieved probably have absorbed
So,000,000 of public -aid annually during the
drought period. The cost of adjusting the size of
farms would not seem exorbitant in view of the
possibility "of eliminating the expense incident
to periodic alleviation of distress.
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5. Development of I$'ater Resources.-The greatest
natural handicap of the Great Plains is lack of
sufficient rainfall No device for supplying
water to dry' land can succeed without -the
000
water. Thes' original source of water is precipitation, everywhere relatively scant in the Great
Plains and highly variable in its Idistribution
from place to place and from time to time.
M~itigationX of thie eifects of drought involves,
among other things, such control and regulation
0if
;0of
the' liable supply as may bet possible -and
feasible, and an adjustment of land and water
economy to that suIIpply. No more is possible;
a~nd thie current popular emphasis on ne w supplies of water for-large parts of the Great Plains,
by which irrigation farming may widely replace
dry farming, rests on hopes inevitably doomed to
disappointment. It is often said'that the people
of the Great Plains have become "water
minded." Sound' water-mindedness will recognize the basic facts of nature which man is
powerless to alter.
The Water Resources Committee of the National Resources Committee recently has completed, in cooperation with State and local
agencies and with other Federal agencies, a report on Drainage Basin Studies in the United
States. For the Great Plains, as for other parts
of the country, the report briefly sets forth the
principal water problems of the various drainage
areas, or provides for their approach through
nation-wide studies and demonstrations; outlines
an integrated pattern of water development,
control, and utilization to solve those problems;
and presents specific construction and investigation projects as elements of the integrated pattern
and plan, with priorities of importance and time.
Other projects are dependent upon results of proposed studies, and naturally will -follow if warranted thereby. It is impracticable to outline
here the extended findings and recommendations
of the report with respect to the Great Plains.
Certain observations may be made briefly, however, that have particular significance with respect
to the readjustment and stabilization of land use.
`
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a, Neeed im'proem'ents of stock-water' supplies on public grazing lands constitute the chief
water problems of such lands. Over wide areas
all the supplies that can!b6e developed.at reasonable cost will be required for domestic and stock
purposes.
Irrigation at best' can cause only minor
db.
chan ges in the economic life of the Great Plains,
The scarcity of surface run-off (only about 5 percent of the rainfall reaches the main river
systems) and the lackof large supplies of underground water, limit the total possible irrigation
development at reasonable cost to less than 2 or
3 percent of the land 'area. Moreover, much of
this land lies in the eastern portions of the area
where recurrent humid and subhumid years encourage farming without irrigation.: Irrigation
projects in' the area have failed repeatedly
because the ditches and appurtenant works
were abandoned in years of plentiful rainfall.
Most new large-scale projects are of doubtful
feasibility under present reclamation policy.
Medium-sized projects probably will yield more
substantial benefits.
G. Other factors mitigating against large-scale
irrigation projects are: (1) the high cost of storage works on streams heading in the Great
Plains; (2) the already acute shortage of water
on the streams which rise in the Rocky Mountains somth of the Yellowstone (there is urgent
need for importation of water from watersheds
outside the Great Plains area into the Platte
and Arkansas basins to supplement existing~supplies); and (3) the lack of experience in irrigation farming by most Great Plains farmers. New
projects affecting more than a few thousand acres
would tend to develop independently of adjacent
grazing systems, but would have the advantage
of helping to preserve population density in sections which might otherwise suffer from outward
migration. Federal financing of new :projects
under the terms of repayment set by the National Reclamation Act would not be successful
in all instances.
d. There are scattered opportunities for the
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development of medium-sid irrigation projects
of about 500 to 1,000 acres in conjunction with
storage reservoirs on tributaries or pumping
plants on major streams These should be
planned with a view to integrating the managef:00
ment of forage production with that of grazing
on adjacent lands, and to insuring efficient
X Sdesign and operation of works. The Bureau of
Reclamation should be authorized to cooperate
in investigations of proposed projects, and to aid
bsis thoe feasible
a repayment
in financing bon

enterprises %-which; cannot be financed0 locally.

Some recent ventures of this type have been
highly ineffective because :of lack of experience
in the design of works and the application of
water, Federal-State extension work in irrigation .farming should be extended to the Great

Plains.
I
underground waters of thel
:. The shallow
Great Plains generally are' adequate to supply
only domestic and farmstead demands. They
are not plentiful, and over large sections are
almost wholly lacking. Deep supplies in the
major artesian basins are in danger of overdraft,
or already have been seriously depleted.
"Hidden rivers" are rare and insignificant.
Increased drafts upon ground water for irrigation therefore are practicable only in a few
favorable areas.
f Demonstrations carried out on a large scale
by the Soil Conservation Service in a number of
representative localities in the Great Plains, together with experiments at State and Federal
experiment stations, show that run-of water can
be stored by practicable methods in the more
favorable soils in amounts that will contribute
substantially to increase in the growth of grass
and farm crops. It is reported by the Soil Conservation Service', for instance, that the emergency listing program carried out early. in 19360
in the Southern Plains with relief funds, resulted
in the contour listing of some 2,400,000 acres,
and that all or most of the rainfall of May of
that year was held on the land. It is further reported that over most of this treated area, con-
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,ldderable feegdtwas prouced in spite of 'the' flowinig severe drought; and 'that all'itheC land
produced enough vegetative cover to stabilize
the soil "against excessive wind erosion during the
1936-37' blowing season. On adjoining untreated'lands of similar character moisture from
the 1936 spring rains penetrated- to only-about
half the depth to which it was stored: in thecontoured areas, and not enough vegetationW was
produced to safeguard the soil from 0blowing,
even temporarily. The ySerice reports that in'
the Southern Plains 'wherelevel; terracing was
combined -with listing, even better crops were
produced: than where the land was treated with
listingP alone. -In numerous contour-furrowed
pastures of the Plains Region substantial gains
in the growth of grasses and other grazing plants
resulted', as compared with similar grazing areas

not furrowed,30
Every possible effort shouldbe made 0to
encourage the spread to aall of the adaptable
lands of the area, of those measures of farm
practice,.discussed on p. 85, which have proved
valuable as water-conserving measures.
6. Reselement.-As already noted, restless
movements and counter-movements of people
always have been characteristic of life in the
Great Plains. One of the tragic consequnces
of the excessive droughts experienced by the
Region in recent years has been the desperate
and unguided migration of families in search of
some source of livelihood. It isI reliably estimated that not less than 165,000 people, or
approximately 40,000 families, have moved
away from the Great Plains drought area since
1930. Many more would have been forced to
leave but for the emergency credit and relief
funds poured into the area.
Many who have left are earning a precarious
living 'from casual labor on the Pacific Coast.'
Others have settled on cheap cut-over lands, and
are finding the struggle for a livelihood as desperate as before. Still others are on relief.

Comparatively few have improved their

eco-

' See Appendix 3.
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remained in
the G:dreat Plains have exhausted, orr;:nearly
exhausted, their resources;; have been teceivingB
public relief; and have little reason to ho that
::without further public aid they can6 estblish
themselves on a permanently selfupporting
basis, even"if economic condit
int generalare
good and a periodX of supernormal rainfall
shortly begins in the Region. Emergency relief
mcasures,hinvolving resttlement inpart, there
fore must-7 continue for a, time. Moreover,
severe drouihtsu.ndoubtedly will result from time
to time and until thir effects are suflicientily reduced by' the results of the long-time plan here
proposed, by crop insurance, or by other' appropriate means, emergency measures probRably will
be necessary from time to'itime on a diminishing
scale. Such measures,
wher or not they involve resettlement, should inot: conflict with a
long-time plan for' the Region.
A certain measure 'of resettlement necessarily
would result from' adoption of several recommendations alreadyvmade. It would result from
Federal acquisition of selected lands in range
areas; from measures to increase the size of
farms; and-from development of the potentially

available water resources. It may well be an
important consideration underlying the pur.
chase, in somc instances, of lands that are marginal or submarginal from the standpoint of crop
production.
Suitable homes and opportunities for people
of the Great Plains desiring assistance in relocation should tbe found, if practicable, within the
Region; but the best solution in each case should,
of course, be: sought. Until detailed plans for
readjustments of land use in the Region are
worked out, it will be impossible to determine
whether or not a further considerable migration
from the area can be avoided.
In a, program of rural resettlement, provision
should be made for full-time farming; part-time
farming, with opportunity for off-the-farm employment; and in special cases, homes with
garden plots for aged people.
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7. Com0pnsation to Local Governments on Akccount
of
:Federal
Land Acquton.- It is important that
appropriate provision be mad-. to insure contiuing revenue to local units of governint' in
::0the;:Great~: Plains, in equitable
amount from
;lands acquired by theo0 Federal Government,finsofaras such revenue can be made available
fro
m incomee yielded by the purchased 'lands.
Local public revenues throughout much of the
Great Plainsarea are inadequate. Much of the
acreage now being ''aqured by te Federal'
Government has contributed substantialy -in
.taxes to ithe support of local government; loss of
these taxes will aggravate fiscal problems
alredy acute.
It has therefore: proved 'difficult'orimpossible
to obtain the cooperation' of officials in: various
counties in securing tax-title lands for purposes
of range control and adinistration.r Situations
exist in present acquisition projects in which
workable plans for range administration are
stalemated by the factf that county-owned (taxtitle) lands, interspersed throughout the area,
are withheld from the Government purchase
program. As a result, neither the Federal lands
nor the county lands can be properly controlled
and administer-d. Fences cannot be constructed economically, and stock-water facilities
are in some cases not accessible from purchased
lands within natural grazing distance. At least
one county is following the policy of selling its
land on long-term contracts to resident stockmen for less than the sum offered by the Federal
Government, for the sole reason that the land
thereby will remain in the tax base and perhaps
constitute a continuing source of tax' revenue.
This practice not only is creating impedimrents
to effective range control, fbut also is intrenching the type of scattered settlement which is a
basic cause of present fiscal problems, and the
climination of which constitutes one of the major
objectives of the land-use adjustment program.
The conclusion is unavoidable that Congressional action granting authority to compensate
local governments in areas of Federal land pur-
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chase should accompany `and be: a part of any
fu'rtherland
legislative enactment authrzing
purchases. To thi end it isrecommendCed that,
as a general principle of action, lands which
may be acquired by the Federal Government in
furtherance of the program for readjustments
in land-use in the Great:Plains be subject, when
productive of forest, grazing, or other income, to
revenue-sharing provisions 4simIlari to those im.
posed upon the Federally-owned lands administered by: the Grazing Division: or the0Forest
:f : :, u
: ::;:
tService.
Direct payment to existing minor Jurisdictions
would have several obvious disadvantages. lIn
a sense they would endow, and" tend to perpetuate against reorganization,m many of the
local units whose elimination is made desirable
or necessary .through the land-use adjustment
program. Direct payments likely would be;
made on the basis of acreage purchased with
little or no relation'to future local need. Such
payments might :-augment rather 'than; offset
present discrepancybetween local units in the
relation of revenues to needs. The alternative
basis of distribution, i. e., taking into: account
relative local need, would be of doubtful feasibility for the Federal Government. These are
questions better suited to determination by the
respective States, and already are being so determined in many States where State aids to local
government are hWghly developed. It is therefore recommended that the compensation plan
adopted provide for payments to the State with
amounts earmarked for the counties in which
acquisition takes place, but leaving tolthe discrtion of a State administrative agency the
ultimate distribution among: minor local: units.
8. Control of Destructive Insect Pests.-Periodi-0
cally sections of the Great Plainsare 'ravaged by'
insect: pests ;such as grasshopPe and mormon
crilckets: which desiroy growig crojs :on arge
acres ofarte a age land. K
A &s6civtii
'estimate of the ioirlhss resulting from such
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0'dba the G:reat 'Plains aa in 1 (340 is aAbout
psatul
$38,000,000. The''pe-riodiicity''' 5o'f' their? 0 i t
0ti
pearance depends on characteristics of the
insects and on climatic conditions favorable to
them,q Measures of control of8£suchpestseradication if possible-hould be part of any
long-range rehabilitation program. It must be
admitted that information on the ecologicaI
conditions, host plant association c imatic
stimuli favorable to the development of out-,
brCaks: is scanty, and that additional research
is0: urgent. This research should be pursued
intensively. However, without waiting2-for its
ultimate findings,' extensive complementary,
experiments in prevention should be initiated.
What is now: required is a new orientation In
S},
.e refuse
F
i
we
to accept the necessity of
whichli )z?
outbreaks and deyote our energies to prevention.
:9. Dbeolopnt of Oilter Rusourc.:- Lignik ASerious consideration'should Iq g$vcn to th¢
possibility of development- of other than agriculFural resourcasof the Region as factors which
m4A contribute to variety and stability of occut

pabon ;and; income._,rFor, eXa "" -radual
development of vast linite deposits which underlie the northern part of the Great Plains area
may be feasible. Supplementary to a program
of conservation of oil and gas resources adjacent
to the Plains area, development of these lignite
deposits might be made to serve the Plains population and provide occupation.
This lignite fuel is suitable for combustion in
boiler furnaces,0 production of gas for various
manufactures, the plastic and allied industries,
use as domestic fuel,:;and to a lesser degree,
direct briquetting. The; most promising - early
ermay be found in the
economic use, howev'er,v
generation 0of electricity, for 'use especially in
connection with demands resulting from wider
conrvation and use of water resources. Lignite as a fuel for power generation has passed the
experimental stage; it is used successfully in
Russian and Australian generating plants, and

'Prom a memorandum contributed by Walter N. Polakov and Glenn B. Roloson of Works Progres
Administration.
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there are plants in westernCanada and Texas. . are required complement
;~~~~~~~~~~e
mot
;Ae}~e >*:lr^ e..*~~~~r#,* e:*_s~
most 6+
measuIres
of-the
it is suggested that investigatlons already ma e :: recommen ec ;n this rot,; existing laws -may
by the Bureauof Mines be pursued further, and remain as obstidlsto achievment of te purthat demonstrations projects be' established by poses of new specific le-gilatin; although much
a suitable agency to prove or disprove the of the necessaryslegislation probably should take:

economic feasibility of the use of lignite in the
generation of power.
II. LINES :O STATE ACTION

liand of excessive risk in the past, ^the Great
Plains could become' a' land of reasonable
security 'in2 the future. However, if the change
is: to occur, the States, no less thantheFederal
Government, must act-and wit understanding, courage, and 'promptness. It is recommended that the formulation of a program of
h lines which have
Federal'action along the
been indicated, be conditioned by the extent
to which necessary complementary action is
effected by States,; in accordance with the following suggestions.
1. Survey and PReisions of State Laws.-Each of
the States having territory in the Great Plaint
area should undertaken promptly a survey, with a
view to necessary revisions, -of its present laws
affecting land and water conservation and use,
including those relating to agricultural institutions such as tenancy, leasing, taxation, and tax
delinquency. In following sections of this chapter desirable new legislation along specific lines
is discussed, and in the Supplement is presented a comprehensive analysis of legislation in
the Great Plains States bearing on land and
water use. Quoting from that chapter: 1Four
basic facts stand out clearly.4om+he foregoing
anysis.. They are the lack of law, the lack of
uniform laws, inadequate laws or a'dministration, and conflicts of jurisdiction. This means
that new trails will have to be blazed and adequate agencies established>
There are several reasons for thoroughgoing:
consideration by each State of the necessary
legislation involvedin: a comprehensive program
of land use, water use, and' other readjusting
measures. Laws permissive and mandatory,
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:theform of separate acts, tse should be part of
a program fof that
actsso related
each reinforces
the others; and inasmuch as the piling up of law
on law is highly undesirable, all legislation
relating to lan dand water use should be simplified and conslidated or codified.
2. coning Land for Its Best WUe. Ili kal,.
tures of the several States in the Great Plains
region should pass enabling legislation under
which their respective counties ;may. QIQ land
::in :terms of: its proper use, TJhe enabling acts
should permit changes in the boundaries of the
districts established within counties andc in the
regulations relating to them, but should, establish safeguards against initial arrangements and
later:: changes not carefully considered before
adoption.
Zoning of land in the Great Plains is desirable
for effective action and permanent results:
a. In periods of supernormal rainfall the
opportunity to secure a good price for land
may cause an owner to sell his holdings to a
person interested in cash-crop production who
is ignorant of the variability in rainfall and in
crop yields. On the other hand, he himself
may put in a crop, offset in greater or less degree
an earlier loss, and then abandon the land to the
detriment of his neighbors and the general public. An owner or operator may find it more
profitable for a time, because of lower costs, to
cultivate his land without protecting it from
erosion by contour plowiuig, listing, terracing,
strip cropping, or 0other appropriate means.
Thus he'destroys a natural resource, intensifies
the siltation of streams, and otherwise damages
the interests of the public. Zoning would insure
proper land use, help to stabilize ownership, and
promote the public interest.
b. Many farms consisting wholly or largely of
poor land have been abandoned in the Great
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Plains during the recent years of low prices and

droughts. If the counties were proikipdly given
authority to zone, they couldWprevent the unde-

ofmthisland in
sirable reoccupation of0much
response to the stimulus ofa year or two of
h

er rainfall or of higher prices.- Under such

authority the county boards could establish
grazing districts in areas -which are clearly
unsuitable for arablc farming, and 'restrict the
use of -liand for:crop production. This would
prevent :the: evl effects which result from attempts to farm poor land, including the depletion of soiI and of grass cover; would diminish
scattered settlement with resistant high cost of
such facilities and servicesmas roads; and schools;
would reduce the need for relief and seed loans;
and would help to obviate various other detrimental effects of crop failure and low income.
c. Ii the Great Plains there aremany. areas in
wJLj; iyetockfing, or livestock-and-gram:
farmin, is the pr'operutsehof
te land, Under a
zonig,law: a "llveshto
farring.4jtrict", for
example, could be established where desirable to
system of farming. The reiula,p~ro,,mote ofthat
tions could provide that the citd land
should bear a certain .ratio to the,, number of
livestock or to the number. of acres of pasture
available, or otherwise prevent the establishment of specialized cash-grain farming or other
types of farming that would be uindesirable.
d. The high costs of roads laid schools in many
parts of the Great Plains would be reduced if
the pattern of settlement could be simplified
and consolidated. Districts established0in river
valleys, along main highways, or in other suitable areas, would tend to concentrate farm residences and ranch headquarters and, in turn,
would tend to reduce local governmental expenditures. To prevent settlement and attendant
increase in school and road costs during a period
of relatively' abundant rainfall, new residences
could be prohibited in the areas not suitable for
permanent occupancy.
e. Zoning would help greatly to reduce speculative holding of land, which seriously retards
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the shiftingibof land from -crop faring to a
combination of crop andA livestock farming: or to
grazing. The prices commonly asked are higher
than :anyone can afford to pay for land to be
used In-the im'ore extensive ways. If all the land
in a county were zoned for its various:proper
uses, the speculative holder might realize that
his price:was too high and might be willing to
sell at a lower price.,
j. Zoningg would give stability and assure
relative permanence to improvemnts 'brought
abouibi other actionprogramc ms.:: If there I'is-no
way to securemcontinuous use of land in the most
desirable manner, as indicated by basic conditions, then the benefits of a program of range
improvement, or of other conservation, measures
in which the public has invested, may be relatively transitory. The prevention through':zoning of the occupationmoflAnd unsuited to farming
would reduce considerably the amount of submarginal farm land that otherwise would have
to be' publicly acquired. Furthermore, zoning
*would add stability to a grazing-association
program discussed in the following section,
which, standing alone, could be no more permanent than its leases. In the case of privately
owned lands, there could be no assurance without zoning that these leases could be renewed on
terms that would make profitable or even ;possible the further use of the land'for grazing purposes. If a year or twoof heavy rainfall should
precede ;the expiration of the leases, it is quite
possible that some of the owners of the land might
wreck the program by refusing to renew the
leases on reasonable terms, if at all. Their
hopewould be that, as a result of the abnormal
conditions, they could sell the land to unwary
purchasers for crop production. However, if
the land were zoned against crop farming, or if
the extent of cropping were limited, the renewal
of the leases would be more likely.
3. 1Gva
noins. ne method of improvi; the conditions resulting from small
'holdingsandg the checkerboard-ownership pat
tern. in"'the Gre~at Plains is theestablishment of
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: 0:cooperativgej Cgrazing. associations, Thi methoi
the azingl ownedd yt State andcoun
ha
usedwt ucesin otana,' but has ties and It sho dha powoer toles such ln
;0been
tnot been textensively developedelsewhere. The to grazing associations. A functi ofsuch 'an
; other States otftheRegion should authorize, by
agency:should also be to encourage the form
<-appropriate legislation, thei establishmentof such :tionof grazing associationsv and to assit them
associations. :: t;0ffff0.: i-:f
:f t-:
: : with
t0; their problems. The.;i Montana State
:
00az
p 2ing association0coqisists of farmers and Grazing tommision fulfills these duties and in
stockmenwhocooperate to control an area of addition has the power to make certain rulesand
regulation. t should bethe primary function
range land'which .held uer sever or mant
lit;: rnt nersips. ,Theassociation leases th
of such an agency to see that the intets of
:land $from the owners,-deternes the iland thie public in the range: lands are adequately
regulationsfor its use, and distributes the grazing : protected.
fX
rights among its members It is also
4. bDistits f
trol of Erosn ono ArabW
ment through which the members can cooperate R;Lan~ds.-j;;g sagiderable extent wind erosion,
inmany other ways; for example, in developin g :: ,trizome extent water erosion, is not limited
andimproving the range by fencing and by the -JgjsaL destructive effects to the-land on which it
provision of water. It perils the use and
oyi4ates. Ths has led in some parts of 5the
development of an area as a unit and in efective CGcatuains0to a movement for legislation perconnection with adjacent dry-farmed and irrilttniqgithe formation of :disticts endowed with
030gated land, thu making possible the fullest. :Yc?1YeirPto prent such method of using arable
utilization of boih range and farm land. Witha' land aJs4wl
tend to Injure the welfare of the
out such control, each stockman is in competition communfr as a whole, Two of the ten Great
with every other stockman for the $:available :: ifns States have lelatin of one or another
range. Overgrazing, inflated values for strategic kind providing directly for erosion control operatracts of land, and other evils result.
tions. Programs are now proceeding under
Grazing associations are best adapted to those Texas laws. All States of the Great Plains area
parts of the Great Plains where a considerable should adopt appropriate legislation pernutting
proportion of the land should be used for the qualified property-tax-paying voters of a
extensive grazing. It is difficult, but esue- county or other area to form a soil conservation
cially desirable, to establish an association aad district, Attention is called here particularly
the desired control in areas where too largt a to the suggested Standard State Soil Conservaproportion of the land is held in small tracts by tion Districts Law prepared jointly by the Land
absentee owners. However, public purcha.ie Policy Comunittee, the Soil Conservation Service,
and control of a sufficient number of such tracts, and the Office of the Solicitor in the United
especially those most valuable for range use, States Department of Agriculture. This law
might make practicable the formation of grazing proposed that'districts have the power to estabassociations where otherwise they would not be lish and administer erosion control demonstrafeasible.
tion projects and preventive measure.; and to
Grazing associations make iti possible to secure prescribe regulations, having the forct of law
unified control over all the range land of a given within the district, designed to prevent and
area and offer to both public and private owners control erosion.
an agency for securing economical supervision
5. Tax Delinquet Range Lands.-J.s desirable
of their land.
that the several States provide promptly for the
Therc should be a State agency to administer management of tax delinquent range lands under

*n'istru-

I

See Appendix 6.
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' See Supplement, Memorandum III, and Appendix 7.
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;g ctlon, have ceased ito be suitable for
aV$ ie. "tht wilil-aoil~tjj4L automatic rae to :4d
private individual, aand that willnmake
them ;ti eQ3 p omlc an social itions whichthave
available for coordinaed u-se with other public Cd.yIo
While-in areas predominantly rural
pring districts or The property tax probably must remain a prinlands tu c

a Jf Weeded

ags in Commniy
a
r0aga
Arrangements.-ln general,
:existing -penrmiie State legislation is adequate
to provide for schol-istr consolidation,
county high'' schools, and tansportation of
pupils; but in feW plcet has desirable use o It,
been made. Laws providing for township dis
solution and consolidation generally-are appropriate, but icountyfconsolidaition and optional
forms of county government are provided for in
d t
fewer Instanes,
stance Mandator
State laws or con.M
-:Sstitutional provisions
ing co&iitiffics,
salaries, and various funtions commonly 0preInternal &conodil Unles consolidavent loc)
ion or dissolution of local units accompany, a
land purchase and adjustment program, pOSsible reductions in the cost of assessment, general
bookkeeping, and administration 'are less likely
than reductions in school and road coats. In
the case of county government in particular,
the possibilities of overhead cost reductions, and
in many instances the prospects and practicability of consolidation, are likely to be overl

.

-

..

emphasized.
Although local units of government have not
aiiiled themselves largely of the opportunities
provided by the permssv Stat "eidlation
already enacted, consideration might well' be
tivcn by most or all of the Great Plains States
to the possibility and feasibility of timulating
or inducing needed changes in community organization and local fiscal arrangements.
TPoblkns of Taxation,.-The extent of tax
delinquency and the consquent diminishing
tax base throughout the Great Plains area- suggest-problews additional to the obvious one of
widespread decline in farm incomes. While the
lev sdscdod~n of taxes for maintenance of
public services cannot be avoided, it may be that
details of a system, such as modes of assessment

no securing revenue, it is ipoibleo
cipal means

on valsations that vary with
ttassessment
income,' or on azfixed valuation thatfis normal
over a long period of variable conditions, will
conform ;more closely to- economic reality and
therefore be more collectible than assessments
based on fixed valuationstdeiermined at a- time
::of relatively0;
abundant -\:rainfaill 00;and
posalsoy
sibly, 0of highprices. The States should give
serious consideration to the nature, effects, and
possible revision of their tax systems.7
8. Water 4Resures and Watr'Poblems.-Action
alon-g several distinctive innesmay well be taken
by most or all of the States with a view to promoXgtju;g.c conservation and efficient use of

waterr:

a. In those portions of the Great Plains in
which there is in prospect an expansion of grazing activity outside of public grazing districts,
or in which supplies of water for farm livestock
are now inadequate, the responsibility for providing wells, farm ponds, small reservoirs, and
the like, appears clearly to rest with individua
farmers or groups of ranchers. Nevertheless,
the States might aid by legislation that encourages stock-water improvements through tax
reduction, as in Kansas, or through other means;
by establishing and enforcing minimum standards of design and construction; by simplifying
procedures for adjudicating rights to the water
used; and by extending greater support to
official State agencies equipped to give engineering and other technical advice to farmers and
stockmien.
b. The development of irrigation projects,
ranging in area from a few hundred to several
thousand acres, would be facilitated by legisla'
tion establishing State agencies which, like the
Montana State Water Conservation Board,
could cooperate with Federal agencies and with
I See

Supplement, Memorandum 1H.
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groups of farmers 'in studying, planinint and
financing new enterprises.

in the valle3yof me f thelgerivers there
sae bottom lands and low benches with' ore or
less fair-to'-goo land which might- beiigate
y bypmping up p ted
advantage
fom the ivers.There are :numerus
water
minor valleys and couldes in which siorage of
water on a moderate'scle may bepracticable for
supplement irtion. T services ompetent technicians are needed in testing and,
0 developing'such possibilities.0 ;X:f t::,0S000
c. The adaptation of highway construction to;
water conservation purposes is suggested. \ There,
is no question that highways must be well
drained, but perhaps stressing the necessity, for
adequate drainage-has led to extreme measures
which cause highway drainage to become one of
the principal wastes of water. The Committee
is advised by the Bureau0of Public Roadi that
"Iftit is desired to Impound the water or retard
its flow, or hold it as nearly as possible 'where it
falls in an endeavor to have it absorbed into the
ground to raise the ground-water level,. highway
design, particularly with respect to the smaller
drainage structures, can be adapted to this procedure . . . provided some means is adopted for
satisfying the adjacent property rights involved,
Generally speaking, except for certain types
of high capillarity, the maintenance of a
soils
of
level approximately three feet below
water
free
of the roadway would have but little
surface
the
the
effect on
ordinary stability of the road surface and the supporting sub-grade." In some
instances a small amount of work, including
diversion and dispersion along contours to avoid
erosion, would permit water accumulating in
roadside ditches to be turned intto adjacent
fields; in others small roadside reservoirs can be
created by drop inlets or elbows and :small
semi-circular or rectangular box openings at
culverts, At exceptionally favorable sites a
road embankment can be made the wall of a
substantial reservoir. The accompanying illustrations are suggestive.
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d. Research and extension work on the irriga-

tion of farm gardens with water from'surface
and underground sources should, be promoted
by, the State agricultural colleges, and other
agencies.;
0.

It Is generally true in teGreat Plains

Region that legislation designed to feguard
the ground-water supply and to promote its
orderly use is lackiing,0 is3 inadequate, or is not
enforced. Such conditions should be remedied

promptly..
The

attainment oftwo objectives is essential:
first, control 'of the quantity of water which may
be pumped by an individual appropriator; and

second, a program for elimination of practices
involving 'the waste of water. This would' incdude such items as the capping of flowing wells,
the plugging of leaking wells, and 'prevention of
the use of excessive quantiti-esof water per acre.
I t would be of material benefit if the approprate State administrative agencies could and
would restrict new permits for the withdrawal
of ground water to lands of approved quality.
9. Land Occupancy and Tenure.-The great extent of tenancy, its institutional weaknesses, and
the ill effects of the tenancy system upon land
and people in the Great Plains have been noted
in an earlier chapter.
The Great Plains Committee recognizes that
present forms of land ownership and tenancy are
in large measure responsible for much of the
wastage of soil resources and the economic instability and insecurity prevalent in the Great
Plains. However, since the President has designated a Special Committee on Tenancy, under
the chairmanship of the Secretary of Agriculture, to consider the subject of tenancy in its
nation-wide aspects, the Great Plains Committee refers readers to the discussions and recommendations of that Committee.
III. IMPORTANCE OF LOCAL ACrTON
The success of any long-time plan for essential
readjustments 'in the economy of the Great
Plains will depend in the final analysis upon
local action, even more than upon Federal or

Figure 30.- Retention dam in North Dakota. Where precipitation is scanty every drop should be conserved.

Figure 31.- Future bar iers against the wind. In favorable localities tre s wil thrive on the Great Plains.

Figure 32.- Strip crop ing retains water and protects the soil from wind.

Fta'Ium: 3O.-R-letention dnarn in AVorlh D~akota. Where Prwcipiiaitin is scan)y e'rry dIrop should be' construe'd
(Soil ConserVation SCervie photo.)

I'IGURE 31.---Future barriers against the zeind. In favorable localities trees will thrice on thc Great Plains.
(Soil C(onservation Service photo.)

FiIam.: 32-Strip cropping retains water and prolects the soilfrom wind. (Soil Conservation Scrvice photo.)

Figure 3 .- ? prevent run-of and erosion, store moisture, and increase ?.

Figure 34.- After a 3-inch rain. Basin listing at the left; open listing at the right.

Figure 35 and 36.- Highway construction may be made to promote water conservation.
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State action. This itruc not onlywth respect
to readjusitmens in farm organizatin and prac.
dtice; it istruet also with respec0 ttoth dispose
tidoni and use oft Ilands that have reerted to
counties for nonpayment of taxes, thezoning
of lands, the organization and operation of grazing asoitions, the initiation and conduct of
new irrigaton ventures of moderate size, and
adjustments in local government structure
crucial problems already discussed from the
Standpoint of associated Federal or State nation.
Indeed, it may be rpeat that the succesor
failure of a long-term program of readjustment
;and development for the Great Plains will depend chiefly on 1ocal: attitudes, policies, and
actions. This is 'as it should be. Federal
agencies may ade assist, coordinate, but State
agencies and especially local agencies must
largely determine their own. destiny.
I:1;

IV. REgADJUS

::
NT IN FAR 0:
ORGANIZATION
AND PRACMrICE

Most of the measures that have been recommended in preceding pages are designed to
promote: (1) the conservation and fefficient
utilization of the natural resources which constitute the material bases of the civilization of
the Region; (2) the development of a type of
economy that will withstand the shocks of recurrent periods of severe and prolonged drought;
and (3) the development and maintenance of
the highest possible income and standard of
living in the Region. The attainment of these
associated objectives will necessitate various
readjustments in prevailing farm organization
and farm practice-readjustments indicated, for
the most part, in preceding discussions and summarized in the following paragraphs.
1. Many operating units must he eniarged-al.
though some may be reduced-to permit properly balanced use of the land. The proper size
will vary with natural conditions and the type of
farming involved.
2. Major shifts in crop production are essnial.In general, the requisite changes in the cropping
system involve (1) reduction in the acreage of
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cash crops, notably wheat and cotton; and (2)

TH

increase in the acreage of pasture nd of hay and
other feed crops. Some increase in inter-ted
tforage crops, notably grain sorghums in' te
Souiithand corin' -the North, is desirable as a
accompaniment to the shift in pasture. In most
of the areas now characterized bby dry farming,
an increase in livestock, concomitantly with the
shift to pasture and feed crops, is proposed.
3.: Systematic provision of fed and seed reserves is
necessary for the stabilLiation of farm economy.
During g -good years, reserves of feed and s"eed
must be stored as a protection against the lean
years which are sure to follow. The pit silo is
an economical and effective device for assuring
reserves of feed,
~Lgta rrgationf may ;contribute; to: a:
0:4. ,.,
balaned Xand stabilized: farmf economy,4 where
a sulfldnt supply of water is available and other
conditions ae favorable, ;Even if the water is:
phically and lellyyEavaiable and :there is
good0 land to which it may be applied, the
desirability of using it for the farm'garden, for
production of supplemental feed for farm stock,
or for other purposes, will depend upon the
relation between cost and benefits. In general,
the requisite facilities should be inexpensive
to construct and operate, since the economic
returns will vary from year to year.
5. The conservation of soil moisture and the pro-

tec~jl.gf soil from erosion are basic problems on
farMs throughout the vast Region; problems,
the solution of which, year by year, is indispensable to the permanence of agriculture. Erosionco; i measures for land in cultivation include
such measures as (1) contour plowing, (2) contour listing and furrowing, (3) terracing, (4)
contour stripcropping, (5) rough tillage,: (6) the
leaving tof high stubbles and crop residues in
the surface soil, (7) summer fallow protected
by broad strips along contours or at right angles
to the wind,, (8) the use of sweet clover in rotadon, especially on sandy soils, and (9) the use
of winter rye on sandy soils. "Water spreading", by which storm waters are permitted to
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sink beneath the surface, is practicable in some
sections.
6. Alternatiwe yppring plans, both from the
standiAt
Dof:soil protection and from that of
crp yields, 'should be made to provide for
uforable seasons, and last minute change
should be possible to meet variations in' weather
conditions and in soil moisture. "Dryland wheat
yi\dsgo: up as moisture goes down." The
depth to which the soil iswet at seeding time.
should' be a matter of vital concern to farmers,
by this simple test they may determine roughly
the chances for a good crop, the prospect of a'
heavy yield increasing with the depth o`f si
moisture. "Farmers who 'dust in' wheat, risk
more than long-shot gamblers."
From the standpoint of soil protection, flexible
cropping programs are even more important in
the Southern Plains than in the North.:' In the
South, and especially in sandy soils, the planting
of grain sorghums in wide rows, either in strips
or blocks, has been recommended as a substitute
for fallow. The sorghum stalks tend to reduce
blowing, as compared with" fallow, aid yet do
not withdraw enough moisture to prevent this
practice from serving the same pur as fallow. The seeding of small grains, fillets, and
Sudan grass, to be used as annual pasture, also
has been recommended for this section. Maintenance of cover on sandy landithrogh the fall
and winter, accompanied by fall and spingt
listing, is a further device for reducing wind
erosion.
- 7. Another primary nedfor water on most of the
farms, apart from household requirements, is
for stock; and in general it will be increased by
the changes in farm economy that;are recommended. The problem of providing: an0:aug&
mented supply from springs, wells, ponds, or
reservoirs will require considerate on
o thou.
comseek
should
sands of holdings. Farmers
petent technical advice before arranging for
the drilling of deep wells or undertaking the
construction of small reservoirs.
8. Windbreaks should be planted where water
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and other conditions are favorable and also
where they areneeded to protect plats against
tdiesdaiccating effects of hot., dy winds. Experience has indicted that the yieif crops
is increased on fields so protected. Surplus
wood will serve minor useful purpose. Moreover, trees and shrubs may be important factors in the comfort and attractiveness of farmsteads.:
While the' farm changes and practices just
noted call for intelligent, determined action by
the individual farmer, some of them are beyond
his unaided power. Carefully planned, longcontinued, integrated effort by all the agencies
that have been repeatedly noted-Federal,
State, local, and private-alone can bring high
success. The time has come to recognize frankly
not onIly the great natural assets of the Region
but also its serious liabilities, and :to substitute
intelligent adjustment to nature for futile attempts
to conquer her. This is a responsibility priMmarily of thie people residing in the Great
Plains States.
V. ORGANIZATION FOR READJUSTMENT
AND DEVELOPMENT

The task of readjustment and development
along the line's-recommended in this report, is
urgent. The type of coordinated action necessary for progress will come slowly and painfully
if left to "the natural course of events." Uncoordinated action leading ievitably to that
improper land use and further retrogression
which our recommendations are intended' to
diminish, already has acquired considerable
momentum.: For instance, as illustrative of the
rapidity with which excessive areas are given
over to arable farming, in the current report
of :the' Secretary of Agriculture we read: "Our
wheatfarmers continue to expand their acreage.
The area seded for the 1936 crop was 74,500,000
acres, the largest on record with the exception
of that seeded in 1919." In the ten Great
Plains States the total 1936 seeding of wheat was
the largest on record. In this area there are
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included many tracts which are not suitable for
1. Federal Housing Administration.
arable farming.h;: In view of such circumstances,
J. Federal Board of Survey and Maps.
a definite implementation of the program here
K. Reconstruction 'Finance Corporation.
presented is imperative.
L. Federal Home Loan Bank Board.
There are numerous governmental bureaus
M. Electric Home and Farm Authority.
and other extra-departmental agencies which
N. Rural Electrnfication Administration.
exercise functions of varying importance in rela0. Resettlement Administration.
tion to the readjustment of the economy of the
P. National Youth'Adiunistration.
Great Plains Regilon. A list of these Federal
Q. Farm Credit Administration.
agencies'includes the following:
1. Land BankbDivision.:
A. Department of the Treasury:
2. Intermediate Credit Division.
1, lBureau of Public Health.
3. Production Credit Division.
B. War Department:
4. Cooperative Division.
5. Regional Agricultural Credit Divi1. Office of the Chief of Engineers.
sion.
C. Department of Justice:
6.
Emergency
Crop, and Feed Loan
1. The Lands Division.
Section.
D. Post Office Department.
R. Federal Farm Mortgage Corporation.
E. Department of the Interior:
S. Federal Emergency Administration of
1. General Land Office.
Public Works.
2. Office of Indian Affairs.
T. Federal Surplus Commodities Corpora3. Office of Education.
tion.
4. Geological Survey.
U. Works Progress Administration.
5. Bureau of Reclamation.
V. Emergency Conservation Work.
6. National Park Service.
XV. Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.
7. Bureau of Mines,
X. Commodity Credit Corporation.
8. Division of Grazing.
Y. National Resources Committee.
F. Department of Agriculture:
To the foregoing must be added State, county,
1. Office of Experiment Stations.
and municipal governments and numerous
2. Extension Service.
types 'of districts .(conservation, irrigation, graz3. Agricultural Adjustment Adminis- ing, etc.) which have been or will be formed
tration.
Lynderi £hervion f State laws.
4. Bureau of Agricultural Economics. f Inasmuch as it will take a considerable period
5.- Bureau of Agricultural Engineering. of time to improve conditions materially in the
6. Bureau of Animal Industry.
Great Plains, there is ample 'justification for
7. Bureau of Biological Survey.
setting up therein some continuing territorial
8. Bureau of Chemistry and Soils.
agency having for its mission the promotion of
9. Bureau of Dairy Industry.
readjustments of the many different kinds that
10. Forest Service.
have been discussed and which:in total w bilmake
11. Bureau of Plant Industry.
effective a salutary long-range program. There
12. Bureau of Public Roads.
is in the Great Plains a sufficient uniformity as
13. Soil Conservation Service.
to problems to justify the creation of such an
14. Weather Bureau.
agency, either as ai:phase of comprehensive effort
G. Interstate Commerce Common.
toward national planning and coordination, or
H. Federal Reserve System.
as a separate entity.
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The multiplicity an'd -'great variety of efforts
now being put forth in'this area, not only by the
Federal Government but also by States, counties,
and local communities, make coordination from

Washington, as contrasted with coordination in
the field, exceedingly difficult. Prompt, abiding,
and effective integration can really be brought
about only'by adding su plementary horizontal
coordination in the field. Such coordination is
wholly consistent with modern ideas of management and: administration, and will tend to
strengthen Trather than to weaken departmental
and sectional authorities in their respective
fields ofactivity.
An a:ncy'set up for this purpose should not
displace existing agencies, nor should it assume
any?'administrative control of the operations
which'0 those bodies normally carry on. Its
proper field should be that of continuing study
of the' Great Plains problem as a whole, and
of endeavoring, by
: consultation, education,
persuasion, and guidance, to integrate the
efforts of all forces concerned toward a common Iend.,
The agency should be given authority to call
on- the various Federal agencies functioning in
the Great Plains for such information as maybe\
required 0-to ake Ifield c oordination effective.
fAny;; department of the Federal Government
should be afforded the --opportunity of designating a liaisonofficer tolrepresent it in its relationis with the proposed agency.
Among the duties of the suggested agency
might well be:
a0. Toaid in effecting thecelosest possible coor
donation between 'Federal agencies and State
and local agencies-working toward the economic
reorganization of the GreatPlains;
T encourage all varietiesof research' of
Tb.O
social interest to the Great Plains area, to collate and analyze available: data relating to the
area, and to procure directly' such necessary
suppmental data as existing agencies feel that
they are not In a position to. proure;
e-;¢.To% coordinate the execution of the recornmended program of land We mapping to the
t
~~ ~

~

~
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end that it shall be of the maximum utility to
the various agencies whose work requires such
mapping;
d, To follow educational efforts throughout
the area which look toward the conservation of
soil and water resources, to the end that such
efforts may be made most effective;
ct. To report annually, with recommendations
as to Federal legilation bearing on the Great
Plains, after appropriate consultation with
administrative departments;:
f. To recommend to States and local political
subdivisions such legislation as is deemed advisable;
g. To 'perform such other functions as may be
me to tune.
assigned toit
In the light of the foregoing, and especially In
view of the necessity for immediate and eMphatic action, the conclusion is inescapable that
the coordination of all the activities-Federal,
:
State, local, and private-which are being
directed toward the amelioration of conditions
in the Great Plains, should' be 'made at the
earliest practicable moment the specific concern
of some continuing agency, without other responsibility, and having its headquarters convenient
-.._
nh4eg1L -.,~._.
- -....,..
In view of the studies now being made looking
toward possible ~readjustmeats within and between executive branches of the Government, it
seems unwise to recommend too definitely
either how such a; Great Plains coordinating
agency should be composed or how it should be
woven into the fabric: of governmental administration.i However, the proposed agency will
require funds for its own administrative expenses. For this and other reasons, the prestige
of ultimate Congressional sanction of its set-up
and its long-range objectives seems both desirable
z

.s.s..+

,

and necessary.
The activities of the proposed agency as heretofore described should form, as soon as practicable, a part of the nation-wide effort toward
better planning-and greater coordination. But
pending the time -when 0 such comprehensive
national planning activity apart from Federal
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administrative departments is provided for economic deterioration of the Great Plains
through Congressional action, and again having Region, recently:heightened as a result of the
in mind the necessity for immediate and un
depression and drought, is to be stopped, it
interrupted effort with respect to the Great will be only because the Nation takes the situaPlains, the;task might be assigned to some more tion in hand promptly, emphatically, and
or less temporary committee, council, or com. competently.
mission created by Executive Order, to encour- HARLAN H. BARROWS
age as best it may the development of the intePrNAso of Gepa, Unnf
f Che M
r
Waer Resomess Commite, Nation RAsures Cwwite.
grating influences already set in motion in the
H. H. BENNE;Tr
Great Plainst area.
CQef Soil Conwzwtion Sukse, DAwtmm . ff Agv wa.
Public opinion throughout the Great Plains
appears to be ripe for this step. In fact it has L. C. GRAY
Assistant
AdminisRa
f:
frequently been brought to our attention that
F.
C.
HARRINGTON:
the development of State and local conservation
Ansissan Admdiistor, Works gess Administion.
activities must largely wait for0Federal leader- RICHARD
C MOORS
ship and tie in with Federal activities. It is also
Cooad, Corps qf Enginers, U. S. A., DWiso Eninee,
to be noted that the various agencies, both FedMissnwi River Diii.
eral and State, that are at work in this area, will JOHN C. PAGE
Acting Commisuionr, Burrau f Realmation, Depasn of
welcome some general coordinated plan which
OtInterior.
will reduce overlaps to a minimum and make
HARLOW
S. PERSON
each move more effective because it has become
Consulting Eonomist, Aura! EletrfWou Administratiom.
a part of a common effort.
L. COOKE
The economic drift in the Great Plains for MORRIS
Administrator, Rua Ectation Adiistration (Chairyears past has been steadily downward. If
ma).
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Figure 37 (preceding page).- Wel -plan ed crop farming is an es ential part of a balanced agricultural economy in the Great Plains.

Figure 38.- The construction of reservoirs where water is available should be an important part of the Great Plains program
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CAPITAL AND CREDIT

The primary; purpose of any readjustment of
the financial situation in the Great Plains area
should be progressive ,reduction, and elimination at the earliest practicable moment, of the:
necessity for grants and subsidies; substitution
therefor of needed capital loans on a sound
credit basis, and establishment of a sound credit
basis-which means one which is safe for the
borrower as well as for the lender-by bringing
land use into conformity with' the requirements
imposed by fundamental climatic and other
physical factors, and by market conditions.
Financial reorganization along these lines is as
much sound Regional policy as sound National
policy; and it is gratifying to be able to report
that this is the point of view held by the -many
leaders in the area whose judgments have been
expressed to the Committee at hearings and
otherwise.
The problem is essentially one of investment of
capital for the purpose of effecting reorganization of land uses and of farm practices in such
manner as to increase the income-earning
capacity of agriculture in the Great Plains
Region.; The interest and principal of loans
must be repaid out of earnIn, and therefore
earning capacity determines their soundness.
In the' recent ~past, three major factors have
affected the soundness of loans and investments
in the Great Plains area: :(1) the decline of the
general price level of agricultural commodities;
(2) the great variability in crop yields; and (3)
the fictitious values attributed to much of the
land during periods of intense speculation. The

first of these factors is a national agricultural
problem outside the field of :this report.0 'Te
second is a factor reflectingnatural conditions
outside the control of man; but these are conitions to which man can make adjustments that
will affect favorably the quantity and flow 'of
agricultural 'income. The third factor is definitely although not easily within the control of
man, and should be managed accordingly.X
Such adjustment of the ffinancial situation
places on the States concerned, and on, idividual citizens, a heavy responsibilityyfor effective cooperative action of the'nature indicated
in the Committee's Report. The Federal Government is the only agency able to mobilize
capital when its procurement through ordinary
private channels iS prevented by depressed
economic conditions, and to take action looking
towards stabilization of the price level and elmi-n:
nation of speculative prices; but whatever it may;
do will not have complete effect in etablishig"
sound credit conditions unless the State, through
indicated legislative and adminitratve action,
and individuals, through the will to improve
their operations, create locally-those conditions
of land use and farming practices that both conserve the soil assets and procure a stable income
from their use.
THE NEED OF CAITAL
It is obvious that any thoroughgoing program
of readjustment and development, such as has
been outlined in the Commiittee's Report, will
require considerable new capital. Reorgani-
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zation of land use, so that each pa rcel is employed, for the purpose for which it is most
suitable and which will give itt the maximum
income-producing value,: will require purchases
by the Federal Government and by State governments. The blocking up of tracts for most
efficient operating use, and the development
generally of family-sized 0 holdings, will require
:purchase both 0 by- governments and by individuals. Restoration of land and )other properties that have been injured by erosion and by
misuse; the reestablishment of herds that have
been depleted by starvation and forced sales;
and theft initiation of measures for prevention of
erosion generally-these will require the application of new capital,0 which may bef considered
an investment for enlargement of tt he assets of
the Region. New capital also Will be required
for what is more in the nature of working capital: thc initiation of new farm practicesseedingf of cultivated land for pasture; seeding
of forage crops; estabishment of forage reserves; making cropping planr in accordance
with soil-moisture indicators, which will require
working capital to tide over an unfavorable
season; and so on. Insofar as measures are
taken for conservation of water resourcessuch as stock-wateringpounds and small irrigation projects-a considerable amount of capital
:will required.
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of supply :for foods and other materials. It is
also a great market. Its economy has been

interwoven into the economy of the Nation.
These lines of economic interrelation must be
maintained "in full vigor.: Outside capital has
a self-interest as well as a public responsibility
in maintaining them.
All possible reliance should be placed on private sources -of capital, and lending by them
should be:encouraged; but, although the Farm
Credit Administration reports thatprivate
lenders are returning to the farm 'mortgage loan
;field generally throughout:the United Statesthe increase from 1934 to 1935 in the estimated
amount of farm mortgages recorded was 27 percent '-it is probable that a considerable time
will elapse before the Great Plains area will
invite renewed interest by private lenders to
any consequential degree. Although the proportion of these loans-held by life insurance
companies, commercial banks, and private
investors has declined: while that held by the
Fteeraliland banks and the Land Bank Com:missoner hasincreased so that these public
agencies hold a larger proportion than any other
single lending institution; nevertheless, the private lenersdstill are heavily loaded with delinquent mortgages of the Region, and with real
estate f
fr
and defaults.
In one respect this hesitation of private lenders
in the long run may be beneficial. It may give
SOURCES OF CAPTrAL
time for the establishment of new lending standThe capital resources of the Region have been ards. It was outside capital which built up the
seriously depleted during the recen t years of economy of the, Great Plains Region, but also it
drought and depression. The "financial water was the lending- without foresight of this private
table" has been lowered. Although increasing capital that is in large part responsible for rapid
deposits and bkreserves indicate improve- and destructive developments of land use. When
ment in conditions in the Plains, there i little private capital again becomes interested intenlikelihood that the Region y itself will be able' sively in this market, it should be on the basis
to contribute greatly to the capital requirements of an. understanding of fundamental physical
for a t general program of rehabilitation and conditions and in the light of a definite program
eelopment. :The bulk of the capital must of rehabilitation, in order that errors of the past
come from outside,maynot be repeted.
This need should be looked upon as a 'matter
Since apparently neither the Region itself nor
of national concern. The: Region is0; a source
I Third Annual Report, 1935, p. 9.
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outside private interests can be relied upon for
any large amount of capital to assist in carrying
out a readjustment prgam that Xshould :be
begun immediately, :the mobilization of capital
resources becomes both a responsibility and an
opportunity of .the Federal Government.:: As
an opportunity, credit uses can be controlled
in accordance with a definite policy and program; many of the abuses and unwise speculative practices, which were encouraged or made
possible in the past by the' uncoordinated extension of credit, can be avoided; and a new pattern
can be created.
THE PRsNT CREDIT SrrUATnON
The breakdown of the credit mechanism in
the Great Plains was discussed in Chapter IV of
the Report. It is not necessary again to
emphasize the gravity of the present financial
situation. The problem falls into three parts:
(1) the adjustment of existing debts; (2)0 the
meeting of the normal credit demand; and (3)
the provision of additional credit for new under-

takings.
In the past, Federal emergency assistance has
been extended in the form of Land Bank Comn
missioner loans, drought relief loans, emergency
crop and tf eed loans, conservation loans, and
similar types of credit. It is to be expected
that with the passing of the depression, many Of
these emergency loans will be liquidated.
Further scaling down of debts 'in many cases
may be necessary, but resulting losses should be
so distributed as to be tolerable'for creditors and
debtors alike. The Farm Credit Administration is an agency through which part of the
existing difficulties may be resolved.
Sound normal credit demands in the :Great
Plains can be met in part by the commercial
banks of fthe Region and other non-governmental institutions. To supplement their xe
sources are the land banks, the intermediate
credit banks, the production credit corporations
and associations, and banks for cooperatives.
Principal concern, however, is not so much
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with the settlement of existing debts or the provision of normal credits, as with a financial
plan to bring about: a permanent readjustment
within the area with the final goal of making
the Region essentially self-supporting.
A LoNo-Tuz PoLICY
The existing financial status has, of course, a
direct bearing upon the execution of any plan
for the future. It is desirable to encourage
individuals and associations of farmers to take
as active a part as possible in any program of
readjustment, But one of the limitations upon
the efforts of individuals, singly or in association,
is lack of available capital. Those: farmers; who
now cannot secure mortgage credit through the
Farm Credit Administration, have little capital
of their own to invest,
Under such circumstances a program for
advancement of credit to the present or prospective farmer for the purchase of land would have
little applicability unless present credit policies
were modified. The capital required to put
through a program of public purchase and sale
or lease of farms and farm land would be practically the same as under a credit program designed to promote a reorganization of farming
units by individuals borrowers. However, the
latter would put upon the farmer the initiative
of securing the land and carrying on the negotiations, and the costs of the transaction would
be borne directly by him. These factors might
increase greatly the difficulty of carrying out a
coordinated plan of land utilization. In consequence, any extensions of credit even under
modified loan ;policies should be thoroughly
integrated into the general plan.
Terms of Paymen.-There are a number of
points to be considered in connection with any
program that is intended to provide more than
75 percent of the capital required for the purchase of a farm, or even 75 percent, as authorized by the Farm Credit :Act -of 1935. Farm
lands long have been considered relatively safe
investments, and the income usually is capital-
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ized at a low rate of interest, However, low
interest charges are of little help to a Xfarmer
when they encourage the contraction of a large
volume of debt. ::It is not interest payments
:alone which constitute a debt burden, but interest and principal repayments combined. Long.
time contracts, making -possible a low-rate of
amortization, would promote ownership, In this
way, the total annual paymentsawhich a farmer is
required to make can be kept within reasonable
limits and in line with: the income which: the
land may be expected to yieid without exploitation, The costs of administration and servicing,
and the loss of and:occasional loan might well be
considered as a national investment in rehabili
tation and soil conservation, justifiable as-a social
good. The:heavy debt burdens oft the past
frequently have forced farmers to disregard the
long-run probability of land exhaustion-in order
to secure immediate profits. By relieving this
pressure through the absorption for a period of
some of the costs of credit, the country stands to
benefit by the conservation of the land resources.:
There is one important limitation to a program
deigned to bring about proper-shed operating
units, through advancing credit ori through the
purchase and resale of land. Neither method
provides for sufljcient future flexibility in the size
of the farm; a flexibility 'which uld be
greater than in the past. This flexibility ,mayq
become desirable because of changes either
in the general' economic situation- or in the
circumstances: aiffiing the family- -operating
fthe farm or ranch. 'Such elasticity can; be
achieved best by a program of public acquisition
of land and its lease to those who need additional

MShor and Interm i Crdat.-The farmers who
intend to increase the size of their operation or
otherwise reorganize their farms in a better
land-use program, also will need short-term
and intermediate -credit. The Farm -'Credit
Administration provides such credit. 0 fBut, as
with mortgage credit many:of those who wvil
need:short and intermediate credit will not -be-
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eligible, at least for some years, to borrow under

:the prevailing "hard-loan" policy: from the
established credit agencies. Such loans should
be made available in some manner where they
are needed to further a program of readjustment. The current rural rehabilitation program
showithat much can be done through advancing
credit based on sound farm plans. Conditional
loans could be made one of the most powerful
forces making for conservation. However, such
loans at present encounter the difficulty of
reluctance of local courts to penalize for any
breach of contract other than failure to pay:
interest and principal when due. Credit which
would: asist the farmers in carrying surplus
feed from yearsnof good to years of poor crops,
would': doj much0to stabilize agriculture and
promote family-sized farms in the Great Plains.
Credit advanced for this or any similar purpose
should be coordinated carefully with a program
for advancing mortgage credit, and with the
other steps taken to bring about a readjustment
in land'use.:
Credit to States and Local Units of Government.
The cooperation of the States and local communities is essential in the development of a
land-use program for the Great Plains. Federal,
State, and local cooperation now is carried on in
:many related lines of activity. For example, the

Fulmer=Act provides for Federal-State coopera-

tion in the establishment of State forests. Under
this Act, the Federal Government purchase the
land and sells ito the State on a long-time contract.: The State must agree to manage the land
in a manner approved by the Forest Service and
reimburse the Federal Government out of the
income derived from the land. A similar proIr*
be established for grazing areas, and:
gram might
perhaps for other lands. Such a program could
begin by advancing funds to the States for purchasing from :the counties approved tax-delinquent land6suitable only for grazing.
The cooperative work of the Forest Service has
stimulated the establishment of efficient State departments of forestry. A cooperative program on
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grazing, and :perhaps on arable lands, not only soil-building practices. These include the shiftthose which would be secured by, the tax-delhi- ing of land from soil-depleting to soil-conserving
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quency route, but lands already in the States'
hand-should be 'promoted .by, an appropriate
credit agency. iIn many ways such an agency
could :perform valuable services in establishing
better use of a State's grazing resources. It
might well be the same agency which promotes
and assists grazing associations.
Assistance also might be 'extended to local
governmental units to facilitate a program: of
consolidation or elimination of overlapping
functions. The occasion for Federal cooperation in such activities would arise in the course
of Federal acquisition of land and of resettling
families.
Credit to Cooperative Groups.-Loans for the
purchase of land might be provided to cooperative groups' under, certain circumstances. For
instance, a grazing association may be able to
secure more effective control by purchasing
rather:0 than by leasing lands from private
individuals, One of the Montana associations,
it;is said, is willing to advance 25 percent of
the funds needed, if it can secure a loan for the
balance, to purchase certain lands within the
district where it operates.
The readjustments brought about by changes
in the use of land benefit not only the farmers
or ranchmen immediately: concerned, but also
the community of which, they are a part by
increasing the incomes of the local business men
and the tax revenues of the local governmental
units. The loan of a: portion of the necessary
funds to a local association which would carry
on a program of farm consolidation or enlargement .might be made a means for securing
local financial participation and active respon.
sibility for, the program. There may be other
ways in which local associations could operate,
and opportunity should be left open for such

cooperation.

Grants to Promote Soil-Conserving Practices.-The
Agricultural Adjustment Administration makes
payments to encouragecertain soil-conserving and

crops; the planting of legumes and grasses; terracing, listing, contour furrowing, and strip
cropping on arable land; the, development of
water holes and wells, fencing, and establishing
fireguards on range land, The Soil Conservation Service has rendered much technical erosioncontrol distance to farmers. On its demonstrational projects the cooperating;farmers have
received in addition to technical guidance some
materials and much labor provided by the Civilian Conservation Corps and relief agencies.
These programs bring capital into' the afflicted
areas-increase the store of permanent capitaland should be continued and expanded. The
projects of the Soil Conservation Service are effective demonstrations of methods of soil conservation. It is not enough, however, to show farmers how to control erosion and conserve soil fertility; they must be assisted in putting this knowledge into practical application. A program for
making technical service and the use of machinery
and equipment available, and payments for certain practices, should be extended to all areas
where soil erosion should be controlled in the public interest. There are instances where it is
desirable to extend the soil-conserving and
soil-building practices beyond the point covered
by the present program. Funds should be made
available for these extra payments.
There is the danger that payments which are not sufficient to solve the problem completely
may prolong the evils associated with certain
types of land use. Farmers may continue to
keep land in crop production or in soil-depleting
crops which would have been abandoned otherwise. To correct this situation, it should be
modified to make it more flexible and adaptable
to the needs of each farm. _. There should be
complete coordination of any program of land
conservation and retirement with one for the
reorganization of the size of operating units' and
utilization of land in accordance with a classification scheme.
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Final Goal to Build up lncome.--All such measures are aids to building up the capital resources
of the Great Plains. The provision of capital
through the extension of credit in various forms
is a vital part of any readjustment program.
But this is only a means to an end-the-increase
and stabilization of income Ps an assurance of a
reasonable standard of living. Through credit
a new pattern of land use and of institutional
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organization in the Region can be brought
about, but it can be applied with safety to barrower and lender only in accordance with a
comprehensive, long-time program designed to
promoteda steady, even flow of income large
enough to permit a decent level of living.
Credit may be, indeed, the means of welding
together all parts of a broad, longtime plan to
bring about permanent rehabilitation.

Memorandum

ii

TAXATION

Progressive increase in both amount and extent
of tax delinquency in the Great Plains Region has
been described in a preceding chapter. Chronic
tax delinquency has become characteristic of
large areas in the Great Plains. One of the most
certain effects of delinquency is more delinquency
and further decline in revenues available for the
operations of government. The continued
shrinkage in the tax base because of forfeitures of
tide, the decline in arable area, and the decrease
in the value of lands, has pyramided the burdens
of government upon fewer taxpayers and forced
additional arrears and mounting distress.
THE RURAL TAX PROBLEM
The pressing tax problems of the Great Plains
Region center squarely on the prevailing system
of property taxes. From the days of early settilement to the present, the States and their subdivisions have relied financially on the property
tax. As the Plains area is predominantly a rural
Region, there are few taxable resources other
than agricultural real estate, and the property
owner is assumed to benefit from public services
in proportion to his holdings.
It is only to be expected that a system of tax
assessments which do not vary in proportion to
farm incomes would produce delinquencies dur.
ing periods of drought and depression. However, when tax delinquency develops to the
point of wholesale foreclosures and moratoria,
its very scope and extent may be considered as
prima face evidence of underlying economic and

political maladjustments. The breakdown in

local government finances and in public services
should be considered as adequate warning that
the widening gap between public revenues and
expenditures is not a temporary phenomenon.
The causes of this divergence extend beyond, any
cyclical variation of rainfall into the fundamentals of uneconomic organization of government,
improper utilization of property, and excessive
reliance on and ineffective administration of the
property tax.
Many activities of localgovernments have
been maintained, and the governments themselves kept from disintegrating by emergency
loans and grants. However, governments cannot satisfactorily endure on subsidy. Nor will
any policy of compulsion and penalties wring
taxes from non-revenueX producing lands. An
orderly readjustment surely would involve fewer
hardships than community collapse and disintegration, even though the readjustment necessitates important changes in- the organization and
financing of local governments.
REORGANIZATION OF LOCAL GoVERNM4ENT
One approach to the problem of reducing
the absolute burden of taxation is reorganization
of local governmental units and reallocation
of their functions to eliminate unnecessary
expenditures and to increase the effectiveness of
necessary expenditures. Any reduction in total
costs reduces the need for revenues, while more
effective expenditures provide more and better
services at a lower per-unit cost. "The solution
does not rest in providing 'cheaper' govern-
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ment, but in providing better and more efficient
government."
The cost of local government is excessively
high in many sections because it is obsolete in
both0 organization and function. The number,
size,. and -character of local governmental units
were developed under economic and political
conditions which no longer exist. Counties
whose size was based on the distance a horse
could travel in a day, and school districts
based on the distance a child could walk, have
little reality under conditions of other, more
rapid forms of transportation. Some off:the
local governmental patterns of the Great Plains
did not even have historical basis, but were
erected on expectations and hopes which never
:materialized. fDuring the period of rapid
cCwlit production and influx of
expansion;^f
population, "towns were organized-; school
districts were created; counties were divided;
road: and highway districts camera Winto being;
new local taxing bodies were initiated on every
hand. Thus there developed a local govern:ment pattern designed to serve a relatively
dense population. That it was expensive mattered little during the boom days. Bond issues
were easy to float."'
In :the: same local area are to be found many
sprate boards, commissions, townships, districts, counties, and other layers of government,
each with taxing power and working independently of the others. This:multiplicity of governments, involving needless duplication and overlapping of functions and diffusion of responsibility, represents a perpetuation of a political
structure that is out of harmony with present
and'potential economic organization.
To consolidate some of these governmental
units, abolish others, and redistribute the functions of still others would provide economies and
promote genuine self-government. In some very
sparsely settled sections the complete elimination of certain local governments would be
The Western Range, p. 243.
ture, Circular No. 358, p. 9.
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desirable. "A section of about 10 mIllion acres
in northern IMaine gets along very well without
organized local government. Property in that
section enjoys moderate taxes, paid directly to
the State. The few residents get the benefit of
all essential governmental services, provided in
large part directly by State agencies. The
remainder of the State is in the happy position
of not being obged to pay taxes to help support
the sparsely settled section as is generally required in other States, where such sections have
the ordinary forms of local government." 2
The zoning of land by counties, or even: by
the States, not only would promote the better
utilization of the natural: resources, but also
would do much to reduce the cost of local government and improve the quality of public
services. 'Such public control would fconcentrate settlements on the more arable lands, and
would permit schools and roads to be eliminated
in districts where the cost of their maintenance
is now excessive. The agricultural community
would become more closely knit,: with government services on a low unit-cost basis and with
a minimum of unwisely used land inviting tax
delinquency. Both in size and function, the
unit of government can be adapted to the
utilization of land with substantial reductions in
fiscal burdens.
In addition to the economies and efficiencies
to be derived from reorganization of local governments, the necessary y public functions could
be performed more effectively if the techniques
and instrumentalities of administration which
have been developed by private enterprise and
applied: by some public enterprises were more
generally utilized. In particular, every governmental unit should have a budget, a financial
program which takes into consideration planned
and: probable income and outgo related to the
functions to be performed and the work accomplished. A budget implies more than merely
balancing total income with total expenditures;

The Forest-Tax Problim and Its Solution Summarizd, U. S. Department of Agricul.
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it should seek to determine normal income according to' sources, allocate income according to
need, and measure expenditures according to
benefits. Merely because many public services
are not sold at a price, does not warrant the
consideration of public expenditures as nonmeasurable costs unrelated to work performed
and to benefits produced. "Your money's
worth" applies to public as well as to private

enterprise.
Many local governments could profit through
improved financial practices and fiscal controls.
Taxpayers have suffered frequently in the past
because communities abused their. credit privileges, relied on refunding instead of amortizing

indebtedness, depleted sinking finds,; paid exaes-
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the operation and administration of the property
tax bet improved for reasons of equity and
efficiency.
Revision and refinement of the assessment procedure are basic for an economically sound
application of the property tax. Although
theoretically the tax on land is based on its
productive capacity, the generallyi prevailing
practices of assessment are characterized by
rule-of-thumb procedure far removed from
economic reality, Range lands, for example,
usually are grouped in one or two valuation
classes, "and the poorer land mustsupport
a tax per animal unit of grazing capacity -many
times greater than the better land0 within the
same valuation class. In some counties a uniform tax of 5 cents per acre is assessed on all
range lands; whereas, based on grazing ccapacity
a tax ranging from 2 to 10 cents -per acre would
be more equitable. The operator whose range
will support only one animal year-long for
each 100 acres, pays a tax of 55 for each animal
unit, whereas the operator on range which wl
carry one animal for each 20 acres pays
only 51."'
Overvaluation and overarnssment are common even when based on the actual selling values
of land because of the influence of speculation.
During the period of boom and development,
much of the land of the Great Plains had selling
value not related to the averagelincome of the
land. Valuation frequently was based less on
income than on hope;, on hope which was bbut illusion in regard to. the future. The illusion was
crystallized by establishing artificially high tax
bases. Today, many of these lands are overassessed because there never was income available
to support the inflated structures.
There has been generally failure to develop and
use land surveys and land classification studies
of productivity in determining tax valuations.
All the approved scientific methods and aidsincluding maps, surveys, sales records, produc-

sive interest rates, and kept inadequate records.
It may be that the States should provide uniform
systems of accounts for their subdivisions, with
periodic State audits. :A larger degree of State
supervision and guidance, which would provide
more effective operating standards and procedures, should strengthen local government rather
than weaken home rule. "To the extent that
the State helps assemble reliable statistical data
or furnishes expert advice, it is bolstering up local
self-government rather than interfering with it."3
If changes involve new costs, such costs should
not necessarily be considered as additional burdens. One must also look to the offsetting
resultant saving in other costs. Expenditures
which result in net gains in efficiency and responsibility will be reflected in reduced total
costs or in greater service at the same costs.
Only through performance will the prerogatives
of local self-government be preserved.
IMPROVEMENT IN THE ADMINISTRATION AND
OPERnAION OF THE PROPERTY TAX
In areas predominantly rural, it is probable
that some form of the property tax must remain
a principal means of securing revenues for government. It is most important, therefore, that
I Forat Taxation in th Unitd Sktn, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Miscellaneous Publication, No. 218,
p. 338. 4 The Wesrn Range, p. 413.
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tivity studies, and farm accounts-should be
utilized 0to arrive at sound assessment values.
Objective measures should replace blind judgment, Then, and only then, will it be possible to
assess property at its equitable value.
Although the first requisite of an assessment
system, is an equitable determination of value,
adjustments in application of the property tax
may be made to produce better utilization of
land. Taxes have economic consequences; the
property tax may promote beneficial land utilization as well as raise immediate revenue, and
in so-doing it may create potentialities of greater
future revenue. The taxing power may well be
used to penalize the land exploiter -who falls 0 to
conserve histsoils and whose tmalpractices harm
the property off his neighbors. Prevailing tax
methods too often penalize the creative farmer.
Fire-insurance companies, in appraising property for the establishment of rates, have wisely
developed procedures which' give weights to
elements of risk according to standards based on
experience. They may set a base rate for a community, and tlen derive a rate for each particular property in the community by additions to
::anld:0subtractions from the base rate, of values
accorded items representing more or less favorable risk factors pertaining to the particular
property.f Iteis not impossible that comparable
methods of differential taxation can be devised
whichmwould penalize the man :wholfails to conserve his resources and reward the man who
follows accepted standards of land use and farm

practice.

jDifferential taxes as a means of securing coordinated conservation practices on the farm seem
to beVa proper complement to zoning.: A system
of property taxation-should serve to protect the
public and long-run private interests by supplying ,a comprchensive incentive to conserve and
build up; the land. Where misuse continues,
both the private landowner and the public
eventually pay the bill.
Present local and State governmental machinery makes no provision for the rehabilitation and
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utilization of tax reverted land. "In general,
existing tax-delinquency laws are based on the
premise that only as a last resort willlocal government assert tide for nonpayment of taxes.
The assumption is implicit that any lands having
once passed to private ownership have thereby
proved their fitness: for that status that if local
government is compelled to assert tide as a
means of collecting taxes it is merely a temporary
phase of ownership pending prompt sale to a
private owner."'
In; most States, if property taxes remain unpaid thk land passes to the counties or remains as
"no mania's land" until sold. A new public
domain in ^county ownership is being created on
the Great Plains. However, because of the pressure for revenue or because State laws require it,
reverted lands are offered for sale to the highest
bidder-only soon to revert again for the nonpayment of taxes, This shifting of land between
county and private ownership only hastens and
encourages the depletion of an already abused
resource. Government, by taking no recognition of the true income-producing capacity, becomes an active agent in encouraging improper
use and abuse of delinquent and reverted property.
The very process of repeated and persistent
tax delinquency and reversion may be taken as
evidence that the lands are not adapted to
private ownership. If land cannot be maintained under private ownership, the sooner Xiit
comes under public: administration and imanagement, the Ibetter for all. A vital need in the
Great Plains States, and elsewhere, is the creation of machinery so~~~~~~d
that title may be prompdy
asserted, not by the county, which is not a
suitable agency for efficient management in a
coordinated system of land use, but by the State,
whuch can make provisions to satisfy the
county's equity.
Once ownership has been established, the
State, on the basis of careful land classification,
should proceed to put reverted lands to their
I Tkh Wistm Range,-p. 545.
::
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most economic use. Profesional management
should~be provided by State agencies. And
should it be desirable to exchange or acquire
lands from the Federal Government in order to
consolidate State areas, the State should have
the power of so doing.
It seems to be a short-sighted and incomplete
policy to make provision merely for improvement
of the tax collecting functions of local government without providing for the foreclosure and
management functions. The State should provide the appropriate means for handling economically, and in accord with a utilization program, the lands which have reverted to the Statt.
If the procedure of assessment, tax determination, and imanagement of foreclosed lands is to be
improved,it is recognized that changes must be
made in the organization of local government.
Assessment probably should be centralized under
the control of jurisdictions of 'sufficient size to
support full-time, well-paid assessors. It is well
to emphasize again that cheap government is not
economical government.
REVIS ON OF THE TAX Svsmia
Even granting improvements in local government and in the property tax, it seems improbable that the property tax alone is sufficient to
provide equitably the revenues required for
needed public services. Unlike some taxes levied
elsewhere, taxes on farm property are not easily
shifted. It is probable that in some communities, despite proper land use, the property taxes
alone would be burdensome and inequitable.
In such cases, and in others as well, tax revision
to secure a more equitable distribution in

and from which he derives daily benefits."'
A great variety of taxes have been levied 'within the past few years on the basis of expediency.
In order to continue the maintenance of basic
public services it has been necessary to obtain
revenue from sources heretofore untouched. It
may be that some of these new sources of revenue should be studied and continued. It seems
in the interest of public policy that every citizen
should contribute something, if only a little, to
the support of his State and local governments.
The field of income taxation for agriculture
remains largely unexplored. It is perhaps more
possible to determine with reasonable accuracy
gross and net anni al income than to determine
capital value. A tax on net farm income, for
example, would reduce the burden on the
heavily mortgaged owner-operator. The present property tax is levied on the total property
owned regardless of the amount of indebtedness
which may be outstanding, and hence of the
amount of equity the operator actually; possesses.
Studies show that farmers in many States have,
on the average, only 30 percent to 40 percent
equity in their farms. The justice of taxing
equally a farm with a hundred percent of the
equity belonging to the owner and another farm
with only 30 percent equity belonging to him,
is questionable.
The fact that a part-frequently a large
part-of the farm income goes to persons living
in towns and cities of the State does not present
an insuperable obstacle to rural income taxation. When many of them live outside the State
the problem is difficult. Perhaps eventually an
integrated system of State and Federal income
accordance with a reasonable interpretation taxation may provide the collecting mechanism.
of the "ability to pay" principle is desirable. The apportionment of revenues collected accordmust rest upon the principle
"Suchi~
revision
ing to areas of origin is a problem in the rela~ ~~~~~o
that personal income is a practical measure of tively untouched field of social accountancy.
ability to pay and that every citizen having It would be unreasonable to expect that all
taxable capacity should contribute to the sup- communities should have the same quality and
port of the government under which he lives amount of public services, for comparative
*Eric Englund, "Changs in Taxation Requisite for a Sound Progran of Land Utilization"; Procerdings of
W National Confence on l Utlictien, 1931.
:
A
:
;

:D.\
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advantages must be recognized. On the other
hand, all communities have a right to a propordonate share, in accordance with' an accepted
principle of distribution, of the income produced
within their confine. The equalization of taxa6tion throgh the disclosure of incomes would
avoid both the dangers of excessive subsidies and
of unwarranted contributions as between levels
of government.
In any system of income taxation, however, it
should be recognized that the soil is a part of the
farmer's physical capital which requires maintenance,&expenditures., The costs of keeping this
capital unimpaired are to the farmer what depreciation of machinery is to the industrialist,
and money spent for conservation should be deductible from gross income. Such an accounting
would be an economically sound incentive to the
maintenance of soil resources.
Another field of taxation deserving consideration is that of capital gains or unearned increments. Increases in the value of property in exccs Of improvements actually made are closely
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allied to speciation and the incurrence of nonproductive indebtedness. Past experience indicates forcibly thit real estate speculation is not
consistent with security of tenure and income. If
it seems more desirable to have -security of working capital and stability of income than fluctuations in land prices, the taxation of capital gains
is one method of approach.
The entire problem of rural taxation and local
government is one which offers an opportunity
for constructive study fand experiment. Inherited systems seem ill-adapted to provide for the
operation and administration of services -and
public enterprises which have becomeL an inherent part of modern society, IThe problem
can be solved if it is studied as a technical problem in social income and cost accounting. The
rate of solution, however, will depend on how
desirous we are of improving our position. The
need of restoratio n andl development of the
economy of the Great Plains area may well be
the incentive that will lead to constructive experiments in reorganization of rural tax systems.

Memorandum iII
LEGAL PROBLEMS

It is important that an outline be given of the
legal problems that confront a comprehensive
program of readjustment and development of
the Great Plains economy. However, of necessity only the main outlines of the legal problems
in this v-ast field of State and Federal law
can

be indicated.

What

is

desirable is less

an

encyclopedic cataloging of the endless imperfections and varieties of laws and procedures,
than a chart of the main tendencies and deficiencies, and an indication of possible suggestive patterns that may serve as a guide for future
land and water utilization legationn1
SOIL EROSION CONTROL

1. Relation to Other Problems.-Numerous related problems-administrative, social,:political,
economic, institutional-need to be resolved in
establishing a program of State-wide erosion
control.
a. Erosion is so closely related to farm management and land-use practices that the mere construction of terraces and check dams alone is not
adequate to control erosion. The legislative
program should encourage also modification of
those land-use and cropping practices which are
undesirable.
b. Failure of certain farmers to control erosion
on their- lands can cause washing and blowing
of their soil onto other lands, thts making erosion
control on other lands difficult, if not impossible.

Consequently, legislation should embrace in its
erosion control operations all lands that are
affected in the specified area.
c. To be effective, such a program modifying
land uses must have the understanding and
sympathetic cooperation of the farmers. Therefore legislation should provide -for voluntary cooperation of the majority at the same time that it
provides for compliance by the objecting few.,
d. Formulation of local programs and their
execution may well be lodged largely with the
farmers themselves; but at the same time expert
guidance in formulating and executing plans
should be made available.
De. The.-greater part of the income of all the
citizens in the Great Plains Region is dependent
upon continuous success of its farm production.
Therefore, the general welfare of all the citizens
of a State is enhanced by erosion control programs. Legislation should provide that the
costs of operations should not be borne wholly by
the owners of farm and grazing lands. It
should provide that the costs be distributed in
an equitable manner among all beneficiaries.
2. Existing Legislation.-Adequate State legislation for a State-wide program of erosion control on private lands is lacking in each of the
Great Plains States.
a. State Legislation.-Of the ten Plains States,
only three-Kansas, Texas, and Oklahomahave adopted legislation providing directly for

I While the appendices contain present desirable laws or suggestive models, this highly condensed memorandum
aim only to afford a general view of conservation's
- problems. A more complete analysis, prepared d or the
Committee, on which this chapter is based, may be consulted by State and Federal legal staffs drafting legislation.

:legal
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erosion control operations. The
V Kansas law
has been held unconstitutional by its Supreme
Court.
There are two Texas soil troion control laws.
The first I authorized commissioner's courts to
contract with landowners to construct s^Phhimprovements as farm tirr-rces, dikes, diihcs,
and water reservoirs, and otl.e. .soil and wa\rv
conservation and erosion preventioni devices.
Improvement costs are assessed on !andowpers
not to exceed actual labor, material and fu6
costs, no charge being made for depreciation
or 'other expenses. Assessments remain a lien
against such lands. The Board of Directors of
the Texas Agricultuial and Mechanical College
is directed to: formulate:erosion prevention
plans, to accept grants and services from any
Federal agency, and to allocate :them among
the :county commissioner's courts. No erosion
:control 'work can'be done unless the owner
of the land desires it. Costs are assumed by
individual landowners, even though loans are
available. Comparatively little has been done
under this law.
The second Texas law' in part duplicates the
first, but does not repeal it. The first Act deals
with water an&d vind erosion, the second with
wind erosion only.
Under the latter 'Act, wheuf Alifty qualifiedc
property-tax-paying voters petition, any county
commissioner's court calls an election to ascer-ain whether a majority favors the county areaincorporation of a wind erosion conservation
district.' If it does, the;0 county judge .declares
the district hitcorporated.` It may construct
improvements and maintain any facilities to
prevent wind soil erosion, and may enter any
district,:lands to prevent the spread of soil
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erosion an4 damage to other district lands.
When work hat ,een determined, a cost assessment may be madehgainst improved lands, not
to exceed the actual prokey protection benefit
given to the owner.
Districts may borrow:or accept grants from
Federal agencies. Expenditures are authorized
up to 20 percent of county automobile registrafees, plu all or any part of road and bridge
\tiori
speciall taxes authorized by county popular vote,
TR^ Act provides for remission of certain yearly
Stste .~d:valoremV taxes to nine county districts.
The ecrnd act differs from the first, chiefly in
that it mak.spadditional tax funds available for
ccrtain countik. while limiting the piogram to
wind erosion Icon&~l and -empowers districts to
enter private lands without the owners' consent
to perform necessary erosinn control operations.
The legislation in Texas represents the greatest
State advance to date in soil erosion control,' but
the following deficiences exist in botix Texas Acts:
(1)0Possibility of lack of due notice and
hearing for landowners before entry updni their
lands for :work, or before their assessment is
deterrmined, in the second Act.
(2) Both Acts are in part duplicates, permitting possible confusion by county operation
under both.
(3) Both Acts seem to contemplate mainly
the construction of terraces, ditches and dams,
and listing, and not comprehensive changes
in land use, such as strip cropping, contour
furrowmg, crop rotation, retirement from cultivationt of steep or highly erosive areas and land
tracts badly gllied, soil stabilization with thickgrowing soil-holding grasses, ctc.
(4) Methods of voluntary cooperation of the
farmers are not provided for.

B~ll No. 227,appro'ved May 11, 1935, 1935 Texas Law, Chapter 214, p. 504; Vernon's Texas St.
;Senatp
(1936) Art. 165am-.ISee AppeIdix- 8.~~
$House 0Bill No. 978, p
May21, 1935, 1935 Texas Laws, Chapter 337, p. 771; Vernon's Texas St.
(1936) Art. 165a-~2,'See Appendix,8.
4 This year the 1U, S. Soil Conservation Service is cooperating with nine Texas counties organized as Wind
Erosion C~onservation DiNtricts under the second Act. A number of independent water and flood control and conservation'districts have becun established under special Texas law for the control of water and drainage problems
within particular riversheds, giving these districts limited powers to cai ry on further district control operations so far as
erosion interferes with their water control probkms.
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b. Federal Legislalion.-Not until April 27, coast erosion . ." Pursuant to this authority,
1935, did the' Congress authorize a compre- the Resettlement Administration established a
hensive Federal program for the control of number of erosion control projects on Federal
soil erosion on arablc lands. Under this first lands, a few of which have been located within
major legislation, the Soil Conservation Act, the Great Plains arek. These projects have
soil erosion was acknowledged to be a menace served to supplement the program of the Soil
to the national general welfare, and the Congress
Conservation Service, and have been conducted
established a permanent policy for its control very largely in cooperation with that agency.
and prevention. It did so in order to preserve
3. The Standard State Soil Conservation Districts
our natural resources, control flood, prevent Law.-Three agencies of the United State Dethe Impairment of reservoirs, maintain the partment of Ag6iculture-the Land Policy Comnavigability of rivers and harbors, protect mittee, the Soil Conservation Service, and the
health, and safeguard public lands; and in- Office of the Solicitor-have been continuously
cidendtally to relieve unemployment.
engaged in devising recommendations for approThe second : major piece of -Federal soil- priate State legislation for soil erosionI control.
conservation legislation, passed 'February 29, On the basis of this cooperative effort the Sec1936, amended the above legislation. The Act retary of Agriculture has recommended to the
as amended is called the Soil~Conservation and
State legislatures the adoption of a Standard
Domestic Allotment Act, and gives the Secretary State Soil Conservation Districts Law.'
of Agriculture new powers. It authorizes temIn essence this law provides a procedure by
porary Federal aid to farmers for po,.nmotion of which soil conservation districts may be organthe conservation and profitable use of agricul- ized. They are to be governmental subdivisions
tural land resources, and also provides for a of the State. In the mafn they are to exercise
two types of power: (1) To establish and adminprogram of permanent Federal aid to the'States
for such purposes. The law provides that this ister erosion control projects and preventive
temporary program is to be in effect during measures; and (2)0 to prescribe land-use regula1936 and 1937, and to be supplanted on Jan- tions designed to prevent and control erosion.
uary 1,1938, by the program administered by Such'regulations are to have the force of law
the Agricultural Adjustment Administration, of within the district.:
It is believed that constitutional and legal
grants-in-aid to the States.
This agricultural conservation program applies requirements are met in tthe proposed soil eroa
to all -lands privately farmed. Regulations sion control legislation. This is the case either
insned by the Seciretary of Agriculture specify under present decisions of the State and Federal
conditioIs which the farmer must meet in order courts or under new trends therein since the
to receivwa cash payment.
depression.' They reflect an evolving legal
There is also the Emergency Relief Appropria- pattern designed to meet the new crises of a new
tion Act of 1935, which authorized the President era through legislation enacted in response to
to include within the Works Program, projects
public demand.
for "prevention of soil erosion, . . . (and) sea4. Necessity for Additional Legislation.-The
8 See Appendi 7. OCoimiartth Nrw rork Milk Caw, a deson of the Supre Court f th United States
.N'ubbia v. Te Ptoplt of the Stai of Allw rok, 291 United States Reports 502, decidedMarch 5, 1934, for the relatees of due process o law. See also the
tionship between th legislative exercise of the plice power and the
MinnesMortgq Cast in HomW Building and Loan Asaiation v. Blaisdell, 290 United States Reports 398,-423-6, 434-7
440. For a full citation of cases on various problems Involved in determining the constitutionality of the "Standard
State SoilConservation Districts Law" see the pamphlet, "A Standard State Soil Conservation Districts Law", published by the United States Department of Agriculture, Government Printing Office, 1936, pages 32 to 64.
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a purchase program may assist materially in
obtaining land areas to be devoted to other aspects of the erosion-control program, such as
grazing control, erosion-control, and land-rehabilitation demonstrations.
:2. Existing Legislation.-a. State Legislation.None of the ten States in the Great Plains area
now has a State program for the purchase and retirement ofsubmarginal land,and in none has such
a program been authorized by law. However,
comprehensive State programs in this field have
been inaugurated in New York and Wisconsin.
We can mention only their sigiiificant aspects.
New York has had a long-range constitutional
land-acquisition program established by a referendum.7 It provides for a substantial annual
appropriation: for acquisition by the State of
lands best suited for reforesting; for protecting
and managing such lands;, and for acquiring and
maintaining lands for forest tree nurseries. This
program was instituted during the admiistration of Governor Franklin D. Roosevelt.'
Wisconsin also has a statutory plan for developing and preserving State forest land, both by
purchase of the land and by encouragement of
private owners to conserve their forest land.9
b. Federal Legvislation.-While retirement of submarginal landis was one purpose and effect of the
land purchases for national forests, parks, and
wildlife refuges, until recently no Federal legislaACQUISTfiON AND DEVELOPMENT OF SUBMARGINAL tion has provided specifically for a submarginal
LANDS
land retirement program.
1. Relation to Other Problem.-A close relation(I) The -National Industrial Recover Act.ship exists between the legal acquisition and:de- Within the public works 'program authorized
velopment of submarginal lands and the erosion by the National Industrial Recovery Act '°
control program generally. Erosion tends to be projects were authorized for the "conservation
and development of natural resources, including
severe when submarginal lands are cultivated.
The value of acquiring and developing submar- control, utilization and purifcation of water,
gial lands is even more important as a supple- prevention of soil or coastal erosion . . . (and)
any projects of a character heretofore
ment to rural zoning legislation to be considered
later. Lands should be acquired as part of a carried on either directly by public authority
public land-acquisition program, in order to or with public aid to secure the interests of the
devote them to more appropriate uses. Also such general public . . .
7 November 3, 1931, Article VII, section 16. 'See A appendix 9. * See Appendix 10. to Title II, approve

programs of the Agricultural. Adjustment Ad-

ministration and of the Soil Conservation'Service
probably will not succeed, without supplementary State legislation, in bringing about all the
necessary modifications of:destructive land-use
practices in the Great Plains States. Excellent
as far as they go, both programs are completely
voluntary, so that if a substantial minority
refuses to cooperate, the effectiveness of the
program in many localities will be nullified' or
destroyed. The Soil Conservation Service projects are limited in area, while the program of the
Agricultural Adjustment Administration is not
sufficiently intensive to include all operations.
We must therefore turn to State legislation to
supplement the Federal programs. Local agencie should be established. Within their respective areas they should perform or aid in the
performance f~of intensive control operations.
00The lands of those who refuseI to cooperate vol.:
untarily in control programs somehow must be
brought within the influence-of the operations.
Otherwise the washing fand blowing of *oil from
such lands may make erosion :control on surrounding 'lands difficult or impossible. As a
means of achieving: this control, the Committee
believes that the States should enact legislation
along lines which will permit them: to cooperate
with such Federal programs as may be developed.

June 16, 1933.
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the President, for the acquisition of submarginal
lands and their use for such public purposes as
the President may prescribe."
Under this Act the President allocated over
$2,000,000 to the Resettlement Administration:
to acquire lands which could not work into their
projects administered under the 1935 Ez'Mergency Relief Act. This allocation did not
require lands purchased to be submarginal,
although a great deal of the land may be of that
type. The law authorized the acquisition of submarginal or other lands needed for a national
submarginal land.
(2) The Emergnc Relief Act.-The 1935 Emer- land conservation program.
3. Problems Legislation Must Solve.-Present adgency Relief Appropriation Act likewise authorized projects involving: "sanitation, prevention ministrative experience, particularly Federal,
of soil erosion, prevention of stream pollution, discloses the legislative problems to be solved and
seacoast erosion, reforetation, forestation, flood the provisions to be included in a sound concontrol, rivers and harbors and miscellaneous servation program for the retirement, proper
projects." Under this Act the President allo- administration, and more appropriate use of
cated over $20,000,000 to the Resttleme nt submarginal lands.
This legislation should include (1) a statement
Administration for acquiring real property
of the purpose of the land acquisition; D(2) a
needed for such projects.
Additional funds have been allocated for un- statement: of the legal methods for acquiring the
dertaking: appropriate erosion control, foresta- land through purchase, condemnation, gift, and
tion, and other work activities on the lands ac- exchange; (3) authorization to acquire real propquired. In this Act also the Congress did not erty or any interest therein as well as leasehold
authorize directly the acquisition of submarginal interests; and (4) authorization for purchase of
land for retirement purposes.4 In the Emer- defeasible title and later perfection of title. The
gency Relief Act and under the National Indus- act also should cover the retirement of sub.
trial Recovery Act land need not be submarginal marginal land within the public domain; the
in order to be acquired for projects. However, provision. of appropriations for administrative,
both statutes permitted 'the development of a investigational, and title expenses, as well as
program of projects involving :the retirement of those incident to protection and conservation of
submarginal lands as one necessary consequence. the land and property thereon; and construction
(3) The Act of 1935.-In the Act of August 24, of necessary improvements to adapt the land to
1935,1" for the first time the Congress specifically the use for which it is acquired. Provision
authorized a program for the purchase and retire- should be made for general civil and criminal
ment of submarginal land. -It authorized the jurisdiction over the land acquired, including the
President to allocate moneys appropriated 'by the criminal legislation necessitated thereby.
In order to effect the use for which the land is
Emergency Relief Act of 1935 "for the development of a national program of land conservation acquired, authority should be granted to dispose
and land utilization" and provided that "the of the land by sale, lease, or other manner
deemed desirable. The law should authorize
sums so allocated may be used . . . (by)
II See Opinion of the Attorney General to the Public Works Administrator to this effect, October 5, 1933.
it thus appears clear that the Congress has
not authorized the purchase of svbmarginal
land merely to remove it from cultivation.
However, to the extent :that public projects of
the nature of those mentioned in the language
quoted may be carried out upon submarginal
lands, their purchase for such public works
projects is authorized." Under this legislation
the President allocated approximately $28,390,000 for a program of projects which involved
the acquisition of a considerable amount of

" 49 United States Statutes 750-781; Sec. 55.
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the inclusion of land:in 'national parks, forests, uisitc to the sale is a published notice varying
Indian, or other reservations.
from 2 to 4 weeks, the sale always being at
The :above i only an outline: of the proposed public 'auction.
legislation. A study of the problem may show
In all States a period follows the sale duiing
that:- there are many other provisions which kf'which the owner or, anyone having an interest
should be included.
may redeem the land 'by: paying the' purchaser
Most of the provisions are: as applicable to the amount of his bid, plus subsequent taxes,
State as to Federal legislation. 'A State pro- penalties, costs, and interest, Except in New
gram -may well be founded upon the New York
Mexico and Texas, property bid in or forfeited
and Wisconsin laws previously considered.
to the county or other tax district may be sold
during the redemption period. The normal
ACQuISITION AND ADMINISTRATION OF TAxoperation of the redemption laws has been
DELINQuENT LANDS
interrupted by a number of concessions granted
1. Elements of the .Problem,-Excessive taxtaxpayers during the depression. After service
delinquency is common in the Great Plains of required notice and expiration of the statuStates and large acreages have been abandoned i-rtoiy period:: of redemption, the purchaser is
by their tax-defaulting owners. The legal entitled toia deed.
problem consists in deffining the required prob. Lgslation to Strengthen Tax Titles-( )
ceedings' leading to acquisition of title to such Judicial Sales.-Texas is the only t:Great Plains
lands, and the administrative4and dispoition State which provides that an initial tax sale must
powers over tax-reverted lands possd by be
b preceded by court action. Foreclosure sale
public agencies, for the purpose of facilitating upon a judgment is :provided for, after the
the acquisition and coordinated administration original sale, in Kansas, Nebraska, New Mexico,
Ofsuch landsI by the States.
North Dakota, and Wyoming. The action is
Tax statutes have been complicated by analogous to foreclosure of mortgages by action.
numerous additions,iparticularly 'during the de- Redemption usually may :be made from the
pression, because of a desire to relieve hard- foreclosure sale, except in Kansas where the sale
pressed -taxpayers. Much of this new legisla- is final. Foreclosure -proceedings: are costly
tion naturally has interfered withhnormal taxwhere separate action must: be brought against
collection processes. Therefore, the' main legal every parcel, but the statutes of most States
problem is the acquisition -of a valid tax title by permit all parcels in the county, irrespective of
the appropriate governmental agency, and the diversity of ownership, to be joined in a single
administration of such tax lands as a part of a unit.;
planned land-use program.
(2) Deeds fas Prima Facie Evidence of Their Re2. Present Legislation.-a. Tax Deeds.-First are
citali.-Each of the Great Plains States has Specthe proceedings leading to tax 'deeds. Delin- ified by statute that tax deeds are to be considquent taxes are collected by the county treasurer ered prima face: evidence of certain facts on
in all but one 0 (Texas)of tihe Great- Plains which they'-are based. Courts generally sustain
States. In Texas this duty is divided between such statutes, but hold invalid statutes making
the collector of taxes and the' authorities of the deeds conclusive evidence.
cities and towns. Real property taxes usually
(3) Validating Wsves.-Many laws have atare enforced by; 'sale of property taxes, or by trmpted 'to validate tax eales or tax deeds
enforcement of a lien on such property which, generally against certain defects in:'procedure,
after a period allowed the owner to redeem, is and a number of others have been passed to cure
convertible into a tax deed. The usual prereq- defects in particular sales.
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(4) Limitations on Rig/X to Attack Tax Deed.All States but Texas apparently have statutory
limitations on the time within which suit may be
brought against the holder of a taIx deed, in
addition to the longer statutes of limitations
affecting land actions generally. Besides time
limitations, other -restrictions frequently are
placed on the right to attack a tax deed" or
recover possession. In a few States a person
seeking to assert title against a tax-deed holder
is either limited to stated defenses or is required
to prove designated facts.
(5) Actions to Quiet Title.-Even when there
is some doubt of the validity of a tax deed, its
holder may get a decision against adverse
interests through an action to quiet title or
similar suit,0 but the expense of this proceeding
vitiates its value.
(6) Other Proceedings.-There are a few other
statutes also designed to secure, better tax tides
or to remedy defects in tax-delinquency proceedings, which cannot be summarized here feasibly.
3, Administration and Disposal of Tax-Reverted
Lands.-a. Power to Lease, Exchange, and Manage.Counties are authorized to lease lands acquired
under tax deeds in Kans, Montana, New MexiDakota. IL .ted
co, Oklahoma, and South 0
leasing powers exist in North Dakota. Authority
to lease tax-title lands appears not to exist in
other States. This is also generally the situation
with respect to exchanging public lands.
Oklahorma alone grants general management
authority to the governmental unit holding title
under tax-reverted lands. The Montana and
Colorado statutes give limited powers.
b. Powers of Sale and Disposal.-There are provisions in all Great Plains States for the sale of
tax-delinquent lands after the redemption period
has expired. Administrative rather than judicial
sales are usual.
4. Suggested Remedies.-a. Deficncy of Prerent
Procedure.-Serious defects exist in present pro-
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cedures both for acquisition .by public agencies
of tax-delinquent lands, and for their administration by such agencies after acquisition. In
the proceedings leading to tax deeds, numerous
delays exist, and the title status is uncertain for
long periods. The requirement that the acquiring agency offer the lands for sale frequently
forces back into private ownership lands which
should remain in public ownership. Existing
statutes do not authorize adequately counties
and other governmental agencies to manage and
improve lands acquired; to lease them under
appropriate supervision for desirable purposes;
or to exchange lands thus acquired for others
needed to block up areas for special purposes.
b. Suggestions.-Remedies are hard to suggest:
as the tax-law pattern in the Great Plains States,
built up over years, is extremely complex. Certain I things, however, are clear. Legislation
should attempt to strengthen tax titles, such as
provisionlfor judicial sales; validating statutes;
limitations on the right to attack tax deeds; and
special provisions for less expensive actions to
quiet titles.
A standard tax collection law was prepared
and issued recently-by the National Municipal
League.11 It has received much attention but
no State has adopted it. Many delays arise
from the unwillingness of legislatures and courts
to facilitate the loss of a: man'sproperty because
of tax-delinquency. Once tax-delinquent lands
have reverted, however, the public agency
should be given comprehensive statutory powers
to redeem such lands and to 0adinister-them
for the most appropriate uses. While provisions
requiring resale of such landsbshould be repealed, the power to sell parcels most appropiate for private farming in accordance with a
comprehensive program of land use, should be
placed in the discretion of the administrative
officers.
Such legislation should authorize the acquiring

is "The Model Real Property Tax Collection Law of the National Municipal League"I, 24 NaliOndI Munwipa
Revidw 290, May 1935. See the discussion of this proposed law in: Henry Brandis, "Tax Sales and Foreclosures
, Duke Unvity 4407, Jun 1936.
Under the Model Tax Collection Law", 3 Law and Conempora h
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agency to improve and manage the lands, to
lease them; and to exchange them for others.
Finally, provision should be made to transfer
such lands from subdivisions of the State to the
State, or vice versa, in order that the most
appropriate agency may administer the lands
for the new land uses.
GRAZING CONTROL
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ing for the orderly use, improvement, and development of the range. The second is to stabilize the
dependent livestock industry by administering
the use of the public range in such a manner that
it will be possible for stock growers to plan operations over a period of years, on the basis of
knowledge of climatic variability and range
capacities.
The Secretary of the Interior is authorized by
the Act to establish grazing districts on any part

1. Problems of Regulation.-To restore the
range, control erosion, and stabilize the liveof the unappropriated public domain suitable
stock industry, it is proposed that grazing be chiefly for grazing. After public notice and
regulated by law. The scattered land owner- hearing within, the proposed area, a district is
ship pattern in the Great Plains States creates established by the issuance of an order defining
one of the major problems of grazing regulation.
the boundaries.
Regulation must recognize that grazing lands
The Act provides further that persons entitled
are divided in ownership among the Federal
to grazing privileges within districts be issued
Government, the State and county govern- permit entitling them to graze stated numbers
ments, and private owners; that the various
of specified classes of livestock during a stated
types of ownership include resident owned
season or seasons. It is now known that some
lands and those owned by non-residents, such
areas-are best suited to winter grazing or sumas railroads, insurance companies, and inmer grazing, others to spring and-fall grazing,
dividuals. Besides these there are State-owned and still others to year-long grazing. In order
lands, mostly grants from the Federal Govern- to do all that needs to be done to preserve the
ment, and county lands obtained from taxlands and their resources from destruction and
delinquency. Finally, there is a small amount unnecessary injury, and in order to provide for
of public domain. These ownerships are genthe orderly use and development of the public
erally located in small isolated tracts so widely range, the Secretary is authorized to increase or
distributed that it is difficult to create districts reduce the number of stock which may graze in
for purposes of regulation.
a district, and to designate the seasons of use.
2. Federal Regulation.-The serious condition of
Local autonomy has been approximated by
the uncontrolled, eroding, and over-grazed public
providing for the election of a local advisory
range led to the Congressional enactment of the
board by those who are grazing stock on the
Taylor Grazing Act in 1934."' This Act is de- lands in a district, and from among the owners
signed to regulate grazing on approximately thereof.
The Secretary of the Interior is authorized to
142,000,000 acres of vacant, unreserved, and unappropriated public lands. Most of this land is make a reasonable Xcharge for the privilege of
outside the boundaries of the Great Plains, but grazing -livestock within a district. Fifty perscattered portions are in Colorado, Montana,
cent ofthis sum is remitted to the State in which
New Mexico, Wyoming, North Dakota, and the: district is located. Of the remaining 50
South Dakota.
percent, deposited in the United States Treas.
This Act embodies two main purposes. The ury, 25 percent' is pledged to appropriation for
first is to prevent overgrazing and soil deteriorathe improvement and restoring of the range.
tion by ineans of conservation regulations provid3. State Regulation.-Only three of the Great
', Sec Appendix 11.
Plains States-Montana, North Dakota, and
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South Dakota-have adopted statutes to assist
in regulating grazing on private and non-Federal
public lands. Some of the States had adopted
legislation to regulate grazing on the Federal
public domain within their borders, but this, of
course, became inoperative when superseded by
the Taylor Grazing Act.
Two alternatives are available to western
States which may desire to regulate grazing on
their own publicly-owned lands. First, they
may enact legislation parallel to the Taylor
Grazing Act and establish grazing districts to
function in the same manner as the Federal districts. Or they may implement by legislation a
program to improve and develop their range
lands, and then dispose of them through deeds of
sale or leases so conditioned as to effect and
maintain the range and to control erosion.
However, if neither of these alternatives is
embodied in a legislative program for all the
non-Federal public grazing lands within a State,
such lands may be made available for regulated
private grazing, through cooperation with the
Federal grazing districts, or with cooperative
associations of stockmen. This may be done in
order to bring such non-Federal public lands
within the control program being administered
either by the Federal districts or by such private
agencies.
4. A Stuggestive Pattern-The Montana Associations.-A Montana statute passed in 1933"
provided for the incorporation of cooperative
grazing associations. This statute was almost
entirely rewritten by the Laws of 1935.1" A companion statute to the latter was added to the
Laws of 1935 17 arid established a State Grazing
Commission which had authority to supervise
and facilitate the operations of the cooperative
grazing associations.
Each of these associations acquires control by
lease of the lands owned0;by its members.
Additional lands may then be leased from the
United States under the provisions of the Taylor
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Grazing Act, fronm the States, from the counties,
and from individuals and corporations, both
resident and nonresident. The associations
thus are able to block up large areas of range
lands. Grazing permits are then issued by the
association, first to its own members, and then
to nonmembers if any surplus forage exists.
In Montana, public lands, State lands, railroad grant lands, county tax-reverted lands, and
deserted homestead lands may all be found
within one area. All of these lands may be so
intermingled that no coordinated administration would be possible unless the right to administer these various ownerships could be unified
under one control.
Therefore, cooperative grazing associations
have been organized under the Montana statute
and have acquired control of lands lying within
the boundaries of Federal grazing districts
established under the Taylor Grazini Act. The
Secretary of the Interior has entered into cooperative agreements with State grazing associations, giving them control of Federal lands,
under the supervision of the Division of Grazing.
This is done in order to regulate more adequately the use and occupancy of the Federal
lands. At the same time, it permits the coordinated use of all the lands-Federal, State, and
private-in a district. Thirteen such agreements have been negotiated with Montana
districts. This form of control is also being
extended to areas in other States where similar
conditions exist, even though to a lesser degree.
Voluntary associations, non-corporate in form,
may be organized in any State without benefit
of statute. Therefore, any group of stockmen
may organize as a voluntary association. They'
thus may do for themselves what the cooperative
grazing associations may do for theirmembers,
under the Montana statute. If the members
prefer the corporate form of organization, such
a grazing association may be organized under
the cooperative laws of most States.

u Chapter 66, Laws of 1933. 14 See Appendix 12, Montana Grazing Laws of 1935, Chapter 195.
13, Montana Grazing Laws of 1935, Chapter 194.

it See

Appendix
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5. What is Aeided.-Whatever the types of legal
soil conservation district are range lands, precontrol that may be employed, the local coopvention of overgrazing must be accomplished if
erative grazing association appears to be essensoil conservation is to be achieved.
tial to its complete, success. In some States
RURAL ZONING
cooperative grazing associations may be incorporated under existing cooperative statutes.
1 Existing Laws.-Many States that permit
Experience indicates,'however, that many more
municipalities to adopt urban zoning also grant
such associations wIllI be organized and operated
power to zone undeveloped spaces within municif the State emphasizes the opportunity by a
ipal areas. Some States have authorized counspecial act providing for the organization of ties to zone rural areas adjacent to cities. Thus
grazing associations, and establishes a State
suburban development is regulated by preventCommission to supervise and facilitate their ing its interference with planned city growth.
program; For instance, only one such grazing
The principle expressed in urban or suburban
association was organized 'in Montana before the rural zoning has been applied by a few States to
passage of its first law, but today a number of
regulation of the use of agricultural land.
such associations are in existence in that State,
Three;States have county enabling acts
while none are in operation in any of the remainauthorizing clearly rural zoning for agricultural
ing Great Plains'States.
and other productive land uses,$ In addition
The solution 'of the problem of leasing by some States have county enabling acts broad
grazing associations will progress materially if enough to include what is essentially rural
the prevention of the use of unsuitable lands for zoning.£9
cultivation misenforced by law. There are two
Action under these enabling acts has been
possible methods of accomplishing this result. slow. The pioneer Wisconsin Act of 1929 was
One is by legislation providing for rural zoning.
not utilized by a county ordinance thereunder
The other is by enacting land-use regulations in
until December, 1932.2A None of the ten Great
soil conservation districts that are organized
Plains States has enacted rural zoning enabling
under such a law as the Standard State Soil
acts.
Conservation Districts Law. A considerable
2. Legal Problems.-As several suggestive
degree of grazing regulation can be made effec- models are available, it is unnecessary to offer
tive in any State which has adopted that stand- here exhibits of a State rural zoning enabling
ard act for the control of erosion. There is a
act or a rural zoning ordinance. Reference is
direct relationship of grazing to soil erosion. made to the text of statutes and ordinances in
Overgrazing is manifest in soil erosion almost force in Wisconsin, Michigan, and Indiana, and
immediately. Therefore, where lands within a model acts prepared elsewhere.'
'S Wisonsin, tatutes, sect 59. 97; Mhig La
1935,act 44 p. 70; and Ins of 1935, ch
"Washington, Laws of 1935, chapter 751, dealing with "towns"; and California, 1931 Code of General Laws,
section 5211b6. The county zoning ena-bling acts which exist in other States, such as that of Virginia, Lawes of 1927,
Extra Session, chape 1,p27asmeded by Laws of 1936 House Bill 504, and Maryland, Laws of 1933, cape
599, p. 1239 -are limited to suburban zoning~and do Dt incud authorization to -zone for agiultural purpss
10 A present northern Wisconsin aconines are zonednder ts . These -fthe
are
only countis in the etire
United Statoes which are comprlishedhowenverlyzoneed
for agricultural purposes.Two counties in Michia nurenor
are
to be preparing to issue zoning ordinance under the Mc Iga leistion.
'"Mdel County and Regiopnail Zoning Enabling ~Act" prpared by M~r. Alfred Betitman aund included (at pg
99) in Volume-VII of the, Harvrd City~Paning Studies, entitld "oeLasfor PlaniningCitie, Cutes, and
Stae" published by the Harvard University Press in 1935. The text ofth "Standard State (Urban) Zoning,
EnbigAct", pubished br-the Department of Cmece a be usd as te basis for a rural zoing enabling acte
insofar as provisions for administrative Machinery are concerned. The statement of pupssto be advanced and the
-types of zones to be established, however, will need to be quite: different from that appropriate for urban zoning.
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It is Suggested that the following provisions cies exist, redemption may make future use
should be included in a zoning act:
conform to zoning. The enabling act should
a. One statute should combine power to
provide that all non-conforming uses be published
zone for suburban purposes and for purely upon enactment of an ordinance, and should
agricultural purposes besides clearly authoriz- authorize the ordinance to prohibit extension of
ing zones regulating land use for recreation, non-conforming uses upon additional land of
agriculture, forestry, soil and water supply, owners specified in the publication as not conconservation, and similar purposes.
forming.
b. The statute should specify the governj. Violations of a zoning ordinance should be
ment unit to do the zoning. Counties have made a misdemeanor with fine or imprisonment
been and may be used preferably, but town- or both. The county legislature should possess
ships or special districts in existence may be power to confer the right of civil redress upon
used. Where a standard State soil conserva- landowners sustaining damage from a neightion districts' law has been enacted, such disbor's failure to observe the zoning ordinance.
tricts are preferable to counties.
k. The enabling act should require recording
c. The -enabling act should provide for coop- of zoning ordinances and maps in the office of
eration among counties zoning rurally, and the county Regisier of Deeds.
1. The act should authorize necessary amendshould make State experts available.
d. The advisory referendum should be used
ments of the zoning ordinance.
for determining whether a county shall be zoned.
FARM TENANCY
e. The expert nature of zoning requires establishment of county zoning commissions
Important legal problems related to land-use
separate from county legislative bodies, the legislation arise from farm tenancy. While the
former preparing suggested zoning ordinances tenancy problem is extremely aggravated in the
for the latter. Final legislative responsibility Great Plains Region, it is not believed that there
must be left to a county board and cannot be
are any problems pertinent to this Region that
left to a county commission.
are not also pertinent to other parts of the United
f. Public hearings based on due notice should States. It is believed proper to leave all obbe required to consider objections and sugges- servations concerning legal problems to the
tions.
Special Committee on Farm Tenancy.
g. To be effective, zoning must embody a comWATER UTIlIZATION
prehensive plan for the whole.
A. A board of adjustment should be provided
1. Why a Program is Needed.-Water is a limitwith authority to grant necessary exceptions on ing factor in the Great Plains area, and water
petition after public hearing The constitution- utilization is of basic importance to any land-use
ality of such powers has been sustained in some program. A long-time program involves many
States," and held an improper delegation of leg- different water uses. Legal problems arise
islative authority in others."
directly from each, or from the conflict between
i. While existing non-conforming' uses can be certain uses or readjustments. There is 'lack of
changed only through a public purchase pro- State uniformity as to classification and uses of
gram, the statute may provide for forfeiture of water, related rights and liabilities, and agencies
the right to further engage in such use where involved. Many other legal problems exist,
voluntarily discontinued. Where tax delinquen- such as those arising from stream pollution, con* Georgia, Montana, Ohio, Oklahoma, Tennessee, and Wyoming. * Illinois, Maryland, and Oregon.
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struction and improvements, and types ofcontrol
or aid.:
2. Existing Laws.-a. State and Related Control.-The State view is that control, appropriation, 0and use of waters within its boundaries
is exclusively a Stateicair.
affair, constitutions or
State laws usually declaring such waters to be
State or' public property on the grounds of State
sovereignty. Most State codes provide a complete control for surface water resources by which
rights to water are acquired, and its use administered.24 Generally, utilization of the flow in
natural water courses is subject to State administrative control and subject to appropriation
under State doctrine.
In the Great Plains area there is a great variation in State laws. Because of the well-recognize'd State police powers under accepted
legal theory, Federal control does not extend to
strictly intrastate waters,; except for:certain
established purposes confirmed by law or long
usage. Both the Supreme Court and the
Congress have recognized State control, the
former on the theory that all rights to water
rest upon State sovereignty and law.2
6. Federal Control.-Federal control over waters
of the country rests on the power of the Congress
over navigable waters, the commerce power
over interstate streams, flood control, the use of
public lands, Indian lands and reservations,
contracts with irrigation districts, treaty obligations and interstate compacts."' The Congress
has evidenced its intent to recognize water rights
acquired over public lands in accordance with
local laws and customs.
3. Water Rights.-a. Rights as to the Use of
Surface Water.-One of the most important
questions concerning Great Plains waterjrights
arises from the convict between the "riparian"
and the "appropriation" doctrines. Under the
!'riparian" doctrine, eachS proprietor is enta

Aspects of the:Use and
I""Legislative 1934.
" Califoia
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titled to have the stream come to his land flow-

ing- naturally, undiminished in quantity and
unimpaired in quality, each owner having an
equal right to make reasonable use thereof.
Under the "appropriation" doctrine, the individual or group that first makes a beneficial
use of water thereby acquires a; prior right to its
continued use. This doctrine is well established
in the States of Wyoming, Colorado, and New
Mexico, but in the other States of the Great
Plains Region, both doctrines prevail.
In States where both "riparian" and "appropriation" doctrines exist, there is necessarily
some determination of the extent of riparian
rights and of their requirements on stream
flow, and some plan for limiting these rights
where they might interfere with the water
conservation program. If the proposed water
conservation program changes the character
of stream flow, or otherwise disturbs conditions
under which rights have been perfected, the
general nature of these rights must be considered
and remedies imposed on material changes in
conditions. A water conservation program
must recognize that rights of appropriators are
6ased on certain conditions which may not be
disturbed without compensation for loss or
inconvenience caused them.
b. Ground-water Rights.-One of the complications in the development and efficient use of
ground water in the Great Plains area, such as
pumping for irrigation, is the lack of admiinistrative control by States, with resultant uncertainty as to water rights.
New Mexico, has the most comprehensive
ground-water State control law, based on the
appropriation doctrine as applied to waters
having $reasonably ascertainable boundaries."
Other States either have inadequate or no statutes relating to ground-water utilization control,
and the courts thereof have followed one of

Control of Water Resources", by H. D. Padgett, Rpor of th National
Oregon Powr: Co.. v. Beaer Portland Cment 'Co., 295 United States Reports 142,
decided April 29, 1935. ""L'egisave Aspects of the Use and Control of Water Resources", by H. D. Padgett,
National Risourcs Board Report, 1934. v See Appendix 14.
04
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several rules or doctrines. The common-law
or English rule, based on an absolute ownership
of water by the landowner with no obligation
to respect the rights of others, is followed much
more generally than the American rule of
"reasonable use" embracing the doctrine of
correlative rights as defined by the United States
Supreme Court.
Ground water is limited in amount, and control
is needed for protecting existing rights by prevention of excessive development." In many areas
excessive pumping withdrawals for irTigation, industrial, and public water supply have lowered
the water table to a dangerous level and necessitated State control of water use in these areas.
In actual and proposed irrigation, public supply,
or industrial-use developments adequate consideration seldom has been given to the safe yield
of the underground reservoir. Adequate consideration of development control becomes increasingly desirable.
The former National Land-Use Plannlng Committee and the National Advisory and Legislative
Committee on Land Use in March 1933, adopted
a report on State legislation relating to the use
of underground water embracing the following

(7) Authorize the State administrative officials
to require periodical reports from beneficiaries
of the law;
(8) Provide for public supervision over installation of works.;
(9) Provide for prevention of waste and contamination of underground water supplies.
The most effective method of control of
ground-water use for the public benefit is believed to be under the doctrine of "appropriation", with the necessary control exercised by
the State. The possible exception isA for domestic use and stock water, which may be considered
to be the universal use pertinent to the ownership of land.
4. Interstate Water Problems.-a. Suface Wats.The most dependable surface-water supply in the
Great Plains area is from the main rivers having
as their sources the meltingI snow of the Continental Divide.: These are not always directly
affected by drought conditions in the Plains area.
There are large irrigated areas and potential
irrigable areas in Montana, Wyoming, and
Colorado, which are watered by such interstate
streams as the Missouri, Platte, Arkansas, and
their tributaries. Therefore, :important interprinciples:V
state water problems exist in the Great Plains
(1) Subject to rights of the Federal Govern- area which may exert some influence on ultimate
ment, declare all unappropriated underground area development, inasmuch as the Supreme
waters to be public waters of the State, subject to Courtrecognizes a State'srighttosecureaninjuncappropriation for beneficial use;
tion against another State which causes damages
(2) Protect individual vested rights to underby interfering with and altering the natural
.
ground waters;
drainage conditions on an interstate streamr"
(3) Vest the State Engineer, or corresponding
Various ways of settling interstate water
official or commission, with administration of the questions exist. One method is by a United
law;
State Supreme Court suit between the States.
(4) Provide for investigations of underground Under' the Constitution the Supreme Court has
waters and for designation ofadministrative areas; judicial power in controversies between two or
X (5) 0Protect holders of rights to underground more States, and in cases ivolv diversion
water from excessive withdrawals;
and use of interstate stream waters,Iit has
(6) Provide for adjudication of rights to under- original jurisdiction to investigate and decide.i
ground waters;
The Court has held that it will not exercise its
" See "Administrative Control of Undergroutnd Water; Physical and Legal aspects" by Harold Conklng, fiwcing: Amicau= Society of Civil Enginers, Vol. 62, No. 4, Part I, April 1936. " NorM Dakota v. Miota, 263 United
States Reports 365 (1923), - Wyoming v. Colorado, 259 United States Repot. 419 (1921).
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except where the seriousness is owner of the land has a legal right to store water
on his land in'ponds and reservoirs, but without
clearly proved.
Interstate water questions also may be settled injury to others. Other legal problems arise
by suit between private parties in the State or from utilization of swamps, marshes, and wells
lower Federal 'Courts. These are of numerous for pumping: ground water for domestic, stock,
types. Generally a Federal Court sitting in the and irrigation purposes.
State where water is diverted has jurisdiction to
As to ponds, reservoirs, and small dams for
enjoin the diversion of water which injures water conservation, the State may purchase easeproperty in another'State. Likewise, under cer- ments over:private lands and authorize existing
tain conditions the State Courts have assumed
agencies to construct them. It thus appropriates
jurisdiction over, rights -and priorities on an money for a legal "public purpose", beca-use the
interstate stream in another State.
works are located on public lands. Instead of
Interstate compacts are also used to settle direct appropriations, the State could authorize
irrigation districts, water control districts, or
interstate water: questions, and have been
effective in some instances.
its other agencies to do likewise, such agencies
b. Ground Watlrs.-Important interstate probregulating access to waters of adjacent landlemis concerning ground waters as well as surface owners, individually or cooperatively.
b. Community Projects.-Among community prostreams exist in the Great Plains area. Location
of water-bearing strata or artesian formations jects may be large dams to check erosion, provide
under parts :of several States makes control
storage, and produce power for pumping or local
more'difficult. IAt must be accomplished either uses; such dams must be located on natural water
by uniform laws, agreement, or compact among courses whose waters are subject to appropriation
the States involved. Uniform legislation is under State law. There may be also small irridesirable to solve interstate ground-water gation systems from impounded surface waters or
pumped underground water, with respect to
problems."
which accurate determination of water supply
5. Probkms of Construction and Improvements.-A
comprehensive conservation program must treat and rights is most important. Small ponds for
all phases of water utilization and require stock watering may be community projects.
The legal problems may be solved best by estabvarious types of construction and improvements.
lishing some district agency or organization to
a. Projects on Individual Farms.-There are
check dams, ponds -and reservoirs, involving assume necessary authority for the construction,
maintenance, and operation of these projects.
either natural watercourses or surface waters.
c. Projects of Murncipalities, Irrigation, ConservWhere a natural watercourse exists its waters
are public, sand must be acquired by approaniyv and: other Districts: Municipal Water
priation, subject to all prior rights, appropriation Supply.-One of the problems of even a domi
and 'riparian. If surface waters are involved, nantly rural area relates to securing an adequate
then different rights' andliabilities govern and pure municipal water supply, both from
under any one of three different rules applied surface streams and underground sources.
Many legal problemss arise in connection with
to natural flow or drainage of surface waters
securingX adequate water rights for municipal
and their obstruction. In; the absence of law,
a riparian owner may build a dam across a
Supply.
d.0 Stream Pollution.-Prevention of pollution
stream on his own land, but acquires no ownership 'or-right to water thereby. He must not results from activities or enforcement by State
materially injure others on the stream. The administrative agencies, such as a State Board
of Health a commission, or committee; or munic'I See Appendix 15.
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ipal corporations, such as sanitary or sewerage
districts; cities and counties; or under the
nuisance or penal statutes. Both States and
municipalities should seek the solution of such
existing serious problems by construction of
pollution abatement works.8'
e. Large irrigation Projects.-Any great extension of irrigation involves storage and construction of more difficult and costly projects. Before undertaking these, careful determination
should be made of available surplus water
supply, based on a study of prior rights of
riparian owners and appropriators. Determination of adequacy of water rights constitutes a major legal problem of large irrigation
projects.
6. Types of Control or Aid: District Control.There are irrigation, reclamation, drainage, sanitary, conservancy and other similar
districts organized as public corporations,
although sometimes designated as municipal
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water: Water Improvement Districts; Water
Control and Improvement Districts; '" and Conscrvancy Districts."7
It is very desirable to make an analysis of all
forms of districts and powers exercised before
final decision is made on the possibility of utilizing some form of district to execute a proposed

program.A
A State water utilization program should be
centralized in a public corporation or district,
preferably in each major drainage basin. Within
its constitution, the State appears to possess
unlimited power to delegate authority to such
districts. Therefore they should embrace all
functions necessary to execute fully the water
program.
7. General.-Lack of uniformity in statutes and
decisions characterizes water law in the Plains
area. Each State is sovereign so far as administration; and control of Its waters arc concerned.
The law of each is composed of constitutional
and statutory provisions, and court decisions,
corporations."
(1) Delegation of Power.-A great variety of wa- sometimes embracing rules or legal doctrines
at variance with those of other States. This
ter utilization districts have been delegated broad
powers. The legislature may grant such a cor- lack of uniformity is a serious handicap to any
poration all the powers it is capable of receiving, program, and must be overcome by corrective
and make it, to use the United States Supreme legislation in the States, interstate compacts,
Court expression, a miniature State within its or other action.
CONCLUSION
locality.34
Any comprehensive program of conservation
(2) District Acts Delegating Broad Powers.-Ccrtain district acts delegate to the district broad involves such readjustments in the uses of land
powers relative to multiple use of water." Thus and water, and such revision of customary farm
the Texas law provides the following districts: practices, as to require vigorous implementation
Water Improvement; Water Control and Pres. by legislation. Some elements of a program
ervation, Water Control and Improvement; assume the use Iof public funds; some involve
Fresh Water Supply; Levee Improvement, also governmental administration; some must reguknown as Conservation and Reclamation; Drain- late the use of private lands. While the greater
part of the required legislation may be permisage; and Navigation.
The following types of districtshave been sive in nature, some small part of it must be
organized- in two States which have delegated to mandatory. Implementation by legislation is
them broad powers relative to multiple use of clearly necessary.
See the Reort
0 of the Spedal Aduvisov Colmiti eon Watir- Pollution, National Resources Coninittee, 1935.S:
X See MeQuillan Municipal Corporations, 2nd Ed., Vol. 1, Sections 125 & 145. 54 Section 145 McWQilan Municipal

Corporations 2nd Ed., Vol. 1. "See Vernon's Texas Statutes, 1936, Centennial Edition. "Is ap. 3A, Art. 7880-1 to
788t-147w, Vernon's Texas Statutes 1936, Centennial Edition. 87 Throckmorton' Ohio Code, Annotated, Baldwin's
1936 Certified Revision, Chap. 11.
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In considering the most desirable execution of
supporting, legislative programs, the question
arises whether all subjects should be embodied
in one composite bill or in separate bills. While
the Federal Constitution contains no suchprovision, State constitutions commonly require
that acts be-limiltedlto a single subject. The
decisions have interpreted this to mean: in each
bill one central subject-matter and all provisions
pertaining thereto, separate subject-matters
requiring separate'bills. If a legisative program
requires under the State constitution a number
of separate acts, then the interrelations of these
acts should be carefully worked out to make
them complementary and reinforcing.Too much emphasis cannot be placed on
administration. At best, laws are; only springboards to good administration. The types of
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public servants selected; their technical ability;
the social viewpoint and sympathy with which
they approach the problems involved; their
administrative ability to obtain desirable resuIts by_0pumping the warm blood of social
accomplishment into the cold veins of the lawall these things proper administration alone
provides.
Four basic facts stand out clearly from the foregoing analysis. They are the lack of law, the lack
of uniform laws, inadequate laws or administration, and conflicts of jurisdiction. This
means that new trails will have to be blazed,
and adequate agencies established. Vison is
needed. Aboveall, as AssociateJustice Louis D.
Brandeis has aptly said: "If we would guide by
the light of reason, we must let our minds be
bold.""

u .Wuw Stak lea Compcm, v. Licbmann, 285 United States Reports 262 (1931).
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Memorandum iv
EDUCATION FOR CONSERVATION

Any program of agricultural, engineering,
financial, legal, and other measures for economic
rehabilitation of the Great Plains area, must be
implemented by a complementary program of
education. Long-established habits will not be
changed to the degree and within the time
required by the present situation unless those
concerned become promptly and fully informed
concerning the necessity and the urgency of
action.
True conservation involves fundamental
changes in modes of living. It has been indicated by data presented in this Report that many
of the maladjustments within the Great Plains
area have been the result of lack of understanding of critical physical factors. This lack of
understanding permitted the development of
patterns of agriculture and settlement, brought
into the area as normal habits and practices of
the regions from which the people had come,
which are not well adapted to the conditions
under which successful farming; must be pursued in this particular Region. No constructive
conservation program can be developed without changing these motivating ;attitudes and
habits and redirecting the efforts of public officials
and of citizens generally in tie Region. These
changes cannot be effected so much by law and
other pressure mediums as by a program of education, ini society generally as well as in the
schools, that gives understanding of problems
and of the adjustments necessary for their

solution.
An appropriate educational program must

reach the persons in the Region who live by the
enterprise of agriculture; the agencies and organizations devoted to agricultural, civic, and
social study and improvement; and the persons,
agencies, and institutions located outside but
whose influences reach within the Region.
Because of the availability and adaptability
of certain materials of information, and because
certain agencies outside the organized system of
education are already at work in the Plains area,
an educational program directed towards solution of the immediate and critical problems of
conservation should begin at once to employ
the many means already available for direct
and rapid transmission of authentic information
and indicated lines of action to the people in
the area.
Concurrently, a program should be planned
and introduced to employ the less flexible but
more widespread and more basic institutions
of organized education in the Region and in the
Nation. Both approaches are essential to the
creation of realistic and fundamental conceptions of soil conservation and the many
related economic and social attitudes.
ExtINa AGENCIES, MATERIALS, AND

PRACTICED FOR CONSERVATION EDUCATION
OF THE
1 PEOPLE GENERALLY
There are many Federal, State and other,
social and scientific agencies engaged in activiities of an educational nature. Their efforts
should be concentrated immediately on the problem of soil conservation and land utilization.
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The-great need at the present time is to develop
lines oftattack whereby these agencies may consolidate their efforts in an integrated program,
employ more fully the available knowledge in
this important field', and devise procedures 0for
filling the gaps which still exist in making an
immediate program of conservation education a
reality.
Federal Deparnents.-The two agencies of the
Federal Government most actively concerned
with the various problems of conserving the
natural resources of our country are the Department of Agriculture and the 'Department of the
Interior. The former, through its Cooperative
Extension Service, Bureau of Biological Survey,
Soil Conservation Serviqce, Bureaus of Plantfand
Animal Industry, Bureau of Agricultural'Economics, Forest Service, Bureau of Agricultural
Engineering', Agricultural Adjustmen t Administration, and Rural Resettlement, has been intensively engaged in carrying on scientific study
and' demonstration projects in its many 'fields.
Reliable data ont how the farm and forest resources of the nation are being used and misused
and how such misuse may be corrected have
for years been gathered into bulletins and disseminated to the public through the Extension
Service.
The Department of the Interior, through its
National Park Service, Bureau oftReclamation,
General Land Office, Bureau of Mines, Office
of Indian Affairs, and Office of Education, has
likewise done a great deal to preserve nature's
bounties, promote their proper use and develop
new resources.
In addition to these major departments of the
Federal Government there are the Bureau of
Fisheries in - the: Department o6f Commerce,
the- Corps of Engineers0 in the Department of
War, the PPublic Health 'Service fin the Department of the Treasury, and 'such independent
age'nciesas the Civilian Conservation Corps,
the National 'Resources Committee, 'the Rural
Electrification Administration, and other Governmental and quasi-Governmental units whose
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work in' one way or another is concerned with
conservation.
State and Regional Offices.-In addition to the
Federal agencies, there are regional, State, and
local governmental agencies concerned with
conservation. The State departments of conservation, agriculture, and education, and the
State planning boards, are only four of the many
State organizations which might be named.
Conservation Education by Government Agences.The Extension Service of the United States Department of Agriculture is the Federal agency
that has' been most actively engaged in direct
educational work. In the United States as a
whole, 5,826 county and home demonstration
agents are working directly with farm people to
put the findings of the Federal and State farm
experimentcstations into practice. In the Great
Plains States, 1,257 such agents already have
done much to correct farm practices and demonstrate appropriate home economy. Through the
4-H Clubs, these agents are reaching down to the
level of adolescent children. It is estimated that
approximately one million boys and girls, ten to
twenty years of age, are enrolled annually in
these clubs throughout the country. In the
Great Plains States, these clubs have a membership of 156,212. Special emphasis this year is
being given by the 4-H Clubs to the problems of
conserving agricultural resources.
The Soil Conservation Service is cooperating
actively in the Great Plains with the State extension services, agricultural colleges, and other
State educational agencies, as well as with the
Vocational Education Bureau of the United
States Office of Education, in spreading knowledge about'the physical and 'economic conse.
quences of soil erosion and methods of soil and
water conservation. Direct educational contact
of exceptional importance is achieved with farmers cooperating in the twenty-three Soil Conservation Service demonstration areas and the
thirty-two Civilian Conservation Corps erosioncontrol projects being carried out under direction
of the Service in the Plains Region. At least
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100,000 visitors from Great Plains farms and
urban centers have inspected the soil and water
conservation work being carried out in these
areas. Surveys indicate that the conservation
practices utilized in the demonstration projects
have spread in less than three years to more than
22,000 farms and 2,800,000 acres outside of the
project areas. Many farmers also have studied
the work being done at ten soil erosion nurseries
in the Plains Region where seed and planting
stock of soil-conserving grasses and shrubs are
being assembled and produced for use on the
conservation operations projects. The interest
of many Plains farmers has been aroused through
their active cooperation in the collection of native
grass seed and useful erosion-prevention shrubs
not available in commercial nurseries. In 1935
and 1936 more than 500,000 pounds of native
grass seed were collected in various parts of the
Region. Still further educational advantages
were obtained through the emergency droughtrelief program carried out in the spring of 1936
to combat wind erosion by contour listing. Educational material and information relative to the
problem of erosion and its prevention and control
is being prepared constantly by field offices of
the Soil Conservation Service and distributed in
the form of Department of Agriculture bulletins,
press releases and radio talks.
More recently the Agricultural Adjustment
Administration has come into the field to subsidize practices of soil conservation which not
only will make the farmers and the general
public moIre aware of the conservation problem,
but actually will demonstrate ways and means
whereby farm resources may be conserved.
Other Governmental agencies, such as the
Unite States Office of Education and the Office
of Indian Affairs, are dealing directly with the
problem. For five years the former, through its
Future Farmers of America, has stressed the
problems of agricultural and forest conservation.
The year 1935-36 has seen 75,000 members of
this organization actively engaged in various
types of conservation activities. The Office of
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Education also has stressed conservation in the
educational program of the Civilian Conservadion Corps. Not only have the educational
advisers of the camps given instruction in0such
problems to the young men, 'but most of the
projects upon which these' men have worked have
been in one way or another related to the conservation of natural resources.
In order to coordinate better the conservation
education now under the direction of the Office
of Education and to be able to offer a more constructive leadership in servicing the various
agencies of the organized education system, the
Commissioner of Education has requested the
addition to his staff of a conservation education
expert and assistants. It is desirable that this
unit be enabled to become a truly integrating
force in the entire scheme of education for conservation.
The Office of Indian Affairs, through its Director of Education, is introducing into'the Federal
Indian schools, which accommodate approximately one-third of the Indian children, edited
and translated conservation education materials.
Furthermore, it has been requested recently to
participate in planning the education program
for those Indian children not in Federal schools
whose instruction is the responsibility of State or
local agencies. This will permit the Education
Director to introduce conservation education
materials into the non-Federal Indian education
program.
The attention of all Government agencies
having representatives in the field, is called
to the fact that in some instances field work
may be made a powerful educational force by
conferences with citizens where the work
touches their interests directly. For example,
the development of the land-use: programIIn
ai
Montana, explained in Appendix 5,'has 0been'
promoted and improved by numerous discussion conferences in all parts of the State; and
what is more to the immediate point,; these
conferences have brought to the participants
a better understanding of the conservation
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problem and of the way out of present difficu ties.
It ha been truly a technique of education' by
participation in the solution of actual local
problems.
.ron-Governmunt 4AmIo--There are many
private or non-government organizations which
in one way or another interest themselves in
specific aspects of the proper use of certain
natural resources, One need name only the
American Forestry Association, the National
Wild Life Association, the National Association
of Audubon Societies, the Izaak Walton League
and Junior Waltonians, the National Recreation Association and similar associations. Such
organizations unquestionably would be receptive to a suggested program of concentrated
attention to the related problems of land use
and conservation.
OTHER ORGANIZATIONS WHICH SHOULD BE
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Kiwanis, Lions, and Rotary clubs are of importance because they reach the professional and
commercial groups, such as bankers and dealers
in real estate, whose responsibility in connection
with conservation is indeed great, and whose
activities should be guided by a complete understanding of land-use problems.
Mention should be made especially of organizations whose memberships are concerned vitally
with the 'problem-the American Farm Bureau
Federation, the Farmer's Union, the National
Grange; cooperatives such as the Wheat Growers
Association and the Texas Cotton Cooperative.
These could become powerful forces for sound
farm practices and conservation generally.

THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND CONSERVATION
The agencies of organized public education
already have made at all levels of education a
beginning of instruction in conservation. State
MORE FULLY ENLISTED
universities, teachers' colleges, land grant and
:A list of agencies interested both in actual other colleges, 0in various ways have demonconservation of 'natural resources, and in the strated their interest in this vital problem
education of youth in this respect, would be in- through research, through residence instruccomplete if noe mention were made of such tion, and through extension activities. The
organizations as the Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, and official public school courses of study in at
Camp Fire Girls. Special emphasis this year is least seven States have provided definitely for
being given to the problem by such organiza- inclusion of instruction in conservation in con.
tions as the Young Citizens League, operating nection with either the natural or the social
i many rural schools in the Great Plains area.
sciences. Fifteen city and other school systems
The national organizations which sponsor inter- report the provision of specific units dealing
collegiate and inter-high school debates upon with the conservation of natural resources, and
public issues of national concern are now giving there are undoubtedly others. The States of
attention to the problem, and more intensive Wisconsin and Florida recently have adopted
discussion of conservation by them should be laws requiring conservation instruction in the
encouraged and promoted.
public schools; and Florida now requires by,
There are, of course, many other organizations law that all persons preparing to be teachers
such: as the American Association of University sIall have training in the conservation of
Women, the General Federation of Women's natural resources. Many higher institutions of
Clubs, the National Congress of Parts and learning for some time have had or recently
Teachers-, and the American -Association for have reported the establishment of courts of
Adult Education, which should be interested in, instruction in which soil conservation is a
aand offer leadership in,; informing the public major interest.
concerning the importance of conservation 'and
Problem of Educational Adjustment.-Over thirtyin inspiring action along indicated' lines.
two million persons are enrolled in public and
I
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private elementary and secondary schools, colleges, and universties, and in public night, summer, part-time, and continuation schools of the
Nation. Because of a certain inertia, the more
immediate use of such 'institutions iin a conservation program calls for a redirection of attention
in a few phases of their-activities. The ultimate
goal of such a programii a functional reorganization of these institutions to achieve a more
realistic education in the social and economic
problems of modern life.
In order to employ educational institutions
appropriately in either a narrow or broad conservation program, all the factors in organized
education must be adapted to the purpose. It
is hoped that the program will recognize the
necessit for leavening the organization in every
phase. Teacher training and teacher retraining
must concern itself with conservation problems
of both natural and human resources. This,
however, for many years will be relatively ineffective unless concurrently there are appropriate revisions of curricula, instructional and
pupil work materials, text books, and such instruments as are commonly employed by
teachers. Satisfactory utilization of the institutions of organized education in this program can
only be achieved by broad scale revision of
procedures and instruments.
Training of Teaces.-Teachers in training
must be reached with courses that both give a
broader knowledge of pertinent fundamental
sciences and a more realistic understanding of
the problems of conservation in detail. The
teacher-training institutions in the ten Great
Plains States should at once, individually or
collectively, give further attention to this problem. Their success in designing a program
which would prepare teachers who Li turn could
appropriately teach conservation would no
doubt give impetus to such training throughout
the Nation.
A great proportion of the teachers now in service will not be involved again in any formal
intensive training program. It is important,
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therefore, to plan a teacher retraining program in
the Great Plains States. This retraining program might involve the use of county teachers'
institutes where they still exist, county teachers'
meetings, and other devices of in-ervnce training
such as the preparation and distribute ofi vpcial teaching suggestions and bibliographies of
educational materials for use by various age
groups. All Sniith-Hughes teachers in agriculture and in home economics could make use of
such facilities; in fact they constitute a group
which should be a strong factor in conservation
education.
Especially important is the development of an
adequate system of supervision of instruction in
the conservation of resources. Adequate supervision will go far in compensating for the deficiencies in training among those teachers who in the
immediate future must be utilized for the desired
instruction.
Adapting Scentifc Matrial to lacking Npoes.Some of the organizations which have been mentioned-governmental and non-governmentalhave been active in conducting scientific experiments and in gathering scientific data on the
various problems involved in the conservation of
natural resources. Any effective program of con.
servation education is definitely dependent upon
the availability of materials which will have
genuine scientific authenticity.
Once such materials are at hand, it is obviously
a responsibility of trained educators so to organize them that they may be made to serve in the
immediate program of teaching appropriate
action in the present crisis, and also in the longterm program of creating proper attitudes.
Much of the material now available is of debatable educational value, not so much because
of questionable authenticity of the technical
content as because it has not been organized or
disseminated in a form' suitable for educational
use. X;Material should be presented in simple
understandable form, and the visual technique
employed in every possible manner. The task
of educators in cooperation with conservation
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experts in the immediate program is to reshape
the existing materials to serve an educational
function by translating, coordinating and directing specialized information so that it will reach
existing agencies and institutions in forms more
suitable for integration in courses of study, club
action programs, open forum discussions, radio
broadcasts, motion picture presentations, dramas,
class-room discussion units, and other educational approaches to the children and adults of
the Nation.
The new findings of research should be made
available to teachers promptly and currently.
Scientists should not wait before publication until
they have discovered all the facts bearing on .a
problem, if facts already discovered are of guiding significance. Conservation education must
go on everyday, and the latest information should
always be available to teachers.
It would be helpful, for instance, in thedevelopment of conservation farm practices if the
Weather Bureau Uwere to publish in the agricultural press and in rural newspapers, at critical
seasonal intervals, data concerning current precipitation and moisture conditions, supplemented
by a summary review of trend conditions and
the relations of current conditions to the trend.
These data would be helpful to teachers and to
farmers who plan operations on the basis of
precipitation and soil-moisture conditions and
prospects.
Since teachers-in spite of their own desires to
give better instruction-are frequently restricted
by the textbooks, reference materials, pupil work
materials, and such facilities, it is most important
to engage in this program the sympathetic interest of publishers and authors of accepted textbooks. They could be induced to indicate
wherein these conservation materials would fit
into courses employing their texts. In all probability, such counsel would lead them to embody
desired material in their own textbooks when'
new editions are printed; at least they would be
aware of a vast amount of material which could
be cited for reference and become an important
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part of the program presented in work manuals
which are used with such textbooks.

EDUCATION

COMMUNITY LIFE
In many of our communities education has
not had a direct relation to life itself. It too
often has been a preparation for something
rather than a growth in intellectual power and
purposeful living. The school must become the
community as it thinks and acts. The school
must lead the community to establish its own
forward-moving policies and guide those policies
through their application. There is envisioned
a school which, as regards plant, would comprise
the rigtlyd ordered and efficiently operated
agricultural, industrial, commercial, social, and
residential elements of the community; a plant
to which old and young would turn for guidance
to experts, libraries, and laboratories. People of
all ages would come into its center; those at its
center would be constantly carrying their findings into every home and making them operative
for more effective living.
'Health,0wealth, conservation, and utilization
of natural resources would be direct concerns
of the school. The staff would consist of all
those who could contribute in knowledge, skill,
or attitude, making for the more effective coordination of community and individual living.
The membership of this staff of necessity would
include personnel from all agencies engaged in
the land-use and conservation program of the
community, including those who live on and
use the land. In fact, through that powerful
educational agency, discussion groups", the
members of the community itself would become
an essential element of the teaching staff.
Finally, conservation would be broadened beyond its relation to natural resources, and would
embrace the conservation of all human values
through Tthe creation of a community which
would utilize cooperatively all technical knowledge and would be a normal expansion and
modification of our traditional democratic form
of government.
AND
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INTEGRATION OF EDUCATIONAL EFFORTS

It must be admitted, however, that coordination of efforts and programs of these out-of-school
agencies has been lacking. The very existence of
so many constructive educational influences in
many out-of-school agencies which have not yet
become a part of the in-school program is indicative that the public education system as it is
now organized is too slow in including in its
learning program many of the vital problems of
life. Inasmuch as the direction of any program
of conservation education must consider the
coordination of efforts to out-of-school agencies
with the school programs in order to achieve
effective results, it should be the goal of this
direction so to relate education to community,
county, State, regional, and National planning
for the usc of natural and human resources, that
education becomes a process of learning by
purposeful participation in the life of the community, and the life of the community becomes,
for all ages, a series of educational experiences.
As has been indicated, many agencies are
already engaged in such educational work, and
others not now so engaged are available. The
outstanding educational problem, therefore, is
one of integrating the efforts of all such agencies
into one coordinated intensive program.
DEMOCRACY AND EDUCATION
In a democracy, education is more fundamental even than legislation as a force directing
rational progress. It is the basis of wise legislation, promotes general acceptance of legislative
and administrative measures, and guides individuals to action along lines consistent with the
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requirements of the society of which they are
members.
In view of the preceding discussion it is therefore an urgent need that those responsible for
the direction of educational policy in each State,
and those responsible for the direction of Federal
cooperation in education, should formulate
promptly a nation-wide program of education
in conservation, lc'xible in adaptability to
regional need and especially intensive in the
Great Plains area. Emphasis on social and
technical phases should be rationally apportioned. Utilization of every formal and informal existing and potential educational agency
should 'be provided for in the program. There
should be included a subordinate program for
training teachers of many specialized fields
where and how conservation material may
properly and effectively be incorporated into
their instruction. Manuals of teaching materials should be prepared and published, and
suitable text books be made available. To
assure continuity of effort in this direction, and
especially to assure well-coordinated efforts,
provision should be made for the proper organization of educational facilities and the unified
direction of the program.
Reports of conditions, causes, and recommended lines of action for solution of national
problems remain but so much dead printed
matter if not vitalized by some dynamic force.
In a democracy the primary dynamic force is
education, for the processes of democracy% require common understanding and an inspired
impulse among its citizens to action leading to
every commonly accepted objective.
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Appendix i
THE PRESIDENT'S LETTER OF INSTRUCTIONS

THI WHrIE HOISE,

Washington, SOptember 17, 1936.
MY DEAR Ma. Coon: I am writing to ask you to
serve as chairman of a special committee whose duty it
will be to make a report to me not later than January I
on a long term program for the efficient utilization of the
resources of the Grcat Plains area. I am anxious that
we leave no stone unturned in exploring and reporting
on all the possbilities of this region, as one in which
reasonable standards of living can be maintained by the
largest possible population. We should face the fact
that the climatic conditions make special safeguards
absolutely necessary. I would like your report to incdude such recommendations for legislation as you may
deem necessary. The report now called for is an amplification of the recommendations presented to me at
Bismarck.
In the letter appointng the earlier committee I said:
"We have supposed that the modes of settlement anId
of development which have been prevalent represnted
the ordinary course of civilization. But perhaps in this
area of relatively little rain, practices brought from the
more humid part of the country are not most suitable
under the prevailing natural conditions. At any rate
circumstances make it obvious that relief activities are not

sufficient and that a competent study and recommendations are desirable."
You are advised that I am appointing another committee to report on the crop Insurance feature of this
general problem. After consulting with he heads of
their several Departments I have designated the following to serve with you on this conmittee: Prof. Harlan H.
Barrows, member Water Resources Committee, National
Resources Committee, Chicago, Illinois; Dr. H.' H.
Bennett, Chief, Soil Conservation Service, Department
of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.; Dr. L. C. Gray,
Assistant Administrator, Resettlement Administration,
Washington, D. C.; Col. F. C. Harrington, Assistant
Administrator, Works Progress Administration, Washington, D. C., Col. Richard C. Moore, Division Engieer,
Missouri River Division, Corps of Engineers, United
States Army, Kansas City, Missouri; Mr. John C. Page,
Acting Director, Bureau of Reclamation, Washington,
D. C.; and Dr. Harlow S. Person of the Rural Electrification Administration, Washington, D. C.
Sincerely yours,
FRANKUN D. ROOSEVELT.
Mr. MoRaxs L. CooXn,
Administrator, Rural Electrication Administration,
Washington, D. C.
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ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

The-Great Plains Committee dedsre to record: its

ajprclatn of cordialassistance from many sources.
Great
:Pblic Ie'ainpg.-Its predecess tommttee,
Plains Druught Area Committee, during the summe of

of a tour which
publicbheariin in thetTcourse;Spidand
Lamar, Colorado; Mcdbookbai Chadron, Nebraska;
1936 held

included Amrillo and Da

Wyomin;
RapidCitty, South0Dakota; Gillette, MilesW
C:it 0Mon~tana; fand Bismack, North Dakota. The
present Committee in December 1936 held hearings in
Dailhart, Texas; Bismarck, North Dakota; and Washington, D. C.

These hearings in the aggregate were attended by the
governors of the States concerned, either in person or
through designated representatives; by representatives of
pertinent State agencies such as State planng boards;
by representatives of farmers' organizations; and '1)y
many citizens in their individual capacities. The testimony 'at these hearings, the memoranda, o State
conservation commissions and planning boards, and
other documents submitted have been of noteworthy
value.
Cotrespondenc.-Many citizens of the Great Plains area,
and a number outside the area, who were not able to
attend the hearings, took the trouble to relate their ex-
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periences and express their views to the Committee by
correspondence. All pertinent suggestions in these letters
were noted for the use of the Committee.
Departme of t Fdral Government.-Cooperation
among agencies of the Federal Government is a matter of
every-day experience, and on this ground the Great
PlaiisCommittee is indebted to many Federal agencies.
In addition, many of the data pertaining to conditions in,
the Great Plains during recent years are to be found only
in current-files, and to draw off those data requested by
the Great Plains Committee has imposed laborious tasks
on several agencies. For such data the Committee is
especially indebted to Resettlement Administration and
Soil Conservation Service of the Department of Agriculture,i Works Progress Administration, and Farm Credit
Administration.
Speial Menoranda.-A number: of memoranda on
special subjects were prepared by various individuals and
agencies for the benefit of the Committee. Inasnmuch as
none of these authors is responsible for the nature and
extent of use of their memoranda by the Committee, and
especially as they should not be held responsible for
views on the respective subjects expressed by the Committee in this Report, these most helpful contributions are
acknowledged here collectively and not in detail.
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SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION IN THE GREAT PLAINS
TYPICAL RESULTS OF OPERATIONS PROGRAM
BY THE SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE

Spectacular dust storms In 1934 and 1935 brought into
sharp relief the vital problems of agriculture olnl the Great
Plains. Unprecedented, they cane first fiom the southem sector of the Plains-the drought-ridden fields of the
Texas-Oklahoma Panhandle, western Kansas, eastern
Colorado, eastern New Mexico-and then from the other
Plains State. to the north. Drought and misuse of the
land have brought the scourge of wind erosion to a vast
total area throughout the Plains Region, from near the
hundredth meridian on, the east to the foothills of the
Rockies on the west, and from the Panhandle of Texas
in the south to Canada on the north.
Human enterprise clashed with elemental forces of
nature in the occupation of the Plains. That story, Of
gram and cattle, wheat and tractors, drought, and finally,
of dust, is told in the body of this Report.
Today, in real accomplishment on the land, progresve
men are writing a sequel of compromise to that story of
conflict. In representative areas up and down the
Plaini, they are adapting their use of the land to the uinon the Region.
usual conditions which nature imi
The results they have obtained seem to sustain the practicability of Plains agriculture and indicate the fallacy
of a rather widespread asumption that the whole of
the Region is unsuited climatically and otherwise to
farming.
It is the purpose of this appendix to set forth some of
the results obtained in support of the belief that conservation of water and soil resources through better land-ue
practice will prove, on the better land at least, the answer
to the dilemma of Plains agriculture.
WATER 1 TH KEY

In the Great Plains, water, in a sense, is the beginning
and the end of agriculture. Without it there can be no
crops, of course; and crop. are needed to anchor Plains
soil against the wind. Without -water, cultivated il,
depleted of binding gras roots and spongy humus, is
turned into a dry powdery substance. It starts to blow.
On the Great Plains, rainfall Is cant and irregular.
Usually there is enough to make a crop if none is wasted.

As much water as possible must be stored in the underground reservoir of the soil or in surface reservoirs to
bridge long dry spells between the rains. t:Conservation
of rainfall is essential in Great Plains farmiig; and mneasures of water conservation are, in effect, the first defense
of the soil. Good land use, therefore, requires the retention of rainfall moisture on the land as the first step in
protecting the soil from erosion.

CooPaAnva CoNshavAno N PNootAu
Since the spring of 1934, the Soil Conservation Service
and some 2,000 farmers and ranchers on the Great Plains
have been cooperating in a series of land-use demonstrations embodying the actual application of conservation
principles to more than 600,000 acres of typical Plains
land. Fifty-five separate demonstrations are now under

way in scattrd area throughout the Region (Figure 40).
In effect, they provide a network of conservation "show
windows" in which farmers of the Plains country may see
conservation practices in operation, learn how to apply
them to the land, and judge their effectiveness in terms
of actual results on the land itself.
Each demonstration area is a distinct entity, selected
because of the very severity and the representative nature
of its land problems. In each, a physical inventory of the
land has been made by survey. experts of the Soil Conservation Service. Erosion conditions, as well as the
factors influencing erosion-topography, soils, and land
us-have been mapped in detail. Complete plans for a
coordinated program of land treatment, involving- the
application of conservation practices in accordance with
the differing needs and adaptabilities of each parcel of
land, have been made for individual farms (Figures 41
and 42). Farmers and ranchers voluntarily are putting
them into effect under the guidance of conservation

specialists.
The primary purpose of the work in these selected areas
is one of demonstration. The introduction of conservation farming practices on more than half a million acres
in less than three years' time, however, represents no
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Inconsiderable advance in the better utilization of Great
program but the readiness of Plains farmers to accept
Plains land.
advice and to adopt, voluntarily, proved methods of
Before the initiation of the demonstration program only
soil defense.
10,454 acres in the 55 project areas in the Plains Region
EMEROENCY PROORAM
were farmed with a 'dew to conservation of water and
soil. Today, conservation farming practices are being
In the spring of 1936, the Soil Conservation Service
applied to more than 600,000 acres in the same areas.
cooperated with State and local agencies in an extensive
More than 155,000 are being strip cropped (Figure 32) to
emergency listing program designed to curtail wind
retain water and protect the soil from wind, Nearly
erosion damage in the Southern Plains. Agricultural
200,000 acres are being tilled on the contour to conserve
engineers from the operations projects of the Service
rainfall and impede the sweep of wind (Figure 43). Condirected the running of contour lines wherever requests
tour furrows have been run on some 85,000 acres of
for their services were received from State and county
grass land to conserve water (Figure 44). More than
officials.
3,600 miles of terraces more than enough to span the
During this emergency program nearly 2,500,000 acres
United States-have been built to hold the moisture'on
were listed on the contour. From five to eight inches of
some 65,000 acres; when present agreements are comrain fell late in May. The water caught and stored In
pleted, nearly 150,000 acres will be terraced (Figure 33).
the soil as a result of the contour listing meant the
In the 55 project areas, the acreage devoted to cleandifference between a crop and a crop failure in nearly
tilled, erosion-inducling crops is being reduced 16 perevery instance. Measurements indicated that on the
cent and the acreage of dense erosion-resisting crops
average, one inch more of rainfall soaked into the conincreased 28 percent. Nearly 200,000 acres of grass
toured land than into similar land untreated or plowed
land on which grazing was formerly uncontrolled, arc
n straight rows. This meant that the contoured soil was
now being carefully managed to prevent overgrazing and
wet more than one foot deeper than the soil which was
consequent erosion.
not contoured. This amount of additional underground
All of these practices are designd to retain rainwater storage increased the probability of crop producwatcr on the land, force it into the reservoir of the soil,
tion by 75 percent, and meant additional protective
increase the underground reserve of moisture for the
residues for the prevention of wind erosion during the
nourishment of crops, and increase the production of
1936-37 winter-spring "blow season."
protective vegetative cover for the land.,- They are not
On a farm near Hereford, Texas, for example, a rain or
difficult of application; the average farmer on the Plains
6.53 inches during the ten-day period from May 18 to 28
can easily follow them in the culture ofhis' land.
1936, penetrated to an average depth of 37 inches on
For surface storage more than 2,100 dams have been
blown out wheat land which had been listed on the conbuilt in theGrcat Plains Region with Civilian Conservatour. On adjoining wheat land listed in straight rows
tion Corps, Works Progress Administration, and droughtup and down theslope the moisture penetration during
relief labor Aunder tthe direction of Soil Conservation
the same period was only 20 inches. On the Soil ConService engineers (Figure 45). Most of these dams were
servation Service project at Vega, Texas, ten days of rain
constructed on the lands of cooperating farmers and
totaling 5.48 inches soaked the soil to an average depth
ranchers as part of the normal demonstration program of
of 2.15 feet on con tour tilled land. In sinular fields
the Service; others have been built outside of the demonfarmed in straight rows, moisture from the same rain
stration areas as part of the emergency drought-relief
penetrated to an average depth of only 1.48 feet.
program. Their total storage capacity is estimated at
Near Springfield, Colorado, an average of 4.58 inches
nearly 32,000,000,000 gallons-a material addition to
of rain was reported for the month of May 1936. Measavailable water supplies for stock, irrigation, and other
urements showed a moisture penetration of 44 inches on
purposes in the Plains Region.
contour listed land as compared to 35 inches on land
More important than this land treatment work itself,
listed in straight rows.
however, is the effect which it has made in convincing
On a 640-acre farm near Channing, Texas, 3.42 inches
Great Plains farmers that soil and water conservation is
of rain- fell between May I and May: 22. Fields which
both practical and advantageous. More than 22,000
had been terraced and contour listed were wet to a depth
farmers and ranchers outside the boundaries of the
of 36 inches. Adjoining fields, unterraced and uncondemonstration areas are known to have applied one or
toured, were wet to a depth of only 17 inches.
more of these conservation practices to more than
In the vicinity of Clayton, New Mexico, the total rain2,800,000 acres in the Plains. Such 'rapid and widefall for May 1936 was only 1.6 inches, of which not more
spread acceptance of sound conservation principles would
than 0.5$ or 0.6 inch fell in any one day. On a contour
appear to indicate not only the effectiveness of the
listed field of sandy loam soil, measurements showed a
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the purchase of fa landsand land values generally had
suffered in accordance. Many tracts within the project
area were not salable at any price, homes were abandoned, and health authorities reported an increase in
respiratory diesesduring the "blow" months of winter
and spring. Men found itdlfficulttodoasatisfactoryday's
work during blinding, choking dust storms. The picture
was not a bright one but It was no worse than the picture

TzxAn PANHAHLZ
Typical of the soi and water conservation projects in
the southern portion of the Plains is the one at Dalhart,
in the northwestern corner of the Texas Panhandle. In
an area of 47,175 acres near this town, the Soil Conservaof the Southern Plain as a whole.
tion Service and a group of cooperating farmer are
Today, soil still blows in the project area, and farming
demonstrating land-use principles and cultural practices
still is hazardous on unprotected land. But soil blows
designed to consere water and protect the soil from
fromfarfewer fields, and the prospects ofa crop are a good
wind erosion.
deal better than in 1934. Much more important Is the
They are working under conditions generally typical of
confident attitude of the farmers in the area and the effect
the Southern Plains. Ninety-five percent of the area is
the work is having on farmers from outside who see in the
occupied by Amarillo sandy loam, Amarillo loam, PullMan silty loam, and Potter clay loam-soils which
project what sensible land use and reasonable concessions
to nature can accomplish.
predominate in the Panhandle country. The land slopes
From the air, many of the transformations that have
very gendy-gradients greater th three percent are
taken place on the land near Dalhart in the last 'three
rare. There are no streams; the area drains into shallow
years would be quite evident. Then, the land below
"wet weather lakes." Rainfall near Dalhart has averwould have been a checkerboard of quadrangular fields
aged 18.03 inches for the past 30 year. Characteristiplated solidly to single crops likei wheat or sorghum.
cally, winds are from a southweterly direction, with an
Now, in many_ places, the pattern would be curving
average velocity ranging from about 8 miles per hour
during March, April, and May-the severe "blow strips (Figure 46), where solid planted fields have given
season"-to about 6 miles per hour during the other
way to strip crops planted on the contour. Some 10,000
months of the year. In the late winter and spring, howacres-nearly half the land involved in the demonstration-is strip cropped now. In August 1934, there was
ever, individual winds ometimes attain a velocity of 30
not a single strip cropped acre in the area.
miles an hour or more.
Three years ago, the furrows in a cultivated field would
In the past, agriultural practices near Dalhart followed
the pattern set throughout the Southern Plains. When: have looked from the air like fine parallel lines running
the demonstration area was established in August 1934straight across theland. Today, many of thoseli
les than three years ago-wheat and row crops largely would curve along the gentle slope of the field, beca on
had replaced the soil-protectingi native pgrasss Like
more than 12,000 acres crop rows now are plowed on
the contour. Every acre in the area was plowed in
their fellows elsewhere in the Southern Plains, farmers
and stockmen of the area generally had failed to realize
straight rows when -the work started, although contour
tillage is one of the most effective methods of saving
that the practice of grating or burning the last stalk of
rainfall moisture and impeding the sweep of wind.
stubble from cropped fields and the lat blades gra
Heavier lines curving through the gra of pastiure lands
from pastures is an invitation to eventual soil destruction.
would be contour furrows, put there to catch rain-water
And in the project area, as elsewhere through the Region,
and force it to penetrate the soil. Nearly 2,000 acre of
protracted drought had severe effects. In the summer of
pasture already have been contour furrowed. Not a
1934, the land selected for the Dalhar project was in as
critical a condition as any in the Great Plains (Figure 39).
single contour furrow; exsted in the area before the
Wind erosion had severely d d 56 percent of the program got under way.
Today's air view of the area would reveal still heavier
area. Some 11,200 acres of cultivated land had been
lne-more like bands-winding across the fields below.
badly hummocked by the accumulation of wind-driven
These would be dry land terraces, built on the contour
sands in clumps of Russian thistle and other weedi; some
and closed at both ends to trap all the rain and hold it
9,103 acres had lost from two to four inches of topsoil;
another 2,500 acres had lost more than four inches of on the land. End to end, the terraces built in the Dalhart proJect area since August 1934 would extend 460
topsoil, some of it blown out to plow depth. Eight permiles. They conserve water and provide protection for
cent of the area, including one-fourth of the grass land,
16,000 acres.
had been damaged by shifting sands.
Economic and social consequences of land mismanageLess evident to the air observer but equally important
from the standpoint of Plains agriculture would be other
ment were commensurate with damage to the land itself.
Some financial institutions had ceased to loan money for
changes that have taken place in the project area near
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Figure 41.- This drawing was made from an actual erosion survey map of a 2,960-acre farm whose owner is co perating in the Soil Conservation Service demonstration near Dalhart, Texas.

FiouRE 41.-This drawing was made from an actual erosion survey map of a 2,960-acre farm whose owner is
cooperating in the Soil Conservation Service demonstration near Dalhart, Texas. It shows conditions as they existed
prior to the beginning of conservation operations in April 1935. The entire farm had becis cropped continuously in
wheat with no effort whatever to conserve moisture or utilize crop stubblesfor soil protection. Hummocks formed by
the accumulation of wind-blown soil in clumps of weed marred almost the entire cultivated acreage. In the northeast
fields large strips were blown out to plow depth.: The pasture land surrounding the farmstead had been seriously
damaged by drifts from the adjacent "blow" fields. The farm was regarded as one of the most serious "blow"
spots in the Dalhart area.

Figure 42.- This drawing of the farm shown in Figure 41 was made from an actual conservation practices map showing conditions as they existed les than two years after conservation operations were begun.

Farm Operated by
Soil Conservation Service Project Area
Dolhort, Texas
December 22,1936

3

_.4

FiouRE 42.-This drawing of the farm shown in Figure 41 was made from an actual conservation practices map
showing conditions as they existed less than twoyears after conservation operations were begun,
Field No. 1 was terraced and contour chiseled, and is now planted in wheat.
Field No. 2 was terraced and contour chiseled. This field has a 75 percent cover of grain sorghum stubble.
Field No. 3, spotted with areas of shallow poor soil, was terraced and contour drilled with a mixture of sudan
grass and cane in preparation for native grass seeding, and is now receiving partial protection.
Field Nlo. 4 was contour planted to grain sorghum; a profitable crop of grain andforage affording 100 percent
protection.
Fields No. S and 6 are being returned to native vegetation, along with Field No. 3. Both fields will be seeded
to blue grama grass when moisture and other conditions are favorable.
Field No. 7 was contour chiseled in March and summer allowed.
One hundred trees planted as a windbreak near thefarmstead in 1935 are thriving. They will be supplemented
by an interplanting of the same number.
The Percentage of the farm stabilized against destructive wind action, excluding the small area of pasture land
near thefarmstead, has been increasedfrom zero to 85percent since April 1935.
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Dalbart. On more than 3,300 acres, crops have changed
from clean-tilled cash crops that provide little cover for
the land, to gras or sudana or some other close-growing
crop that protects the soil from, the sweet of wind. Here

and there-somewhat surprisingly, on the, Plains-young
trees Xare thriving (Figure 3i), giving promise of full
growth and future land protection in the form of barriers
against the wind. tThey-have been planted carefully
where the scant moisture concentrates in natural depressions or where the ingenuity of a land operator has caused
it to concentrate. Cooperating farmers in the area no
longer overgraze their stubble fields nor do they burn off
the crop residues that anchor the soil during the windy
months.
CASE RESuLT AT DALNART
The effectiveness of these 'new agricultural practices
can be measured best by' the results they have given.
Cooperating in the Dalhart demonstration are 48 farmers
owning a total of 28,000 acres of land.
One of them will harvest 1,000 pounds of headed milomaize this year from a field that was photographed'only
oneyear ago as the worst wind-blown tract In the area
(Figure 47). This field was terraced in April'1936,'and
in May plowed along the contour. Late in May and
early in June, 5.24 inches of rain fell. Held evenly on the
land by the terraces and contoured furrows, the rain
penetrated the soil below the normal depth of root
growth. Since these spring rains, only 2.44 inches of
effective moisture has fallen on the field, but the total,
7.68 inches, caught and forced into the soil, has been
sufficient, even in a drought year, to produce a profitable
grain crop (Figure 48). That same crop, of course, also
will batten down the soil against the wind. It is the first
time this field has produced a crop since 1933, and the
first time since then that the "blow season"1has found it
covered with a protecting cloak of vegetation. Of the
contour furrows and terraces, the owner says: "Not a
drop of water ran off the field this year." That means all
of it went into the soil, and water in the soil-even as
little as 7 or 8 inches-means a crop. This field is not
likely to be used again as an example of blown out land.
Another cooperator in the Dalhart area for two years
has farmed his land on the contour. In this year of
drought he got a good crop of grain sorghum with only
8.71 inches of rain, which is only 56 percent of normal
These farmers are only two of the 48 cooperators in the
Dalhart demonstration. But what they have done is not
exceptional-on the contrary, it is typical of the results
obtained by all of the cooperators.
NORTHERN PLAYns

The first soil conservation demonstration in the northern sector of the Plains was established at Huron, Beadle
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,County, South Dakota, in February 1935. Coomprisingl
a total-of 190,000 acres, the' project Is situated on the
plains of the James River in the glacial drift section of
the State,
Wind erosion is the principal immediate problem in
tihe area:. The most severe drought on record for the
region was that of 1936, although0in 1934 conditions
wereialmost as bad. Thishasmade emergency control
measures for holding or stabilizing the soil-especially
the'loose sandy types-a pressing need.
Eight water conservation dams have ,been built in the
area by Civilian Conservation Corps enrollees under the
direction-; of theN Soil Conservation Service When the
surface-water supply was augmented by springs or wells,
some of these reservoirs supplied water for, livestock and
other purpose throughout the 1936 drought.
Eighty-five miles of contour furrows and approximately
17 miles of terrace have been constructed in the area.
They were ready to catch the rst winter snow early in
November 1936-the first precipitation since February
1936. The snow melted within a fortnight, and almost
all of the resulting water sank into the soil as storage for
the next year's grass and crops.
The chief emergency control steps taken in the area
have been rough tillage, mostly listing, and the production of emergency crop and feed cover, notably rye, cane
and sudan grass.
This project also is only one of the 55 similar projes
under way throughout the Plains Region. Comparable
work has been done in four other areas in South Dakota,
four in North Dakota, three in Montana, one in Wyoming, seven in Nebraska, twelve in Colorado, six in
Kansas, six in Oklahoma, ten in Texas, and one in eastern
New Mexico.
CONSERVATION AssOCATrONs

General interest in 3oil and water conservation has
increased in the Great Plains Region as a direct result of
the demonstration program of the Service In the last
year, fifty-three voluntary Soil Conservation Associations
have been formed by farmers and ranchers of the Region
to promote the adoption of better land-use practices
through concerted community effort. Organized usually
on a county basis, these Associations have membership*
ranging from about 12 to as many as 400 landowners and
operators. Their objective is to promote the conservation
and better use of soil and water resources in the Great
Plains.
The Bowman-Slope Association in North Dakota, with
approximately fiftymembers representing some 40,000
acres of land, for example, has adopted a program calling
for: (1) the construction of small dams on individual
farms to enable the firmer to irrigate small tracts of land

Figure 43.- Til ing on the contour conserves rainfal and impedes the swe p of wind.

Figure 4 .- Contour fur ows on gras land conserve water and increase growth.

Figure 45.- Surface storage reservoirs sup ly ne ded water for stock and for flo d ir igation.
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FtouiRtE 45.-.Slfaice storage reserioirs supply needed waterfor slock and forflood irrigation. (Soil Conservation Scrvicc photo.)

Figure 46.- Air view of a bad gul y being brought under control by contour plowing and ? crop ing.

Figure 47.- The worst wind-blown tract in the Dalhart, Texas, area in 1935.

Figure 48. The same tract as in Figure 47 one year later after ? plowing and ter acing.
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for the production of garden crops, potatoes, and, where
feasible, farm crops; (2) the reduction of firm tenancy to
:expedite the adoption of improved practices to reduce
erosion and conserve raInfall; (3): the establishment of
centers at which improved practice wi be demonstrated; and (4) asstig farmers In obtaining grass seeds
for reseeding abandoned crop lands. With modifications in detail, the program adopted by all of the
Associations are similar.
AaUAL RaSULTS
Is
There no better measure of the effectiveness of soil
and water conservation la the Great Plains than the
results obtained thus far. The came which follow are

typical:
1. In the northern Plains a number of rainl-retention dams have been built near small towns by Civilian
Conservation Corps enrollees under the direction of the
Soil Conservation Service. Despite severe drought, wells
supplying these towns with water were completely adequate throughout the past summer. There was no
serious shortage of water, for example, in the North
Dakota towns of Valley City, LaMoure, Park River
(Figure 30), Sentinel, Butte, Bowbells, Rolla, and North.
gate, where dams had been built. Farmers also repo ted
that the depth of water in their surface wells increased
considerably after nearby storage reservoirs filled with
water. The only reasonable explanation of such stabilized water conditions Is that water from the reservoirs
supplemented 'the supply In the wells by a
of
seepage through alluvial sub-strata.
In Kansas, ten Civilian Conservation Corps camps
have been used by the Soil Conservation Service since
April 1,1935, in constructing several lr earth-fill ds
for the storage of rainfall. : Three dms with a total storage capacity of 1,855,000,000 gallons have been completed. Seven others with a total storage capacity of
7,638,000,000 gallons are under construction. They will
develop lakes for water supply, recreation, wildlife, irrigation, and other purposes.
2. In 1934, the Soil Conservation Service built a timber
crib dam with a storage capacity of approximately 100acre feet on the Wild Rice Riv'r immediately upstream
from Fargo, North Dakota. During 1936, a rubble
masonry dam with a potential storage capacity of 380acre feet was constructed on the Red River, 15 miles
upstreamfrom Fargo. There is now being constructed
an eight-foot rubble masonry dam on the Red River
immediately above Fargo, which will store approximately 400-acre feet of water. Together, the dams provide a potential storage of 880-acrc feet of water, which
will be available to the city during periods of extreme
drought. The critical conditions involved can be explained somewhat in records of the Red River, which is
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reported to have had no flow at Fargo on 584 days
between
July 25,
and June 14, 1936.
e1932,
3. The Service built a small dam eight feet high on a
farm near Bismarck- North Dakota, to conservt Water for
utoclk. During the drought, water' from this litte reservou irrigated 42acres, and on this landenough hay was
produced in 1936 to feed, through the winter 53 head of
livestockk` including 10 milk cows. Corn, potatoes, carrots, tomatoes, cream, chickens, and eggs were sold bY
the farmer. Tie intelligent use of water conserved in this
small farm restervoir made the drought a matter of much
less concern to this farmer than to his neighbors.
4. (From Th Montana IFarmew, November 1, 1936)
"Development of stock water reservoirs, flood water irrigation reservoirs, springs and seeps, and diversion dams
for irrigation by the Soil Conservation Service in eastern
Montana counties clearly demonstrates the possibility of
getting water on thousands of acres of good pasture
or meadow land and providing water for livestock
operations.
".StartIng August 6, the Soil Conservation Service,
under the direction of E. H. Aicher, State Coordinator,
has developed 49 strictly stock water dams, 39 stock water
and flood irrigation dams, 16 spring developments, and
10 contour furrowing projects.
"The dam constructed strictly for flood irrigation and
those for stock water and flood irrngation give a total of
55 dams from which water will be used for flooding good
range land, which eventually will be in alfalfa. :A total
of 1,730 acres will be flood-irrigated from these 55 dams.
"There are 17 project areas in nine counties, according
to Mr. Aicher. A total of 65,575 acres is involved under
cooperative agreement worked out between the farmers
and the Soil Conservation Service. There are three project areas in Fergus, two in Judith Basin, two in Rosebud,
two in Custer, one in Powder River, two in Wibaux,
three in Fallon, one in Carter, and one in McCone.
"Approximately 365 acres can be irrigated from projects in Fergus County, 40 inJudith Basin, 90 in Rosebud,
85 in Custer, 430. in Powder River, 400 in Wibaux, 100
in Fallon, 80 in Carter, and 130 In McCone.
"While this program of the Soil: Conservation Service
is for demonstration pur
, it shows the possibility of
extensive water conservation development in areas
affected by drought. With favorable weather conditions
all the projects will be completed by the first week in
November.
"A unique feature of this program is the fact that farm
labor has been used almost 100 percent. The men were
made available to the Soil Consrvation Service through
the Works Progress Administration. In the neighborhood of 1,500 farmers were employed and approximately
75 percent of these used their own teams of h.ces,"
4. (From Wakn Farm Life, June 1, 1936) "Last month
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in southeastern Colorado
supplying equipment and materials for this project and
Coilus,
Prowerssac exBaca

THE

reived the firttral precipitation since September 1935.
The amount of rainall varied firomn 1.05inches at the
Springfield CC. C.C. camp to 2.33 Inchet 18miles West of
that town. The welcome moisture fell within a 24-hour
period, and all roads excepting the two main highways

"The much-needed ter thoroughly tested the moilt
ture-conservng devices constructed by the Soil Conservadtion-C.: tC. 0tC. camp in the Springfield area. The
morning following'the rain found most of the dams full
of water with;evidences of a slight flow over the spillways.
it was interesting to note tiat one darn which had as its
watershed a field listed on the contour, contained very
little water as the contout-listed rows had retained the
moisture as it fell,, allowing it to penetrate the soil and
thereby resulting in a negligibleamountfof runoff.
"Contour furrows held up very well, the value of cross
dikes being clearly demonstrated. In a few cases where
the dike had broken, cross dikes retained the water in the
adjacent sections, avoiding general breaks in furrows
below.
"All terraces and diversion ditches stood the test and in
no case did the depth of water appear to be more than
one-third of the maximum that could have been retained.
In all instances, the areas between the terraces had been
listed either before or after terrace construction.
f"Pocket structures designed to catch water for tree
planting functioned well. In that territory such structures are necessary to provide additional moisture for
young trees planted.

"Only 10 days after this heavy rain, a severe duster
swept adjacent areas. This was attributed to the fact
that ou land where no soil-conservation practices are in
effect, the runoff was as high as 91 percent, instead of the
water being', held and allowed to store moisture and
anchor the loose soil.t
"This was the first important test of some of the wind
and water erosion prevention practices being advocated
and demonstrated by the Federal Soil Conservation
Service. The results are not only gratifying to the Service, but are encouraging to landowners, who are planning to carry out similar soil retaining practices on their
own

ranches."

6. During the past year the Soil Conservation Service
has cooperated with 'the Montana State Water Conservation' Board in the development of two large storage reservoirs, known as the War House and Yellow Water

projects. The War House project involves the construction of a supply canal approximately three miles' in length
to divert water from Ford Creek to a natural reservoir
with a potential storage capacity of 19,000 acre-feet.
The water is to be used to irrigate approximately 5,000
acres of land for alfalfa production. The State Board is
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assumes all responsibility for the irrigation system which
will be developed in the future. The Yellow Water
project consists of a large storage reservoir with an earth
dam. The dam0will contain 125,000 cubic yards of fill
and will store 5,00 acre-feet of water for irrigating 2,000
acres for alfalfa production.
In addition to work on these two water store prjcts,
a small demonstration of flood irrigation on the Johnson
farm er'tofWinunett is nearly complete. This prject
involve; t diversion of run-off water from a couee to an
alfalfa field where it is to be spread by a series of contour
dikes. Control gates will be so placed with respect to
the contour dikes as to give a fairly even distribution of
water. This system of flood irrigation will enable the
operator to produce from one to three crops of alfalfa per
season on a 40-acre field.
7. Near Mexican Springs,; New Mexico, an earthen
dam was thrown across an actively eroding arroyo to
divert the water out over adjacent flats, formerly essentially bare of vegetation because of overgrazing. The
result in 1935 was a splendid growth of grass over some
300 acres and a production of corn yielding up to 60
bushels an acre on an additional 200 acres. Equally
good results were obtained in 1936.
This simple method of utilizing water that formerly
ran to waste down the arroyo, accomplished four distinctly useful things. It provided protection and mois.
ture for the rich lowland soil that was being cut away by
the expanding gully; it held back sdlt which otherwise
would have been discharged into Boulder Reservoir; it
provided food for the needy Navajos and feed for their
livestock; and in providing additional stock feed it
afforded ea measure of relief to overgrazed highlands
upstream.
Also at Mexican Springs, several earth dams were built
by the Soil Conservation Service to conserve and spread
rain-water. In June 1935, studies were started to determine the effect of flood irrigation on the native range
grasses. Following the summer rains, grasses on six
flood-irrigated test plots showed an average increase of
49.4 percent in density; the volume of grass was increased
ten times.
CONCLUSION

The virgin Plains have been described in print and by
word of mouth as a land of grass, its soils secure beneath
the protective mantle thrown over them by nature.
of the range taken in
0
Figures 10, I11 and 12, photographs
1870, present a striking visual description of the Plains
Region as it appeared prior to occupation by man. In
contrast, Figures 23 and 24 show the denuded and desolate conditions of today.
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Appendix 4
BENEFITS DERIVED BY AREAS SURROUNDING
IRRIGATION PROJECTS
The Bureau of Reclamation of the United States

Department of the Interior, in a letter to the Committee,
has made the following statement:
"There can be no question concerning the efficacy of
irrigation, where it Is practicable, in solving the problems
created by drought, not only of the acreage immediately
under the canals, but atso of a considerable area surrounding the watered land. The evidence presented by
the Federal projects at Belle Fourche, South Dakota,
and on the North Platte River in Wyoming and Nebraska,
is conclusive in this respect. These areas prospered during both the drought of 1934 s.nd that of 1936, although
they were in the heart of the region hit the hardest.
They bolstered the livestock industry in their localities
by providing feed and a market for feeder stock. They
supported urban communities and paid taxes in Suipport
of local governments and schools. They provided labor
and had little or no relief requirements of their own, In
addition, they supported such notable industries as sugar
factories and the like, with consequent additional
opportunities for employment.
"The Belle Fourche project, while it sufid a shortage
of water for irrigation due to the cumulative deficiency of
the past several years, produced crops ini 1936 of a value of
$21 per acre and of a total value of $777,000. In 1935
a total of 46,081 acres was irrigated in the Belle Fourche
project, producing crops valued at $1,026,675 or 524.11
per acre. The water shortage of 1936 forced a reduction
in the acreage irrigated to 37,000 acres.
"The valuation of the land of the Belle Fourche project
for taxation purposes is 530 per acre. The valuation of
the dry land surrounding this project for taxation purposes is $4.50 per acre. The return from the irrigated
land this year was 521 in comparison with 100 per acre
for the dry land. At their valuation on the tax rolls the
60,500 acres on the Belle Fourche project represent
$1,815,000. In addition, irrigation here sustains livestock
holdings valued at 51,100,000 and city property and utilities valued at $941,000. Adding an item for personal
property estimated conservatively at $500,000 the Belle
Fourche project sustains taxable property valued at
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$4,356,000. These values have been created by0 the
project as have those communities dependent upon them.
That this isoi demonstrated by the fact that except for
inland post offices there is no town nor settlement within
120 miles north of the project, within 90 miles northwest
of the project, and within 150 mile east of the project.
This section is primarily a range country and the flivestock industry within a range of 50 miles of the project is
dependent to a large extent upon the products of irrigation at the BeIle Fourche project. No hay of consequence
was cut on the dry land in 1936 and the livestock holdings
were reduced by 75 percent as a result of the drought and
water shortage. The remaining 25 percent is being
wintered on the project or on the hay and feed produced
by irrigation of the project lands.
"IThe North Platte project'has made simlar. contributions. The Goshen irrgation District,0with headquarten at Torrington, Wyoming, a part of the North Platte
project, produced on 42,494 acres in 1935 crops valued
at $1,288,419. In 1936 the acreage and the crop values
were approximately the same despite drought conditions
in surrounding areas. Lands of this District had an
assessed valuation of $30 per acre, while the nonrrited
farm lands surrounding have an assessed valuation of
$2.35 per acre. During the past five years the value of
crops on the surrounding non-irrigated land has averaged
leas than $3. The Goshen District has supplied both
labor and food for its own population and that of the
surrounding territory. In addition it has supported the
livestock industry of the dry areas of Goshen County."
*

*

"The Pathfinder Irrigation District, of Mitchell,
a part of the North Platte project, irrigates
about 193,000 acrcs in &otts Bluff County which has a
total of 432,000 acres. Of the remainder about onefifth is dry farmed and the balance used for pasture. .
At least 80 percent of the population of the County
derives its income directly or indirectly from irrigation
farming. The only manufacturing is that of locally
grown products. Five sugar beet factories, dependent

Nebraska,
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an Investupon products from Irrigated land,
ment of at least $5,000,0 and employ 1,500 men during
the season they operate. In 1936, 25,000 head of cattle
and 400,000 head of sheep were fattened on lands of the
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Pathfinder District. Ti stock: was obtained firom the
hard-premed stockmen of ranges in Nebraska, Wyoming
and Montana. In addition more than 9,000 cars of
potatoes were shipped from the District in 1936,"
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Appendix 5
THE MONTANA LAND-USE STUDY1
Illustrated by a Representcatlv. Sector of Fergus County

Generalized maps afford only an over-all picture of a
region. Any'selected area within a region is likely to present many variable factors which do not appear on a
generalized map but which must be understood in order
to plan soundly for better use of the land.
In order to illustrate briefly a program for improved
land Wse, from the assembling and weighing of facts to the
planning of desirable changes and adjustments, material
is presented here from a recent land-use study of the State
of Montana. This material pertains to an area in Fergus
County, central Montana, which is representative of the
entire State, in many ways of the whole northern Great
Plains Region.
This sector was chosenin order to obtain fair samples
of types of land and methods of land use found throughout the Region. The Fergus County area has all classes
of farm land, from excellent to poor. Its topography is
varied and it affords examples of the three major types of
operating units found in the Region: farms, ranches, and
combination units. As elsewhere in the northern Great
Plains, the problem to be considered is a dual one,
involving land conservation and the betterment of human
living standards.
People within the area realized that they facedcserious
adjustment problems. Erosion was general and increasing; the grass cover was depleted to an extent which
could not be charged entirely t o climatic conditions.
There was considerable abandonment of farm land. Tax
delinquency constituted an increasing worry to public
officials, and tenancy was on the rise. Operating units,
most of which were originally 160 and 320 acre homcsteads, had increased in size, and the amount of land over
which no effective control is exercised had grown rapidly.
Emergency assistance, in the form of seed loans, drought
purchase of livestock, feed loans and the like, was increasingly necessary. Some standard was needed for measuring the extent of the problem, the factors causing distress,
and the' adjustments needed to correct the situation.
By Ray B. Haight, Land-U,. Planning Specialist for Montana,
Resettlement Administration.
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No further evidence was required to show that the area
selected was definitely In need of some economic rehabilitation, but much additional Information was needed before the actual problems could be measured intelligently
and adequately understood, and before a sound basis
could'be established for future change. The development of the requisite information proceeded about as
follows:
First, facts were assembled to show the present use of
the land and the economic conditions which had resulted
therefrom. Second, these facts were correlated in order
to show the relative importance of factors responsible for
the present distress. Finally, with this information in
hand, it was possible to estimate adjustments which
should be made to correct destructive processes and to
set up the basis of a stable agriculture and a desirable
community life.
Much of the material used in thi study was already
available in statistical form. What was necessary was to
relate these facts one to another and to land conditions
by coordination and analysis and by representation on
maps. In some instances, supplementary information
had to be assembled. In other instances, lack of facilities
and lack of time made it necessary to do without certain
data which would have been extremely helpful but which
could be estimated somehow from secondary sources.
For example, there has been no mapping of farm abandonment. This factor, known to exist, was confirmed to
some extent by maps which showed relatively few farms
in areas that were settled more thickly in earlier years.
The maps and charts prepared from existing statistical
material or based on new data may be grouped in three
categories. First are those showing physical data: topography, land classification, availability of water, and
erosion. Second are those showing the present management of land: size and type of units, tenure and debt,
and the like. Finally, there are several miscellaneous
factors, including alternative economic opportunities,
availability of markets, population characteristics, risk
factors, community costs, etc. A complete list of the
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maps and charts prepared appears at the end of this
appendix. The first six maps that are reproduced represent material that has been particularly important in the
present study.
Map l shows topography
asp afactot in the commukilty
pattern, in the location of rivers and Intermittent streams,
railroads, improved and otherroads, telephone lines, etc.
As a .rule, the purelyphySicil factors are of less importance than the economic and social factors which have
arisen from the human use of the land.
Map 2 presents the land classification-by the Montana
Experiment Station andi the United States Bureau of
Chemistry and-Soils, and is an important guide in determining the size of units and- theytypes of production that
are possible from a purely physical viewpoint.
Map 3 shows the present use'of land in farms, distinguishing crop landidle crop land, and pasture. It also'
visualizes the present community pattern, and gives some
idea of the process of abandonment within these farms.
Map 4 shows the ownership of the land in 1934, according to four classifications: resident ownersh/p refers to
owners who reside within the State; non-resident ownership
relates to owners who reside outside the State; corporate
ownership is applied to corporate groups not actively
engaged in agriculture, in most instances credit agencies;
governmental ownership includes Federal, State, or county

ownership.
Map 5 shows the tax status of land. This factor must
usually be coupled with land tenure before it brings out
significant aspects of the problem.
Map 6 shows operating units within the area,' classified into three groups by gross income. Those units in
group one have an annual gross income of S1,000 or lIss;
those in group two, S1,001 to 52,000; and those in group
three, more than $2,000. The dominant type of operation is also indicated on this map. Type I includes those
units derivng two-thirds or more of their income from
cash-grain crops; type 2 comprises combination cashgrain and livestock units; and type 3 consists of units in
which two-thirds or more of the income is derived from

livestock.
Considerable importance i attached to the factor of
ownership. This is particularly true of land in what may
be termed "unwilling ownership"-L e., tracts acquired
by the county through- non-payment of taxes, or obtalned by corporate owners as a result of mortgage foreclosures, or held by absentee owners who have abandoned
their homesteads. Such land is apt to receive little care
or control. Together with scattered tracts of public
domain, it comprises the bulk of the unleased and uncontrolled land that falls prey to the sheep or cattle of
competitive users, who have no interest in its conserI

This map is cwnuidered to show at least 95 percent of all units.
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vatlon. As a result, these tracts are quickly overgrazed
and shortly become "sore spots" of wind erosion and
weed breeding.
It is supposed by some that free use of unleased lands is
an advantage to the small operator. A study made by
the State College of Montana some years ago revealed that
the existence of this cheap, unwanted land was responsible for various burdensome costs to small operators and
large operators alike. The scramble for the use of these
tracts brings on excessive competition, forcing an operator to sell his stock in Ipoor years on a low market. It
militates against the improvement of stock, and involves
a high risk for the operator who depends upon this pasture, Labor costs are also likely to be relatively high for
those who count upon this land.
The need for assembling so wide a variety: of data -as
indicated is due particularly to the fact that without
them it is im sble to judge accurately the relative
importance of the several factors considered. Within
even so small an area as that covered by this illustrative
discussion, each factor studied may have great imnportance in some- places and little or no importance in other
places. Consider, for ;example, the factor of land
ownership. Correlation of the ownership pattern with
other data reveals that in those portions of the area hav.
ing the more productive Classes of crop and grazing land,
ownership does not indicate the major changes necessary.
On the other hand, the ownership-pattern on lands of
lower prodawtivity, when related to other data, does give a
definite Indication of some of the basic adjustments that
are required. The same thing is true of a relatively less
important factor, such as the length of frost free periods.
In portions of the area where the dominant type of
operation involves the production of hay and livestock,
the frostless period is of comparatively little consequence.
It assumes far more significant proportions in localities
which produce beans, corn, and garden crops.
To attempt to describe systematically the process of
correlating the many factors included in this study would
be like trying to outline a process for putting together the
pieces of a jigsaw puzzle. In the case of this study, moreover, there is the added complication that each time a
new "piece" or factor is brought in, it changes the relative size and shape of every other piece. As an example,
take the factor of tax delinquency. Frequently tax delinquency is an indication of the uneconomic use of land.
In many instances, however, correlation of this factor
with other factors reveals a very different situation.
When correlating data as to ownership and type of operating unit with tax delquency on' certain tracts in central Montana it will be found that the delinquent lands
are locally owned grazing units. Certain paid-up tracts
nearby will be found to be absentee or corporate owned
land, much of which also will be found to be abandoned
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or: idle. 'Thces findings indicate. that the payment of
taxes on these tracts bears little relation tolthe condition
of the land; taxes have been paid for the most part with
funds received from sources outside of the land itselfand
have 'beenpaid moreover, to satisfy bookkeeping requirements or other purposes not related to the Aceor character of the land. By consulting additional data, it is
found that the paid-up tracts are sufferingimore severely
from wind-erosion than the delinquent tracts that there
has been general depletion of their grass cover and that
they contain land largely in the lower clauifications.
l)igging still further into available records a compete
story finally is uncovered that provides an understandable background for the condition -that has been noted.
Originally the lands around waterholes and along
streams were taken up b)y large cattle outfits, which used
the adjoining areas of public land as additional range.,
In 1910, or thereahouts, a rapid settlement brought
homesteaders into the area, who took up the bench lands
for grain-farming purposes. Thc consequent restriction
of free grazing opportunities for the cattlemen necessitated their assuming heavier costs in raising winter feed
and in leasing or purchasing additional range land.
Gradually these costs became unbearable, and the cattle
operators found themselves unable- to meet their tax
payments. At the same time, the grain farms established
by homesteaders also fared poorly. Farms were heavily
mortgaged, and as conditions proved steadily unfavorable to crop farming, the land fell into the hands of the
mortgage holders. Abandonment soon followed, leaving the lands to be used by the cattlemen for unrestricted,
competitive grazing. Further destruction of the grass
and further erosion of the soil were the inevitable consequences. Yet all' theitume, because of outside influences,
the taxes on these bench lands were paid up.
having thus arrived at a true conception of the conditions prevailing on these lands--conditions which
proved to be far different from what first appearances
might have led one to suppose-it became possible to
plan readjustments that would restore successful methods
of land use to this badly stricken area. In some instances,
the procedure has been to encourage larger units with a
view to making grain farming possible. In other and
more numerous instances, the best use of the land has
appeared to demand the restoration of grazing. The
proper decision depends in part upon the further correlation of a number of factors, such as crop yields, meteorological data, economic conditions, the community
pattern, and the like.
The most significant point to be made is not that tax
delinquency data are sometimes misleading. It is,
instead, the fact that no one-dimensional approach to
the measurement of land problems can succeed. Every
possible factor must be examined in order to avoid subtle
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pitfalls of error. The trail of truth lead around many
unexpected corners.
, It is clear that the process of complete correlation for

the wholc Fergus County area and for all the factors
involved therein is a long one. But when it is complete, it provides as sound a bais for planning acan
be had. Tvhe results of these correlations are hown on
the last map, No. 7, which Indicates the probable best0
uses of land in the selected area-besit for a stable
economy that will yield a' continuing Income to the
inhabitants. AIt should be noted that within each township in which both cash grain and livestock farming Iare
present, the ratio of black to white indicates the relation
between these two types within the township as a whole,
but not the actual areal distribution of these types within
the township.
Where physical factors and present conditions of use
point to the desirability of continuing grain farming
along present lines, this has been indicated. In many
cases, the. correlation of present-use data with the relevant physical factors indicates the need for larger
operating Dunits to allow for better crop rotation. In
other portions of the area correlation shows that physical
conditions leave the land on the margin of use for grain
farming or grazing. In such instances it may be purely
economic factors which throw the decision as to use one
way or the other. Here one may see the importance of
those varying factors which were pointed out above in
the case of the ownership pattern and the frost free period.
On the basis of numerous correlations the following
methods of improving land use for the area under study
have been suggested:
1. A reversion of land from crops to permanent pasture,
particularly in portions of the area having land of lower
classifications.
2. Better use of water, through irrigation, retardation
of run-off, and development of storage facilities.
3. Increase in the size of operating units, with respect
to both cash-grain and cattle units. Larger pasture
facilities are particularly necessary.
4. Encouragement of better farm practices, including
rotation of tilled crops with grass, dam listing, contour
furrowing, etc.
5. Changes in the policies governing credit and
taxation.
6. Adjustment of farm debts.
A significant check upon the results of this multiple
approach to the determination of land problems and to
their solution is given by the last step in the process followed; namely, discussion of the proposed changes with
local residents-farners and ranchers living in the area.
It has been found that the more intelligent operators
everywhere in: Montana have shown a noteworthy apdtude for understanding the basis for this type of study,

Table: Table A.- For the area: North of line betwe n townships 17 and 18, west of line betwe n ranges 23 and 24, and east of, but including 2 eastern tiers of sections in range 15

Table: Table B.- Fergus County total
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and the conedulons reached. Perha thisaptitude is
due to the (ict that these men are accustomed to consider
numerous factors in relation to -a given piece of land, and
have not, like so many specialists, confined their obeervaln pro
of
blem.
tios to a single aspect their
The unity of this study lies In the area itself not in any
one subject matter. The unity of land problems
u in the
maind ofa farmer or rancher is the land which hehas
tried to handle successfully year after year In the face not
of one difficulty, but 'of all difficulties, There is a corresponding multiple approach for Investigators, and it has
been gratifying to note the great extent to which the
specific proposals made as A result of this correlated survey have been approved by men on the land whose
judgment was based entirely on their own first hand
experience.
TABI.z A.-For the area: North of line between towuhips 17
and 18, west of line between ranges 23 and 24, and east of, but
including 2 eastern tiers of sections in range 15
_Percent

native

oftoalpecent

Total all yield classes:
Operators' 362 100.00
Acres wheat seded.. 60, 818 100.00
Bushels wheat harvested .
641, 685 100.00
0-2.49 bushels per seeded
acre (1928-35):
25
6. 91
Operators.
......
Acrs wheat seded
2, 861
4. 70
..
Bushels wheat harvested.
.70
4, 479
2.5-4.99 bushels per seeded
acre (1928-35):
43
Operators ......
11. 88
Acres wheat seeded ... 5, 144
8. 46
Bushels wheat harvested .....,..... 20, 945
3. 26
5-7.49 bushels per seeded
acre (1928-35):
90 24. 86
Operators.
Acres wheat seeded ... 13,491 22.18
Bushels wheat harvested .84, 225 13.13
7.5 and over bushels per
seeded acre (1928-35):
204 56. 35
Operators.
Acres wheat seeded. . . 39, 322 64. 66
Bushels wheat harvested .... ..532,036 82.91
.

.......

........

100.00
100.00
100.00
6. 91
4.70
.70
18. 79

13.16
3. 96
43. 65
35. 34
17. 09

100.00
100.00
100.00

I Includes stock ranches for which wheat records are in
hand.

Tables A and B show the average eight yeas record
for the production of wheat in this area. If the sixty-
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eight tarms Averaging les than five bushels of wheat per
acre had been seeded to gra# crop., wheat production
for the area for the period would haveVbeen reduced
25,424 buels or 370 bushels per(arm. Since It took
8,000 acres to produce this wheat, the income Was
apparently not much more than the seed cost, in addition
to which there were labor and marketing costs, interest,
taxes, and fitnfly living costs.

TABLE B.-Fergus County total I
--

: -:

Percent Accumnulative
Percetoa
ofttlpercent

Total all yield classes:

1, 054 100. 00
Acres wheat seeded. 218, 129 100.00
Buqhels wheat harvested . ........ 2, 526, 697 100. 00
0-2.49 bushels per
seeded acre (192835): X
43
Operators ........
4.08
Acres wheat seeded.
2.77
6, 047
Bushels wheat harvested.
vetd... ... ....
.38
9, 633
2.5-4.99 bushels per
seeded acre (192835):
84
Operators .....
7. 97
Acres wheat seeded.
4. 81
10, 489
Bushels wheat har.
vested .. i ......
1. 67
42, 200
5-7.49 bushels per
seeded acre (192835):
188 17. 84
Operators ........
Acres wheat seeded.
33, 039 15. 15
Bushels wheat harvested .......... 207, 660
8.22
7.5 and over bushels per
seeded acre (192835):
739 70. 11
Operators ......
Acres wheat seeded. 168, 554 77. 27
Bushels wheat harvested .......... 2, 267, 204 89. 73

100. 00
100.00
100. 00

4.08
2.77

.38
12. 05

7.58
2.05

29. 89
22. 73
10. 27
10.00
100.00

100.00
s

iu

I Includes stock ranches for which wheat records are
in hand.

SUB-APPENDIX
A complete list of factors mapped in connection with
the area study in Fergus County, Montana.
1. Geological Areas.
2. Soil Types.
3. Topography.4. Streams and Watersheds.
5. Land Claification.
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6. Peetage of Each Class.
7. Type of firitlng Area:.
8. Problem Area by Type.
9. Land In Fm (Which Shows 1933Land Use).
10. State Yield Map.
11. Acres ofWheat.:
12. Bushels of Wheat.
13. Acres for allMmajor Crops.
14. Operating Units-Size and Production.
15. Livestock Classes and Numbers (obtained by correlating Forest Permits-Drought Purchase records,
Assessor records-6000 RACC records and other counts).
16. Ownership Mapped in 4 classes (Statistically available in 15 subclasses).
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17 ax Sttus
18 PbiceSvic
19. Population by Age Groups. (Mapped in place).
20. Isolation 0VMaps.

21. Subvention..:
22.
23.
24.
25.,
26.
27.
28.

Mortgage'Studies Mapped.
Precipitation and Temperature.
lHeat Units.
Erosion,
Cover.
Cover Depletion.
Population Movement.

S

FERGUS COUNTY, MONTANA, TOPOGRAPHIC MAP

LAND CLAS IFICATION FARM LANDS

LAND IN FARMS

OWNERSHIP MAP

TAX STATUS

FARM INCOME BY UNITS 1936

BEST LAND USE

Table: Table 3.- Acreage of land in grazing district (sum er range)

Table: Table 4.- Individual data on permits is ued

;

Appendix 6

A MONTANA COOPERATIVE GRAZING ASSOCIATION

The following excerpt from the Montana Experiment
Station'BulletinNitinber 326, entitled "Grazing Districts
in Montana: Their Purpose and Organization Procedure", is of interest as an illustration of the actual Use of a
cooperative grazing association for unified control of
range land"This district i chosen for an illustration Is -one of the
smaller districts, with the size of the ranches also smaller
than the average. It shows the possibilities for cooperative land use planning and development where a genuine community of interest exists among the stockmen of
a district. This district has twenty members. The
organization data on lands are given in 'table 3.
"The ranch property of the members consists of 16,760
acres of owned range, 1,420 acres of hay and feed crop
land,''and 16,200 acres of leased grazing land.' 'he
average carrying capacity of the range lands of the dis
trict was estimated by the members at 20'head (animal
units) to the section for an eight-month grazing season.
Approximately 60 miles of fence are required to enclose
the district, of which the association now owns about 15
miles. The type of fence being constructed is made with
three lines of barbed wire on posts two rods apart with a
stay between, which costs about 5125 to the mile.

1

TA9LE 3.-Acreag of land in grazing district (summer rang,)

"Thcre are four stock water reservoirs owned by
members and the construction of 20 more iss planned to
afford better watering facilities and better use of the
range. There are five springs, capable of furnishing
stockwater, which have been protected and improved.
"The watr development plans are important for this
district' because ulet most of the cattle ranches- of the
plains region of the State, these are operating on a cow,
calf, and yearling basis. When presnt water development plans are completed, no part of the range will be
more than one mile from stock Water.
"The Class One permits for' 1,222 cattle and 96 horses
absorb a-ll of the carrying capacity of the range. The
grazing fee per year has been set at $1.50 per animal unit.
The individual data on permits issued is given in table 4.
TABLE 4.-Individual data on permits isswad

Permit

Prefer- Condiwualc tonal

I.,
2

5
per

section

6

.

......

...

7.

.....:,

8,

_

Public domain .
.
State ... ...... .
R

.ilrod.........

Non-resident.... . ....
Federal Land Bank.
.
County...Resident .. --- ..

9.

9
..co
o...5

Ikcsc cost Of $2
to 'Du.

Tax average, $37.
Lease of $15.

Total .

''lie word "district" is used in this Bulletin
Association -and to the land under controlIrthis
that in mind.
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to:refer both to the

should be read with

Permit
no.

no.

3

Cost

Animal unitsClUss 1

1 ,.,*

44
32
400
33
77
28
51
19
9
19

._

19 11.i.
9X; 12 .....
10' 13.
A 4 . ....
.
18 15 .**18 16 .....
12 17.
37: 18.
30 19 .
.... 20 .....
-

-

Animnal unitsClan I
Prefer- Conditional

ence

13
50
20

23
50
33
45
54
65
71
46
29
13

37
3

5
40
166
34
119

F

"Class One permits are based on the number of livestock forX which a ranch has feed production, including
winter pastures, and the required history of prior use.
This clas of permit is further divided into preference
prts for the winter feed rating of onped property, cand
conditional permits for the winter feed rating of Iluud
property."

Appendix 7
A STANDARD STATE SOIL CONSERVATION DISTRICTS LAW

An- act to declare the necessity of creating governmental subdivisions of the State, to be known as "soil
conservation districts, to engage In conserving soil
resources and preventing and controlling' soil eroison;ii\
to establish the State soil conservation committee, and to;
define its powers and dutia; to provide for the creation of
soil conservation districts; to define the powers and
duties of soil conservation districts, and to provide for the
exercise bof such power, including the power rtoacque
property by purchase, gift, and otherwise; to empower
such districts to adopt programs and regulations for the
discontinuance of land-use practices con tributing to 'soil
wastage and soil erosion, and the adoption and carrying
out of soil-conserving landuse practices, and to provide
for the enforcement of such programs and regulations;
to provide for establishing boards of adjustment in-connection with land-use regulations, and to define 'their
functions and powers; to provide for financial assistance
to such soil conservation districts, and making an
appropriation for that purpose; to declare an emergency
requiring that this act take effect from the date of its
passage, and for other purposes.1
[Enacting Clause.] '
SECTION 1. SHORT TrrLE
Thiis act may be known and cited as the soil conserva-

tionV districts law.
SECTION 2. LEGISLATIVE DETERMINATIONS, AND

DECLARATnON OP PouoCY
It is hereby declared, as a matter of legislative determinationA, The condition.-That the farm and grazing lands of
t
Iare among the basic assets of
thecState of
the State and that the preservation of these lands is necesI This tide will be appropiate in miost State, In many States it
be
to modifrythe title to conform with the local

will

necessary

legislative

practice,
'The form of the enactIng clause is generally prescribed in the State
constitution. AAn enacting clause should be supplied in conformity with
the legilative practice.
s Ths section is impottat in announcing the constitutional basis
upon which the legislation is predicated

sary to' protect and promote the health safety, and general welfare' of its people; that improper land-use practices
have caused and have contributed to, and are now
causing ,and contributing to, a progssvely more
serious erosion of the farm and grazing lands of this State
by wind and water; that the breaking of natural grasg
plant, and forest cover fhave interferedX with, the& natural
Qfactori of moil stabilization,causing loosening of soil and
exh'austion of humusand developing a soil condition
that (avors erosion; that the topsl is being blown 'and
washed out of fields and pastures; that there has been an
accelerated washing of hoping fields; that these processes
of erosion by wind and water speed up with removal of
absorptive topsoil, causig exposure of less absorptive
and less protective but more erosive subsoil; that failure
by any land occupier to conserve the soil and control
erosion upon his lands causes a washing and blowing of
soil and water from his lands onto other lands and makes
the conservation of soil and control of erosion on such
other lands difficult or impossible.
B. The consequnwus.-That the consequences of such
soil erosion in the form of soil-blowing and soil-washing
are the; silting and sedimentation of stream channels,
reservoirs, damsn, ditches, and harbors; the loss of fertile
soil materialI in dust Storms; the piling up of soil on lower
slopes, and its deposit over alluvial plains; the reduction
in productivity or'outright ruin of rich bottom'lands by
overwash of poor ssubsoil material, sand, and gravel:
swept out 'of the hills; deterioration of soil and its fertilityj deterioration of cropsgrownithereon, and declin-ing acre yields despite development of scientific processes
for increasig such yields, loss of sol- and water which
causes destruction of food and cover for wildlife; a
blowing and washing of soil into streams which silts over
spawning bedsi, and destroys water plants, diminishing
the food supply of fish; a diminishing of the underground
water 'reserve, which causes water shortages, intensifies
periods of drought, and causes crop failures; an increase
in the speedand&volume of rainfall run-off,-causing
severe and increasing floods, which bring suffering, dli.
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case, and death; impoverishment of families attempting
to farm erodinigland crowded linds; dge to roads, highways, raiways, farnm buildings, and other property from
floods and from dust storms; and losses in navigation,
hydro-electric power, municipal watcr supply, irrigation
developments, farming, and grazing.
C. Thi~ apropriats corrective method.-That to conserve
soil resources and control and prevent soil erosion, it s
necessary'that land-use practices contributing to soil
wastage and soil erosion be discouraged and discontinued,
and appropriate soil-conserving land-use practices be
adopted and carried out, that among the procedures
necessary for widespread adoption, are the carrying
on of engineering operations 'such a the construction of
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the provisions of action 6 of this act to nominate candidates for the office of supervisor of a soil conservation
district.:
(6) "State" means the Stite of
.......
(7) "1Agency of this State" includes the government of
this State and any subdivision, agency, or instrumental
ity, corporate or oth ise, of the government of this
State.
(8)-"UnIted States" or agenciese of their United
States" includes the United Staites of America, the Soi
Conrvation Service of the United States'Department'o
Ariculture, and any other agenc or instrumcntaity,
corporate or otherwiseof the United States of America.
(9) "Government" or "governmental" includesrthe
terrace outlets, check-dams, dilks, ponds,
government of this State, the Government of the United
ditches, and the like; the utilization of strip cropping,
States-$,andany subdivision agency, or instrumentality,
corporate or otherwise, of either of them.
furrowing, contour cultivate , and contour 9furrwng;l',1and irrigation; seedin6g and p lwanting of wate
o(10) f"Land occupier or "-occupier of land" includes
anypersonfir, or corporation who shall hold title to,
sloping, a'ban done, or eroded lands to watr-coservingi
-and eroson-preventingiplantsifr, and gr ;foreta-00 or shill Ibe 'in poession of, any lads lying witin a
tdon and reforestation; rotation of crops; oil stabilization district orga ed under the provisions of this act,
.
with ttrees, grasses, legumes, and other thick-ging,- whether -as owner, lessec, renter, tant, or oth
(11) ;"Due'notice" mea notice published at least
of run-off by increasing
soil-holding
crops;
retardation
twice, with an Interval of at least 7 days between the two
absorption of rnfall;, and retirement from cultivation
publication dates, in a newspaper or other publication
of steep, high y erosive areas and areas now badly gullied
of general clrculationwithin 'the appropriate area, or, if
or otherwise erode.
no such publication of general circulation be; available,
of 'oLit is hereby declared to be the
D. Dartion
by posting, at a reasonable number of conspicuous
policy of the legislature to provide for th conservation of
places within the appropriate aa, such Otng to
the soil And soi resources of 'thi State, and for the control
include, where possible, posting at public places where it
fand prevention of soil erosion, and thereby to preserve
natural resources, control floods, prevent impairment of may be customary to post notices concerning county or
municipal affairs generally. At any hearing held purdams and reservois, asist in maintaining the navigasuant to such notice, at the time and place degnated in
bility of rivers and harbors, preserve wildlife, protect the
such notice, adjournment may be made from time to
tax base,': protect public lands, and protect and promote
time without the necessity of renewing such notice for
the health, safety, and general welfare of the people of
such adjourned dates.
this State.
SECTION 3. DEFINITIONS
SacrnoN 4. STATE SOIL CONSERVAnOn Cowan-zn
Whenever used or referred to in thi act, unless a differA. There ishereby established, to serve as an agency
ent meaning clearly a'ppearsfrorm the context:
of the State and to perform the functions conferred upon
(1) "District" or "soil conservation district" means a
it in this act, the State oil conservation Committee. The
committee shall consist of a chaian andi
governmental suivision of this State, and a public body
i
- members.4 The following shall serve, ex official, as members
corporate and politic, organized in accordance' with the
provisions of thisact, for'the purposes, with the powers, of the committee: the director of the State extension
and subject to the restrictionishereinafter set forth.service;,,te director of the State agricultural expeiment
0"Supersor" means, one of the members of the
;
station located at'
and -.5 The
,,(2)
governing, body 'of a' district, elected. 'or appointed in
committee may invite the Secretary of Agriculture of the
accordance With'the provisions of this act.
'The nuimber,which should be not le than 3aand probably not more
(3) -"Committee" or "State soil conservation committhanS should be here inerted..
'There should be hei added the other State official who are to erve
tee" means the agency created' in section 4 of thli act.
as members of the committee, such as posibly theState consrvaion
(4) "Petition" mcans a petition filed under the procommissioner, if there is suh an odecil; the Suta Commisioner of
agriculture, or similar official; a representative of the State 'planning'S
visions of subsection A of section 5 of this act for the
board if such a hoard bua been' creted by sttute 'or' reolution of the:
State legislature. This list should, however, desinate one members less
creation of a district.
than the total membership of the committee, to leave rooma for-the
'(5) "Nominating petition" means a petition'filed under
Federal representative mentioned in the next sentensc.

terracsg

liner
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United Stats of America to appoint one person to serve
with the above-mentioned members a a member of the
committee. The committee shall keep a record of its
official actions, shall adopt a seal, which seal shall be
judicially noticed, and MA perform such acts, hold such
public hearings and promulgate such rules and regulations As may be necessary for the execution of its functions under this ac
t.
B. The State soi co ion mittee mAy employ
an administrative officer and such technical experts and
such other agents and employees, rm ent and temporary, as It may require, and shall dete their qualifications, duties, and compensation. The committee may
call upon the att y general of the State fot such legal
services as It may reqiUre, or may employ It own coue
and legal staff. It shall have authority to delegate to its
chairman, to one 0or more of Its mmbersor to one or
more agts or empl
suchpowers and duties as it,
may deem proper It shall be suplied with stable
office accomdtio-at the seat of the State government,and shall be funihed with te necessary suppies
and equipent. fUpon request of the committee, for the
purpose of ca outV any of its
the. supervising officer of any Sta te ncy, or of any Stat Institur may
tion of learning shall,
ble under
available
operations, and hang dueIregdto the
needs of the agency to wh the request Isdited,
asgn or deal to the committee mber of the staff or
personnel Of such agency or institution of learning, and
make such ipecil reports, surveys, or studies as the
committee may request.
C. The' committee shall designate its chairman, and
may, from time to time, change such dsignation. A
member of the committee shall hold office so long as he
shall retain the office by virtue of which he shall be serving on the committee. A majority of the committee
shall constitute a quorum, and the concurrence of a
majority in--any matter within their dutieshalll'be requiredlfor its determination.- The chairman and 'members of the committee shall receive no compensation for
their services on the committee, but ishallfbe entitled to
eenexs, including traveigexpenses, necessarly i
cured in the discharge of their duties on the committee,
The committee shall provide for the execution' of surety
e
bonds for all employees andofficers
who shall be entrusted w ith: funds or property; sha provide frtthe
keeping of a full and accurate record of all proceedings
and of all resolutions, rrelations, and orders issued or
adopted; and shall -provide for an annual audit of the
accounits of receipt anddisbursements.
D. In addition to the duties and powers hereinafter
conferred upon the State soil conservation committee, it
shall have the following duties and powers:
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(1) To offer sucheassistance, as may be appropriate to
the supervisors of soil conservation districts, organized a
provided hereinafter, In the carrying out of any of their
powers and programs
(2): To keep the supervisors of each of the several
districts oraized under the provisions of this act
informed the activities ad experience Of all other
districts organiied hereuder, and to facilitate an interchange of advice and experience between such districts
and cooperation between'them.
(3) To coordnate -the program of the several il
conservatin districts organized hreunder so far as this
may be done by advice an dconsultation.
(4) To secure the cooperation andiassistance of the
United Stt and any"of
itagencis and of agencies of
this State, in the work of such districts.
(5) To disseminate imaition throughout he State
concerning the activities and programs of the soil conservation districts organized hereunder, and to encourage
the formation of such districts in ras where their
organition Is desirable.
SsCOn 5. CalAnON ov SOIL CoNSUmVAnon DMsruola
A. Any twenty-five (25) occupieir ofld ing within
te limits of the teritory proposed to be orgaized into a
disrt may le a petidon wihthe State soil conservation c tteeing that a soil conservaton district be
ornzed to function the territory described in the
petition.'' Sch petition shall set forth:
(1) The prpsed name of said district;
(2) That there is need, in the interest of the publiC

health, safety, and farfor a il coneati district to function in thi territory described in the petition;:
(3) A description of the territory proposed to be
organized as a district, which description shall not be
required to be given by metes and bounds or by legai
subdivisions, but shall be deemed sufficient if generally
accurate;
(4) A request that the State soil conservation committee duly define 'the boundaries for such district;l that a
referendum be held within the territory so defined on the
question of the creation of a soil conservation district in
such territory; and that the committee determine that
such a district be created,
Where more than one petition' is filed covering parts of

40plaite''ioimonay be here made tio conoinitwith eXsiting
I true thtn many Statestheret now eist too many lcal'gvern-

it

mental sibdivisions. It is important', nevertheless to provide for
establishing'isoil 'consebrvation''dist~ric~ts rather thain''t7oofer: additionQal'UpOn
luritin exUstIng
couptie;sor other
The most imaeniSes.
eration there
relevat isthefatthatthti
pvonll
portani consid
permit iticluilon wihnIdsrc falo h ertr hc hud
or physical and economicreasons, be governed a a unit. It will probably be found desirable, in most cases, to include in a district part or
all of sevral counties, and in some caeit may be found appropriat
to establish a district over an area smaller than single county.,
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the same territory, the State soil conservation committee
may consolidate all or any such' petitions.
B. Within thirty (30) days after such a petition has
been filed with the State soil conservation committee, it
shall cause due notice to be given of a proposed hearing
upon the question of the desirability and 'necessity, in
the interest of the public health, safety, and welfare, of
the creation of such district,, upon the question of the
appropriatelboundaries to be assigned to'such district,
upon the propriety of the 'petition and other proceedings
:takenunder this act, and upon all questions; relevant to
such inquiries. All occupiers of land within' tht limits of
the territory described in' the pe tuition, andof lands
within any territory considered for addition to such
described' territory, andall other interested parties,' shall
have the right to attend such hearings and to be: hard.
If it shall appear upon the haring that it may be desirable to include Vwithin the proposed district territory
outside of the area within which dued hnotice'of the hearing
has, been given, the hearing shall be adjourned and due
notice of further hearing ihallfbe given throughout the
entire area considered for inclusion in the district,' and
such further -hearing held, After such hearing, if the
comrnitteed` ihall determine, -upon the facts presented at
such hearing and upon such other relevant facts and
informationa'as may be availablejthat there is need, in the
interest of the public'health, safety, and welfare for a
soil conservation district to functionn in the territory
considered at the' hearing, it shall make and record such
determination, and shall define, by metes and bounds or
by legal subdivisions,' thie boundaries of such district.
In making: such determination' and in defining such
boundaries, the committee shall give due weight and
consideration to the topography of the area considered
and of the State, the composition of soils therein, the
distribution of erosion, the prevailing land-use praciccs,
the Idesirability and necessity of including within the
boundaries the particular lands under consideration' and
the benefit such lands may receive from being included
within such boundaries, therelation of the proposed
area to existing watersheds and agricultural regions,-and
to other soilconservationdistrictasIrcady organized or
proposed for organization :under the provisions of this
tac't, andsu~ch other physical, geographical, an economic
factors as are relevant, having due regard to the legislain ection 2 of this act.
tive determinatio ns setsforth
''he territory to be included within such' boundaries need
not be contiguous. if ;the committee shall determine
after such hearing, after due consideration of the00said
relevant facts, that there is no need for a soil coniservation
district to function in the territory considered at the
hearing, it shall make and record such determination and
shall deny the petition. After 6 months shall have ex-
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pired from the date of the denial of any such petition,
subsequent petitions covering the samre or substantially
the same territory may be fied as aforesid aand new
hearings held and'determinaons made thereon.
0. After theXcommlttce ;has made and recorded a
detcrminatilon that there is need, in the interest of the
public health, safety, and welfare, for the organization
of a district in a particular territory and has defined the
boundaries thereof, it shall consider the questions whether
the operation of a district within such boundaries with
the powVers conferred upon soil conservation districts in
this act is administratively practicable and feasible To
assist the committee in' the deter mination of such administrative practicality and feasibility, it shall be the duty
Of the coninlttee, within a reasonable timedafter entry
of the finding that there is need for the organization of
the proposed district and the determination of the boundar~iesthereof, to hold afreferendum within the proposed
dis;Atric t':S upon ; thet0 Xproposition$ of 'the creation 'of the
d istrict, and to cause due notice of suchreferendum
.
to begvenTh e qusinsalb submitted by ballots
upon which the words For creation of a soil conservation district of the lands below described and lying in the
,
, and and "Against
county(ies) of
creation of a soil conservation district of the lands below
and
describedc and lying -In the county(ies) of
i -": shalll be printed, with a square before each
proposition and a direction to inscrtf an X marrk in the
square before one or the other of said propositions as the
voter Xmay' faivor or0 oppose creation of such district t. The
ballot shall set'tforth theboundaries of such proposed
district ais determined by the committee. All occupiers

of lands lying within the boundaries of the territory, as
determined by the State soi conservation committee,
shall be eligible to vote in such referendum. Only such
land occupiers shall be eligible to vote.
D. The committee shall pay all expenses for the
issuance of such notices and the' conduct of such hearings
and referenda, and shall supervise the conduct of such
hearings and referenda. It shall issue appropriate regulations governing the' conduct of such hearings and
referenda, and providing'for the registration0 prior 'to
U -nof all eligible voters, or,
the date of the referendum
prescribing' some otherappropriate procedurefior the'
determination' of those eligible as voters in sucUhreferenof
referendum. No inalitics in the conduct such
dum or00 in any matters relating teto ihall invalidate
said referendum or the result thereof if notice thereof
shall' have been i substantially as herein provided
and said referendum shail have been fairly conducted.
E. The committee shall publish the' result of such
referendum and shall thaftc r consider and determine
whether the operation of the district within the defined
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boundaries Is administratively practicable and feasible.
If the committee shall determine that the operation of
such district is not adminIstratively practicable and
feasible, it shall record such determination and deny the
petition. If the committee shall determine that the
operation of such district is administratively practicaoble
and feasible, it shall record such deternation and hall
proceed with the organization of the district in- the
manner hereinafter provided. In making such determination the committee shall give due, regard -.and
weight to the attitudes of the occur piers of lands iying
within the defined boundaries, the number of land occupiers eligible to vote In such referendum who slhal have
voted, the proportion of the votes cast in such referendumrn
in favor of the creation of the district to the total number
of votes cast, the approximate wealth 'ainrd In-come of theland occupileri of the proposed di trict, the probably
expense of carrying on erosion-control operations within
such district, and such other economic and social factors
relevant to such determination, having due
as may be th6e
legislative determinations et forth in
regardto
section 2 of this act; provided, however, that the 'committee shall not have auhority to determine that the
operation of the proposed district within the defined
boundaries Is administratively' practicable- and feasible
unless at least a majority of the votes cast In the refirendum upon the proportion of creation, of thedistrictshallI
have been cast in favor of tie' creation of iuch district.
;F. If thecommittee shl determine cthatthe operation'
of the proposed district within the defined undaries i
administratively practicable and feasible, it shallappoint
two (2) supervisors to act, with the three (3) sdpervlsors
elected as provided hereinafter, as the governing body of
the district. Such district shall be a governmental subdivision oftthis State and a public body corporate and
politic, upon the taking of the following proceedings:
The two appointed Iupervisors sha llpresent to the
secretary of state anr application 'signed by them, which
shall set forth (and such application need contain ,no
detail other than the mere recitals): ' () that 'a petition
for the creation of the dlitrictf wa's filed with ithe State
soil conservation committee pursuant to the provisions of
this act, and that -the proceedings specified. in this act
were taken' pursuant to such petition; that the application is being filed in order to complete the organization of:
the district as a governme-nital subdiisionandla publc
body, corporate and politic, under this act; and that the
committee has'appointed them as supervisors; (2) the;
name'and official residence of each of the supervisors,
together with a certified copy of the appointments
evidencing their right to office; (3) the term of office of
each of the supervisors; (4) the name which is proposed
for the district; and (5) .the location of the principal
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office of 'the supervisors of the district. The application
shall be subscribed and sworn to by each of the said
supervisors before an officer authorized by the lawsiof
this state to take and certify oaths, who shl certify upon
the application that he personally knows the supervisors
and knows them0to be the officers as affirmed in the
application, and that each has subscribed thereto in the
officer's presence. 0 The application shall be' accom-n
panied by a statement by the State soil conservation
committee, whichshall certify (and such statement need
contain no detail other than the mere recital) that a
petition was -filed, notice issued, and hearing heid as
aiforesld; that the committc''did' duly determine that
there6is need, in the Interest of the publc health, safety,
and welfare, for a soil conservation district to function in
the proposed territory: and did define fthe boundaries
Xthereof; that notice was given and a referendum held
0on the question of the creation ofisuch district, and that
the result of such referendumtshowed a majoen3rity- of the
vot cst I suchreftreidum tobbe in favor of thecrieationtX
of the di trict; that thereafter the committee did duly
determine that the operation of the proposed district ib'
t ? ft ea
Ibl. ..The,
-. said
,. ,and feasible.
The
administratively praticable
statement shall set forth thoe boundaries of the district as
theythave been defined 6by the committee.
The secretary of state shall examine the application and
statement and, if he ndstnatth e name proposed for the
district Is not identical with that of any other. soil conservation districtlof this State or so 'nearly sinlar as to
lead to confusion or uncertainty, heshiall r'ceAve andfile
them and shall record them in an appropriate book of
record in his office. If the secretary of state shall find
that the name proposed for the district is identical with
that of any other soil conservation district of this State,'
or so nearlyvsimilar as to lead to confusion and uncertainty, he shall certify such fact to the State soil conservation committee, which shall thereupon submit to the
secretary of state a new name for the said district, which
shall not be subject to such defects. Upon receipt of
such new name, free ofsuch defects, the secretary of state
shall record the application and statement,; with the
name so modified, in an appropriate book of 'record in;
his office. When the application eand statement ve
been made, filedand recorded, as hereinm provided, the
district shall constitute a governmental subdivision ofthis
State and a public body corporate and _'politic. Thie
secretary of state shall makce and Issue to the said supervisors certificate, under the-seal of the State, of the due
organization of the said'district, and shall record such
certificate with the application and statement The
boundaries of such district shall include the territory as
determined by the State soil conservation committee as
aforesaid, but in no event shall they include any area
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behalf of whom such nominating petitions have been filed
included within the boundaries of another soil conservawithin the time herein designated shall be printed,
tion district organized under the provisions of this act.
arranged in the alphabetical order of the sun , upon
0. After six (6) months shall have expired from the
ballots, with a square before each name and a tion to
date of entry of a determination by the State soil coninsert an X mark in the squarebelre any thenames
servation committee that operation of a proposed district
to indicate thevoter's preference, All occupiers of lands
is not administratively practicable and feasible, and
lying within the district shall be eligible to vote i nsuch
denial of a petition pursuant to such determination,
election. Only such land occupiers shall beeligible to
subsequent petitions may be filed as aforesaid, and
vote.f Th ithreecandidateswhosl receive the largst
action taken thereon in accordance with the provisions
number, respectively, of the votes cast In such election
of thisact.
shall be $0the elected superiors for such district. The
H. Petitions for including additional territory withi
committee shall pay all the expenses of such election,
an existing district may Ibe filed with the State soil conshall supervise the conduct there sh prescribe
servation committee, and the pro digs herein provided for in the case of petitions to orgnlize a district regulations governing the conduct of such election and
the determination of the eligibility of voters therein, and
shall be observed In the case of petitions for suchinclusion. The committe: shall prescribe the form for Such shall publish the results thereof.
petitions, which shall be as nearly a myb in the form SzCrroN 7. APPOINTMNT,'QusAUnianoNs, AND TaNUax
prescribed in this act for' pettions to oize a disrct.
OP SUPER~VI~oII
Where the totAl number of lad occupiers In theae
five
of efiv
governing body of the district slconsistt of
; The
i go
proposed for incluion shll be le tha 25, the petition
may 6e filed when signed by amajority of the occupiers
(5) supervisors, elected or appointed as provided heinabove, The two supervisors appinbted bythe commitof such area,-and In such case no referenduneed be
d experience
tee shailbe persons who areby trni
held. In referenda upon petitions for such Incluion,
all occupiers of land lying thin the proposed additional
qualified to perfrm the specialized illd services which
area shall be eligible to vote.
w;il be required of them in the performance of their duties
hereunder<. ;: ;; .f . 0 : ;: ; 0f0: :
I. In any suit ,, action, o preceding involving- the
The supervisors shall designate a cha iraand may,
va~lidityor enforcement of, orrelating to, any contrict,
from time to time, change such designation. The term Of
proceeding,. or action of the district, thtditrct shall be
o6ceofeaispervio 'Shall be three(S) yi except hth
deemed to have been established in accordance with the
the supervisors who are rt apinted shall be designated
provuions of th0 act: upon proof of the issuanceof the
to serve for terms of I arid 2 years, respectively, from the
aforesaid certificate by the secretary of state. A copy of
date of their, appointment. A supv rh hold
such certificate duly certified by the secretary of state
office until his succor has been elected or apponted and
shall be admissible in evidence in any such suit, action,
has qualified. Vacancies shall be 'filled for the unexor proceeding and shall be proof of the filing and conpired term. The selection of successors to fill an unextents thereof.
pired term, or for a full term, hall be made in the same
SrlnoN 6. cLEdnon or THnaz SUPERVISORS
manner in which the retiring supervisor Ishall, respec:on EACH Dusar
tively, have been selected. A majority of the supervisors shall constituted a quorum and the concurrence of a
Within thirty (30) days after the date of issuance by the
secretary, of state of a certificate of orization of a soil majority in any matter within er duties shall be
sll receive
conservation district, nominating petitions maybe filed required for its determination. A supervisors
no compensation for his services, but he shall be entitled
with the State soil conservation committee to nominate
to expenes, including travelig expenses, necessarily
candidates for supervisors of such district. The commaittee shall have authority to extend the idme within incurred in the discharge of hiduties.
The supervisor may: employ a secretary, technical
which nominating petitions may be filed. No such
officers,
and eployees,
experts, 'and such other agents
nomining petition"shall be accepted by te committee
permanent and temporary, as they may require, and
unless it shabe subscribed by twenty-five (25) or more
shall: determine their qualifications, dutie, and comoccupiers of lands lying: within: the boundaries of such
The supervir
may1call upon te attorney:
district. Land occupiers may sign more thain one such
0ensation.
general of the State for such legal devices they may
nominating petition to nominate- more -thanone candirequire, or may employ their own counsel and legal
date for supervisor. The committee shall give due notice
staff. The supervisors may delegate to their chairman,
of an election to be held for the election of three superto one or more supervisors, or to one or more agents, or
visors for the district. The natnes of all nominees on
E.
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employees, such powers and duties u they may deem
proper. The supervisorsthall furnish to the State Soil
conservation committee, upon request, copies of such
ordinanes, rules, regulations, orders, contracts forms
and other documents as they shall adopt or employ, and
such other information concerning their activities as it
may require in the performances of its duties under this
act.
The supervisors shall provide for, the execution of
surety, bonds for all employees and officers who shal be
entrusted with funds or o ; shall provide forte
keeping of a full and accurate record of all proceedings
and of all resolutions regulations,and orders issued or
adopted, and Shall prvde for anannual audit of the
accounts of receipts and disbursements. Any supervisor may be removed by the State soil conservation
committee, upon noticeand hearing, for neglect of duty
or. malfesance in office, but for no other reason.
The sup omay inite the legisative body of any
municipality or county located nea the territory comprd within the district to design atea repentative to
advise and consult with the isupervisor of thedisict on
all questions of program and policy which may affect
the property, water supply, or other interests of such
municipality or county.

Snoro 8. Pows=' Oisrmiani AND SuPzRVoaS
A oil conservaon district organ
u
te provisons of this act shall constitute a. gover mental subdivision of thi :State, and a public body corporate and
politic, exerting public powers, and such district, and
the supervisors thereof, shall hav thefl n powers,
in addition to others granted inothersetons of this act:
(1) 'To conduct surveys, investigations, and r arch
relating to the character of soil erosion and the preventive
and control measures needed, to publish the results of
such virveysi investigations, or research, and to disseminate information concerning such preventive and
control measures; provided,. however, that in order to
avoid duplication of research actrivties, no district Shall:
iniate any search program except in cooperation with
a cies, or
the government of this State or any of Its,
with the United States or any of its agencies;
(2) To conduct demonstrational projects witn the
district on lands owned or: controlled by this State or
on of t agency
any of Its agencies, with the co
administering and having uictio theef and on
any other lands within the district upon obtai the
consent of the occupier of such lands or the necary
rights or interests in such lands, i order to demonstrate
by example the means, methodsand measures by which
soil and soil resources may be conserved, and soil erosion
in the form of soil blowing and soil washing may be
prevented and controlled;
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(3) To carry out preventive ad control measures
within the district including, but not limited to, engineeri operations
of cultivation,the. growing of
Vegetation, changesin use of land, and the measures
isted in subection Cf section 2 of this act on lands
owned or controlled by this State or ay of its agencies,
with the cooperation of the agency administering and
having jurisdiction thereof, and on any other lands
within the dirict upon obtaining 'the consent of the
occupier of such lands or the necessary rights or interests
in Such lands;
(4) To cooperate, or enter into agreements With, and
within the limits of operations duly madevable
to it by law, to fnh financial or otheraid
to ny
0
agncy, Vgovernmental or otherwise, or any occupierof
lands within the district, In the ca ng on of erosoncontrol and prevention operations within the district,
subject to such conditions as thersupervisors may deem
necssryto advance-t purple o thi- act;
(5) To obtain options upon and to acquireby pur
e
v
or
chase,:exchange, leae I g ,
othewis, an prperty, real or personal orrghso
intrs therein; to maintain, admiister andm
any properties acquired, to receive income from such
properties and
such income incarrying out the
purposes and provision of this act; and to sell, lease, or
otherwise dipoe -of any ot Its property or interests
therein infurthe ce of the purposes and the provisions of this act;
on such terms as it shall
(6) To make available,0
prescribe, to land occupier within the district, agricul
tural and engineeing machinery d equipment, fertilizer, se, and seedlings, aod:such other materal or
equipment AS will asst such land occupiers to carry on
operatiOn upon their lands for the conservation of soil
reources and for the prevention and control of soil
erosion;
(7) To construct, improve, and maintain such *tructures as may be necessary or convenient for the performance of any of the operations authorized inthis ;act;
;(8) 0To delop comreh ive p sfor the conservationof soil r
nd forthe control and pr-0
mention' of i
within the district, which plans
shall specify insuch detail as may lbe possible, the acts,
procedures, performance and avoldances which are
:necessay or desirable for the effectuation of SUch pla
th specification
of engieerin
including
g oprtios
0indut ;tivati
opera on
en0o
a
methods of
cultvation, the growing 3:of vegetation,
croppin programs, tillag practices, and changes in Use
of land;nd to publish such plans and information and
bring them to the attention of occupiers of lands within
the district;
(9) To take over, by purchase, lease, or otherwise, and
to administer, any il-conservation, erosion-control, or
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erouion-preentlon project located within Its bo aies proposed regulation, and until after the supervisors
have considered the result 'of such referendum. The
undertaken by the United Sta tor any of is agie, or
by thisiState o any of it's agencies; to namtge,as agent
proposed regulaionhs shall: be e mbodied In a proposed
Of teUnited State,S.or any oits agencies, at of this State
oirdinance." Co6pies -of such propOosed ordinace Shal be
a o, eron
available for
or any of its agenies any soilof aleligible voesdurn
the Inspecion
::tee
p,,5
-W_.u
control, or eos -preventionproje;t win its boundthe pei betwen publication such rnoticeand the
ariCe to act as agent for the United States, or any ofits
date :of the referenum. The notices of the referendum
agencies, or for this State or any 0 its agencies, In connec-- shall recite the contents of such proposed ordinance, or
tiont with the acquisition, construction, operation, or
sall state wbhere copies of such proposed -oinance
administtidon:of any sotlocervaton, e"roion-contrl, ::maybeexamined. The question shall be submitted by
or erosion-prevention project within its boundaries; to
ballots, upon which the words "For approl of proaccept donations, gifts, and contributions in money,
, prescribing land-use reguposed ordinance no.
services, materials, or otherwise, from the United Statcs
lations for conservation of soil and prevention o erosion"
of any of its agencies, or from this State or any of Its
and "Against approvalofproposed ordinance no.
agencies, and to use or expend uch moneys, services,
prescribing land-use regulations for conservation of soil
materials, or other contributions in carrying on its
and prevention of erosion" shall b printed 1-with a
operations;
square before each proposition and a direction to insert
(10) To sue and be sued in the name of the district; to
an: X mark in the square before one or the other of said
have a sal, which scal Shall be judicially noticed; to have
propositions as the voter: may favor or oppose approval
perpetual succession unlessc terminated as hereinafter of such proposed ordinance. The supervisors shall superprovided; to make and execute contracts and other
vise such referendum, shall prescribe appropriate reguinstruments, necessary or :convenient to the exercise of
lations governing the conduct thereof, and shall publish
its powers; to make, and from time' to time amend and
the result thereof. All occupiers of lands within the
repeal, rules and regulations not inconsistent with this
district shall be eligible to vote in such referendum.
act, to carry into effect its purposes and powers;
Only such land occupiers shall be eligible to vote. No
(11) As a condition to the extending of anyt benefits
informalities in the conduct of such referendum or in
under this act to, or the performance of work upon, any
any matters relating-thereto shall Invalidate said referenlands not owned or controlled by this State or any of its
dum or the result thereof if notice thereof shall have been
agencies, the supervisors may require contributions in
given substantially as herein provided and said refermoney, services, materials, or otherwise to any operations
endum shall have been fairly conducted.
conferring such benefits, and may require land occupiers
The supervisors Shall not have authority to enact such
to enter into and perform such agreements or convenants
ordinance into law unless at least a majority of
proposed
as to the permanent use of such lands as will tend to
the votes cast in such referendum shall have been cast for
prevent or control erosion thereon;
approval of the said proposed ordinance. The approval
(12) No provisions with respect to the acquisition,
of the proposed ordinance by a majority of the votes cast
operation, or disposition of property by other public
in such referendum shall not be deemed to require the
bodies shall be applicable to a district organized hereto enact such proposed ordinance into law
supervisors
under unless the legislature shall specifically so state.
Land-use regulations prescribed in ordinances adopted
pursuant to the provisions of this section by the superSECrnON 9. ADOPTION OF LAND-USE REOULATIONS
vors of any district shall have the force and effect of law
The supervisors of any district shall have authority to
in the said disict and ;shall be binding and obligatory
formulate regulations governing the :use of lands within
districtt.
upon all occupiers of lands within sucha
the district in the interest of conserving soil and soil
Any occupier of land within such district mayat any
resources and preventing and controlling soil erosion.
time file a petition with the supervisors asking that any tor
The supervisors may conduct such public meetings and
all of the land-use regulations prescribed in any ordipublic hearings upon tentative regulations as may be
nance adopted by the supervisors under the provisions of
necessary to assist them in this work. The supervisor
this section shall be amended, supplemented, or repealed.
shall not have authority to enact such' land-use regulaLand-use regulations prescribed In any ordinance
tions into law until after they shall have caused Adue
adopted pursuant to the provisions of this section shall
notice to be given of their intention to conduct a' refernot be amended, supplemented, or repealed except in
endum for submission of such regulations to the occupiers
accordance with the procedure prescribed in tld, section
of lands lying within the boundaries of the district for
for adoption of land-use regulations. Referenda on
their indication of approval or disapproval of such
adoption, amendment, supplementation, or repeal of
el

'
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land-use arlins shall not be held more often than
once in six (6) months.
The regulations to be adopted by the supervisors under
section may include:
the provisions of
1, Provisions requiring the carig out of necessary
e eer ing operate Including cons ron
terr
trace outlets, check dans, dikes, POnds
dltchies and ote nc ssr srctures;
2. Provisions reqiring observance of particular
method of cultivation Icling contour cultivating,
contour burrowing, Ister
ig,soinplatig,
and p ting of lands to waterstrip croppinge,ed
conervng and- erosion-preventin plants, trees and
ation;
grasses, ftaion, and
3. Specificatios of cropping programs and tillage
practices to be observed;
4. Provisions requiring the retirement frmcultivation of highly erosive area or of areas on which erosion
may not be adequately controlled if cultivation is
carried on;
5. Provisions for such other means, measure, operations, and programs as may assit conservation of soil
resources and prevent or control soil erosion in the
district, having due regard to the legislative findings set
forth in section 2 of ths act,
The regulations hall be uniform throughout the territory comprised within the district except that the supervison may classify the lands within the district with
reference to such factors as soil type, degree of slope,
degree of erosion threatened or existing, cropping and
tillage practices in use, and other relevant (actors, and
may provide regulations varying with the type or class of
land affected, but uniform as to all lands within each
class or type. Copies of land-use regulations adopted
under the provisions of this section shall be printed and
made available to all occupiers of lands lying within the
district.

Saonon 10. ENrFoachxwr or LAMD-us RbouLAnoms
The supervisors shall have authority t go: upo any
lands within the district to determine whether land-use
regulations adopted under the provisions of section 9 of
this act are being observed. Any person, firm, or corporation who s1all violate any of such regulations shall
be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction, shall
be punished by a fine of not les than
dollars, and
not more than - dollars for each such offense, at
the discretion of the court. The supervisors are further
authorized to provided by ordinance that ady land
occupier who shall sUstan damages from any violation
of such regulations by any other land occupier may
recover damages at law from such other land occupier
for such violation.
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SooN II,N.roawANca or wonx Una nsa
RiouLAnons vy Tea SunavisoXa
Where the super of any district ll find that any
: of thervio iland-use regulations prescribed an
ordinance adopted In accordance with the p ions of
sectIon 9 hereof ar not beng obevdo priua
n ~nonobservneted oIncrease
lands,
haanda'that-sluch
eroson on such landsandis Intereng with the prevenc

an

=e

tion or control of roson on other lands within the triclt the supervisors myI present to --s a petition,
duly'verified, setting forth the adoption of the ord
prescribing land-use regulations, the failure of the defedant land occupier to observe such relations, a to

perform culir" work, operations, or avoidancas
required thereby, and that uch nonoervance tends ,to

incras erosion on such lands and is interfeing with the
prevention or control of erosion on other lands withi the
district, and praying the court to require the defenant to
perform the work, operations, or, avoidances within a reasonable time and to order that if the defendant shall fall
so to perform the supervisors may go on the land, perform the work or other operations or otherwise bring the
condition of such lands Into conformity with the requiremenu of suchX regulations, and recover the costs and
expenses thereof, with interest, from the occupier of
such land. Upon the presentation of such petition, the
court shall cause proce to be issued against the defendand, and shall hear the case. If it shall appear to the
court that testimony is necessary for the proper disposition of the matter, it may take evidence, or appoint a
referee to take such evidence as it may direct and report
the same to the court with his findings of fact and conclusions of law, which shall constitute a part of the proceedings upon which the determination of the court shall
be made. The court may dismiss the petition; or it may
require the defendant to perform the work, operations, or
avoidances, and may provide that upon the failure of the
defendant to Initiate such performance within the time
specified in the order of the court, an to pecute the
same to completion with reasonable diligence, the supervisors may enter upon the lands involved and perform
the work or operations or otherwise bring the condition
of such lands into conformity with the requirements of
the reguladotIos and recover the costs and expenses
sper
thereof,: with interest at the rate of S per centum
annum, from the occupier of such lands. In all cas
where the person In possession of lands, who shall fall to
perform such work, operations, or avoidance hll not
be the owner, the owner of such lands shall be joined party defendant.
The court shall retain jurisdiction of the case until
tite o the pp
ehrJurldiclon
inserted thIn the
State.
snd equity
Oaii lawshould
'Mon

rlete court o
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after
f:
has been coplted.
the work
0000
Sth~~t
4, Upo
po copeto
6We
t
compl
~0w010
of
of siuh &wor
uch
oder
the court the
to
pursuts
supeiss may filea petion with te court, a copy of
Ihe cas,
which Al beiserle upon the df
stitcn(-hcosts
d an expenses s id b thInthe
perfomnce o the work ad iher
withIterest.' Te courtshhavejursdi ion ente
with
judgment for th amount such and
annum unil
interest at the rate of 5, per cectum uper
the costs of suit, inl
a reason
idt
able attorney's fee to befixed by the cr The Superviso shall hiave furtherauthity to cit- ,
the amount of ichJdgment, which shall be a lien upon
such lands, and shall bellecteda are gen l tax
upon real estate. The procdure for lleioofdeinquent gender taxes uponreal estate shall be aicb
to the collection of such judgments, When such Judgment shall be pad or collected, the proceed shall be
paid over to the district within the boundaries of which
the lands shall lie.
SEc-ioNo 12. BoiARD or ADJWSThINT
A. W:here the supervisors of any., district organized
under the provisions of this act shall adopt an ordinance
prescribing land-use regulations in accord
with the
provisions of section 9 hereo, they shall further provide
by ordinance for the establishment of a board of adjustment. Such board of ajustment shl conist :oft
(3) members, each to be appointed for a term of three (3)
years except that the members first appointed shall be
appointed (or terms of 1, 2, and 3 ye, repedvely.
The members of each such board of adjustment shall be
appointed by the State soil conservation committee, with
the advice and approval of the super of the district
for which such board has been established, and shall be
removable, upon notice and hearing, for neglect of duty
or malfeasance in office, but fourno other reason,0 such
hearing to be conducted Jointly. by the State soil conservation committee and the supervisors of the:-ditrict.
Vacariesin the board of adjustment shall be filled in the
same manner as orl appointments, and sall be for
the unexpired term of the member whose term becomes
vacant. Members of the State soil conservation committee and the supers of the district shall be ineligible to appointment as members 'of the board of
adjustment during their tenure of such other, office. The
members of the board of adjustment shall receive compensation for their services f at the rate of
dolIan (S -) per diem for time spent on the work of
the board, in addition to expenses, including traveling
expenses, necessarily incurred in the discharge of their
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unsm*

There should be here Inserted the
of the officIal, State or count
or
who may be charted by law with
collecting taex upon
property.
nmlotherwise,
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duties .The suthe necessyadmini
a
expenses ofperation iurd y
'bard, upon tificate o the chairman ot boar.
i:B,The board ofadijustment shal adopt rules to govern
its procedures, whicrules shall be i accord
wi
the provisions o this act and with the provii of any
ordinance adopd
pursuat to this action. 'The;
beard shall designate achairman Wfroma
Its
meSmber,; and may, (fon t7im to time change such
designation. Meetings of the boardshll be held 'at
the cal of th chrman an at such other times athe
board may determine. Any two (2) members of
; trtive

the board shall constitute quorum The chairman,
or in hi becc such other member of the board a
he may designe- to seive as acting ch ,may
admire oaths and compel the attendance of witnesses
AUmeeto the board shal be open to the public.
The boad sl l keep aa full and accurate record of all
proceedings, of all documents filed with it, and of all
order entered, which shall be filed in the office of the
dandihall be a public record.
C. Any landl occupier may file a' petition with the
board Iof adjustment alleging that there are
t
practical difficulties or ne ary dsip in the way
of hisrcarrying out upon his lands the strict letter of the
land-use regulations prescribed by ordinance approved
by the supvir and praying the board to authorize
A variance from the terms of the land-use regulations in
the application of such regulations to the land occupied
by the petitioner. Copies of such petition shall be served
by the petitioner upon the chairman of the supervisors
of the district within which his lands are located and
upon the chairman of the State soil conservation committee. The board of adjustment shll fix a time for
the hearing of the petition and cause due notice of
such hearing to be given. The supervisors of the district
and the State soi conservation committee shall have the
right to appear and be heard at sch heig. Any occupier of lands lying within the district who sall object
to the authorizing of the variance prayed for may inter.
vene and become a party to the p dings. Any
party- to -the hearing before the board; may appear in
person, by agent, or by attorney. If, upon the facts
presented at such hearing, the bor shall determine that
there ar great practical difficulties or unnecessary
hardship in the way of applying the strict letter of any
of the land-use Iregulations upon the lands of the

petitioner, -it shall make and record such determination
and shall make and record findings of fact as to the
specific conditions which establish such great practical
difficulties or unnecesary hardship. Upon the basis
of uch findings and determination, the board shall
have power by order to authorize such variance from
the terms of the land-use regulations, in their application
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T~UR E

Ot

iwilreie h pet
to the landsof the p
practical
diculties
orX unnecesary hardship and will
X
nor be contayl tothe public Interest And su& that the
prit of the land-us regulations shall be obs ted
publi healhsfty, and welfare secured, and sub.
stana juticeddone.
f
;0D. Anypetitioere agrievd by an order ofthe board
the reliefs
granting or denying in hWol in
of the Idistrict, or any intervening paty,
the
court
may obtain a reiw of such oder inany:
by filing in sch court a petition praying that the o of

theboard bemodifiedorsetaslde. Acopyofschpet

the
idon hllrhwithk be served upon thepa
herin befothe ba and thereupon t
review shall fle hi the cor atratnscrpt of teetr
ceed by the board, cludeed
record In the
lag the doc"uL.mt and testimony upon which the order
complained ofwas entered,iad the findings deteriation, and order of t board. Upo such filig, tihe court
shall cause notice-threof to be s
uponth par
shal~~11
have jurisdiction of the proceedings and of the
and Xd
questions determined or to be determined therein, and
ch temporary relief - it
shall have power
deem just ad proper, and to make and enter a decree
enforcing, modifyEin, and enforcing s so modified, or
setting aside, in whole or in pat, the order of the board.
No contention that has not been urged before the board
shall be considered by the court unless the failure or
neglect to urge such contention shall be excused because
of extraordinary circumstances. The findings of the
board a to the facts, if supported by evidence, shall be
conclusive. If any party shall apply to the court for leave
to produce additional evidence and shall show to, the satisfaction of the court thatsuch evidence is material and
that there were reasonable pounds for the failure to
produce such evidence I the hearing before the board,
the court may order such additional evidence to be taken
before the board and to be made a part of the transcript.
The board may modifyIts finding asto the facts or make
new finds, taking into consideration the additional
evidence so takenandi filed, and It shall file such modlfied
or new finding which, If supported by evidence, shaltbe
conclusive, and shall file with the cort its rf mm dons, If any, for te modification or setng aide of Itb
original order. The jurisdiction of the court shall be
exclusive and Its djudent and decree shall be final,
except that the me shall be subject to review in the
same manner a are other Judgments or decrees of the
court
court
Thr sho he hen faw:$n~edth ae of thie
ezercielus orsluial ur appellate lawsad equity
Jurtdita
to the law of the
ItThis lat puwbno -yt nee to e adjusted

kU~e38Yj~dkiD~it0*Paries

particular State.
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SIcmnO 13.: CooranAnoM Barwia Durasr
Te
of any two o more districts o ned
under the
y
another in the exercise of any or all pow

with one
fed in

this act.
Sa:ono 14. STATE Aoanca I'd COOraAn
Agencies of this State which shall havejuriction over,
or be charged with te adm nitration o'any State.
ownd land, and ofy county, or oiher governmental
subdivision of the State, which hall hie jurisdiction over
or be charged with the adnistration, of, any countyowned or other publicly ownedland, lying within the
boundaries of any dct organied hereunder, Shall
cooperate to the fullet extent with the supef
of
such districts in the
donsi undertnby the sup ounder the pr
shall be
of such dis
of this ;act.: The supi
given free acees to enter and perform work upon such
publicly owned lands. The provisions of land-use regulations adopted.pursuat to section 9 of this act Sha have
the foc and effect of lw over all such publicly owned
lands, and shall be in all respects observed by the agencies
administering such lands.

Suctom 1S. DuscoinNuANcu or Dnracn
At any time after five (5) years after the organization of
a district under the provisions of this act, any twenty-five
(25) occupIes of land lying within the boundaries of such

district may file a petition with the State soil conservation
committee praying that the operations of the district be
terminated ad the existence of the district discontinued.
The committee may conduct such public meetings ad
public hearings upon such petition as may be necessary to
assist it In the consideration thereof, Within sixty (60)
dys after such a petition has been received by the committee it shall give due notice of the holding of a refer
endum, ad shall supervise such referendum, ad issue
apr
regulatioUs gvernig the conduct thereof,
the queston to be submitted by ballots upon which the
words "For terminate the existence of $the (nameof the oi conservation district to beh nd)"
ad "Against terminating the existence of the (name of the il conservation district to be her Inserted)"
shall be printed, with square before each proposition
and a direction to insert an X mark in the square before
one or the other of sid propositions as the voter may
favor or oppo discontinuance of such district. 'All occupIers of lands lying within the boundaries of the district shall be el bible to vote in such refndum. Only
such lad occupiers shall be eligible to vote. No informalldes in the conduct of such referendum or in any matten relating thereto shall invalidate said referendum or
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the eult there it notice thereof shall have been given
subtantlly as herein provided and said referendum
shall

enfairlyoted.
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Upon issuance of a certificate of dissolution

der he

provisions of thissection, al ordinanceand reul t
theretofore adopt and in force within Suhi districts

Shall be of no f forced effect. All contrts
The committee Shalpubish thehresult ofsuch refetheretofior entered into, to which- the district or Superteroider and dete
induma d shall
wheih
vor ar parti, shall remain In force and effect for
th continued opertio o te istrict within the defined
the period provided in such contracts. The State soil
bouaie
adinitratIvely practicable a feaflble.
conslf
e~enrvations00 committee s;C~hall t~f be;: substituted for the
If the committee shal dete i at the ctinued operation; of such district is administratively' practicable and district or supervisors as party to6such contacts. :The
Xfeasible, it ihaill-recordsuh deterination4 and 'deny the :03:co mmttee shall be entitled to all benefits and subject to
petition. 0If thecommittee
shall
thatth conll laibilitesa under such contracts and shall have0 the
determine
atinued operationofi sch ditrictisnot admin atIvely same right and liability toe orm, to require performance, to ue and be sued thereon, and to modify or termipracticable and :feaible, it shal rerd such determination and shall certiy, Suchldetermination to the spernate such contracts by mutual consent or otherwise, as
visorsof thedistrict suInchmaking such determindaionth
the supervisor of the district would have had. Such
dissolution shall not affct the lien of ny judgment
committeedshall give due regard and weight tothe' atiti
tudes of the occupiers of lands lyng within thetdistrAct,
under the provisions of section 1 of this act, nor
Centered
thenumbrof land occupiers eligible tovotein'sc rerthe pendency of any action' instituted under the proshall have ivoted,th
portion of the sotes visions of such section, and the committee hall succeed
cstin such referendum in favor of the discontinuance of
to all the rights and obligations of the district or supervi as to such liens and actions.
the district to the total number of votes cast, the approx;-t
mate wealth
The State soil conservation committee salulinot enteri andlincomet e of thedland occupiers of the
district, the0 probableD expense of carrying on erosion
tain petitions for the discontinuance of any district nor
control operationswIthinsuch district, and such other
conduct referenda upon such petitions'nor make detereconomic and social factors as may be relevant such
to
minations pursuant to such petitions in accordance with
determination, having due regad to the legisdave findthe provisions of this act, more often than once in five
ings set forth in section 2 of this act; provided, however,
(5) years.
N
SzaoN 16. APRopRO Anos
that the committee shall not have authority to determine
that the continued operation of the district is adminis
[Provision should be here made for an appropriation
tratively practicableand feasible unle at least a maJorit
of funds in the State treasury to finance the operaout
of the votes cast in the referendum shall have been cast in
of the State soil conservation committee, and to
tions
favor of the continuance of such district.
finance
the activities of soil conservation districts organUpon receipt from the State soil conservation committee of a certification that the committee has determined
s1Th. standard act contemplates that un'do to ^nnc the
of the districts (which will, of coure be suplimnentedith contributions
that th. continued operation ofthe district is not adminby land ocpiers of fu ,labor, l d eqip tfor
troeoncontrol operations crttied out on their Isnd ) will be cured n two wasr:
istratively practicable and feasible, punsuant to the promade
available
the strict out olf fndus i
By
to
(a)
approprations
visions ofthis section,'supervisors
the
shall feaorthwith
the Statetre* ur, thie fundi to be annually appropriate by the State
the varis districts; (b) futdi
legislature and to be4 divided
proceed to terminate the affairs
sdutrict.
of the
Th
propertis and Ievcsmd
avih. to th districts by the United
Soil Conservation Srvie of the Deprtment of
Upervisris shalldispos oftSa property belon to the Agriculture
tateisthrougshthe
or throush any other agencies
district at public auction and shall pay over the proceeds
Two otherposle~bgirno
soutesof fus oMabe considered, but It i very
to utilize thum. These two possible
stronslyifel't
of such sale to Le covered
thehSt
into
te treasury. The
tha1it will ofbeunwise
wrto' the 'districts to WeY, property taxes
sources ae()Agrant
wihi the dsr Mt, ort make assesments Against proj~
supervisors shall thereupon file an application, duiy veri- oilyuponproet
in te dt ct for benefits conferridl (b) a grant of power to the
fied, with the secretary of state for the discontinuance of
b botre in'midndthat these -onsevato
It
disticts wil not
ustat
uch district, and shall transmit with such application
be operating tevenue-producing proprti.l In this ver imptnt
the certificate of the State soil conservation committee
districts
differ
from
public bodies
respect th*e oil conservation
will
and other,
coprating toll brildges,. power plants, low-cost housing projects,
setting forththe determination of te committee that the
Ove
ere
n
T
areo too many l
revenue-produci pro
mental autoitie
to levy Irpr taxe The farm
power.
continued operation of such district is not administraof
are
to
and gr~aslnjlndi this counitry now toheaisly subject property
tively practicable and feasble. Theapplication shal recite
taxation. ofar a the soil cnstevattio ditrictCIAr nanced by
of-the Federal and State treasuries, ai substatiasl
appr6opriatlone outwill
that the property of the district has been disposed of and
be derived from inoine and Inheitanc taxation.
rn tofuch funds
Is much to be preferred that revenue to finance the operations of
the proceeds paid over asin this section provided, and
th pr o perty at
shall come~ fromouce
these
districts
shall set forth a full accounting of such properties and proIf the soil conservation districts are given authority to leY property
be
that a nreat many
farms
In
the
district,
It
may
taxes
upon
expected
ceeds of the sale. The ecretary of state shall issue to the
of suc farms will be found ready tax delinquent and unable to pay
is
therefore
source
of
the
taxes
This
funds
assesed.
perhaps quite
supervisors a certificate of dissolution and shall record such
unreliable. It seems unnecessary, also to asss against particular
certificate in an appropriate book of record in his office.
landowners the entire costs of terracing, t&e building of check dams and
o

endtcnnwho

operations
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ized undertisla.0 0For th latter purpose, itAsol be
provided that the State soil conservation committee sl
annually c4ti to the Statei treasurer or other appropriate officil, the number of districts In operation In thc
State. Provision may be made on an acreage or other
:bass for anX allocation of the annualappropidadon among
:the district Noform of provision is here set out Inasmuch-as this mustnecessarly differ In every State. ; Int

the-peopea
lolidi

pond,
an
othr enineeing peraions, when ain
In heState
pro
ulti Mately
I the distriets`Ate Autoid to *issu bondt, auth
*.Ill'
baye to' b"retired from 'roprty tazaton'or sassments Usai :t the 0
the'
not
d
i6nmuch
asu
the
dbitrictdo
o6peate
itrictO
properties'in
revenue-produein" property The issuance ofl nd be ditrict
would thenlton 11p), crteo anotpo"s lbbilit thout dequat
apdroprate provisin l it ret remnent of the boni-,
it may be nte, also tat attemptsTotoltases benqtta gint he
farm. Io the' dis'tricts and to offset against uch' benefits lesse stasaned
conrerting 0t
pert of
surface or I~nbeoftsis
thefarm
r In; not~Seding sloinx
bythe
districts,
of admlnletratlve
lots, etc~ erfti raise~ number
lad into wood
tb~' cup
difficultie and will be souce o7 constant fricdtio ln the operation of
For *U of these reasons it sems early preferabl to enne th opera.
tions of te ol conservation ditricts by dlet appropritio out of
the State treasury and by supplemntation with Federal id
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some States It may be necessary that the appropriations
be embodied in a separate act.]
SZc-O 7 SZPARAxRLUTY C Aus
If any provision of this act, or the application of any
provision to atny person or circumstance, is held Invalid,
the remainder of the act, and the application of such
proviion to other persons or circumstance, shall not be

affected thereby.
SCtrION I8. INcoNslTaNoY Wrrn OTHIR ACu
Insofar4as any of the provisions of this act are Inconsistent with the provisions of any other law, the provisions of this act shall be controlling.

SECmorO 19. EFFECTovs DATr U
u Provlion should i be're made, In accordance with the requirements
of the constitution of the particular State, declaring an emergency, and
prviding that the act shall go Into effet upon pas"&Se, or at the earliest
date permitted under the State constitution.
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Appendix 8
SUMMARY OF TEXAS LEGISLATION ON

SOIL

EROSION CONTROL

There are ast
-two Texas~Ttatutes,
~ toprvdpogasr
ls 'p-af'a
the contrl ofoilU erson. Te Aitwi Senate BiNo
227, approved May 11, 1935935935 TexaLw, . 214,
p. 504; Vernon's Ta St. (1936]
16Sa-) T
statute authorize commIssioner's court (cout lgs
lative and administrative bodies) ofhe
upon th li ation ofindividual landowners, eter
Into written contracts with such landowners providing
hfr the construction on the lands to be covered by the
contract of `itpioenxnt ... in the nature of farm terraces dikes, ditches, soil and water reservoirs, and other
oU and water conservation and erosion prevention devices." The entire cost of the. makig of the Improvements is required to be assessed to the landowner with
the stipulation that such assessment shall not "exceed the
actual cost of labor, material, and fuel, and no charge shall
be made for depreciation and/or other expenses." The
amount of the assessment is to rein a lien against the
lands upon which the work has been done. The contract entered into with the landowner may provide for
repayment by him of the cost of the work over a period of
not morc than 10 years,but the amount of such "asses
ments" are to bear nDO Interest until after maturity. To
make funds available for the performance of this work In
the period prior to the collection of events, the statute
provides that the commissIoners' court of each county
may appropriate any amount up to 25 percent of the
net collections made in the county of the motor vehicle
license fees, but such appropriation may in no county
exceed $12,500. It is also provided that not more than
$300 shall be spent in any'one year On any one farm.
The statute directs the board of directors of the Texas
Agricultural and Mechanica Colleg to formulate
plans for the prevention of soil erosion and presumably,
although this is not specify i the statute, to bring
such plans to the attention of the county commissioners'
courts, The statute does not require the commissioners'
courts to observe the plans formulated by the College.
The College is further authorized to accept "gifts,
grants, donations, advances, and service" from any
agency of the United States and to allocate such funds

thipc";e'
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and service Among the commiioners' courts Of the
seeal counties of the Stait.
It will, be noted that under this statute no erosion
control opernations could he carried on on any lansunless
thowner wanted to have the work don and tht in
May eveat the total cost Of the o
performed
was to be namedd by the individual landowner although
in effect th landowner could borrow the sum nece
to deray the ex
the loan to be repaid over a
period of 10 years without Interest. It se that very
little work was actually done underi'this legislation.
A large number of the ladowners felt unable to a
these additional cosb. The statute may be sid to be a
step in the right direction, but only a short step.
Not long after the adoption of the statute above Summarized, another law on this subject was passed. Ths
was House Bill No. 978, approved May 21, 1935 (193S
TexasLaws, Ch. 337, p. 771; Vernon's Texas St. (1936]
Art. 165a-2). This statute duplicates the former one to
a large extent but does not repeal the earlier act Wbile
the Ait statute purported to deal with both water
erosion and wind erosion, the second is concerned only
with wind etimon.
The 1935 statute provides that when petitioned by not
les than 50 duly qualified proper tax dying voters,
the commissioners' court of any county shall call a
county election to determine whether a morty of the
legally qualified property tax paying voters of the county
favor the incorporation of the area of the county Into a
"wind erosion conservation district." If the result of
the election Is favorable, the county judge is directed to
lime an order declaring the district to be i.nco
Lie county commisioners and the county judge thereupon become the governing body of the district. The
districts are authorized:"to conct improvements and
maintain any and allfci to arrest or prevent the
erosion of soil on lands within such district by reasn o
winds" and "to have the right to enter upon any ln
in the district for the purpose of treating same to prevent the spread of soil erosion and damage to other lands
in such district."
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The *st
t a p
beedeermnedupon an asesmn may be'maeagi
by te e
the landwhich ll b
n
operatiosfor thecost fhe work aterapproprate Dotic
and hearing N asssm et may be made against any
property In excess of the: actual benefit to such owner in
t~nrotctin gven hsProperty."
: lternative methdisof fiancin are po ided The
toace
authiOdto be
grants fern agencies of the United iSatet Islfr
pred that t comls
court of -any, county
which hasbeenoraized -' a district may authorize the
expenditure of not to excee 20 percent o the automobl
registration e acin o sch couty as well as "all ao
any part ofaiy and brid special tatxe that may b
authcrlaed by vow of the people I any sc county."
de to the
tion distri
:Finaly, hes
that m beomedi the c
ofDalla, Ha ,
, al of the
Oldham, Deaf Smith, rman, and
State ad valor tm- that will aue and be paya to
the State of Texas for the Yer 1935 Nd 1936 from

:districtsare

procrtylotedin thoecounties,anddivvs 50pe nt
that will so acru & these
property located in Upscomb, Hansdbr and

of tin ad valorem tax

Ochiltree count to the conservation districts that may

be formed in those tIhree counties:
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It will be see that the second statute diffensftn the
first in that It makes additional tax funds available for
erosion control purposes, although only to a small list
of counties, and In that it is limited to program for the
control oferoson because of winds. he most Important
diffence between the two statutes, however, is in the
fact that the second statute seem to empower the districts to enter upon private lands without the consent of
the owner in order to perform erosion control operations
thereon where such lands are endangering other lands
In the district.
The following difficulties with the ' second statute
above summed should be noted:
rovided for g ting the work per1. Th p
fonned upot lands of unwilling owners is of doubtful
cs-titioat In that no provision is made for ivin
ty or hear to the landowner
notice and
either bore ent may be
e upon his lands for performance of the wor ob re the amount of the
ment to be made against him i determined.
2. The two statutes largely duplicate each other. In-.
deed, any county in the State may choos to oper
under both of the statutes, the governing board acting
in one case in their capacity of commissioners' court f
the county, and in the other cans in their capacity of
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gorninboard ofthe districtI any

utyi

choose
to act unde
consion
bothostatusom tlki'::
fu~eiW'
nsa
tfe'asiieD
reslt
ro the-:tacihat
much s 25 percent o h
motor vehiIclliense fees a'f'authrzdto b diverted
to fnnethe erson contrl oprtion ne theirs
statute, w aonly20 percent may diverted
the secd statute. It is likely, h
that Inipractice
th c ties wi suffer particularly from wind
erosion wi organizeunder the second statute w
count
Suffring particularly f4o water erosion will
initut operations under the frt
3. Both statutes seem to contemplate primarily the
construction of engineer
such
m, and the lke and are notd
fterrces,
ditches
quately memented to bring about ehive
changes Ilad. use, such as ip cr , contour
furrowing, crop rotio, rtiremewt fro cultiti
of se, highlei ve ar and tracts of land which
are badly , i abiat with thick-groing
soil-holding grasses And the sklke,
pve methods for enlisting
4. The statute does n dot
tevoluntary cooperation of thefarers.
It should be
phazed that the legislation adopted In
Tex, despte-the shoartcoming indicated above, repre
auts, nevertheless, the furthest advance which any state
has made so far In the director estab
cat
State programs for the control of si erosion. Te State
has been a pieer and it need not be wondered that the
initial efforts indicate room for improvement. Valuable
operations are now being carried on In at least a core Of
Texas counties for the control of erosion, The United
States Soi Con action Service this year entered into, a
memorandum of understanding with nine Texas counties
oraied as wind erosion conservation districts, under
the second of the two statutes discussed above. This
memorandum of understanding pavides fior a cooperative p o operations to be carried on In the nine
counties of Dallm, Sherman, Moore, Deaf Smith, Oldham, Hartley, Hanford, Llpscomb, and Ochiltee, with
the assistance of the Soil Conservation Service, which will
make contributeins labor, equipment, and rmateils
to the work of the districts.
It should also be noted that a number of independent
districts
water control flood- control, and
e
have been organized I Texas by pecialX statute for the
control of water and drainage problems within particular
river-heds and that some of these water and flood control
districts have bee given limited powers to carry on erosion control operations within the district boundaries
roio nterfered with the water control
or
problem of such special districts.
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Appendix
SUMMARY

NEW
OF

9

LYORK

PLAN

FORDEVELOPING

AND PRESERVING STATE FOREST LAND

The New York law authorities theState Conservation
tow, v e, shol
:district, or other political subdivision of the Sitte, to
acquire by ift or: purchs, Iad wbhch is sitable r
reforestation, recreationand kind purposes.
to acquire
The Conservation Department Is au
five
by gift or, purchae, restation are not le
hundred acres of adjoining' lands, to be devoted to
planting, gro i And harvting trees best suited for
lands to be reforested.
The Ipurpose of this authority isto acquire lads uitable-for reforestation, to establh andmaintain ihereon
forests for watershed protection, to produce timber and
other forest pproduc, and provide for recreation and
related purpe. The sale of timber and other forest
products from such lands is authorized, but the use to be
made of the proceeds is not specified. Land thus acquired is exempt forever from State and county taxes.
However, the State agree to pay local land-asesment

Department, and any county, city

taxes.

The Act provides for an annual appropriation of
$1,000,000 for the first year with increases thereafter.
The authority of the various political subdivisions of
the State to acquire unused land for foresting purposes is
also provided for.i The purchase price may be provided for-by'approprition, or by the Issuance of bonds
by the governing bdy of the subdivision. The State
Conservation Department is authorized to ait in the
actual reforestation work. The governing body as full
power to manage the land but the net income must be
paid into the general fund.
The New York law likewise authorizes counties to acquire land under practically the same conditions as the

Conservation Department.'
It also provides for State grants to counties of not more

than $5,000 year to any one county. Title is to be taken
in the county's name. Timber and forest products may
be sold, and the land exempted from State and county
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taxes. However," the land is subject to local taxes, Purt Co tionCommis
chase must be approved bya
sioner, who has general supervison over the land.
waByy of supplementig this land prhs program,
New%Yor has attempted to simulate conservation of
forest lad -inprivate ownhip through Its tax system.
The law provides'that the owner o forest landmay have
it assessed upon the basis of the value of the land,
exclusive of the value of any timber growing on the land,
and that it shAll not reassessed at a higher valuation
than Similar land without substantial forest growth.4
The land continues to be assessed at this special valuation
so long as the forest growth remains uncut.
If timber is cut from the land, the owner must pay a
tax equalto 6 percent of its stumpage value. After the
land contains a certain quantity of merchantable timber, the Conservation Department may notify the owner
that the tax of 6 percent of the stumpage value will be
due two years from the date of the notice, regardless of
-whether the timber has been cut. However, if the owner
cuts the timber "as directed by the Conservation
Department according to the principles of practicable
forest management" the tax on the uncut timber will
not become due until it is cut, and the land will continue
to be classified as forest land.
The law defines forest land, the procedure to have land
so clified, as' well as the procedure for withdrawing
land from that classification.
Subct to prescribed conditions, the State may acquire
from the United States by gift, lease, purchase, or otherwise, any land suited for reforestation, game management, fish propagation, park; purpose, or any other
activities permitted by the State conservation law.$
ISee Metinney's Conioliw:ted Laws of New York, soIton 60-4.
Book 10, fo the authority of the Consenatlo Dertmet.
York, stin 60, Book 10
Se&e McKlneR's ConsolidatedLAwLAW$of ofNewNwYork,
I
stion 12 (28-24),

McKInn*y' Coneolldated
11.
Book
4 MeKinne'r ConsolidateJ Laws of New York, action 13, Book S9.
* McKItiny's Consolidated Laws of New York, section 4, Book 10.
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SUMMARY OF. THE WISCONSIN-PLAN FOR DEVELOPING
AND PRESERVING STATE FOREST LAND :
The Wisconsin Act provides for an annual tax levy for

acquiring, presving, and developing State forests.1 The

tax proceeds, with other funds, may be used for acquiring
any land suitable for State forests, including land owned
by counties through tax deeds, Such land may be

This constitutes 10 percent of the value of the timber cut,
unes the land is specially classified, 0 This arrangement
is declared to be a contract between the landowner and
the State. If, after, fifty years, a new 'contra t is not
entered Into by mutual consent, X severance tax must be
paid regardless of whether the timber haI been cut.
Under Wisconsin law, land mut be spially classified,
if less than 50 percent of the original volume of merchantable timber on the land has been removed since 1915.
The owner of land specially classified must pay -an
"acreage share" of 40 cents per acre for the first year.
This rate decrease 5 cents per acre for the next 8 years
until it reaches the standard rate of 10 cents, However,
the owner of such land is not required ito pay a 'everance
tax of 2 percent of the value of the timber cut for the
first year. This severance tax increases I percent for
the next 8 years until it reaches the standard rate of
10 percent.
If, at any time, 50 percent or more of the merchantable
timber has been removed, the special classification is
discontinued. Therefore, a special clasbification is
applicable during a 9-year transition period, while a
substantial forest stand Is growing on the land.
Under Wisconsin law the State pays to the town in
which the forest crop land is located, 10 cents per acre
for each acre on which the owner has paid his "acreage
share." If the forest crop land is owned by a county,
the State makes this contribution without a payment of
the "acreage share" by the county. An amount equal
to the State contribution is paid:to the State from the
severance tax when it is collected. Under certain conditions Wisconsin law provides that forest crop land may
be returned to the general tax rolls, with or without the
consent of the owner.

developed.A
Income derived from State forest. land, including
timber sale proceeds, and land sales, Is paid into a reforestation fund which is also available for land purchase.$
Conditions are specified under which State-owned
forest land may be sold, The State may acquire by
long-term lease, treaty, or cooperative agreement, land
previously acquired by the United States, and establish
thereon State forests, parks, or other conservation areas.
Both State and county may exchange or purchse land
in order to block out State-owned or county-owned
forest lands.4
The forest crop taxation law I encourages forestation
and reforestation activities on privately owned land in
order to preserve the remaining forest growth In the
State, and to encourage forest product growths on land
not more useful tor other purposes. This is done so the
land will continue to furnish recurring forest products for
commercial use In a manner which will not hamper the
towns from receiving their just tax revenue from the land.
Briefly thi plan is as follows'
If the landowner petitions, asking for the benefits of the
forest crop tax law,. and If the conservation commission
grants his petition, the ordinary real property tax is not
levied. An annual "acreage hare' computed at the rate
of 10 cents per acre will be substituted unless the land Is
specially classified. If thereafter forest crop timber is cut
from the land, the owner must also pay a severance tax.
I Wisconsin!Statutes 70.S8. IWisconsin Statute 20.20 (14). 8 Wisconsin
Chapter 77.

Statute*

2S.30. 'Wisconsin Statutes 28.15. I Wisconsin Statute$
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SUMMARY OFI THE TAYLOR GRAZING ACT

t
The sious condio of the unotolderoding
ad
eledtoe eatm y Congre
ovegazedpub
of the TaylorGrazingAct it934 (Act of June 28,-1934,
48 Stat. 2,amenied byP827 of the- 74th
Cone, approved June 26,1936). T1hi act Is designed
to r late gz on apprxitel 1400 6,000 Acres
of vacant, unreserved a
printed puids,
areithin thei ,
smalo all of which
Montana,NevadaNew
:Caliornia, tClorado, Idaho,
Mexico, Oregon, Utah, and Wyoming. -Smal acreage.
are included in W i , Nt Dakota, and South
-Dakota It will be noted that of thes13 State only 6
are included within the area of the' Great Plains.
:The purposes of the act are, first, to prevent overgrazing
and soil deterioration by means of conservation regulations providing for the orderly use, improvement, and
development of the range, and, secondly, to stabilize the
dependent livestock industry by administering the use of
the public range land in such A manner that It will be
possible for stock growers to plan their annual operations
over a period of years, with knowledge, based upon the
average rainfall, of the amount of grazing that will be
available.
Grsciq dislnts,-The act authorizes the Secretary of
the Interior to establish grazing districts on any part of
the unappropriated public domain valuable chiefly for
grazing. The agreateacreae to be included within
grazing Vdistricts may not exceed 142,000,000 acre;
no tlitation is placed on the size of sinle districts.
WhiJe districts may be composed only of 'public land,
privately-owned lands may be situated within th
boundaries. Esitablishment 'of a district is effectuated
by the issuance of an order defing the boundaries,
after public notice and hearing within the proposed area.
In a few inches it has been necessaryIto establish
district boundaries: Arbitrarily. In general the boundAries are determined by geophical biers, such a
riven or mountain ranges, and by the express wish of
those to be affected. To date 48 districts have been
established. Of this number, 37 are under administration and steps are being taken to bring the remaining I 1,
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which were

created

recently
under Administration. It
ad
I;sprobable that 2 more districts, o In
one in Oregonw be establisihed in the near futuir
1Only thos areas which Are public
domain ae included within grazing district. The one
excetiontohis s I Monanawhere: the acreage of
publ~icland - compared with private lan din someditrictsisslow 20 to 25percent.
:A e C Puar-e,n entitled tograz
ing privile within districts are issued permits entitling
them to ze stated numbers specified classes of livea stated season or seasons. Th act prostock d
shall be given in the issuance of
vides thatfpref
such
to those pens within or near the district
who are and e ein the livestock business,
bona fide occupats or settlers, or owners of water or
water rights. Preference, however, is to be measured
by the amount of grazing which is necessary to enable
the applicant to make proper use Of the lands, water, or
water rights owned, occupied or leased by him. It
there are sufficient grazing privileges to satiy the
needs of all those in the preferential clas-that is, those
having the dependent commensurate property described
above-applcts who have a priority of use In such
range and whare engaged in the livestock business are
given an additional preference over applicants with

dependent commenwurate'property but without priority:
of use. Grazing permits may be Issued for a period not
to exceed 10 years with a right of renewal in the holder
at the discretion of the Secretary, provided there has been

compliance with the rules and regulations.
The Ideal:odministration would be an individual
allotment for each applicantfor ra priv . Thi
is true for a number of reans, but principally because
an exclusive right to land carries with It a disoition to
preserve the lands' resources. However, large area of
the land une examination are so situated in relation
to the privatelyowned land that they cannot be used
except by allotments in common. In general, a pardcular applicant Is granted, as far as possible, the range
tributary to his private holdings. Areas having a high
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carryng cpaciy lead themseilves raiy, toaltet
Incorns what.. rea o very low carrying cpity
a re- suspible o Individual1 al tments,
It has been recognize that maw a
r sI ted
to I& e gr
ig,i ei toing, ot o
f ail grazing, adstilloths togo
springand
y
sumwm gngo n pulic
grazing. Then little
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plicatos* which are acted upon by the Director tf
4.

rrefo

irrange practice;

r
allotm by ck
5. Te
fso community or inividual use;
6. Seasonal~use of the publk

range, or any part

7. Approval or rejection inwhole or in pa of recom
m
io :eV~bfby
local asciations of stockman In the
districti
6Ote matters on which their
my bere
Ten-y permits cannot beIsed
po to the bro0~
makwbt aq
quetd b the qSecretar of the' Iter;ir
I
ohav comprehensiveadi reliable
ange s yi soi
The recommendations
of the
s
bo
on
notonly the carrying capacity of the public, domain
foregoing matters, as well as 0on an othr paining to
rage:bt:lo the ownehip of the private dep et
the welfare of the district, are ap
by thereginal
properties and the nube to stock for96 which they arei grazierdunless thei
aon
commensurate. The'Division of Grazing therefore hasi
of the act or of the dm rateegui
Grt
Ibued temporary
dependent leeaythus Is granted order-to give ful weiht to local
commensuratepropertywih orlty of . To date
condito custo and usages.
Ori F
act authorizes, the Secretary to
aprouzlmately 15,000 lcnehaiga Clm1rating
h been issued, Thee licen
I
make a reasonable charge for:iie privilege of gaing
aro te
character, but their Issuance is a rec ti that the
liveto4ck within idad ides that, of the money
socollected, <50 percet ito be ritted to the State
dependent commesuate propertie with priorityofUse
o ae enit tosmest of a
on which they ae based
in which the district Is located and the reaming SO
grazing Privil, t the extent of whic however,: has not percent deposited in the Treaury of the United States.
Twenty-Sw percent amount Is pledged to
yet been determined.
Lwed Aduissey Bents-Each Of the 10 western states has
t and rehabilitation of
appropriation for the
been constituted a region under the a
I under the
the range,
supervision of a regional grazier.Toaidtesabsh
During the first year of administration no fees were
ent of a sywhich justly cloud be termed "abeentee
charged for licensed stock. For 1936 all licenses have
landlordisfo, and in der to ci the benefit(o advice been charged at the rate of S cents per head per month
from those people who an not only best informed on the
for cattle, and cet per head per month for sheep.
subct, but also those whos property rights will be Thes low fees were fixed to permit the livestock owners
most affected, a system of local self-government has been
to adjust themselves gradually in the process of paying
from a free range to a controlled range. Further, it
prided which, to the fest extent consistent with the
terms of the Taylor Grazing Act, recognizes varying
was realized that a higher charge could not bkjustified
local conditions aWncustoms,
until such time as the administration of the range could
Local autonomy ha been achieved ptoa lr extent by
be sufficiently establised to protect grazing andto make
providing for the election in each district of a local advi- the range more productive.
Rsqe
sory board whose members are ~chosen from qualified
Imflwmmr-The; Secretary is authorized to
applicants for grazing privileges. These boards an under rehabilitate overgrazed and eroded areas and to conthe supervision of the Division Of Grazing and convene at
struct needed Improvements, such as wells, reservoirs,
the call of the regional gratier having Charg of the region
fences and trail.;0Much work of this type already has
in which the district Is located. Under the rules for
been done. Forty-ive Civilian Conservation Corps
administration of grazing districts aprvdby the Secrecamps are utilized in this work. The local advisory
tary of the Interior on March 2, 19)6, the local advisers
boards have recommended the nature and location of
are authrzdto make rcmendations on the folow.
most of the improvements made.
ing mates
Csmnrasties ad 0Mwr lvi'sosi.-The Sertary isau1. The carrying capacity of the public range of the
thoried to increase or reduce the number of s wh
district;
maygrae i distr to despite the os of use an
2. The date before which the rang must have been
eve the land ad wts reto do all thing necessary
used by an applicant in order to have priority at use;
sources from destruction and un
ry injury, and to
3. The Issuance of grazing licenses (district advisers
provide fok the orderly use, Improvement, and developmay not meany rcmedatons upon their own ap.
ment of the public range. The act states that none of its

W0
custom. Regulab
tion ofp
vcthecarryingcaty
either in th number of stiok run or
about b d
inthe length of theseaonof
Ga100se.
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provisions shall restrict Ib-9 riht to hunt or fish In tating
districs, and the Screitary', Isdrce to provide forco

operation with ll sociations Of sc

nd Stite

a dewithin the districts The prspt l
veloping of mineral resources on thepublica
t
within districts are not affected by the establishment othe
Suitable allowance smade for wildlife in fixig the
"a
capacity f th publc domain rane, adprovison
nade for establishing game- and bltd refuges within distrticts Areas determin to beo valuable f w
than for domestic stock are to be set side for e higher
use. Akll permttees are required to observe State and
Federal _game laws.
LandsWIt a ging dis may be homesteaded
only in the discretion ofthe' Secretary Of the Interior after
an examination an claiiton showing the lands to be
more table
I or the productionof agricultural crops
ta for the native gae and forage plants.
Th Secretay is auth I to exchange public lands
within or without grazing districts with Statest and private
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-Isanip d that excha
ha0 been slow,: l uit

hence.

I

I

thereby. IWhle progress to date In efeting

forwad will be- aade ore rapidly.
Theac also auhorize theSctayo sell ioae
tractof the publicdoma not excedn760 ce
area, after public notice, fonot le tha th appraisd

Price. Contiguou adownerhave a 30daypPreference to purchase such lan t the highes price bi, but
an no case may such an ownerbe required o y
than three :timsd th praised price. Th'e Secretary Is
to
isolated tracts so situated as
further aut
not to juify their Inclusion In a graing dirct. Such

lease may in on ly or grazingpurpossi, and may
be properly conditioned to prevent overgrazing andimproper use. If the tract involved embraces 7604ace or
less, occupants have a preference onlyt the extent
necessary to permit proper use of the contiguous lands
Little demand for the purchase of isolated tracts has
arisen, but numerous applications have been made to
leae such tracts. It Is expected that one year lees will
be extensively granted by the end of 1936.

Happendix I2
MONTANA ORAZING LAWS OF 1935, CHAPTER 1985

An 'Act to Proide for the Inor or of Grazing
District Associations to Share In the Conservao, Restoradon, Improvement, and the Use of Foage Resources In
theStao Montana, to AUte Sch AsocIation to
Lase, Purchase or Otherwise Acquire County orOh
Lands for Grain P
and to Provide for the Management and the Use of Such Lands Which -Wllt Bet
Conserve, Restore, and Improve the Fora value
ThrefPrvin for theppvl oy-lasofSuch
or Heraer
Corporations te Her
Formed by the Montana Grazing o I
Making
s
SuchiMontana Graing
th Supe
Authoity Over Coopti G n Dcts I
tana; Providing for the Fixing Fees for the Administraton of Such District and for the Administration of Grabng Districts Under Such Asciations and Said Montana
Grazing Commission, and to Amend Chapter 6, Laws
of the Twenty-third Legislative Assembly of the State of
Montana, 1933.

&s it natd by the Legislatiw Assmbly of th
Stats of Montana:

is0 located and the principal office or place of business
of theisoidation in the state.
(4) The membership fee for each member of the
associaion which shall In no cae be greater than Five
: (5) Theterm for which such association

is Incor.

porated which shall not exceed fot (40) yer
(6) The names Nd residencs of the pesons who subscribe to Nd
such &ices o kncporation,
together with legal description o the land owned or

leased by each i a r.
(7) Names and reidens of thoe who hav subscribed for membeishlp, with a desorption of the lands
owned or leased b each.
(8) The articles of incorporation shall hereafter be in
substandtaiy the following form:
AaXLU or IwNOwOATIOw
1. The name of this association shall be:
.......................
native Grazing
.e
Assocition."
2. This Is a cooperative organization without capital
stock and is not operated for profit. The purpose for
which it Is formed Is to make possible the acquisition,
control, cervadon and beneficial use by It members
of certn grazing lands lying....................
County or ............. .....,. Counties, Montana,
to the end that the members of the asociatio may
stabilize their farmi and ranching operations.
:
3. The .Cooperative
Grazing District shall be situated wholly witn the
boundaries of ....... County, within
the boundaries of ......
..... Counties,
Montana, and the office of the association shall be
located I ..
......... County, Montana.
4. The membership fee of this association shall be
Five Dollar, ($5.00) per member.
5. Thi association shall have a corporate life of forty

Chapter 66, Laws of the Twenty-third Legislative
Asmbly of the State of Montana shall be, and the is, hereby amended to read as follows
Suonon I.-Arktice of Ienpwasimn.-Whenever, three
or more qualified persons shal desire to Incorporate a
cooperative grazing district having (or its object the
utillizati*o conservation, restoration and Improvement
of forage resources on their la or upon land to tbe
acquired by such association by purchase or leas, they
shall prepare and file articles of incorporation to that
effect in the office Of the Secretary of State in the inner
in this :Act .specified. Such article sl be signed,
sealed and acknowledged in the form now provided by
the statutes of this state fo the conveyance of real
estate, and shall include the following:
(1) The name of the association.
(2) The purpose for which it is formed.
(3) The county or counties in which such district (40) years.
ILes. Roletie sad4
State ot Montsa Paed by the senxty4orth Leaey
Memow
oithe

.

.

MssbIr ta Rqnp smi.
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6. The individuals who subscribe to membrhp and
forae resources In the leading of county, Sate, or Federal
acknowledge thes articles iof Incorpoation, together
land.
with their respective residences and the legal desciption
(5) To l0sWor cause to be Isued permits to graze
of their laus, is as follows:
livestock on suchrazingr districts to association memAddress
Desption of
Name
b-' boa de resdets, lesss -of land and other
h in In each casec
ate la
Land
stoek o
(Either Owned
pursuant to the by-law and rule and rgltonsofthe
or Lewsed)
associationcapproved by the Montana Graving Comission. Sc permitted hal be entitled to prt
in the tUN o the range upon the annually, Of
...

.

......

.

..

.

.

.......
............ .............. .......

.

.. ....

..

.

.

.

..

..

.

.

. .. ..... ............. .,0

.

I NWITHNU WESRSOV, the mad parties of the first part
have hereunto set their hd and e this ....... day
of
,19....
Signed, Sealed and Delivered in the Presence of,

..............................

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.................

..............................

1
COUNTY O ...F.
STATS OF MONTANA U::
On this ..... day of .......
19.:, before mc, .......
a Notary public for the State of Montana, personally
..,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,:.,,

appeared ....and
I. ma .

know -to me' personally
.......I
to be the persons whose names are subscrd to the
within Instrument; and acknowledged to me that they
executed the same.
IN wrrN WiUXOI, I have hereunto set my hand
and affixed my official the day and year In this certificate first above written.
.............

Ne:a"y Pvklkfsv tM Sawinef Mea.:
My Commission expires ................,.:
I.,-,: ,
Residing at ..........
Srrnon 2. PouWS.-Eath associaiion organized under
this Act shall have the following powers:
(1) To lease oracquire, by purchase or otherwise,
lands for grazing purpose I0orfor raising forage crops and
to disp of such lands by trd sale, or otherwise.
.(2) TO construct or acqui fences, rvoirs, or other
facilities for the care of livestock.
(3) To lease from thte county or counties hI which the
cooperative grazing ditrict is locatedlandt aquired by:
such county or counties through tax sale or wie,
which is located in or contiguous thereto and not already
under lease.
(4) To apportion to -membDers -ai rights within
such district on such terms, conditions, and limitations as
may be specified by the directors thereof, or in acod-d
dance with the terms and limitations Imposed for the purpose of conservation, restoration, and improvement of
..
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reasonable fees in each case to be Bfixed or determined
from time to time by the directors of the association,:
providedthat grazing permits shl be issued only to
residents of the State of Montana and to individuals,
asoctons, or: corporations authorized to conduct
business under the laws of the State of:Montana and
actually engaged in the raising of livestock. 0 Preference
to
shall be given In theissuance of razing pe
the within or near a district who are members of the
association or land owners or l
engaged in the livestock business within or near said grazing district The
commensurability of such members or applicants shall
be thebasis¢ issuing permits for the proper use of lands
owned, occupied, or lease by them. Such permits shall
be for a peri
ofnot more than ten (10) years, subject
the renceright Of the permitted to renewal.
SNonow 3. M s-Ay peron, partnership, amcatio,corporatioor legally authorized agent of either
thereof owning or leasing forage producing land within
or ear the ope boundaries of any cooperative
grazing district met up by any association Incorporated
underthsAct, sall be entitled to become a member of
such association by paying the membership fee and by
subcribin; to the by-laws and by complying with the
regulations fixed by the grazing district as approved by
the M n razing Commission. When any member
shall isposo of the landsIowned or leased by him within
or near the cooperative grazing district so that he is no
longer the owner o4f such lands or leases commensurate
withhis; permit, then such person shall cease to be a
member of such association and his rights and interests
in the ot n shall thereuponpas to the purchaser
thereof. Whn 'any member shall dispose of a part of
the lands or leases owned by him so that another shll
become te owner of auch lands or leases and acquire
:rigt to meinberddp, then the rights ad interests invovZie t 1 be deteinned by the Board of Directors of
the association based upon the commensurabillty of the
lands or leases in such new relationships
Sacox 4. By&w-.ch as
on incorporated un
der this Act shall within thirty (30) days after its incor.
poratlon adopt a code of by-laws by a maority vote of
its:members for its government and management, not
inconsistent with the powers granted under this Act
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code of by-laws becomes effective it
pprov by the Montana
Grazing CmlaIn order that so fare as pomsible
i n the
and by-laws
there may be
Of al cooperative gaing asoiations now existing or
hereafter formed under the laws of the state.
Each association Incorporated under theroisosf
Chapter66 of the Salon Laws of the Twenty-thi
Legislative Asembly of the Stiate of Montana, 1933,
shall within thirty (30) days after the
and APproval of this
by m
vote, o its m bes
amend Its existing bylaw. so fr as may be necessary to
conform with the prvson of this Act, not Inconsistent
gated under this Act, which said
with the tepowers
amended bylaws shall, before becoming effective, be
submitted to and be approved by the Montana Grazing
Commission. Such by-law shall provide for:
(1) The tim place and manner of callg and noticing meetings of the association and of Its Board of

and b

oa

must be submit to and be

Director
::
(2) The number of m e constituting a quorum at
any meetings.
: : .,
(3) The number of directors of the aoclation, their
tenure of office: and the time and manner of their dec.
tion; the offices of the corporation, their tenure of office,
the manner of their election and th duties.
(4) S si of rights, s of privileges and grazing
permits for violation of such: by-laws, or of any reulalion, limitation or restriction Imposed for the consrvation of forage within the district.
(5) The manner of filling vacancies in the Board of
Directors of any office.
Sicmoa 5.D
Du;tis,-(1) The directors shall porens the full corporate power
of the association as authorized in this Act.
(2) The directors shall make regulations for the management and control of the affairs of the association and
of the manner of utilization of grazing and range development within their respective districts. Such regulations
before becoming effective, shall be submitted to and be

approved by the Montana Grazing Commission.
(3) The directors shall apportion grazing rights within

their districts to members on a commensurate bads As
may be defined by the by-laws and regulations of the

associations.
p itso within
(4) To grant to non-menbe
such districts when th -amount of forage within the
districtIs greater than the need of the member
(5) To determine grazing fees to be imposed on members or non-members on a per-head basis for grazing
rights or to determine assessments on members on a perhead grazing basis for the purchase of lands situated
within, contiguous to, or aacent to such districts.
(6) On behalf of the association, to enter into leases
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with persons,
partnership or with, the
couty or cotes in which the districts located or
with the State or the Federa Government for ftrac
of land within, contiguous to, or jacent tosuchdistricts,
the breed, quality and number of
(7) To se
male br
a which each member must furnish
wh sc re azed in a mon pasture within the
grazingdistrict. 0QX:0
:
X
Si(Mian 6. APilig M of 0Dt-Co.eativ i
associations organized under thisAthal, oompledion of oaniation and I po n, filewith the
County Clerk of the county or counties In which such
lands le, a miap or plat of the grazing district pr ed
to be created. If such district shall contain land siad
in more than one county, then a maporrpliat of such
grazing district shall be filed with the:County Clerk of
each county in which such lands ie. Whenever any
incorporated grazing association shall enlarge or reduce
the area included within its district,or change ort mify
its boundaries, it shall file with the County Clerk or
Clerks, a map or plat to indicate such changed boundaries.
SranoN 7 Lasing and/er PuncXe of LAds.-Any incorporated grazing association may purchase or lease any
and all lands owned by the United States,: the State of
Montana, any county, corporation or individual on
such terms as may be lawfully negotiated in each case.
In negotiating the terms of any lease with a cooperative grazing district, County Commissioner may provide
for a variable scale of rental charges, based on market
prices for livestock and/or livestock products, or on the
number and character of stock to be grazed in said
district.
SncoN 8. Resrves.-The association, after payingall
costs, lease rentals, or other expenses, may set up such
reserve for contingencies as in its Judgment is advisable.
Sacrnon 9. Distribution of Inarts MM
onIDissolution.Whenever any cooperative grazing district s dilved by
act of its Board of Directors or othewise,' in accordance
with the general law relative to dissolution ofcorporations,
then the rights and interests therein shall be distributed
among the members In propordton to the amounts paid in
by the various members as assessments, as nearly as the
Board of Directors may determine.
Simano 10. Amenmmd.-By-laws may be altered or
amended at any meeting of the members, legally called
and noticed by a two-thlids vote of the members present,
but such by-laws so altered or:amended must before
becoming effective be submitted to and be approved by
the Montana Grazing Commission.
SenoN 11. Ap4eals.-In the event of dispute between
a member of an association and the association itself,
or between two or more associations, appeal may be
made to the Montana Grazing Commission, AS in this
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Act provided. The record in the ce may be prepared
pursuant to stipulation of the parties, or, if they fal to
agreed theb record may be settled by the Monta"
Grazing CommissIon.
SeonoN 12. Apeo<S.
action ot the Mon.
tana Grazing Comm on Insuch appel all be final,
ave. and ecept that an Interested party may seek review
of the action 'fthe Motan Graing C
ion I a

district court of the conty wher the dispute or controvetsy'aros within thirt (3O) days after such decision
ofiei
On and. trial of the
Montana Grazin
issuI-n such court may be had won the record made
i Commission or de~nov,6
before t Monta
The district court may affirm, reverse or nuiy the
deciso Of the Montana Graxing Commission. Appeals
my be prosecuted from the ju t of the district
court tohe supreme Court of Montana as tn other cases,
Suaiiow 13. &sing
LavaaOf
d,;st
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Twenty-third Legislative Assembly of the State of Mond,
tana, 1933, shall be, and the same Is hereby,
d
save and except that as to any grazing districts ora
under and pursuant to such Act, this amendment shall
not affect, Impair, or destroy any of the rights and powers
by such association pursuant to the provisions of said
Chapter 66, and such associations so organized shall
continue and be in full force and effect, subject, however,
to the terms and conditions of this Act.
Swuon 14. This Act shall be In full force aid effect
from and after its passage and approval.
W. P. PaussW
Speek:rS of sk Hom.
:T.
Eanr EATON,
h
qf W Sate.
:sidnt
Approved, March 18, 1935.
F. E. Coozy, GeoWrnW.

Appendix I3
MONTANA GRAZING LAWS OF 1935, CHAPTER 1941

An Act to Create e Montana Grazing Cmmion,
Providing the Membership Thereof, and for the AP
meant of a- State Grazing Ai traor Defii the
0,
id
Power. and Prscrbin e Dite

Grai SidCmi- oAuthoy to Impoe son
GrazingAscitin Orgaize Undr thei Law of te
State of Montana, to Dejfray the Expene fte Saidf
Commission Within the Limits of This i Po
for the Adminisntraton of This Act, the Power and Duties
of Said State Grazing Ad tor, Preibing a
Annual Report; Providing for Cooperation With the:
United States and the Director of Grazing Under the
Taylor Grazing Act.

Be it imated by the Legislative Assembly of the
Montan:
StOte Mf
SaSrcow 1. Pgaus.-In orderito administer, regulate,
and improve such grazing districts - are now incorporated, or s may hereafterl be incorporated, under the
laws of the State of Montana, and to make such rules,
regulations and establish prope services and standards
thero enter into cooperative agreements, to insure full
realize of the otects of such grazing dicts, esta
lish moireunifon by-laws and regulations within and
a
a
nation
among the said various coo i
now exstn or which-Mayi be here f incorporated,
and in order effect full cooperation with the Director of
Grazing der th Taylor Grazing t o out
economic use Of the gai areas of the State of Mon.
rules and regulations for the Istan, tosunet Of d ng permits by cooperative grazing assocations to h m t oand most dependent
operators
members, resident users, and/or lves
, to be so
within any such ireas, such ulaton, h
conducted as to maintain maximum, continuous product with such use, to provide when and where
don
necr, for restoration of said natural forage resources,
and do anyY and all things necessary to accomplish a

sound administration of grazing ares in Montana, this
Act b adopted.
Szcmon 2. There i hereby created the Montana Graz.
ing Commission of the State of Montana hereater called
the "Commission."1 TheM
MotanaGraing omisio
shallconsit of a board of five ()
members wh hb
appointed by the Governor as provided In this Act,
from the
The Governor shall select one (1) me
Montana W Growe Associaon;ad one (_1)memt
ber from the Montana Livestock Grower.' Asocation;
and O (1) member from theBoard of County Conmiioner' Ds oato; aN one (I) m:emtfromthe
g
Incorporated0 GrazingAssocai,
:undethe law of
the State of Montana and one (i) member as a repr
tentative of the Director Of Grazing under the Taylor
Grazing Acti(Public No. 482, U. S. Congress approved

June 28, 1934).
Three (3) Of such member. so appointed by the Governort shl serve for a term of one (i)) yearned two (2)
of such members
Governor, shall
sob appoited by th;
serve for a term of two (2) years and upon the exapirion
be
of said respective terms, all member thear s
appointed under this Act theft length oftheir respective
terms of office hall be determined by lot.
In the event bra vacancy or aa upon the commission, the Governor shall within sixty (60) daysil
such vacancy fom the p fom which' said vacancy
shall occur.
hold -a riular meeting at
The commission s
Helena, at least once in each quarter period of the yea,

and such other meetings at any point in Montaa a
may be required in: the conduct of the business of th
commission, aor AS may be proper in tihe ad it
of this Act and related Acts.
Sznor 3. The commission at its first meeting Sll
nominate three (3) persons, citizens of the State of Montana, for submission to tb Govermo, whoshall from the olit
of such nominee appoint one who l act as the State

laws, Rssetkoad Meumocie o the State of Motana Passad by thw Tenat-rfon Ls1IvS AaMtbIntisRsutar SesaMe
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Grazing Administrator for the State of Montana. Such

s
administrator
hold office fores, term of one yer.
:
t
Upon t expiration otf
his tm office his scCceor
uhabl' be nominated andl appo&Xin In lik manner.
Sarmon4. Psvr and DuVds tei,-Th Corn
mslson shall make proven for the tecproetn ains
tratlo, regulation andImprovet oshrn
distct asmaynowexist undea byvt
d,
66Of theSe
Laws at montanam933, a
becreau
and as may hereafterti
any simil laws ia theState of Monta. It shal make
rie
iationsand e ablshu
such rules and
do y andl
entintosuch et agreement

thnsnecessary to inueteojcsand proeofsach"
te the
grating districts, namely to reulate
e
regulations and by-laws of all districts ford
State law as to the occupancy and use teof to preserve
the lJad and It resources from destrionand unneerlU
sary IY,
llyp t pio
Improvementad deeome f h ange andprvd
for
tockpassanddrivs a maybencessay an proper

over acre

andl0tbtgsai

disrits

Smso S. The members commt
ission sal be
ofthe
allowed their acual exessadTen Dollars ($1.00
a.
per dies for andwile eing a'sietus
peae. o b

audtedalodadpiinteano

th Oonrno, -: above r;ej-rib d, an to apo. suc
ad
ote agnt if
a
2
v Inursuheas
_ tadt2
w emloe
AiiD.

as mtr

ou

th evrlgrzn assoc'tzos:sh'Sae f

etn

4
I gn~t of iveCo.
andinFi~
am|tto
a _d
sa
shelba
evlw

Qy en 1% erh# a
head per .tj.ir a4b;

ing cpsjdpqd
eAeCS tases
^
biej:;
ern esn~w ~
.aio~
.:0&
im

.

a 4*+
,.i
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State Grzn Administrator shall be the executive officer
Na bds be controe N directed by
Ofathe c
therles an regulations e s b the ision
from tdimeto Xte dappidcabl to himz.:
Swrmo8a. It shall be the duty ofthe coml" to
audit all bill
expenses niurd by It or the administrator in the discharge of the 4dutiies the co m
to the Bard
and when foudco t to ctithe s
^~i
o af the Statetheof Montana, and
o Examfiners
When the
at
sm are approved by id board, it hil tran it such
claims to the Stiate Auditor who shall thereupon draw
a warrant upon the State Treasurer In favor af the party
or parties entitled thereto for the unt o certified
an aproved, which warrant. sh be drawn upon and
paid out of the state grazing fund. Said state grazingg
ceted and fs consit of the ^ts paid
fund Is h
therefore and other funds hereafter or
to s m
heretfoe appropriated for said commission and placed

NW

toS~^*f
suno

the credi of said fund.
S 9nusi Ahmid! ftsrL-The comndmiso must
on
:mak an annalreport, in writing to the Gvernor,
the fstda y January of all it transactions fr the
Smiow 10. Psn' and Dvdn efk 'co'
Cmwsi .-The
commission Small be and acts the official and final appelbetween a me.
Of
bor
iafte
mhe of a cooperatived
ber,
do NW
tS~f-d^0:cspeatdtei
:V?
and
grazing associaon
sucspala~onand(b) betweengrznasoitnsn
to

tM&Mitaotana.

h
nt
s W e. to
of the commit :e
*thethepowers
ad
be:br~susaaeate,
commsilon shall have power
authorty tosettle, adjust, and approve mutul
agrwe
np#
hme tmm grazing associations and owners or users
withn a $ lg:graing district, tofdetermine ad

ainand
5m h separate o jitly cntructed and m

to be as ding
as any
l
sm~aay be agreedupon
sVack
pelter Race prescrbed by law. In the event the kindof

Atm *bsntr cannot be areed upo, thei the comishave uthority and it ts hreby empweredto
ls
" 4a0|
deweiasthekind of barrier or fence required or what
n~orqnachmets Of sokshall constitute trlespass
*|w~i"Z* d;^trict.u
:Vf
1.Alctand Parts otActs in conflict here. This Act salbe n full fe mdeffet
As:wj ha passge and appo

M

M

W.P.PaGaM
:'W0\z00
*ke qf Ms H -ss.
~~
~
~
Ea:aur T. twso,

:t'''SE'""

iS, 1935.
-Approed,March
P.S. OooMvY, Caner.
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Bi reacted 6, tegLidastw qf te Ste of an approval of the State Egner an Artesian Well
Supervisors and any assitants deemed, necsary, who
New Mew.:
shall be Wunder the supervisionof8theState
artesian well
Suco 1Dboiu
"rim
sl be the duty a such well Supervi* a his
andit
Act Is heeb defi be an
fo the p
f tis
assits,
to enforce the iregulatoryprov
hrs
derives
which
ia
water
artificial
any Ac tid the
supply
bye
ues
pr
regulars
ad
artesimnsau rhus
u
sli
i pursuat hereto.
State
Sa. 2. &p 1da ft a.s.-AJI artesian wats
f
ai
lbe
b
his
Wel
Sup
and:
ii
to be pubi wan shall be
whichhave 'beend
levy a
C
w s
Doaird of C
control a the StateEne
the supvion
tx
speia
taxaleppet
all
orsuch
purpoe
upon
- provided y ti
but we Artesian
situated' wit tdheCounty whrei sc Ari nD
puantto
Disiri hve ben duly
situaed, which levy salbe exclusive a Ith lImt now
is
Laws f 1931 and Act
d
97 of the New Mex 8
that at no im
proi
by la,, Ptovided
t
hac
Dist
shal
amendatoy thm such
shl such tax levy produce.arvne i' anyoneyea
poweran authority withthe State Engeerto enfre
of more than Svety-Five Hured ($7,500.00) Dolliv
a
the:regulatory provldo - herein provided, so farm
All
fivnd derived fr such tax levies shl be tnm
the
me
co awk0''
by
the
Couty Teurto theSe Tret n or
by
rethew
b
the was toIbe cn
last day S March Jun, September and
before
the
i Ace shl not becne to
theptrvsion
Decemer ofeachyea. The StateTraurshl
of
Captr
13 S he Ntr ~ade S.ic.ii~ Laws o 91
depoit such funds to- the Credit -oa the es W
td
la*tan
being AnA
Fund of the County proiingf lthe Name&an sall4 sidb
cfla
be
to reof an repelin
g
I- Ai.
kff
,
lWa
,**F40
nty
m administration
s o ued b v said
but e'to'
tfo
relative
the'
Article 2 o f ate oi Nwi StautsA
o
the
po
of
w
Scinof
StaeAu%
marat
thivAt,
thState Egne say
notated,1
b
proper
approed
supported
_vochr
by
Aleeied
:
any,
p
g
on
e
b
foft
:inby oragint n AteiaeSti
onervac Dsrc wher It the state Engineer.
l T
Suc11o 4RA", adt
necessary frtepoeprtcinoaductonof
l
d
resb rules A
sallprescribb enforc
rights to'lithe public waters t
Artibesian Dad is dions consisotent ith the tes ofthi Ac gvrngth
80simio
::

'Sen

Bi]ll No 06
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i i af et-

drilling casnrpiigpugnad bnamao

r
w , ad, whe necea, myr
Dirict
situated and whe :- Arano
ce
b organic MAY
and'regulai Withe rioenditos In the differ.
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ete iemmke.
o
of Stl e Mule Peed by she Tw" Rbd"so"if de ttes
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Well Supervisor, and adupliState Engineer or Ae
ent Artesian Badin Provided, however, that the:State
Engineer shall first consult with the Board of Directors cate there If tahe ell is situatedwihi any Artesa
a
s
.f the
in any such ArteConservancy Distrcw th official of such Distict.
of this
SaImow 6. Dqfiis q Bn.-For t
sa Basin to the end that such rules and regltis shl
T
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Properly meet the requirement

Act, waste is defined as causing, suffer, or p iting
Ianyariteian water to reach any perous stratum above
the artesian strata before coing- to the surface of the
Is ituadori to beled or his or Isnt or at ey
shal ma6~ke app~lication to, the State' Engineer for permit
eart or emitting any artesian
Ho
r unnec ilyon the surface of the
well to
to drill, repair,plug or aandon anrti"w wlsetti
fort ,, the'
w
s
of ^operions to bepo
ground so that the waters there
lost for beneficial
rm th the oi-iof ti ct d th rule ad
use; provided, however, that nothing herein contained
regulations promulgated pursuant thereto, and said
shall be construed to prevent the use of such waters for
applicaton shallbe ap vd by the State Engine
ornamental ponds or fountains.
bowork thereon can proceed.
Sacu 7.0Abasdwd well: waig wa delased to. bee
procedinwth any such work the State Engi- pUlic MnuWe.-Any artesian welwhich has been sabanneer shal req-uire ethr f heowne of th ladupo
doned fo more than four years, from which the right to
the use of the waters has reverted to the State and which
which the work Is to bhmepera bondd or otheoctor
t be wasting the
who:isto
n :B
*f
tI~waters
w from
Basin
ap d b the State is found
tbdto
any Artesian
Ebngne in the sum of not to exceed Five Tound is hereb declared to be:a public nuisance, and the State
the propr comb- :Enginer, hisrepresentativor th tian s
(00,00.06) Dollars, conditionedu
this
pliane wth the povisions
tt Acdta 0arl and
_
ancy Dis tin which the well is located may abate such
nu sac i 0nasummary m e, wiithot notie: to the
regula'io pro4ulgated pursuant ert Sh
sa be mdpaya to thetate of New Meico f the owner, byplug0i or ot
e controllg twh
se.
e
use an benefit of thSat events
5010f S. Wad Of water en f._-The owne of any
h o tb a
the btrci
niur
art
l which Is being beneficially used or which
or refsa of the prn ipa6ocml with the poiin
under siing water rit maye beficially used,
o~ltsba be th'edtyf
th:
;
theStawe iuo
usfe or perits the waters thirefrnom after
w
i
coming to tit~fhe
sur of the earth
to waste as heif
shall be guilty of-a misdemeanor. Such- waste
is iss herebydeclared to be a publi nuisane, and in
tuck
work4
aetig that isowace sll
of theaure or refusal of theowner of the
theevent
weltabt "tesMe, wthi ten (106) days from receipt
- .0
ad te met th-ihl be deese tohv
.f Notic
Mail, Return Receit uested
frmtheState Engieer, Artesian Well Super or
Artesian Cansesacy District, ifv the well Is situated
such officials having jurisdiction: mway abate
the
proid
Th
W. we
0*renbyhi.ntowflhlng
W
w ork asab
teE pertai
Pemt
the
tbe0el,
suchnuisance
to a summary manner without further
tan
oas
tarX
.
t,
and
ithinwa
aipwtlb
i
notice by p perly fitting &the wry valves
L
A~e
_t'
<
ter
iq
EI Leditl oroherdevices or doing whatever hall henesay to
tonal e flow fwater tefrmadprevent suc
..~,:z:
the cot thereo shall alen
le against
- upswhpich th~e well Is situated, as well as anxy landi
the o
us owners of which have a legal rightto well
the
usa
ofathOtew SaterfromsuhE well
jSthereqo all or a
hnth 0*M eun the
was bes
copee, a *aon, X
w.kr!wsb!!eigh, and .1.. ofY easng
Mewbrt*0* Intes of the asel owners may appear, :
jens Pwa4 abbe.a
aimdasmbrdnctwdftw
0* alofwth esal eijy'ner.,
sad
shallflehs~mweth
whe~nthw efi

Theowner o

:Before

of suchA
Bssi.
lads upon which'any artesian well
I

:

L~~~~~o

tounit oftheowor: Provd edrhoever,
a cl^aimoiiestterfr uder oath of th Stat Engne,0
Aea Wel Supervsor, or:an offer of :an rtsan
Couraw itric, a the case may be, is filed inthe:
officeithe Cuty C:lerk oif the C]ounty iwhereinsch
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wel Is situatd,within five ys rom the time of the
mid claim of lien to be add ed
to th owneror owner of the land upon which the well
is situated, and to whom Itum c er giving a description of the land to be Dcharged with the ie the
na atu do work, the
commenced and the tm
completed, togete with the cost thered.. Said lUea
may be foirelsd i the samemanner providee b
t any time
law for the recoueof mot
one year but no;morei
than
the date
of Sng the same. The County Clerk hall 'make no
charges for filin the claim of lien,' and no costs shal be
y reclosure proceeding
taxed against the
on account the.ncE
t
waer: a ts wt Ia.-It
SUcomo9.
on
shall be unlwfu for any owner,
usng the water. Mxn any artei an woel to conduct the
same through any ditch, channel or conduit such that
MOr than twenty (20) percent of the waters are lkot
t of benebetween the point of apropratio and the
ficial us. In no case shall water be conducted6 o an
art wia wldrilled after Septem 6 1912 it0stac
greater than one and on-.half In an earthen ditch
g concrete lined;dic or other
Or two mies

completion of the work,

where such water shallbe conducted in p
tic or Industrial pu
dehat t
r 6,
from artesian wells diled: subsequent to S
totoha date, th
d
1912, ito replace wells
er t
waters rom which were being cdte
the above -menioned distances,sa not be retricted to the distance which they may be conutd.
When the waters from artesian wells ar conducted
:thro hcan together withwtes frm o othe
It shal be;
unaflfr
h an weperono crprtio
using sidf wters £tosfer or perit the wasteof more
tefi aoti
s th e
(20v)pc
o
to t
arteia
aropranof
waters
it
fropte
place of befial us.0:A
0
stutd:to he ued fo trg of water fro areiawel
the' cpctshlnot be greter than tha sufcet to
hold the continuousn ma im flow of waterroim such
afotb ghqt (48) houre
wells for a rio more than
aa such wells
cepting that re t
sc
' suc'
Is less than three hudeI(0)galn
:: iF - S':0' *' g#U
Per' imiute
resir may eof i t Capi to hodihe m
mum continuousflow thereof or a period -o ninety-si
e ostnsed and
(96) hoursSuc reservoir sh
I shall be the duty of
used onl for irriati pu
the Artesian Well Supevsorand ioffcials of ay Artesian
Conervnc Ditrc or agents or employee desigate
for that purpose to inspect all reservoirs and mainditches
and laterals connected therewith as to construction, both
"
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- to wor bp and materials used, and to determie
the loses thererm by seepage and evaporation. If
and distribution sytem shall show a loss
any reser
of more thn twen (20) percent of the water fromthe
artesian well to the, ple of b facial use, thei e
, or his
gating officl shll noti t owner t
agent
i
or person uing the same that such r
di
tributing system ar in defectve condition and that It
shbe unlawto make furtherfue of the same until
they ar repaired or reconditioned sos to lose by remson: ofsepage-andevaporat- notmo
t han twenty
)percent ofthe watersappropriatedi The use of
such restevoirfor storage purposes after thewner, his
agent or the person usg the ae hsrecivdnt
shal be deemed a misdeme r Punishable
v
in this Act, and also a public nunc,ad the Sate
Engineer, Artesian Well Suprisor, or A i Conservancy District having Jurisdiction may abte such
nuisance in a Summary manner and claim a lien for the
actual costs thereofas provided In Sectioni8. After
repairs have been made pursuant to such notice, it shall
again be lipcted by such official d It found to be,
o repaired or reconstruced so as t0conserve the waters
prove
the
therein, a e
the
same shall s:sue to the owner, or his agent or the person

using the same, his written *Priol thereo:

Samn 1 1. Usvg atr/rsorpSrp.-It shall be n
lawful to use water from any artesian well for the purpose of wategstock, except where such water all be
carried through pipes to watering troughs fitted with
float feedsorother meansof control to prevent wast
theref::ra ?:S
Sxcznow 12. i ti maeidaiews.-Any Person, or
pat violating any fitih provisio of Sections 4,
S,8, 9, 10, and 1:1 ofthisact or any of the rules aNd regulationspromulgated by the State En e in
i t
therewith, and each day such violation shall continue
shall constitute a sprte qfeae and upon conviction
thereof shall pay a fine
otless than Twenty-fin
nor more than Two Hundred Fifty
(525.00)- D
o ech o e. Th St Eni
(5250.00) Do
Director an
Aria Well Supervisor
Conservancy istrt or other officer cha d withlth
e r
t this Act, may file a complaint with the
proper official against an
for the violation of an of
the prisions hereof
Swrron 13. hrepviejasan e acssi*utaat.
Should any pov
of thisAct be held uc ttutional
shall not affect any;of the other
e

-th

thenc

SUro 14. Anus, dau.-Tht Chapter 6 of the
New Mexico Statutes Annotate, C pilation of 1929,
and all laws in conflict herewith, be, and the same are
hereby, repealed.
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sch hear0 It allpper that tere- a no unap.
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w
in dige u ae
ihere an e y Is hereby declared to exist and
pos
option would impair'existing w ter
this Act shall be infll force and effect UPso and after
right f
its pa Age a approvaL.
00source, the applcato shall be denied.
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ofa wate tberefiio -to beneficIl use, may make and fi
hSortonp I The waters of
in' the fI~ce o~xfdthe Stae Enginer adcrtio in a, form
or laes ag resn
- atesa bisrer
to be pscbed bthe State gI0e* stigfth the
abl aserainbl bundaisare herby dfecla
to
ld, te
beneal aW to which said w ater hsbee
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Appendix x5
UNIFORM UNDERGROUND- WATER LAW FOR WESTERN
STATES, SUGGESTED BY A COMMITTEE OF THE
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effectively stop the flow of water when not In use under
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#a rund sofw. through leaky pipes or other conduits.
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